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Preface

In this fourteenth issue of the annual WIT report since the foundation of the consortium, you will find
nineteen papers; a substantial part of them is dedicated to CRS and related topics. However, WIT is not
synonymous with CRS. Our portfolio also spans imaging, modelling, wave form inversion, and passive
seismics. Like in previous years, the wide range of subjects documents recent achievements of the WIT
teams in leading edge research. In addition, the year 2010 was a fruitful year for WIT in many other as-
pects, which we are pleased to share with you:

For the first time, a SEG meeting had a session dedicated to and including ’CRS’ in the title. The 80th
Annual SEG Meeting 2010 in Denver almost coincided with Peter Hubral’s 70th birthday. Despite Peter’s
attempt to keep a low profile, the news made its way through the community. Peter even ‘complained’ that
his friends put too much emphasis on his birthday. In a personal email, he wrote to me that one can not
force success, but that one has to be convinced to be on the right path. I had this kind of confidence with
CRS, and now I have it with my new project: philosophy. Obviously, Peter managed to seamlessly reach
out for new challenges after his retirement from WIT and geophysics. On behalf of the whole WIT team,
I thank Peter for his enthusiasm and inspiration, and we wish him good health and strength for his new
projects.

Also at the 2010 SEG Meeting, the paper A Workflow for the Processing of Reflection Seismic Data
with CRS Attributes received the best poster award. This paper summarizes the effort of a decade of re-
search on CRS with a focus on the most recent results of pre-stack data enhancement, data regularization,
and multiple suppression. Therefore, the award is a recognition of the sustained team effort from the WIT
researchers. Considering how long it took to advertize the CRS method to the applied seismics community,
this is a very encouraging development, which also confirms Peter’s confidence in CRS.

We are especially happy to announce that a new research affiliate has entered the WIT research team:
the Fraunhofer-Institut für Techno- und Wirtschaftsmathematik (ITWM) in Kaiserslautern, Germany. The
ITWM specializes in developing mathematical applications for industry, technology and economy. Our
new partners are the seismic imaging team of the Competence Center High Performance Computing within
ITWM. This group is, among other things, well known for their 3D high resolution angle domain migration
based on a generalized Radon transform. This migration and other developments in the field of seismic
migration and visialization gain the computational performance from the Fraunhofer Virtual Machine con-
cept. Some of you might have visited their booth at one of the past EAGE or SEG conferences.

Finally, we want to acknowledge your support. Without your sponsorship it would not be possible to
provide so many research opportunities to students, nor to help us in our mission for leading edge research
in applied seismics and as we educate the next generation of geophysicists.

Dirk Gajewski
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Summary: WIT report 2010

IMAGING

Asgedom et al. propose the use of the MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm as a replacement
of semblance to obtain a high-resolution estimation of CRS parameters.

Costa et al. compare the performance of splitting techniques for stable implementations of 3D Fourier
Finite-Difference (FFD) migration. Using numerical examples in homogeneous and inhomogeneous me-
dia, they show that alternate four-way splitting into the coordinate directions at one depth and the diagonal
directions at the next level yields results of the same quality as full four-way splitting at the cost of two-way
splitting.

Figueiredo et al. present two approaches to seismic diffraction imaging based on the diffraction oper-
ator, which can be used in both the time and depth domains, in accordance with the complexity of the
area. The first method makes applies pattern recognition to the amplitudes along the diffraction operator.
The second method relies on a statistical analysis of these amplitudes to design a weight function that sup-
presses noise and reflections and enhances diffraction events.

Garabito et al. present a new procedure of prestack depth migration combining the flexibility of the
Kirchhoff migration operator with the CRS stacking method. This procedure is mainly based on CRS
ability to collect paraxial amplitudes around a reference trace to be migrated over a Huygens surface and
positioning the stacked values in its true depth positions.

Garabito et al. present a stable and fast poststack procedure to interactively estimate the velocity model
by means of coherency and focusing analyses of diffraction events simulated from CRS-attributes. They
validate this approach by using a synthetic data from a layered model.

Maciel et al. give a short introduction to automatic time migration velocity analysis methods and dis-
cuss their parametrization. Numerical examples demonstrate the how the approach works.

Perroud et al. present here the results of CRS reprocessing of a 3D real dataset. The main objective
was to evaluate the ability of the methodology to recognize weak vertical-displacement faults. An original
strategy was elaborated to define the best possible 3D CRS parameters. The resulting image shows im-
proved event continuity compared to conventional processing, pointing out to a possible fault zone.

Przebindowska et al. present the application of acoustic full waveform tomography to the marine data
set from the North Sea. The study discusses some of the problems that concern the field data preprocess-
ing, wavelet estimation, and the choice of different inversion strategies.

Shahsavani and Mann present a model-based approach to the recently introdced Common-Diffraction-
Surface (CDS) stack method. The latter has been specifically developed for situations where the Common-
Reflection-Surface stack suffers from numerous conflicting dip situations. Originally implemented in a
purely data-driven manner, the CDS approach has now also been implemented in a substantially faster
model-based manner to obtain stack sections optimized for poststack migration. This approach is well

9
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suited for complex data where prestack migration is unapplicable due to difficulties in building a macro-
velocity model of sufficient accuracy.

Zhebel et al. present an extension of the localization of seismic events by diffraction stacking to 3D
media. Examples for data with a high noise level in homogeneous media are considered as well as het-
erogeneous media with triplications. Also effects of the double couple radiation pattern were investigated.
Furthermore, a field data example from Southern California is presented where the acquisition footprint is
compensated by weights based on Voronoj cells.

MODELING

Dell and Gajewski propose a new method for tomographic inversion. The inversion is based on the kine-
matic wavefield attributes extracted in the time-migrated domain. The method can be seen as an additional
tool to provide constraints for kinematic velocity model building. It is particularly useful in areas where
diffractions and triplications are located close to reflections generating conflicting dip situations. The
method has been successfully tested on a synthetic data example.

Dell and Gajewski present an application of the CRS-based diffraction imaging to synthetic and field
data. They also show how the separated diffracted events can be used to build time-migration velocity
model.

Kaschwich et al. investigate the impact of diffractions on pre-stack depth migration images and dis-
cuss some correlated resolution aspects. Furthermore, we present examples where we apply a ray-based
approach to compute synthetic seismograms for both reflected and diffracted events. Finally, we document
the applicability of the approach to different model types, e.g. isotropic and anisotropic media.

Tessmer demonstrates that the Rapid Expansion Method (REM) for seismic modelling applied in a time-
stepping manner is superior to finite-difference time-stepping. This is important for long propagation times
where numerical dispersion might occur. He tests the solutions of REM by comparison with analytic so-
lutions. He also shows how the time derivative of the solution of the wave equation needed, e.g., for the
computation of Poynting vectors can be calculated at almost no extra cost.

OTHER TOPICS

Baykulov et al. describe the use of CRS attributes in various modules for reflection seismic data process-
ing. The CRS attribute based modules contribute to multiple suppression, model building, pre-stack data
enhancement and depth imaging. The paper demonstrate the interaction of the modules and shows the
benefits by combining them in a processing workflow. For example, the prestack data enahncement not
only improves the quality of prestack data but also helps to suppress filtering artifacts in multiple removal
and allows a better QC of migration velocities.

Dramsch and Gajewski deleted traces from a synthetic data record to interpolate over sparse data and
to extrapolate over the end of acquisition. They compare the original traces to the results of the interpo-
lation process using partial CRS stacks. The results are encouraging not just for short offsets but also for
intermediate offsets and at the end of the acquisition. This observation concerns arrival times and frequency
content of the interpolated traces.

Santos et al. apply the fast extraction of CRS parameters using modern local-slope-extraction techniques
to synthetic data from inhomogeneous velocity models. A comparison of the numerical results to a simpli-
fied implementation of a conventional CRS procedure demonstrates that the technique lead to meaningful
values for the so-determined CRS parameters.

Tygel et al. extend previous expressions for inversion of reflector dip and curvature from CRS coeffi-
cients of time-migrated reflections to include (a) A simpler and more direct expression for the reflector
curvature and (b) Corresponding expressions for the CRS coefficients for ZO (stacked) reflections. The
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obtained expressions represent useful constraints for map migration along normal rays or image rays.

Vanelle et al. suggest a new stacking operator for curved subsurface structures. The resulting implicit
traveltime expression is derived from evaluating Snell’s law at a locally spherical interface. Examples show
that the new operator performs well for a wide range of reflector curvatures from nearly planar reflectors
to the diffraction limit.





I

Imaging
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HIGHER-RESOLUTION DETERMINATION OF ZERO-OFFSET
COMMON-REFECTION-SURFACE (CRS) STACK

PARAMETERS

E.G. Asgedom, M. Tygel, and L.-J. Gelius

email: mtygel@gmail.com
keywords: CRS, MUSIC, semblance, covariance

ABSTRACT

In this paper we developed a higher resolution method for the estimation of the three traveltime param-
eters that are used in the 2D zero-offset, Common-Reflection-Surface stack method. The underlying
principle in this method is to replace the coherency measures performed using semblance with that of
MUSIC (MUltiple SIgnal Classification) pseudo-spectrum that utilizes the eigenstructure of the data
covariance matrix. The performance of the two parameter estimation techniques (i.e. semblance and
MUSIC) was investigated using synthetic seismic diffraction and reflection data corrupted with white
Gaussian noise. The estimated parameters employing MUSIC were shown to be superior of those
from semblance.

INTRODUCTION

Many important tasks in seismic processing and imaging require the estimation of traveltime parameters.
Such parameters include, among others, velocities (e.g., for stacking and time-migration purposes), travel-
time slopes and curvatures (e.g., for slant, common-reflection-surface (CRS), multifocus (MF) stacks) and
event picking for tomographical methods. As shared with many other areas of activity, a basic feature of
seismic signals (referred to as events) is that they exhibit some sort of coherent or aligned energy. More
specifically, seismic events (e.g., reflections or diffractions) align themselves along curves or surfaces (re-
ferred to as moveouts) within the data. The basic strategy for signal detection and information extraction, is
to express these moveouts as a function of a few, meaningful parameters, and to estimate such parameters
so as the moveout optimally approximates the events. In general, the search for parameters, sometimes
referred to as wavefront shaping parameters, carry key information about the geological structure under
investigation.

To assess how well a moveout, defined by some trial parameters, approximates a target signal, a number
of quantifiers (or coherence measures) has been proposed. General discussions on coherency measures
applied to seismic data can be found in the pioneering papers of Taner and Koehler (1969), Neidell and
Taner (1971), Gelchinsky et al. (1985), with a clear emphasis on the second-order coherence measure
semblance. Semblance quantify the likelihood between the trial moveout and the target event by stacking
the data along that moveout and measuring the energy of the output.

Adopting the notation as in Kirlin (1992), for a given sample, k, at a given (reference) trace, the so-

mailto:mtygel@gmail.com
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Figure 1: Time window used to compute semblance.The two red lines show the traveltime trajectories
bounding the window used to select the data.

called semblance coefficient, or simply semblance, Sc, can be mathematically written in the form

Sc =

j=k+N/2∑
j=k−N/2

∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
i=1

x(j, i)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

M

j=k+N/2∑
j=k−N/2

M∑
i=1

|x(j, i)|2
. (1)

Here the semblance coefficient is computed forN samples taken fromM traces in a window centered about
the trajectory defined by the moveout equation generated by the trial traveltime parameters (cf. Figure 1).
In the following, the given sample, k, and reference trace, as well as the number of samples, N , and
number of traces, M , will be fixed throughout. As a consequence, we do not need to incorporate them into
the semblance notation, which will be simply written as Sc. To construct the window in Figure 1, proper
interpolation is performed to select the appropriate samples. In the language of electrical engineers, the
above-described windowing process steers the stacking along the trial moveout.

Semblance can be described in terms of the covariance matrix, of the data. Following, e.g., Du and
Kirlin (1993), within the selected time window along the chosen trial moveout, semblance can be written
in the form

Sc =
uTRu
Mtr(R)

, (2)

where u is a column vector of ones, which can be referred to as the unitary steering vector, and R is the
covariance of the data. Assuming the different sources can be described by a zero-mean stochastic process,
the data covariance matrix is given as

R = E{DDH} , (3)

where D = (dij) is the data matrix, in which dij is the recorded data at the i-th trace and j-th sample.
As in usual notation, E{} and tr() represent the expected value and matrix trace, respectively. Moreover,
superscripts T and H represent transpose and conjugate transpose, respectively. As pointed out by Neidell
and Taner (1971), equation 2 provides the interpretation that semblance can be regarded, within the selected
time window, as a normalized output/input energy ratio. The denominator, tr(R), is the normalization used
by semblance in order to generate a maximum peak of unity at the “correct” moveout parameters (namely,
the ones for which we have the optimal stack).
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Even though semblance is a good measure of coherency, it can in many times provide insufficient res-
olution for the parameter estimation. That is the case, in particular, for interfering events. There is, thus, a
motivation to look for alternatives to overcome these difficulties. As recognized in sonar and radar appli-
cations, methods exploiting the properties of the eigenstructure (namely, eigenvalues and eigenvectors) of
the data covariance matrix can lead to far better resolution results than semblance (Schmidt, 1986; Biondi
and Kostov, 1989; Kirlin, 1992).

The basic idea of the eigenstructure approach is to decompose the data covariance matrix into two
orthogonal subspaces. The first is the signal subspace, which is generated by the eigenvectors associated
to high eigenvalues. The second is the noise subspace, generated by the small or zero eigenvalues. In this
paper, we use the eigenstructure method called MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC), introduced by
Schmidt (1986). MUSIC exploits the fact that the “correct” moveout, represented as a steering vector, must
lie in the signal subspace and therefore is orthogonal to the noise subspace eigenvectors. As a consequence,
the projection of the steering vector onto the noise subspace provides a nearly vanishing value. The inverse
of such a projection (namely the sum of the dot products of the steering vector with the noise eigenvectors)
should peak when the steering vector represents a correct moveout.

This work can be seen as a follow up of Biondi and Kostov (1989), in which the application of MUSIC to
single-parameter velocity analysis and slant stacks is described. Here, we extend the application of MUSIC
to Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) multi-parameter estimation. Besides the theoretical exposition of
the technique, applications to first synthetic examples, consisting of dipping planar reflectors and point
diffractors, are provided. Comparisons of the obtained results and conventional semblance confirm, at least
for these initial examples, the expected far better resolution of MUSIC.

CLASSICAL MUSIC: NARROWBAND AND UNCORRELATED SIGNALS

In its original or classical form (Schmidt, 1986), MUSIC considers an array of Nr receivers recording W
incoming reflected or diffracted signals, in an arbitrary background medium. In time domain, the data
recorded by the i-th receiver can be modeled as

di(t) =
W∑

w=1

sw(t− τθi,w) + ni(t) , (i = 1, 2, . . . , Nr) , (4)

where sw(t) is the source pulse associated with event w, and ni(t) is the additive random noise at the i-th
receiver. Finally, τθi,w is the traveltime (or time delay) of the w-th incoming signal (or event) arriving at
the i-th receiver. The superscrit, θ, indicates that the moveouts depend on a set of one or more parameters,
here denoted, by a so-called parameter vector, θ. The most popular trial-moveout example is the normal-
moveout (NMO), applied for velocity analysis in the common-midpoint (CMP) configuration. In the 2D
situation, the single parameter to be estimated is the NMO-velocity. An example of multi-parameter move-
out is the general hyperbolic moveout used by the common-reflection-surface (CRS) stacking method. As
previously indicated, application of MUSIC to velocity analysis has been described by Biondi and Kos-
tov (1989). Here we extend the analysis to CRS parameter estimation in 2D data. In this situation, three
parameters are to be estimated. In order not to disturb the main flow, the description of the generalized
hyperbolic or, more simply, the CRS traveltimes, τi,w, are postponed to Appendix A.

Narrowband signals

For narrowband signals sw(t) the traveltimes can be expressed as exponential phase shifts around the center
angular frequency ω. For notation simplicity, that fixed frequency will be omitted. As a consequence, the
data model in equation (4) can be recast as

di(t) =
W∑

w=1

sw(t) exp (−iωτθi,w) + ni(t) . (5)

After time discretization, the above equation can be recast in matrix form as

D = A(θ)S + N , (6)
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where D = (dij) = (di(tj)) and N = (nij) = (ni(tj)) are, respectively, the Nr ×Nt data and additive
noise matrices, and S = (swj) = (sw(tj)) is the W ×Nt source matrix. Finally,

A(θ) = (a1(θ), . . . ,aw(θ), . . . ,aW (θ)) (7)

is the Nr ×W array response matrix containing all the steering vectors

aw(θ) =


exp(−iωτθ1,w)
exp(−iωτθ2,w)

·
·
·

exp(−iωτθNr,w
)

 . (8)

MUSIC utilizes the eigenstructure of the data covariance matrix defined by equation 3. Substituting equa-
tion (6) into equation (3) and assuming uncorrelated noise with variance of σ2

n, the covariance matrix can
be recast as

R = A(θ)[E{SSH}]A(θ)H + E{NNH} = A(θ)RsA(θ)H + σ2
nI , (9)

where Rs and I are respectively the source covariance and identity matrices. The MUSIC algorithm
performs an eigendecomposition of this covariance matrix

RU = ΛU , (10)

where Λ =diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λNr
) contains the eigenvalues satisfying λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λNr

, and U =
[u1,u2, . . . ,uNr ] are the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors of R. The unitary matrix of eigenvectors
U can be decomposed further as U = [Us Un], where the columns of Us comprise the eigenvectors
corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of R (the signal subspace), and with Un containing the remaining
(noise) eigenvectors.

Uncorrelated signals

For MUSIC to be applicable in our parameter search problem, the different source pulses, sw(t), should be
uncorrelated resulting in a covariance matrix Rs having full rank equal to the number of eventsW recorded
at the receivers. If the M source vectors are linearly independent then the matrix Rs is positive-definite
which results in A(θ)RsA(θ)H to be a positive semi definite matrix with its rank spanning the steering
vectors corresponding to the appropriate parameters we are searching. With the above condition satisfied
and since the noise subspace is orthogonal to the signal subspace, the MUSIC pseudo-spectrum, PMU (θ),
is given by

PMU (θ) =
a(θ)a(θ)H

a(θ)Pna(θ)H
, (11)

where a(θ) is the test steering vector and Pn is the noise subspace projection matrix given by Pn =
UnUH

n . Since the steering vectors a(θ) are orthogonal to the eigenvectors spanning the noise subspace
un, it follows that the parameter estimates will occur at those parameter values for which we have

a(θ)Pna(θ)H ≈ 0 . (12)

This corresponds to large peaks in the MUSIC pseudo-spectrum as given by equation (11).

Wideband uncorrelated signals

As indicated above, the MUSIC algorithm was originally developed for narrowband and uncorrelated signal
applications. If the condition of uncorrelated signals is maintained, an alternative to this situation is to
decompose a wideband data into narrowband data components and then treat each narrowband separately
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Figure 2: Concept of spatial smoothing.

(Biondi and Kostov, 1989). The MUSIC pseudo-spectrum at the center angular frequency ωi of the i-th
narrowband now takes the form

PMU (θ;ωi) =
a(θ;ωi)a(θ;ωi)H

a(θ;ωi)Pn(ωi)a(θ;ωi)H
, (13)

where a(θ;ωi) and Pn(ωi) are respectively the test steering vector and the noise subspace projection matrix
at the the i-th center angular frequency ωi. The strategy followed in this work is to Fourier transform the
test data and select a narrowband close to the center frequency of the source pulse as input to MUSIC.

SEISMIC MUSIC: WIDEBAND AND CORRELATED SIGNALS

Seismic signals are highly correlated and require a special modification to be used by the original MUSIC
algorithm. The consequence of having correlated sources is that there will be a rank deficiency in the
source covariance matrix Rs that will result in a mix of signal and noise subspaces. As a result, the
MUSIC algorithm will loose its power to peak at the appropriate estimated parameters.

In order to handle correlated sources, spatial smoothing over the covariance matrix, can be employed
(Biondi and Kostov, 1989). The idea is to subdivide the array of Nr sensors into K identical overlapping
subarrays of Nr −K + 1 receivers (cf. Fig 2) and then compute the covariance for all the subarrays and
average the result. If the covariance matrix for subarray k is Rk, the spatially smoothed covariance is given
by

RK =
1
K

K∑
k=1

Rk . (14)

To be able to implement spatial smoothing within seismics, one has to taper the data within a window
following the event(s) (cf. Figure 1). The purpose of this tapering is to make the delay times of the event
linear (which is the basic requirement behind spatial smoothing) (Biondi and Kostov, 1989).

The other advantage of performing the analysis in a given window is to make the steering vectors,
required for generating the MUSIC pseudo-spectrum, to be frequency independent. This allows us to
handle wideband seismic data. This process of windowing the event can also be interpreted as steering
of the correlation matrix before eigendecomposition and using unity steering vectors for generating the
MUSIC pseudo-spectrum (Kirlin, 1992).

Ideally, when the window is “perfectly“ matching the event, which will be the case of an optimal choice
of the moveout parameters, the signal would be flattened and all traces will nearly have the same moveout.
As a consequence, the steering vectors used in equation (11) will be simply replaced by a vector of ones
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making them frequency independent. In this situation, the MUSIC pseudo-spectrum generates a peak
resulting in the identification of the correct estimates of the parameters.

In practice, the windows are constructed by moveouts, defined by trial parameters. Peaking of the
corresponding MUSIC pseudo-spectra identifies, thus, the correct parameters. Following this approach,
Kirlin (1992) has shown that MUSIC can be applied for the single-parameter case of velocity analysis.
In other words, the objective was to obtain a high-resolution velocity spectrum. In this work, we extend
that strategy to the CRS muti-parameter estimating problem. In other words, our objective is to obtain
high-resolution estimates of the CRS parameters, which are three in the present 2D situation.

Figure 3: Synthetic CMP data used for comparison of MUSIC with semblance. A point diffractor and a
dipping reflector (β = 200) with the same τ0 = 2sec. is used to generate the data. Note that the two events
are very close to each other and it is difficult to distingush them.

Figure 4: Synthetic ZO section used for comparison of MUSIC with Semblance. A point diffractor and a
dipping reflector (β = 200) is used to generate the data. The red dot (x0 = 540m and τ0 = 2sec.) shows
the location where we performed the parameter search.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section we compare MUSIC and semblance for traveltime parameter estimation in the situations
of classical MUSIC (narrowband uncorrelated signals) and seismic MUSIC (wideband correlated signals).
For a simple model of a point diffractor and a dipping reflector with a homogeneous overburden, we
analysed the cases: (a) CMP configuration, which requires the determination of a single parameter, C of
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CRS traveltime (cf. A-1) and (b) ZO configuration, which requires the determination of two parameters,
namely parameters A and B of the CRS traveltime (cf. A-1). The two events (diffraction and reflec-
tion) were chosen to be almost undistinguishable. All the test parameter points within RMS velocities of
[1000:7.5:4000] m/s were tested for parameter C and [−4×10−4:1×10−5:4×10−4] for parameterA and
[−3× 10− 6:1× 10− 7:3× 10− 6] for parameter B. As seen below, in all situations, MUSIC performed
much better then semblance.

Classical MUSIC

To illustrate the application of MUSIC for narrowband uncorrelated signals we considered a point diffractor
and a dipping reflector illuminated under a CMP configuration. For a given CMP gather, the data consists
of (compare with equation 5)

di(t) = sdiff (t) exp(−iωτdiff ) + sdip(t) exp(−iωτdip) + ni(t) , (15)

where sdiff and sdip are the sources and τdiff and τdip are the traveltimes for the diffractor and dipping
reflector events, respectively. Moreover, ni(t) is the additive noise. The traveltimes for these two events
are described by the ordinary NMO equations

τ2
diff (h) = T 2

0 + Cdiffh
2 and τ2

dip(h) = T 2
0 + Cdiph

2 , (16)

where the velocity coefficients for the diffractor, Cdiff , and dipping reflector, Cdip, are given by

Cdiff =
4

v2
RMS

and Cdip =
4 cos2 β

vRMS
. (17)

Here, vRMS and β represent the root mean square (RMS) velocity and the dip angle, respectively.
The sources, sdiff (t) and sdip(t) are produced by a single narrowband source, s(t), modified by two

realizations of a random phase perturbations, φdiff (ω) and φdip(ω), so as to produce uncorrelated sources.
In frequency domain, this process is generally described as

sdiff (ω) = s(ω) exp[iφdiff (ω)] and sdip(ω) = s(ω) exp[iφdip(ω)] . (18)

A synthetic CMP gather was generated employing equations (16) and (18) together with a Ricker zero-
phase wavelet with a center frequency of 20 Hz (cf. Fig. 3). The fold was 40 representing a half-offset
range from 40 m to 820 m. The data was sampled with 2 ms and white Gaussian noise with a variance
of 10% of the maximum trace amplitude was added. The parameter estimation process was benchmarked
using the classical semblance analysis of Neidell and Taner (1971).

The output from MUSIC (cf. equation (13)) is shown in Figure 5 together with the result obtained using
semblance. As a result, MUSIC is seen to outperform semblance and resolve the two parameters well.

To perform a two-parameter test, we have now simulated a zero-offset (ZO) section for the same previ-
ous point diffractor and dipping reflector (cf. Fig. 4). The corresponding two ZO traveltimes for diffraction
and reflection now are given by

τ2
diff (xm) = τ2

0 +Bdiff (xm − x0)2 and τ2
dip(xm) = [τ0 +Adip(xm − x0)]2 , (19)

with Bdiff = Cdiff and Adip = 1.71× 10−4 (corresponding to a dip of 200 and a homogeneous medium
with constant velocity 2000 m/s). As seen from Appendix A, the above equations represent the generalized
hyperbolic (CRS) traveltime of equation A-1, in which the conditions

Bdiff = Cdiff and Bdip = 0 , (20)

have been implemented. As indicated in Appendix A, the far left equation above represents the diffraction
condition. The far right equation is due to the fact that, in this considered experiment, the N-wave is planar.

Based on equations (19), using the previous uncorrelated sources (18), synthetic ZO data were com-
puted for midpoints between 40m and 1040m. The results from the two-parameter search (A and B) are
shown for respectively MUSIC (cf. Figure 6) and semblance (cf. Figure 7). MUSIC gives well resolved
results as opposed to the semblance where the estimated parameters are more inaccurate.
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Figure 5: Spectrum of parameter C using both MUSIC and semblance (point diffractor and a dipping
reflector β = 200). The black dotted lines show the correct location of the parameters Cdiff and Cdip. We
see that only MUSIC was able to resolve the two parameters.
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Figure 6: Determination of parameters A and B based on MUSIC for a diffractor and a dipping reflector
β = 200. The black stars show the correct parameter locations.
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Figure 7: Determination of parametersA andB based on semblance for a diffractor and a dipping reflector
β = 200. The black stars show the correct parameter locations.
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Figure 8: Parameter C determined using both MUSIC and semblance (point diffractor and a dipping
reflector β = 200). The black dotted lines show the correct parameter locations.
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Figure 9: Determination of parameters A and B based on MUSIC for a diffractor and a dipping reflector
β = 200. The black stars show the correct parameter locations.
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Figure 10: Determination of parameters A and B based on semblance for a diffractor and a dipping
reflector β = 200. The black stars show the correct parameter locations.
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Seismic MUSIC

To examine the performance of MUSIC compared to semblance in case of wideband correlated signals, we
generated synthetic data based on the traveltime equations (16) for a CMP gather and equations (19) for a
ZO section. The parameter search was performed within a time window of 25 time samples with the ZO
traveltime being the middle sample and following a hyperbolic delay trajectory defined by the traveltimes.
For the computation of the MUSIC pseudo-spectrum, the samples within the hyperbolic window were
used to form the data covariance matrix and the associated eigen decomposition. In order to reduce the
correlated source effect we performed spatial smoothing of the covariance matrix using 31 subarrays each
consisting of 10 receivers for the CMP data and 37 subarrays each consisting of 15 receivers for the ZO
data.

The results of the parameter search is shown in Figure 8 for the CMP data (i.e., determination of
parameter C) and Figures 9 and 10 for the ZO section (i.e., determination of parameters A and B). It is
obvious that both semblance and MUSIC can resolve parameters A and B, but MUSIC shows a higher
resolution in general. However, for parameter C only MUSIC is able to resolve the two events.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we discussed the CRS traveltime parameters estimation problem in seismic signal process-
ing. The conventiona1 semblance algorithm was found to generate a lower resolution estimates of the
parameters. For the purpose of obtaining higher resolution parameter estimate, we replaced semblance
with MUSIC algorithm. This algorithm allowed us to estimate the parameters within a resolution limit
that is significantly better than the classical semblance. This work can be seen as a follow up of previous
applications of MUSIC to single-parameter velocity analysis and slant stacks. Now, MUSIC is extended
to Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) multi-parameter estimation. Applications of the technique to first
synthetic examples, consisting of dipping planar reflectors and point diffractors, and comparison to conven-
tional semblance, confirm, at least for these initial situations, the expected far better resolution of MUSIC.
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APPENDIX A: GENERAL HYPERBOLIC MOVEOUT

The CRS method uses the so-called generalized hyperbolic (normal) moveout, which is the natural gen-
eralization of the NMO, valid for CMP gathers, to CRS supergathers, in which source-receiver pairs are
arbitrarily located around the (reference) central point, which is usual taken as a CMP. In 2D, the general-
ized hyperbolic moveoutdepend on three parameters, as opposed to conventional NMO, which depends on
a single parameter (NMO-velocity).

Figure 11: CRS parameters for a given source-receiver pair around a central ray at x0w .

Mathematically, the generalized hyperbolic moveout, τi,w, associated with the event, w, in the data,
is specified by the zero-offset (ZO) traveltime, τ0w , and (reference) trace location, x0w , and given by (see
Figure 11)

[τθi,w(xmi
, hi)]2 = [τ0w +Aw(xmi

− x0w)]2 +Bw(xmi
− x0w)2 + Cwh

2
i , (A-1)

where xmi
is the midpoint coordinate and hi is the half-offset coordinate for the i-th receiver. Here,

θ = {Aw, Bw, Cw} , (A-2)

is the CRS parameter vector, with three parameters, Aw, Bw and Cw, to be estimated from the data. It is
instructive to recall that these parameters are related to the angle and curvature quantities as follows (Jäger
et al. (2001))

Aw =
sinβ0w

v0w

, Bw =
2τ0w cos2 β0w

v0w

KNw and Cw =
2τ0w cos2 β0w

v0w

KNIPw , (A-3)

where KNw and KNIPw are the curvatures of respectively the normal (N) and normal-incident-point (NIP)
wavefronts, β0w is the emergence angle and v0w is the medium velocity. All these quantities are evaluated
at the central point, x0w . Still considering the CRS parameters, we make the following observations:
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(a) In the CMP configuration of source-receiver pairs symmetrically located with respect to the central
point, namely, xmi

= x0w , we have

[τθi,w]2(hi) = τ2
0w

+ Cwh
2
i , (A-4)

with the CMP, single parameter vector θ = {Cw}. Moreover, we have the relation

Cw =
4

v2
NMO

, (A-5)

with Cw given by the far most equation (A-3).

(b) In case the recorded data stems from a diffraction, the condition Bw = Cw holds. This is because,
as the reflector shrinks to a point, the N-wave turns out to be identical to the NIP-wave (Zhang et al.,
2001). As a consequence, the hyperbolic moveout of diffraction (or diffraction traveltime), reduces
to

[τθi,w]2(xmi
, hi) = [τ0w +Aw(xmi

− x0w)]2 +Bw[(xmi
− x0w)2 + h2

i ] (A-6)

with the diffraction, two-parameter vector θ = {Aw, Bw}.
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ABSTRACT

Three-dimensional wave-equation migration techniques are still quite expensive because of the huge
matrices that need to be inverted. Several techniques have been proposed to reduce this cost by
splitting the full 3D problem into a sequence of 2D problems. We compare the performance of splitting
techniques for stable 3D Fourier Finite-Difference (FFD) migration techniques in terms of image
quality and computational cost. The FFD methods are complex Padé FFD and FFD plus interpolation,
and the compared splitting techniques are two and four-way splitting as well as alternating four-way
splitting, i.e., splitting into the coordinate directions at one depth and the diagonal directions at the
next depth level. From numerical examples in homogeneous and inhomogeneous media, we conclude
that alternate four-way splitting yields results of the same quality as full four-way splitting at the cost
of two-way splitting.

INTRODUCTION

Because of its superiority in areas of complex geology, wave-equation migration is substituting Kirchhoff
migration in practice. However, while Kirchhoff migration counts on more than 30 years of technological
development, wave-equation migration methods still need to be improved in various aspects. One of these
aspects is the efficient implementation of three-dimensional wave-equation migration.

The application of a three-dimensional wave-equation migration technique adds the problem of com-
putational cost to those of stability and precision of the chosen migration algorithm. To speed up migration
techniques like finite-difference (FD) (Claerbout, 1971) or Fourier finite-difference (FFD) migration (Ris-
tow and Rühl, 1994), a technique known as splitting is frequently used. In this context, splitting means
the separation of a single-step 3D migration into two 2D passes within planes parallel to the horizontal
coordinate axes, usually the inline and crossline directions (Brown, 1983).

When the splitting is applied to the implicit FD migration operator in such a way that the resulting
equations are solved alternatingly in the inline and crossline directions, the resulting FD scheme is known
as an Alternating-Direction-Implicit (ADI) scheme. This procedure has the drawback of being incorrect
for strongly dipping reflectors, resulting in large positioning errors for this type of reflectors when the dip
direction is away from the coordinate directions and thus outside the migration planes. This imprecision
leads to numerical anisotropy, i.e., a migration operator that acts quite differently in different directions.

To improve this behaviour while retaining the advantages of a rather low computation cost, different
procedures have been proposed over the years. Ristow (1980, see also Ristow and Rühl, 1997) proposed
to perform, in addition to the 2D migration in the coordinate planes, also 2D migrations in the diagonal di-
rections between the coordinate axes. Kitchenside (1988) used phase-shift migration plus an additional FD
propagation step of the residual field to reduce the splitting error. Graves and Clayton (1990) proposed the
implementation of a phase-correction operator using FD and incorporating a damping function to guarantee
the stability of the 3D FD migration scheme.

mailto:jesse@ufpa.br
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Inverting the idea of Kitchenside (1988), who propagated the field using phase shift and the residual
using FD, Li (1991) proposed to use conventional FD migration plus a residual field correction by phase
shift to improve the migrated image quality. Without any need to modify the conventional 3D FD migration,
the Li correction adds a phase-shift filter at certain steps of the downward extrapolation. This technique
corrects not only for the splitting error, but also for the positioning error of steeply dipping reflectors.

Collino and Joly (1995) solved a family of new 3D one-way wave equations by the ADI method. These
equations significantly reduce the numerical anisotropy, but are approximately four times as expensive as
conventional two-way splitting. Wang (2001) developed an alternative method to improve the precision of
the FD solution of the one-way wave equation. To guarantee stability and efficiency, he keeps the implicit
FD scheme and the alternation of directions, but interpolates between the ADI solution and the wavefield
before each step of extrapolation. He calls the resulting method ADI plus interpolation (ADIPI). As a
drawback, this ADIPI can produce instabilities in the presence of strong lateral velocity variations.

Zhou and McMechan (1997) proposed a 45◦ one-way wave equation that can be expressed as a system
of differential equations of first and second order (Zhang et al., 1988), and factored into a product of two
one-dimensional terms corresponding to the lateral directions (Mitchell and Griffiths, 1980; Graves and
Clayton, 1990). A big asset of the method is that the conventional FD extrapolation can be used with
very little modification. In this way, the efficiency of conventional splitting is preserved, without adding
the necessity of any error compensation. However, the method is also instable for strong lateral velocity
contrasts and needs rather heavy model smoothing.

Biondi (2002) showed that FFD migration is more precise than other methods that use implicit finite
differences like pseudoscreen propagators (Jin et al., 1999) and high-angle screen propagators (Xie and
Wu, 1998). Given that the computational complexity of all three methods is approximately the same, FFD
migration is more attractive than the others. Unfortunately, when conventional FFD migration is applied in
the presence of strong velocity contrasts, it can generate numerical instabilities, too.

To overcome the problem of instabilities in models with strong lateral velocity contrasts, Biondi (2002)
presented a correction to the FFD method that avoids stability problems. To derive it, he adapted a theory
of Godfrey et al. (1979) and Brown (1979), which improves the stability of the 45◦ equation. The corrected
FFD method is unconditionally stable for arbitrary velocity variations, as much in the velocity model as in
the reference velocity. Particularly, and differently from conventional FFD migration, it is unconditionally
stable even if the reference velocity is smaller than the model velocity. This new property allows for the
application of the interpolation technique, conventionally used to improve phase-shift and split-step migra-
tion (Gazdag and Sguazzero, 1984) but impossible in FFD migration, because it needs propagation with a
larger and a smaller reference velocity. The resulting migration technique is called FFD plus interpolation,
or shortly FFDPI.

Another, computationally less expensive method to stabilize FFD migration in the presence of strong
lateral velocity contrasts was proposed by Amazonas et al. (2007). It substitutes the real Padé approx-
imation (Bamberger et al., 1988) used in the derivation of FFD migration (Ristow and Rühl, 1994) by
its complex version (Millinazzo et al., 1997). In this way, the incorrect treatment of near horizontal and
slightly evanescent waves of the real Páde approximation is improved, leading to a more stable FFD algo-
rithm, shortly referred to as complex Padé FFD (CPFFD) migration.

In this work, we study possibilities of efficiently implementing these stable FFD migration techniques in
3D. We implemented and compared splitting techniques for FFDPI (Biondi, 2002) and CPFFD (Amazonas
et al., 2007) migration. Our numerical tests indicate that a very robust, highly efficient, and satisfactorily
accurate method is alternate four-way splitting, i.e., splitting into the coordinate directions at one extrapo-
lation step and into the diagonal directions at the next step.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The one-way wave equation

The one-way wave equation (Leontovich and Fock, 1946) can be derived starting from the scalar wave
equation, which for a homogeneous medium is given by

∂2p(x, t)
∂z2

+
∂2p(x, t)
∂x2

+
∂2p(x, t)
∂y2

− 1
c2
∂2p(x, t)
∂t2

= 0 , (1)
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where p(x, t) is the scalar wavefield and c = c(x) is the spatially varying wave velocity. For moder-
ately varying media, where velocity derivatives can be neglected, Fourier transform in time and horizontal
coordinates x and y allows to represent equation (1) as

∂2P (kx, ky, z, ω)
∂z2

− (−iω)2

c2

(
1− c2

ω2
(k2
x + k2

y)
)
P (kx, ky, z, ω) = 0 . (2)

Equation (2) can be factorized into[
∂P (kx, ky, z, ω)

∂z
− (−iω)

c

√
1− c2

ω2
(k2
x + k2

y)

]
×[

∂P (y, kx, ω)
∂z

+
(−iω)
c

√
1− c2

ω2
(k2
x + k2

y)

]
P (kx, ky, z, ω) = 0 . (3)

The two differential operators in equation (3) represent, when taken alone, one-way wave equations that
describe up and downgoing waves. For migration, the one-way wave equation of interest is the one de-
scribing downgoing waves, i.e.,

∂P (kx, ky, z, ω)
∂z

=
(−iω)
c

√
1− c2

ω2
(k2
x + k2

y)P (kx, ky, z, , ω) . (4)

Inverse Fourier transform in the horizontal wavenumbers kx and ky yields then formally

∂P (x, ω)
∂z

=
(−iω)
c(x)

√
1 +

c2(x)
ω2

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2

)
P (x, ω) . (5)

The actual restrictions that apply to equation (5) in inhomogeneous media are much less severe than the
above derivation indicates. Of course, for the formal representation (5) to make practical sense, the square
root of the differential operator needs to be approximated in terms of numerically executable operations.

Expansion of the square root

A well-used possibility for the approximation of the square root in the one-way wave equation (5) in terms
of numerically executable operations is an expansion into a Padé series (Bamberger et al., 1988)

√
1 + Z ≈ 1 +

N∑
n=1

anZ

1 + bnZ
(6)

where the Padé coefficients are

an =
2

2N + 1
sin2

(
nπ

2N + 1

)
, and bn = cos2

(
nπ

2N + 1

)
. (7)

This approximation is used in most practical FD migration schemes. Depending on the number N of
terms used in the expansion, it gives rise to the so-called 15◦, 45◦, or 60◦ migrations.

However, when the interest is on accurate imaging up to very high propagation angles, approximation
(6) has a drawback. For propagation angles close to 90◦, the argument Z of equation (6) becomes close
to −1. However, for Z < −1, where wave propagation enters the evanescent domain, the left side of
equation (6) is imaginary, while its right side remains real. Thus, the approximation breaks down abruptly,
which causes instabilities when using the real approximation (6) for migration in models with strong lateral
velocity contrasts.

To overcome this problem, Millinazzo et al. (1997) proposed to rotate the branch cut of the complex
plane before application of the Padé approximation. Denoting the rotation angle by α, the representation
of the square root is

√
1 + Z = eiα/2

√
(1 + Z)e−iα = eiα/2

√
1 + [(1 + Z)e−iα − 1] , (8)
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which, after expansion into a Padé series according to equation (6), yields

√
1 + Z = C0 +

N∑
n=1

AnZ

1 +BnZ
, (9)

where the complex Padé coefficients are given by

An ≡ ane
−iα/2

[1 + bn(e−iα − 1)]2
, Bn ≡

bne
−iα

1 + bn(e−iα − 1)
, (10)

C0 ≡ eiα/2

{
1 +

N∑
n=1

an(e−iα − 1)
[1 + bn(e−iα − 1)]

}
. (11)

Note that in equation (11), C0 is an approximation to one. This approximation gets the better the more
terms N are used in the sum. However, for a finite number of terms N , this approximation is always
imperfect. Therefore, it is more practical to directly use C0 = 1. We will use this value for C0 in the
following derivations.

Fourier finite difference migration

The complex Padé approximation (9) allows more stable implementations of not only FD but also FFD
migration (Amazonas et al., 2007). The derivation of 3D complex Padé FFD (CPFFD) migration is very
similar to the original derivation of Ristow and Rühl (1994). It starts from the difference between the square
root of equation (5) and a corresponding one where the velocity has been replaced by a constant reference
velocity cr, viz.,

iω

c(x)

√
1 +

(
c(x)
ω

)2(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2

)
− iω

cr

√
1 +

(cr
ω

)2
(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2

)
. (12)

Expanding both square roots in equation (12) in complex Padé series according to equation (9), we find

ik0

{
p
√

1 +X2 −
√

1 + p2X2
}
≈ ik0

{
p

[
1 +

N∑
n=1

AnX
2

1 +BnX2

]
−

[
1 +

N∑
n=1

Anp
2X2

1 +Bnp2X2

]}
,

(13)
where we have used the notations

k0 ≡
ω

cr
, p ≡ cr

c(x)
, and X2 ≡

(
c(x)
ω

)2(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2

)
. (14)

Joining the two series into one, expanding the fractions into Taylor series, and grouping the terms of
equal power leads to

ik0

{
p
√

1 +X2 −
√

1 + p2X2
}
≈ ik0

{
p− 1

+
[∑N

n=1Anp(1− p)X2
(

1−Bn (1−p3)
1−p X2 +B2

n
(1−p5)

1−p X4 −B3
n

(1−p7)
1−p X6 + ...

)]}
. (15)

Since
1− pn+1

1− p
= 1 + p+ p2 + ...+ pn , (16)

this expression is, up to second order, equivalent to a Taylor series expansion of a Padé expression of the
form

ik0

{
p
√

1 +X2 −
√

1 + p2X2
}
≈ ik0

{
(p− 1) +

N∑
n=1

Anp(1− p)X2

1 + σBnX2

}
, (17)
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where σ = 1 + p+ p2.
Using this approximation, the one-way wave equation (5) can be represented as

dP

dz
=

{
−ik0

√
1 + p2X2 − ik0

[
(p− 1) +

N∑
n=1

Anp(1− p)X2

1 +BnσX2

]}
P , (18)

which is the complex Padé equivalent to standard FFD migration (Ristow and Rühl, 1994).
As seen above, the theoretical value of σ obtained from this expansion is σ = 1 + p+ p2. However, 2D

numerical experiments of Amazonas et al. (2007) indicate that other expressions for σ can produce better
results. For small contrasts, they suggest σ = 3p and for high fidelity up to high propagation angles, they
propose σ = 1 + p3.

Implementation

To solve equation (18), we separate it into a set of differential equations. The first two terms provide the
equations

dP

dz
= −ik0

√
1 + p2X2P (19)

and
dP

dz
= −ik0(p− 1) , (20)

the analytic solutions of which are

P (x, z + ∆z, ω) = e−ik0
√

1+p2X2∆zP (x, z, ω) (21)

and
P (x, z + ∆z, ω) = e−ik0∆zC0(p−1)P (x, z, ω) . (22)

The remaining terms of equation (18) from the Padé series are represented by differential equations

dP

dz
= −ik0

Anp(1− p)X2

1 +BnσX2
P , (n = 1, . . . , N) . (23)

Discretizing these differential equations using a Crank-Nicolson FD scheme, we obtain

P j+1 − P j

∆z
= −ik0

Anp(1− p)X2

1 +BnσX2

P j+1 + P j

2
, (24)

where P j = P (r, zj , ω). Equation (24) means that the following implicit equation needs to be solved:{
1 +

[
Bnσ + i

k0∆z
2

Anp(1− p)
]
X2

}
P j+1 =

{
1 +

[
Bnσ − i

k0∆z
2

Anp(1− p)
]
X2

}
P j . (25)

We still need to discretize of the derivatives in the horizontal coordinates, i.e., replace the differential
operator X2 by its difference operator

X2 ≈ X2 =
c2(xk, yl, zj)

ω2

(
D2
x

∆x2
+

D2
y

∆y2

)
, (26)

where the matrices D2
x e D2

y represent difference operators for the second derivatives in x and y. For
simplicity, we choose second-order difference operators, i.e.,

D2
xP

j
k,l = P jk+1,l − 2P jk,l + P jk−1,l and D2

yP
j
k,l = P jk,l+1 − 2P jk,l + P jk,l−1 , (27)

for k = 1, . . . , nx and l = 1, . . . , ny with nx e ny denoting the number of grid points in the x and y
directions. The resulting difference equation equivalent to differential equation (23) reads[

I + Cn

(
D2
x

∆x2
+

D2
y

∆y2

)]
Pj+1 =

[
I + C∗n

(
D2
x

∆x2
+

D2
y

∆y2

)]
Pj , (28)
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where I is the identity matrix and Pj is the matrix formed by the elements P jk,l at a fixed depth level zj .
Moreover, Cn is the complex matrix with elements

(Cn)k,l =
c2

ω2

[
Bnσ + i

k0∆z
2

Anp(1− p)
]
, (29)

with c = c(xk, yl, zj), σ = σ(xk, yl, zj), and p = p(xk, yl, zj), and the asterisk denotes the complex
conjugate.

Two-way splitting

In the technique called two-way splitting, also known as alternating-directions-implicit (ADI) method
(Wachspress and Harbetler, 1960; Douglas, 1962; Mitchell and Griffiths, 1980), one substitutes equation
(28) by its approximate factorized form(

I + Cn
D2
x

∆x2

)(
I + Cn

D2
y

∆y2

)
Pj+1 =

(
I + C∗n

D2
x

∆x2

)(
I + C∗n

D2
y

∆y2

)
Pj . (30)

This equation has the advantage of being solvable in two 2D steps. Under the assumption that the inverse
operator in y,

(
I + CnD2

y/∆y
2
)−1

, commutes with both operators in x, equation (30) can be rewritten as(
I + Cn

D2
x

∆x2

)
Pj+1 =

(
I + C∗n

D2
x

∆x2

)
P̃j (31)

where the intermediate value P̃ j , defined as

P̃j =

(
I + Cn

D2
y

∆y2

)−1(
I + C∗n

D2
y

∆y2

)
Pj , (32)

can be found solving the system(
I + Cn

D2
y

∆y2

)
P̃j =

(
I + C∗n

D2
y

∆y2

)
Pj . (33)

The advantage of splitting is in the computational cost. While the numerical solution of equation (28)
requires the solution of a system of size nx×ny , the cascaded solution of equations (33) and (31) demands
only the solution of nx systems of size ny , followed by ny systems of size nx. Since all these systems
are tridiagonal, there are very efficient ways to solve them, which makes the splitting technique orders of
magnitude faster than the solution of the original 3D system.

On the other hand, this procedure also has disadvantages. The biggest one is the introduction of nu-
merical anisotropy into the propagation of the wavefield, because the numerical error increases with the
azimuth between the propagation direction and the coordinate directions. This degrades the migrated im-
age, introducing errors in the positioning of steeply dipping reflectors.

Splitting in more directions

To overcome the problems with numerical anisotropy, Ristow and Rühl (1997) proposed to generalize
the technique to splitting into more than two directions. The idea is to approximate the 3D square-root
operator by a sequence of 2D operators in different directions. In practice, most uses rely on three, four or
six directions to avoid symmetry problems. The unknown coefficients of these 2D operators are obtained
from Taylor series expansions or by optimization techniques.

The multi-way splitting form of the 2D Padé operators is given by the complex Padé expansion of the
square-root operator in equation (5) for multiple directions,√

1 +
c2(x)
ω2

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2

)
≈ 1 +

2
K

K∑
j=1

N∑
n=1

αnw
2
j

1 + βnw2
j

, (34)
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where K is the number of directions. Moreover, wj are the derivative operators in the splitting directions,
i.e., wj = cosφj u + sinφj v, with φj = (j − 1)∆φ (for j = 1, 2, . . . ,K, and ∆φ = 2π/K) being the
azimuth of the rotated direction.

There are two ways of obtaining the unknown coefficients αn and βn in equation (34). One way is,
as detailed above for the full 3D case, by Taylor series expansion of the fractions and comparison of the
result with the direct Taylor series expansion of the square root. Alternatively, optimization techniques can
be employed to find optimum coefficients that minimize the numerical anisotropy for a certain range of
medium velocities and a given reference velocity within the range of interest of propagation angles.

In conventional implementations of multi-way splitting, operators (34) are applied in sequence at one
single depth level before proceeding to the next one. In this paper, we apply the differential operators w1

and w3 for φ1 = 0◦ and φ3 = 90◦, i.e., the derivatives in the x and y directions, at one depth level, and
leave the application of the operators w2 and w4 for φ2 = 45◦ and φ4 = 135◦, i.e., the derivatives in the
diagonal directions, to the next depth level. In this way, we simulate four-way splitting, but with practically
the same cost as conventional two-way splitting.

Stable FFD migration and FFDPI migration

We compare our results of CPFFD migration to another stable FFD migration technique, FFDPI migration
(Biondi, 2002). It is based on a a correction to the FFD method that avoids stability problems. To derive it
Biondi (2002) starts from the real version of equation (18). In our notation, he rewrites the last part of the
operator inside the summation as

anp(1− p)X2

1 + bnσX2
=
anp(1− p)

bnσ

bnσX
2

1 + bnσX2
. (35)

This representation of the operator corresponds to the differential equations
dP

dz
= −ik0

anp(1− p)
bnσ

bnσX
2

1 + bnσX2
P , (n = 1, . . . , N) . (36)

This form of the differential equation can be implemented in a stable way by the realization of the product
σX2 as a symmetrical matrix product ΣTX2Σ, where Σ is a diagonal matrix containing the values of the
square root of σ. The remaining factor anp(1−p)/bnσ can also be represented as a product with a diagonal
matrix.

In 3D, after two-way splitting, the resulting difference equation is approximated by the system[
I + CxΣT

xD2
xΣx

]
Pj+1 =

[
I + C∗xΣ

T
xD2

xΣx

]
P̃j (37)[

I + CyΣT
y D2

yΣy

]
P̃j =

[
I + C∗yΣ

T
y D2

yΣy

]
Pj , (38)

where Σx and Σy are diagonal matrices with elements

(Σx)km =
c(xk, yl, zj)

ω∆x

√
bnσ(xk, yl, zj)δkm (39)

(Σy)lm =
c(xk, yl, zj)

ω∆y

√
bnσ(xk, yl, zj)δlm . (40)

Moreover, matrices Cx e Cy are given by

Cx = I + i
k0∆z

2
ε∆x and Cy = I + i

k0∆z
2

ε∆y , (41)

where ∆x and ∆y are diagonal matrices with elements

(∆x)km =
an
bn

p(xk, yl, zj)|1− p(xk, yl, zj)|
σ(xk, yl, zj)

δkm , (42)

(∆y)lm =
an
bn

p(xk, yl, zj)|1− p(xk, yl, zj)|
σ(xk, yl, zj)

δlm , (43)

and ε is given by
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Figure 1: Reference impulse response, obtained with phase-shift migration using the true medium velocity.
From left to right: Central vertical cut in the x-z plane, and horizontal cuts at 150 m, 750 m, and 1250 m
depth.

ε = sgn (1− p) =
{

1 se cr < c(x) ,
−1 se cr > c(x) . (44)

According do Biondi (2002), for the equivalence between the original differential equation and its stable
discretization to be guaranteed, it is essential that ε is constant on the depth level zj under consideration,
i.e., that the reference velocity is larger or smaller than all model velocities at the current depth level.

Biondi (2002) proves that this implementational correction stabilizes FFD migration, even in the pres-
ence of strong lateral velocity contrasts and for reference velocities larger than the medium velocity. In this
way, this version of the FFD method possesses the necessary characteristics to be utilized as the main part
of a precise and efficient high-angle wave-equation migration method. To attain a desired precision, one can
interpolate between wavefields obtained for a sufficiently dense set of reference velocities. Theoretically,
this allows to obtain arbitrary precision by increasing the number of reference velocities. The structure of
this FFDPI method is similar to PSPI (Gazdag and Sguazzero, 1984) and to the extended split-step method
(Kessinger, 1992).

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Tests in a homogeneous medium

To study the numerical anisotropy of FFD migration operators after splitting, we calculated impulse-
responses for zero-offset migration in a homogeneous medium with velocity 2.5 km/s. The source pulse
was a Ricker wavelet with central frequency 25 Hz, with its centre positioned at an arrival time of 0.56 s.
The migration grid was ∆x = ∆y = 12.5 m, and ∆z = 10 m. All our examples used a complex Padé
implementation of FFD migration with 3 terms in the series.

Figure 1 shows one vertical and three horizontal cuts through the reference impulse response, obtained
with phase-shift migration using the true medium velocity. The amplitude decay at high propagation angles
is caused by the source implementation, which did not use the amplitude correction of Wapenaar (1990).
The red line in the top left figure indicates the true theoretical position of the event, given by the half-circle
z =

√
(cte)2 − (x− xs)2, where te is the observation time of the event in the data, here 0.56 s, and xs is

the source position, here the centre of the image, i.e., xs = 1850 m. The non-circular appearance of this
line in Figure 1 is due to the overstretched vertical axis. For a better comparison, we will present all other
impulse responses below in the same way.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding four cuts of the impulse response of complex Padé FFD migration us-
ing conventional two-way splitting. Here, the value of the reference velocity was chosen as cr = 1875 m/s,
i.e., p = cr/c(x) = 0.75. We observe the well-preserved circular shape of the impulse response in the
deepest horizontal cut (bottom left), i.e., for propagation directions close to the vertical axis. However, the
shallow and, principally, medium horizontal cuts reveal a visible deformation, indicating the loss of quality
for higher propagation angles. Also note the amplitude loss in the directions of the coordinate axes that
are visible in the shallow and medium horizontal cuts. In the vertical cut (top left), only a slight deforma-
tion from circular shape is visible, which is due to the cut being within the coordinate plane, where the
errors are the smallest. The amplitude loss for high propagation angles reflects the quality of the three-term
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Figure 2: Impulse response of FFD migration using conventional two-way splitting; p = 0.75.
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Figure 3: Impulse response of FFD migration using conventional four-way splitting; p = 0.75.
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Figure 4: Impulse response of FFD migration using alternating four-way splitting; p = 0.75.

Padé approximation. Note that the observed behaviour will be emphasized in media with strong lateral
variations, where much smaller values of p will occur.

Figure 3 shows the impulse response of FFD migration using conventional four-way splitting. The
circular shape of the impulse-response has been nicely recovered by the application of the two additional
differential operators in the diagonal directions. Also, the amplitude loss in the coordinate directions is no
longer visible. Note that this image has about twice the computational cost of the one in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the impulse response of CPFFD migration using alternating four-way splitting, i.e., two-
way splitting in the coordinate directions at one depth level and in the diagonal directions at the next depth
level. It is hard to spot any difference to the result of complete four-way splitting of Figure 3. The circular
format of the operator is almost perfect, and even the slight amplitude loss along the coordinate axes is as
well recovered as by complete four-way splitting. Note that this image has about the same computational
cost as the one obtained with conventional two-way splitting of Figure 2.

Figure 5 shows the impulse response of FFDPI migration using conventional two-way splitting, with
interpolation between wavefields obtained for p = 0.9 and p = 1.1. We chose these values to reflect the fact
that for FFDPI, generally reference velocities closer to the medium velocity are available for interpolation.
We observe a good preservation of the circular shape, particularly in the horizontal cuts. In the vertical cut,
we note that the wavefront lags slightly behind the true position, starting already at rather low propagation
angles of about 35◦. The amplitude decay for high propagation angles is reduced as compared to FFD,
probably because the reference velocities are closer to the medium velocity than in the previous examples.
Finally, the shallowest cut exhibits some numerical dispersion, causing a distorted pulse shape.
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Figure 5: Impulse response of FFDPI migration using conventional two-way splitting, with interpolation
between p = 0.9 and p = 1.1.
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Figure 6: Impulse response of FFDPI migration using alternating four-way splitting, with interpolation
between p = 0.9 and p = 1.1.

Figure 6 shows the impulse response of FFDPI migration using alternating four-way splitting, with
interpolation between wavefields obtained for p = 0.9 and p = 1.1. Almost no improvement over the
conventional two-way splitting result of Figure 5 is visible.

Tests in an inhomogeneous medium

For a more realistic test of the different splitting techniques for FFD migration, we calculated zero-offset
impulse responses for the EAGE/SEG salt model. Here, we used a seismic pulse in the centre of the model,
described by a Ricker wavelet with central frequency of 15 Hz, dislocated by te = 1.1 s, and a migration
grid with ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 20 m. To avoid spurious events from the spike reflectors, we regularized the
model using a 7× 7 median filter.

We represent the results by vertical cuts parallel to the y-z plane at x = 4.14 km and x = 6.80 km, and
parallel to the x-z plane at y = 4.14 km and y = 10.22 km, as well as horizontal cuts at depths z = 1.7 m,
z = 2.9 km, z = 3.5 km, and z = 4.1 km. Figures 7 and 8 show these cuts through the EAGE/SEG salt
model after filtering.

Figures 9 and 10 show the corresponding cuts through the impulse response of FFD migration with
two-way splitting, and Figures 11 and 12 those of FFD migration with alternating four-way splitting. The
differences between these sets of figures are due to numerical anisotropy, which is not always easy to see
at this scale. The most visible difference is the one between the top left images of Figures 10 and 12. The
circular shape of three quarters of the wavefront is well preserved in Figure 12, while visibly distorted in
Figure 10. Similar distortions are present in the other figure parts. Some events, particularly in the diagonal
directions, are slightly more advanced in Figures 11 and 12 than in Figures 9 and 10. Also, some amplitude
differences are visible. We refrain from presenting the results of complete four-way splitting, because they
look virtually identical to those in Figures 11 and 12.

For comparison, Figures 13 and 14 show the impulse response of FFDPI migration with two-way
splitting. Since the theory of Biondi (2002) is only formulated for a single term of the Padé series, so is
our implementation. Because of the strong dependence of FFDPI on reference velocities not too far from
the true model velocity, this numerical experiment needed 10 reference velocities. For being a very robust
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Figure 7: EAGE/SEG salt model. Representation by 4 vertical cuts at x = 4.14 km, x = 6.80 km (top),
y = 4.14 km, and y = 10.22 km (bottom).
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Figure 8: EAGE/SEG salt model. Representation by 4 horizontal cuts at z = 1.7 km, z = 2.9 km,
z = 3.5 km, and z = 4.1 km (from left to right).

method, the impulse response is not subject to any instabilities, even with the reference velocities being
still a bit far from the medium velocities. This remains true even for less reference velocities, though the
image quality degrades considerably. Because of the need for a rather large number of reference velocities,
FFDPI is a rather expensive method. In our implementation, it used about three times the computational
time of alternating four-way FFD.

Even for this experiment with 10 reference velocities, we still see some effects of numerical dispersion
in Figures 13 and 14. Also, the results still exhibit quite visible differences to Figures 11 and 12. Since we
have at this time no 3D reverse-time migration available, it is hard to tell which results are better positioned.
Visual inspection and comparison to results of FD migration (not shown here) make us believe that the FFD
results are more reliable than the FFDPI results with 10 reference velocities. More accurate results can be
obtained by further increasing the number of reference velocities.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have implemented 3D versions of complex Padé FFD (CPFFD) and FFD plus interpolation
(FFDPI), which have proven to be more stable in the presence of strong lateral velocity contrasts than other
FFD migration implementations. For CPFFD migration, we have compared the effects of different ways of
directional splitting and compared its results to those of FFDPI migration. Alternating four-way splitting,
i.e., applying the differential operators in the coordinate directions at one depth level and in the diagonal
directions at the next depth level, proved to be an improvement over conventional two-way splitting at
almost no extra cost. The results were comparable to complete four-way splitting, i.e., all four directions
applied at all depth levels. Extensions of the alternating splitting technique can be thought of like eight-way
splitting where the remaining directions are covered two by two in the next two depth steps.

From our numerical tests with splitting the CPFFD and FFDPI migration operators, we conclude that
FFDPI migration is the most robust of the tested methods. Even implemented only using two-way splitting,
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Figure 9: Impulse response of FFD migration with two-way splitting. Cuts as above.
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Figure 10: Impulse response of FFD migration with two-way splitting. Cuts as above.

it did show only a fair amount of numerical dispersion, but no visible numerical anisotropy. However, for
practical use, FFDPI is a rather expensive method because it needs a large number of reference velocities
to function with acceptable precision. Thus, for a more economic migration with acceptable image quality,
alternating four-way splitting in FFD migration is an interesting alternative.

One minor problem of multi-way splitting should be mentioned. The differential operator in the di-
agonal directions can cause aliasing effects because of the fact that the grid spacing in this direction is
by a factor of

√
2 larger than in the coordinate directions. Off-diagonal directions may complicate things

further, because they require resampling.
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ABSTRACT

Seismic diffractions carry detailed structure information. Therefore, the development of computa-
tional resources capable of detecting diffractor points with a good resolution is desirable, but has
been a challenge in the area of seismic processing. In this work, we present two approaches to seis-
mic diffraction imaging based on the diffraction operator, which can be used in both the time and
depth domains, in accordance with the complexity of the area. The first method makes applies pattern
recognition to the amplitudes along the diffraction operator. The second method relies on a statisti-
cal analysis of these amplitudes to design a weight function that suppresses noise and reflections and
enhances diffraction events. Numerical examples demonstrate the feasibility of both techniques and
compare their results.

INTRODUCTION

Diffracted waves have played an important role to determine certain kinds of complex geological struc-
tures. Some of these structures are well-known as common hydrocarbon traps, such as faults, pinch-outs,
unconformities and structures the size of which is in the order of the wavelength (Halliburton, 2001).

Because of the importance of these types of structures, several methods for imaging diffractions have
been developed in the recent past. The first authors to look into the topic were Landa et al. (1987) and
Landa and Keydar (1998), who proposed and refined a detection method related to specific kinematic
and dynamic properties of diffracted waves. Another approach (Moser and Howard, 2008) is based on
suppressing specular reflections to image diffractions in the depth domain. Most recently, Zhu and Wu
(2010) developed a method based on the local image matrix (LIM), which uses an imaging condition in the
local incident and reflection angles for source-receiver pairs to detect diffractions.

In this work, we propose two diffraction detection methods based on an amplitude analysis along the
elementary diffractions (Tabti et al., 2004). The present methods do not require any knowledge apart of
from the migration velocity field, i.e., rms velocities or interval velocities depending of the complexity
of the area. The first method makes applies pattern recognition to the amplitudes along the diffraction
operator. The second method relies on a statistical analysis of these amplitudes to design a weight function
that suppresses noise and reflections and enhances diffraction events. Numerical examples demonstrate the
feasibility of both techniques and compare their results.

THEORY

Diffraction operator

Tabti et al. (2004) introduced amplitude analysis along elementary diffractions for Fresnel aperture speci-
fication. As illustrated in Figure 1a, the traveltime of an elementary diffraction associated with a reflection
point is tangent to the reflection traveltime at the stationary point (location of the specular reflection event).

mailto:jadsomjose@gmail.com
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Figure 1: Illustration of the diffraction operator for (a) a reflection point and (b) a void image point. Top:
amplitude along the diffraction operator; center: diffraction traveltime and seismic event; bottom: image
point and ray family.

More specifically, in limited bandwidth situations, this tangential point becomes a tangential contact region,
which defines the minimum aperture for true-amplitude Kirchhoff migration (Schleicher et al., 1997). Tabti
et al. (2004) named it the Fresnel aperture due to its close relationship to the Fresnel zone. For image point
off any reflectors or diffractors, below referred to as “void image points”, there is no such region. The trav-
eltime of the elementary diffraction associated with a void image point may cross some reflection events,
but won’t be tangential to any events (see Figure 1b), except for extremely rare coincidental situations.

Tabti et al. (2004) described amplitude analysis along elementary diffractions by means of a diffraction
operator D. This operator derives from the Kirchhoff depth migration integral (see, e.g., Schleicher et al.,
1993)

I(M) =
∫∫
Af

d2ξ W (M, ξ)∂tU(ξ, t)|t=τD(M,ξ) (1)

where U(ξ, t) is the seismic data measured at ξ, τD(M, ξ) is the traveltime of the elementary diffraction
of M , Af is the Fresnel aperture, and W (M, ξ) is a weight function. For simplicity, we omit the weight
function in the present study, i.e. W (M, ξ) = 1. Integration variable ξ is the horizontal coordinate of the
seismic section to be migrated, for instance the midpoint coordinate for a common-offset section or the
receiver coordinate for a common-shot section.

Instead of performing the summation, the diffraction operator D(M) at an image point M collects a
single valued curve (or surface, in the 3D case), defined as a function of the integration variable ξ, whose
value at ξ is the amplitude the stack in equation (1) will consider at ξ. This value defines the amplitude of
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Figure 2: Illustration of the diffraction operator for a diffraction point. Top: amplitude along the diffraction
operator; center: diffraction traveltime and seismic event; bottom: image point and ray family.

the elementary diffraction measured at ξ. More specifically,

D(M, ξ) = W (M, ξ)∂tU(ξ, t)|t=τD(M,ξ) . (2)

The top parts of Figure 1 represent the values of the diffraction operator D for the case of a reflection point
(Figure 1a) and a non-reflecting point (Figure 1b).

Tabti et al. (2004) also noted that in the case of a diffractor point (either a point scatterer or an edge), the
corresponding elementary diffraction corresponds to the scattered seismic event. The Fresnel aperture then
extends theoretically to infinity, regardless of the frequency content of the source pulse. Figure 2 illustrates
the diffraction operator at a diffraction point.

Figures 1 and 2 form the basis of both our diffraction imaging algorithms explained in the next sections.
The main idea of both methods is to classify every point in the image domain M as a diffractor, reflector or
noise point by means of the characteristics of its diffraction operator D(M, ξ). The first approach consists
in a straightforward classification using a well established pattern-recognition technique called k-nearest-
neighbours (kNN). In our second approach, we use a statistical quantity to measure how close D(M, ξ) is
to the average pattern of a diffraction point.

Diffraction imaging by pattern recognition

Pattern recognition aims at classifying data (patterns) based either on a priori knowledge or on statistical in-
formation extracted from the patterns (Duda and Hart, 1973; Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 1999). Pattern
recognition techniques have found applications in various areas, for instance, decision making, inspection
of objects, and automatic character recognition (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 1999).
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The mathematical tool to achieve this aim is called a classifier. Suppose we are faced with the problem
to classify a certain set of patterns into N classes, w1, · · · , wn. Let x1, · · · , xp ∈ IRn be samples of
patterns whose class is already known, and Ci ⊆ {x1, · · · , xp} be a subset of patterns associated with
class wi such that Cj ∩ Ci = ∅ for i 6= j, i.e., there are no subsets that fall into two different classes at
the same time. Given an arbitrary pattern x, a classifier aims at associating x with one of the N classes.
In this work, we are only concerned in imaging diffractions. Therefore we use two classes (N = 2): the
diffraction class C0 and the non-diffraction class C1 (that includes both noise and reflection image points).
We also restricted ourselves to the so-called k-nearest-neighbour (kNN) classifier, because of its simple
implementation.

The kNN classifier is a supervised method to solve problems in pattern recognition. It is a method for
classifying objects based on a certain distance measure and a fixed set of samples in the feature space for
which the associated label of class is already known. The development of the kNN classifier was inspired
by the technique for the estimation of a non-parametric probability density function (PDF) called k-nearest-
neighbour density estimation, which is basically a variation of the histogram approximation of an unknown
PDF. Moreover, although no assumptions about PDFs need to be made, the strategy used by the kNN model
to classify patterns reminds of the well-known Bayes classification rule (Duda and Hart, 1973; Theodoridis
and Koutroumbas, 1999).

Let k ≤ p be a positive fixed integer and dist a distance measure in IRn. Then, the kNN classification
process is given by the following rules (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 1999)

• Find the k nearest neighbours of x in the set {x1, · · · , xp} in terms of their distances dist(x, xi), for
i = 1, · · · , p. Let the symbols x̃1, · · · , x̃k ∈ {x1, · · · , xp}, with x̃i 6= x̃j for i 6= j, denote those k
nearest neighbours.

• Identify the number ki of patterns x̃i among these k nearest neighbours that belong to class wi for
i = 1, · · · , N .

• Assign x to the class wj with the maximum number kj of samples.

Since the results of a kNN model depend of choice of the number k of nearest neighbours, techniques
to select an appropriate parameter k like, for example, cross-validation, can be employed. Also, the perfor-
mance may vary as a function of the distance measure considered. Usually, Euclidean distance is used as
the distance metric.

As with all supervised models, the accuracy of the kNN classifier depends on the given training set. If
non-representative samples of classes are used as training data, the performance of kNN classification can
be severely degraded.

In the simulations described in the Numerical Examples section, we have employed a value of k = 1
and the Euclidean distance measure.

Diffraction imaging by statistical measurements

In an alternative approach to diffraction imaging, we investigate an analysis to design a stacking weight
that suppresses noise and reflections and enhances diffractions. As one can easily notice, when analysing
the diffraction operator at a noisy non-scattering point, the amplitude values fluctuate considerably. At a
reflection point, such a fluctuation is also observed along most of the curve, except within the Fresnel aper-
ture. On the other hand, the amplitudes along the operator evaluated at a diffraction point vary smoothly,
and their fluctuation is small along a much larger portion of the curve.

As a measure of this fluctuations, at each position ξi of the stacking curve a local-windowed version of
the standard deviation is calculated σw(ξi). The subscript w indicates the size of the vicinity of the sample
xi in which such standard deviation is calculated, i.e., the window size. In symbols,

σw(ξi) =

√√√√ 1
2w + 1

i+w∑
j=i−w

[xj − µw(ξi)]
2
, (3)
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Figure 3: Amplitudes (gray lines) along diffraction curves corresponding to (a) a diffraction point, (b)
a reflection point and (c) a noisy non-image point. Also shown are the values of σw(ξi), for w = 10
(dot-dashed red line), 50 (solid green line), 100 (dashed blue line) and 250 (dotted black line).

where

µw(ξi) =
1

2w + 1

i+w∑
j=i−w

xj (4)

is the mean value of all trace values xi = D(M, ξi) within the window.
Figure 3 illustrates the behaviour of σw(ξi) for different choices of the window length w, computed

along diffraction curves representing (a) an edge diffraction point, (b) a reflection point and (c) a noisy
non-scattering point. Note that there is no phase change in Figure 3 because, following a suggestion of
Landa et al. (1987), we invert the signal of the amplitude at the stationary point. As expected, there are
choices of w (in this case, w ≤ 50), for which the values of σw at a diffraction point are low (below 0.1)
for a larger interval than at a reflection point. Conversely, at a noisy non-scattering point, σw is high (above
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Figure 4: Amplitude curves from Figure 3 before (gray) and after (red) its normalization by means of
dividing them by σ50.

0.7) for the whole curve.

Using this property of the standard deviation σw, we can extend the approach of Landa et al. (1987) for
imaging a diffraction point. For this purpose, we study the curves formed by the normalized values

x′i = xi
√
n/σw(ξi) . (5)

These curves are plotted in Figure 4, for a (a) diffraction point, (b) reflection point and (c) noisy non-
scattering point.

The three cases can then be distinguished using the different values of the area J∗w under the curve
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Figure 6: Zero-offset dataset generated.

formed by these normalized samples.

J∗w =
1
n

n∑
i=1

x′i =
1√
n

n∑
i=1

xi
σw(ξi)

. (6)

This value is an approximation of the result of Kirchhoff migration according to equation (1) with the
weight function given by

W (M, ξ) =
√
n

σw(ξ)
. (7)

Note that J∗w follows the student distribution as suggested by Landa et al. (1987) if we use w = n/2.
Moreover, a window of approximately the size of the Fresnel aperture leads to a good enhancement of the
diffraction against a suppression of the reflections (see Figures 3 and 4).

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented and tested the above diffraction imaging techniques for a few simple synthetic
models. Below, we report the general results using two of these examples.

Model with three diffractors

The first model consists of two diffraction points and one dipping reflector with an endpoint in the center
of the model, buried in a constant-velocity background with v = 2000 m/s (see Figure 5).
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Figure 7: Time-migrated image of dataset from Figure 6.

The synthetic dataset was generated by Kirchhoff modelling. It simulates a zero-offset section with
500 source-receivers pairs spaced at 10 m covering an extension of 5000 m. To the synthetic data we
added random noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 100 with respect to the reflection event, which
corresponds to a S/N of about 10 for the diffraction events (see Figure 6).

Conventional Kirchhoff migration of these data produces the image shown in Figure 7. While this
image contains all three diffraction points, the two isolated diffraction points have rather low amplitudes
and would be hard to visualize in noisy data. Only the endpoint of the reflector is clearly identifiable as
a diffraction point. Figure 8 shows the diffraction operators of image locations associated to (a) a void
(x = 2.5 km, t = 0.8 s), (b) a reflection (x = 3.5 km, t = 1.73 s) and (c) a diffraction (x = 2.5 km,
t = 0.5 s) point, respectively.

As suggested by Landa et al. (1987), we normalize the dataset trace-by-trace using its envelope (see
Figure 9). Figure 10 shows the diffraction panels for the profile located at x = 2.5 km obtained from
the raw data and from the normalized data. The diffraction amplitudes (flat events) are equalized to the
reflections (other events).

We started by devising a kNN classifier for this data set. As mentioned above, for our purpose of
imaging diffractions it is sufficient to use only two classes (N = 2): the diffraction class C0 and the
non-diffraction class C1 (that includes both reflection and void image points). To train the kNN classifier,
we used the diffraction operators evaluated at the two isolated point diffractors as training patterns for the
diffraction class. The training patterns for the non-diffraction class were the diffraction operator at several
locations, including reflector and void image points.

We then applied the so-trained kNN classifier to the diffraction operators of the whole normalized
dataset. The result is depicted in Figure 11. We see that the method has correctly identified and positioned
all three diffractor points in the model, i.e., the two isolated point diffractors used for the training and also
the tip of the reflector not used in the training process, and has not misidentified any additional points as
diffractions.

For diffraction imaging using the statistical approach, we calculated the variance σ50 for the diffrac-
tion operators of the whole normalized dataset and used it as weight function in the Kirchhoff migration
operation (1). The resulting section is depicted in Figure 12. We see that also the statistical approach has
correctly identified and positioned all three diffractors. However, two of the three diffractor points present
a rather weak amplitude, so that they might be hard to spot in noisy data. The method also presents false
positives. Additional points close to the boundaries were misidentified as diffractors. Finally note that the
statistical approach presents lower resolution of the diffractors as compared to the kNN classifier approach.
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Figure 8: Diffraction operators of image locations in Figure 7 associated to (a) a void (x = 2.5 km,
t = 0.8 s), (b) a reflection (x = 3.5 km, t = 1.73 s) and (c) a diffraction (x = 2.5 km, t = 0.5 s) point.

Model with thirteen diffractors

For a more meaningful test, we applied then both methods to a more complex model consisting of 13
diffraction points. There are 4 isolated point scatterers at depths 0.3 km and 0.5 km, 4 tips of reverse
faults at 0.7 km and 1.0 km, and 5 tips of normal faults at 2.0 km and 2.3 km depth (see Figure 13). They
are buried in a constant-velocity background with v = 2000 m/s covering an extension of 8 km in the x
direction. The maximum depth of the model is 4 km.

Again, we generated the zero-offset data by Kirchoff modelling, this time using 800 source-receiver
pairs spaced by 10 m with a Ricker wavelet of dominant frequency 12 Hz. Additionally, we added random
noise with a signal-to-noise ratio of 100. The generated data and its time-migrated image are depicted in
Figures 14 and 15. While the edge diffractors are clearly identifiable in the migrated image in Figure 15,
the resolution is insufficient to clearly distinguish the point diffractors at the top of the model.
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Figure 9: Normalized dataset.
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Figure 10: Diffraction panels at 2.5 km obtained from the (a) raw data and (b) normalized data.

Figure 16 shows the result of both diffraction imaging methods. For the pattern-recognition approach,
we used the kNN classifier trained on the first model as described above. The kNN classifier correctly
identified all 13 diffraction points. The point diffractors are clearly resolved. On the other hand, in the
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Figure 11: Image points classified as belonging to the diffraction class by the kNN classifier.
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Figure 12: Kirchhoff migration using weights from the statistical analysis over the diffraction operator
curves.

image obtained with the statistical method, only the edge diffractions from the tips of the normal and
reverse faults are visible, but none of the point scatterers. While an analysis of the numerical values in
the image reveals that the point scatterers are actually imaged by the method, their amplitudes are too low
to show up in the image. Moreover, as for the first model, the resolution of the image from the statistical
method is inferior to that of the kNN classifier. It is important to note that in both methods the location of
the diffractions generated by the normal faults have lower resolution when compared to the others (some
smearing can be seen). Other numerical tests (not shown here) indicate that this resolution loss is systematic
and can be related to the faults’ dip.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we used the diffractor operator proposed by Tabti et al. (2004) as a tool for diffraction imaging.
One straightforward approach was its use in a pattern recognition technique to identify and distinguish
diffraction events from reflection events and noise areas by their amplitude pattern. Another approach
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Figure 14: Synthetic zero-offset data for the model of Figure 13.
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Figure 15: Time-migrated image of the data in Figure 10.

consists in performing a statistical analysis of the amplitude behaviour along each diffraction operator to
determine stacking weights for Kirchhoff migration that enhance diffractions and reduce reflections.
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Figure 16: Diffraction locations by (a) kNN classifier and (b) Kirchhoff migration using the variance σ50

as a weight.

In preliminary numerical experiments, the approach based on the k-nearest-neighbours (kNN) classifier
showed promising results. After training with selected diffraction operators pertaining to a synthetic data
set from a very simple synthetic model, the kNN classifier was able to correctly detect all diffraction
points in a considerably more complicated model, not missing a single point and not creating a single
false positive. The statistical approach can be recommended for the detection of edge diffractions, but had
difficulties to attribute sufficient amplitude to point diffractors. Moreover, it suffers from less resolution
and more boundary effects.

Further investigations are necessary to evaluate the robustness and tolerance of new approach with re-
spect to more complicated geological settings and higher noise levels, and whether the performance can
be improved by combining the methods. Other possible improvements of the pattern-recognition method
might be achieved by replacing the simple kNN classifier by other, more sophisticated classifiers, such as
the support vector machine (SVM), the neural network, or the decision tree (Bishop, 1995, 2006; Breiman
et al., 1984). An improvement possibility for the statistical approach is to measure the variation of the
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Fresnel aperture with the signal’s frequency, because this property varies for reflections and remains con-
stant for diffractions. Beyond amplitude analysis, the diffraction panel illustrated in Figure 10 suggests the
application of a dip-filtering technique as another possibility for imaging diffractions.
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ABSTRACT

Beam-migration methods efficiently extend the benefits of Kirchhoff migration and enhance its
imaging accuracy, producing high fidelity images of complex geological structures. The common-
reflection-surface (CRS) stack method produces zero-offset (ZO) sections from multi-coverage data
with high signal-to-noise ratio and better continuity of reflection events, especially dipping structures.
The CRS operator depends on three kinematic attributes determined from prestack data by automatic
optimization procedures. These attributes have several applications: velocity model determination
via tomography, determination of projected Fresnel zones, and time and depth migration. Following
the concepts of beam-migration methods, we present one new depth migration procedure that com-
bines Kirchhoff depth migration and the CRS stacking method, called CRS-beam PreSDM. The beam
stack is based on CRS operators ability to collect paraxial contributions around a reference trace to be
migrated. The present migration algorithm was tested on a synthetic 2D seismic dataset containing
reflections of steep dip interfaces. The results obtained show improvements when compared to the
conventional Kirchhoff migration. The algorithm was also applied to prestack migrate the real, low-
fold, 2D land data of the seismic line 50-RL-90, acquired at the Tacutu basin, Brazil. The comparison
of the two final results are very insightful in terms of resolution quality, thus leading to more accurate
interpretations.

INTRODUCTION

Among all seismic processing techniques used to prospect for oil and gas, seismic migration produces
more representative and interpretable images of the subsurface. Kirchhoff migration is one of the most
popular seismic imaging methods, especially in 3D, due to its efficiency and flexibility in dealing with
several kinds of datasets, including wavefield and non-wavefield volumes of data, such as common-offset
data. The method is suitable to solve imaging problems in areas with smooth velocity variations and also
provides good accurate results in areas with structurally complex geologic behavior. In media with strong
lateral and vertical velocity variation, Kirchhoff migration loses part of its efficiency and accuracy, either
in time or in the depth domain, mainly due to multipathing of the seismic energy and due to deformations
of the wavefront form that takes places in such media.

As a viable alternative to Kirchhoff migration, beam type migration methods were introduced in the
beginning of the 90s for the marine case. Among these beam algorithms, we cite the Kirchhoff-beam
migration of Sun et al. (2000) and the Gaussian beam migration of Hill (2001). Subsequent works using
this approach (Albertin et al., 2004; Gray, 2005) have confirmed the Gaussian Beam (GB) prestack depth
migration as a robust method for imaging in depth, with precision comparable to wavefield extrapolation
methods. The GB migration retains the main advantages of Kirchhoff migration and takes into account the
multipathing energy by considering local slant stacks, decomposing the wavefield into source and receiver
domains and extrapolating the wavefields into depth domain using ray-tracing algorithms.

mailto:germangc@msn.com
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For imaging in time domain, the CRS method simulates a ZO stacked section by means of summing
prestack data along stacking curves calculated by a general hyperbolic traveltime approximation. This
approximation depends on three kinematic attributes related to local properties of the reflectors (Jäger
et al., 2001; Garabito et al., 2001; Mann, 2001). Since it is a data-driven method, the three kinematic
attributes that define the CRS stacking curves or surfaces are determined from the prestack data by means
of automatic optimization search processes based on coherency measures, i.e., semblance. The resulting
ZO stacked sections presents an high quality in signal-to-noise ratio, and even in geologically complex
areas the results are superior to conventional methods such as post-stack time migration and pre-stack time
migration.

Following the beam migration approach, we present a new development of a prestack depth migration
algorithm combining the Kirchhoff migration and the CRS stack method. This new migration algorithm,
called CRS-beam PSDM, is similar to the modified Kirchhoff migration presented in Ferreira and Cruz
(2005). In our approach, a relative traveltime stacking operator is defined with respect to the diffraction
(Huygens) traveltime surface. A local stacking is then introduced using the relative operator, when the
amplitudes are summed in a range defined by the projected Fresnel zone (PFZ) around one reference trace.
These amplitudes are positioned in their true depth locations according to their dips contained in the input
section. The CRS processing comes into play here via the determination of the PFZ and the relative stacking
operator using the CRS-attributes. The CRS-beam migration approach was introduced for the first time in
depth and time domains, respectively, in Garabito and Ferreira (2009) and Tassini et al., (2009).

In this work, by using a synthetic seismic data with high level random noise added which correspond to
a layered model with curved and steep dip interfaces, we show the local character of the impulse response
of the CRS-beam PSDM, showing its complete localization in space and in dip direction. Finally, the
CRS-beam PSDM algorithm was applied to a real, 2D land seismic data acquired over the Tacutu basin,
located in Northwestern Brazil, in Roraima state. The seismic line 50-RL-90 was acquired perpendicularly
to the main fault that limits the basin in its Brazilian side. The dataset is noisy and low-fold, representing
a challenge to the processing due to its quality. After the pre-processing steps, the data was prestack depth
migrated using both Kirchhoff and CRS-beam algorithms.

MODIFIED KIRCHHOFF-TYPE MIGRATION

In terms of analytical mathematical operator, 2D Kirchhoff depth/time migration is represented by a
weighted integration (summation) of amplitudes along the so-called diffraction stack (Huygens) traveltime
surface (Schleicher et al., 1993):

I(M, t = 0) =
∫
A

dξ w(ξ,M) D [U(ξ, τD(ξ,M))], (1)

in which I(M, t = 0) denotes the stacked amplitude assigned to the diffraction point at M in depth
migrated space and U(ξ,t) denotes the seismic data recorded at the surface, while t is the time and ξ
is the configuration parameter vector of the input data. For 2.5D media, operator D represents a half
derivative applied to the data in order to restore the wavelet shape. Function w(ξ,M ) is the true-amplitude
weight, designed to suppress as much as possible the geometrical spreading losses present in the recorded
seismic amplitudes. In this work we shall consider only the kinematic migration, i.e. w(ξ,M ) = 1, since
traveltime is the main issue considered in the present approach so far. The traveltime surface τD(ξ,M)
(Huygens surface) is function of the depth coordinates of the diffraction point represented by M and of the
parameterized coordinate vector, ξ, of the source-receiver pair, which varies within the migration aperture
A.

Ferreira and Cruz (2005) presented a new approach for prestack depth migration through the modifi-
cation of the Kirchhoff integral, including in the kernel of the migration operator the GB superposition
integral. The kinematic version of the modified Kirchhoff integral, called in the referred work as KGB-
PSDM, is given by:

I(M, t = 0) =
∫
A

dξ w(ξ,M)
∫
AP

dξP
√
HP (ξP )DL(ξP )

∂2

∂t2
U(ξ, τD(ξ, ξP ,M)) (2)

The second integral in Eq. (2) represents the seismic data to be migrated. It is considered to be obtained
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by a superposition of GBs. The parameter ξ is the position of the reference trace to be migrated and ξP

denotes the positions of the traces used in the stack that are in the vicinity of this reference trace. Function
τD(ξ, ξP ,M) denotes the relative traveltime (diffraction) surface along which it is performed the stacking
of the paraxial amplitudes that contribute to the reference trace, which is a posteriori stacked along the
Huygens curve, as it is normally accomplished in the migration process described by Eq. (1). Finally,
HP (ξP ) and DL(ξP ) are factors belonging to the weight-function of the GB stacking procedure itself
(e.g., see Ferreira and Cruz, 2005) and which are, respectively, the value of the PFZ at the relative position
ξP and the Gaussian-decaying taper function – i.e., the imaginary part of the paraxial traveltime surface
contributing to the weighting of the amplitudes of paraxial rays.

In fact, the inner integral in Eq. (2) is the GB superposition operator interpreted as an integral along
the PFZ of each ξ, in which its weight-function is proportional to the PFZ factor HP (ξP ). Migration
operator considering Eq. (2) is the formal definition of the KGB depth migration in Ferreira and Cruz
(2005) interpretation. They have presented several short papers with synthetic examples (e.g., see Ferreira
and Cruz, 2005), where they compared the results with a finite-offset true-amplitude Kirchhoff migration.
The results showed reduction of the number of artifacts present in the images, as well as a good S/N ratio.
With these features and the extension represented by Eq. (2), the whole migration process can also be
performed in the true amplitude sense.

In order to perform the stacking of the input traces in the given vicinity, let us analyse the same pro-
cedure from the CRS operator point of view. The CRS stacking method produces ZO stacked sections
from multi-coverage data, based on a general hyperbolic traveltime approximation expressed as function
of three kinematic attributes, as follows: the emergence angle of the zero-offset central ray, β0, and the
quantities KN and KNIP that are wavefront curvatures of the normal and normal-incident-point (NIP )
waves, respectively, measured at the emergence point of the central ray. These thee kinematic attributes,
also called CRS-attributes, are determined from the prestack data by means of automatic search processes
using coherency analysis.

In this work, we employ the global optimization strategy to extract the CRS-attributes from prestack
data (Garabito et al., 2006). These CRS-attributes are of great value for several applications, but in the
present case we apply it to the determination of the PFZ and for the Kirchhoff beam prestack depth migra-
tion. With the PFZ radius determined through the three parameter triplet, the CRS operator is constrained
to stack amplitudes around every midpoint coordinate inside the finite radius equivalent to radius of the
PFZ. The stacked amplitudes along the CRS traveltime surface are finally migrated using the Huygens
surface of the Kirchhoff migration. In other words, the paraxial contributions collected by the beam stack
are colected using the CRS traveltime approximation.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To test the efficiency and robustness of the CRS-beam PSDM algorithm we have generated a synthetic
dataset using a ray tracing program for a layered model with lateral velocity variations, separated by smooth
and steep dip interfaces (Figure 1). The velocities from the top to the base of the layers vary between 2000
m/s to 4500 m/s, respectively. The synthetic dataset consists of 140 common shot gathers with 120 traces
each. The shot interval is 25 meters and the interval between traces is 50 meters. The near and far offsets
are 25 meters and 3000 meters, respectively. The total recording time is 3 seconds, while the sampling
interval is 4 milliseconds. To the data it was added a random noise with a signal-to-noise ratio equal to 3.

To examine the image of a single input trace provided by the CRS-beam PSDM approach, we generated
the migration impulse response for one near-offset trace, where reflection events corresponding to steep
dips are present. In Figure 2a it is shown the well-known Kirchhoff PSDM impulse response, where the
input trace sweeps energy in all directions. This is what Gray et al. (2009) calls the basic “molecule”
behavior of Kirchhoff migration. In the case of the CRS-beam algorithm, it also operates on a number
of local regions within the input data and it images the Earth smearing traces from a region around the
individual beam center location, constrained by a limited angular range and about a single initial direction.
The beam center locations are centered at the region around the PFZ of the seismic experiment. Thus in
Figure 2b the sweeping arms of the impulsive response now focus on a specific dip direction. This is the
basic molecule behavior of the present CRS-beam migration approach. The local properties of the seismic
reflector used to perform the beam stack were derived by the CRS-attributes.
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Figure 1: Synthetic velocity model.

In Figures 3a and 3b the results of the Kirchhoff migration and of the CRS-beam PSDM migration are
compared, respectively. Since the correct velocity model was used as input in both migration procedures,
all reflectors were correctly positioned to their true positions in subsurface and all dips (smooth and steep)
were properly imaged. The main difference between the two sections is in their resolution. The image
obtained by the CRS-beam algorithm is much cleaner and lesser affected by artifacts than the one obtained
by the Kirchhoff operator. In both procedures the tools for determining traveltime tables and filtering are
the same, and the correct velocity model was previously smoothed.

Finally, as a way to investigate the sensitivity of both migration procedures towards errors present in
the velocity models, in Figures 4a and 4b we have depicted common-image gathers (CIG’s) along the
half-offset dimension. Again the main difference is in the final resolution. But also it is clear that in the
CRS-beam CIG’s the moveout errors due velocity inaccuracies is much under control than in the Kirchhoff
CIG’s. This fact is in agreement with what Ferreira and Cruz (2005) have noticed.

REAL DATA EXAMPLE

The Tacutu basin is located along the border between the Cooperative Republic of the Guyanas and Brasil
(Roraima state). According to Eiras and Kinoshita (1990), Tacutu is a Mesozoic sedimentary basin that
developed as a intracontinental rift in the central cratonic area of the Guyana Shield. Its sedimentary
framework is mainly composed of sedimentary and volcano-sedimentary rocks.

Despite the existence of a great volume of seismic and geological data in the area, the oil potential of
the basin cannot be considered completely evaluated, since, in an exploratory sense, there are incomplete
subsurface information and only a small number of exploration wells were drilled in the area. At the same
time, the first drillings were not able to locate conventional reservoirs in the mapped geologic column (Eiras
and Kinoshita, 1990). On the Brazilian side, circa 1948 Km of 2D reflection seismic data were acquired
by Petróleo Brasileiro S. A. (PETROBRAS) between 1980 and 1986 in order to support further drilling,
but in 1987 the exploratory activity came unexpectedly to an end. The acquired data were processed at the
time with the classic CMP stacking method and later poststack time migrated. The interpretation of this
processed data permitted the definition of the Tacutu graben and its tectonic evolution, but it is still believed
that there are insufficient information towards a more accurate interpretation. This opens the door to, in
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Figure 2: (a) Kirchhoff impulse response. (b) CRS-beam impulse response.
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Figure 3: (a) Kirchhoff PSDM. (b) CRS-beam PSDM.
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Figure 4: (a) Kirchhoff CIG’s. (b) CRS-beam CIG’s.
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Figure 5: Velocity model Tacutu.

a first evaluation, the existence of untested exploratory plays. The reprocessing of the original data, with
more sophisticated and/or unconventional processing techniques in order to obtain seismic images with
better resolutions, is a key tool to reevaluate the area for future exploration activities. The effort worths the
risk, since Tacutu still is an unexplored basin.

After the seismic surveying, wildcat wells 1-ST-1-RR and 1-TU-1-RR were drilled. The first well (1-
ST-1-RR) was drilled over the profile of the seismic line 50-RL-90. This present line is the main object of
interest of the present paper. It is composed of 179 common-shot gathers with a split-spread geometry and
source interval of 200 meters. The number of receivers per shot is 96, with a receiver interval of 25 meters
between consecutive geophones. The near and far offsets are 150 meters and 2500 meters, respectively.
The total record time is 4 seconds with a sampling rate of 4 milliseconds. The CMP fold of seismic line
50-RL-90 is considered low, and together with the noisy quality of the data it is considered a limiting factor
to data processing.

The pre-processing of the seismic line 50-RL-90 was carried out applying the conventional flow, i.e.,
since the trace edition until the residual statics. After, the CRS stacking method was applied to the data
using the CRS stack algorithm based on the one-step global optimization strategy (Garabito et al., 2006).
The same pre-processed data is input to the pre-stack depth migration applied in this work. The main
results obtained from the CRS stack are a ZO stacked section, a coherence section and three sections
corresponding to the CRS-attributes, namely: the emergence angle β0 of the central ray and the two radii
of curvature RNIP and RN , which correspond to the hypothetical NIP and Normal waves.

The velocity model for pre-stack depth migration was determined from the CRS-attributes, by means of
applying the NIP-wave tomography developed by Duveneck (2004). Figure 5 shows the grided smoothed
velocity model used in both depth migrations.

Finally, in Figures 6a and 6b are shown the results of the Kirchhoff and CRS-beam prestack depth
migration, respectively. Besides the high level of lateral resolution reached by the CRS-beam migration
procedure (Figure 6b), a first interpretation shows an enhancement of the fault trace on the right flank of
the structure and a more evident continuity of reflectors on the left flank on the folded side at left.
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Figure 6: Reflection seismic line 50-RL-90. Depth migrated results: (a) Kirchhoff PSDM. (b) CRS-beam
PSDM.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a new procedure of prestack depth migration based on the Kirchhoff depth migration,
on the superposition of GBs and on the CRS operator. We have tested the Kirchhoff and the CRS-beam
migration approach on a 2D multi-coverage synthetic dataset with lateral velocity variation and steep dips.
The results have shown the efficiency and robustness of the CRS-beam PSDM migration. The migrated
images presented good quality and accuracy, even if the seismic data had a poor signal-to-noise ratio and
steep dip reflectors.

This proposed migration approach may be applied to enhance the imaging of poor quality and low fold
real data, both in depth domain and time domain. Future works using the present migration technique
foresee the implementation of Gaussian taper functions and the preservation of amplitudes.

In a second example, both algorithms were applied to a 2D land seismic data acquired over the Tacutu
basin, located Northwestern Brazil, in the Roraima state. The present data is a low-fold and noisy data,
representing a challenge to seismic data processing. A preliminary interpretation of the final results of
the line 50-RL-90 indicates an anticline structure strongly folded in its flanks. The main seismic facies
identified in the processed section is of parallel undulated layers, indicating that folding took place after
the deposition of the strata. Considering only the Kirchhoff migration result, it is possible to interpret
two main faults on the right flank and some secondary faults on the left flank of the structure. After the
CRS-beam PSDM procedure, two other secondary faults can be mapped ocurring, with some of them
limiting and cross-cutting the anticline. It is also clearly seen that the traces of the planes of the faults
occur subvertically in the section.
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ABSTRACT

The kinematic attributes of the common-reflection-surface (CRS) stack method have several appli-
cations in reflection seismics. These attributes are determined from multi-coverage data by means
of optimization strategies based on the coherency measures of the seismic signal. The three CRS-
attributes, related to the Normal Incidence Point (NIP) wave and Normal wave, provide important
information about the local properties of the reflectors. In particular, the NIP-wave attributes can
be used to determine a layered velocity model and gridded smoothed velocity model. In this work,
we use the NIP-wave attributes to build an interactive velocity estimation process based on focusing
analysis of diffractions simulated in CRS stacked sections. This approach can be applied in time and
depth velocity model estimation, and it is validated here using synthetic data of a layered model with
dipping and curved interfaces. The results show that this velocity estimation is stable and a reliable
approach to obtain geologically consistent velocity models.

INTRODUCTION

In 2D, the CRS stack method simulates a zero offset (ZO) stacked section with a high signal-to-noise ratio
from multi-coverage seismic data. This data-driven and velocity-independent stacking method provides as
byproducts three important kinematic attributes, namely, the emergency angle of the normal ray, β0, the
radius of curvature of the NIP wave, RNIP , and the radius of curvature of the normal wave, RN .

The CRS-attributes can be determined form prestack data by means of optimization strategies based
on the coherency measure of the seismic signal. In 2D, Jager et al., (2001) introduced a multi-step search
strategy to determine the CRS attributes. This well-established strategy was modified by Mann (2001) to
take into account the conflicting dip events and velocity information in the search process. In order to
avoid the use of several steps and improve the accuracy of the parameter estimation, Garabito et al., (2006)
introduce a one-step search strategy, where the three CRS parameters are determined simultaneously using
the Simulated Annealing (SA) or Very Fast Simulated Annealing (VFSA) global optimization algorithms.

In Biloti et al., (2002) the NIP-wave attributes resulting from the CRS stack were applied to determine
a layered depth velocity model. They use an inversion algorithm based on back-propagation of the NIP-
wavefront, by employing a modified version of the classical inversion of Hubral and Krey (1980). Also,
following the idea of focusing the NIP-wave front, Söllner and Yang, (2002) presented an approach to
determine a layered depth velocity model by means of interactive focusing analysis of simulated diffrac-
tions in poststack data. In that work the diffraction events are simulated from NMO stacking velocities and
ZO reflection slopes. By applying a tomographic inversion of the NIP-wave attributes, Duveneck, (2004)
determined a gridded smooth depth velocity model. In general, the inversion methods are not stable. As a
consequence the velocity models determined by these methods are not geologically consistent, and as such
neither the results obtained by NIP-tomography.

In this work, following the same approach as Söllner and Yang, (2002), we present a CRS stack based
velocity model determination from NIP-wave attributes. Using synthetic data of a layered model with
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curved interfaces, we demonstrate first the focusing of simulated diffractions in depth by applying a post-
stack depth migration and show secondly how we use simulated diffractions in an interactive velocity
estimate process.

THEORETICAL ASPECTS

CRS-traveltime

The CRS stacking traveltime surface is based on three kinematic wavefront attributes, namely: the emer-
gence angle β0 of the central ray and the two radii of curvature RNIP and RN , which correspond to the
hypothetical NIP and Normal waves. These upward propagating waves are related to the normal incidence
central ray. The NIP-wave originates in the reflection, the normal incidence point (NIP) point central ray
ray, and the normal wave is a local approximation of the exploding reflector around the NIP. The CRS trav-
eltime is a second order hyperbolic traveltime approximation for rays in the vicinity of a normal incidence
central ray. For the 2D case and a flat measurement line, this is given by (Tygel et al., 1997):

t2(xm, h) =

[
t0 +

2 sinβ0

v0
(xm − x0)

]2

+
2t0 cos2 β0

v0

[
(xm − x0)2

RN
+

h2

RNIP

]
. (1)

The coordinate xm = (xg+xs)/2 is the midpoint and the coordinate h = (xg−xs)/2 is the half-offset,
where the xs and xg are the coordinates of the source and receiver position, respectively. The coordinate
x0 and time t0 are, respectively, the emergence point and the ZO two-way traveltime of the central ray. The
parameter v0 denotes the near surface constant velocity.

Knowing the three kinematic attributes for a certain ZO sample point on a reflection event, the CRS
traveltime formula (1) defines a stacking surface, or so-called CRS operator, in the midpoint and half-
offset plane. In the CRS stacking method, the seismic amplitudes of the prestack data are summed along
the stacking surface to simulate a ZO amplitude. The complete ZO staked section is obtained repeating this
procedure for all the possible sample points of the ZO section. To perform the CRS stack and to determine
the three CRS-attributes, we use the one-step optimization strategy presented in Garabito et al. (2006b).

CDS-traveltime

A special case of equation (1) is obtained when the wavefront radius of the Normal wave is assumed to
be equal with the wavefront radius of the NIP wave, i.e. RRNIP = RN . In this case, the reflection point
on the reflector in depth may be considered as a diffraction from the normal incidence point of the central
ray. With this assumption, and by restricting to the ZO situation, (i.e. h = 0), the ZO common diffraction
surface (CDS) traveltime is given by

t2(xm) =

[
t0 +

2 sinβ0

v0
(xm − x0)

]2

+
2t0 cos2 β0

v0

[
(xm − x0)2

RNIP

]
. (2)

This equation is an approximation of the ZO Kirchhoff type time migration operator. Using ray modeled
values of the CRS parameters for the second curved interface of a simple layered model (Garabito et al.,
2006), we show in Figure 1 the ZO reflection traveltime curve (blue line), the diffraction curve for a normal
incidence reflection point on this second reflector (red line) and the CDS traveltime curve (green line)
for the same normal incidence point. This figure confirms the good approximation of the ZO Kirchhoff
migration operator by the CDS traveltime function. Due to this property, the CDS operator defined solely
by the NIP-wave attributes (β0,RNIP ) was applied in imaging problems, such as approximative pre-stack
time migration (Mann et al., 2000), Kichhoff type post-stack depth migration or mapping (Garabito et al.,
2006a), macro-model independent migration to zero-offset (Garabito et al., 2009).
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Figure 1: The CDS traveltime curve (green line) and the diffraction traveltime curve (red line) for a normal
incidence point on the second reflector. The blue line is the ZO reflection traveltime curve for a second
reflector (adapted from Garabito et. al., 2006a).

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Simulation of diffraction events

In this work, with the purpose of determining the velocity model by focussing analysis of diffractions, the
CDS traveltime formula (2) will be used to simulate diffraction events at preselected points of the stacked
data, at events of known CRS-attributes.

For the numerical tests we use a synthetic model with homogeneous layers, shown in Figure 2. Using
ray tracing, we generated 200 shots with 120 traces each, with shot interval of 50 m and the receiver interval
of 25 m. The minimum and maximum absolute offsets are 25 m and 1500 m, respectively. The time sample
interval of the traces is 4 ms and it was added a low level of random noise to the dataset. To simulate the
ZO stacked section and to determine the three CRS-attributes from this synthetic dataset it, we applied the
CRS stack algorithm based on the one-step global optimization strategy (Garabito et al., 2006b). Figure
3 is the ZO stacked section obtained by the CRS stack method and, as expected, shows only reflection
events. The red points on the reflection events of the Figure 3 were picked using a semiautomatic picking
procedure based on the local slope and a coherency threshold.

For these picked points, two CRS-attributes (β0,RNIP ) are used to generate the diffraction events by
means of a demigration (i.e. smearing amplitudes along the CDS curve) applied on ZO CRS stacked data
(Figure 4). To demonstrate de focalization of the simulated diffractions, we apply on such processed ZO
data a Kirchhoff post-stack depth migration using the true velocity model. In (Figure 5) we see that most of
the simulated diffractions are nicely collapsed. We can also see how these diffractions moved together with
the related reflection events to the correct depth position. The left bow-tie shaped pattern at every imaged
diffraction point is merely a consequence of the aperture limitation in the diffraction simulation process.
The slightly over-migration of some diffractions, mainly on the top of the second last reflector, might be
partly caused by the smoothing of the velocity model, needed for the Kirchhoff migration.

These results show that simulated diffractions from NIP-wave attributes (β0,RNIP ) are useful to esti-
mate the depth velocity model by focusing analysis in a poststack migration process.
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Figure 2: Synthetic layered model with dipping and curved interfaces.

Figure 3: ZO stacked section simulated by CRS stack method. The red points are the picks resulting from
semiautomatic picking algorithm.
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Figure 4: ZO stacked section simulated by CRS stack method including simulated diffractions
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Figure 5: Poststack depth migrated section of the ZO stacked section with simultated diffractions (Figure
4) and using the true velocity model
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Figure 6: Interactive tool for poststack time velocity analysis by using the velocity spectra (semblance)
and the focusing analysis of diffractions.

Determination of time velocity model

In the previous section, we have indicated how simulated diffractions from NIP-wave attributes can be used
for depth velocity model building in a fast poststack approach. Based on the fact that simulated diffractions
are second-order approximations of hypothetical diffraction events, connected to the generating reflections
in the real model, they behave also as real diffractions. This property has been demonstrated in depth
imaging (Figure 4). Now, we will exploit the focusing property of diffractions in time imaging and show
how the same CRS stack with simulated diffractions can be used to determine the time velocity model.

As the measure of focusing diffraction events we use the coherency measure semblance (Neidel and
Taner, 1971) and the interactive focusing and defocusing analysis. We use the analytical hyperbolic diffrac-
tion traveltime for constant velocity to evaluate the semblance for a given CMP position of the ZO section
where the diffraction points are located. An example of the coherency measures for one CMP position is
shown in the left panel of the Figure 6. The high semblance values in the velocity spectra panel indicates
the best velocity related to the diffraction event. As guide velocity functions we also plot the stacking
velocities calculated from the CRS-attributes (in red) in the velocity spectra panels.

For the focusing analysis we apply poststack migrations for a given number of velocities within prede-
fined velocity intervals. Based on the migrated image shown on the right hand side panel of Figure 6 we
search interactively for the best focused image and the related velocity for the diffraction event in analysis.

Using the two criteria described before in an interactive manner, we determine the time velocity model
shown in Figure 7. This obtained time velocity model was used in a post-stack time migration and applied
on the ZO stacked data with simulated diffractions (Figure 4). The migrated result is shown in Figure 8.
As expected most of the simulated diffraction events are well focused also in poststack time migration. We
presume that the incorrect focusing of the diffractions of the deepest reflector (below the surface location
of 2 km and between the locations 4 to 5 km) is due to inaccuracies in the velocity picking process. The
chosen velocities in these parts of the section were too high and re-picking in a second round with denser
diffractions would be indicated.
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Figure 7: Time velocity model obtained by the poststack interactive velocity analysis based on the diffrac-
tions simulated from NIP-wave attributes of the CRS stack method.
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Figure 8: Poststack time migration of the ZO stacked section with simulated diffractions in Figure 4 and
using the velocity model in Figure 7.
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CONCLUSIONS

We present a stable approach to determine the velocity model from the NIP-wave attributes. The NIP-
wave attributes are used in a first step to simulate diffraction responses at predefined points of the CRS
stacked data. These simulated diffractions are migrated, in a second step, together with the underlying ZO
reflections in a velocity analysis loop. Depending on the migration used in the velocity analysis loop, the
resulting velocity model can either be a depth or time velocity model.

The time velocity model building process was demonstrated based on a laterally heterogeneous layered
model. Both the coherency measures and the focusing criteria were integrated and analyzed in an interactive
tool to facilitate the velocity picking process.

The velocity models obtained from this process are geologically consistent because the diffractions are
simulated on preselected points of interpreted reflection events. Both the time and the depth velocity model
can be subsequently used in poststack time and depth migration and they are ideally suited as start velocity
models for the corresponding prestack imaging processes.
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ABSTRACT

Time-migration velocity analysis can be carried out automatically by evaluating the coherence of
the migrated seismic events in the common-image gathers (CIGs). The performance of a conjugate-
gradient method for automatic time-migration velocity analysis depends on the the coherence mea-
sures used in the objective function. We compare the results of four different coherence measures,
being are conventional semblance, differential semblance, an extended differential semblance using
extended images, and the product of the latter with conventional semblance. In our numerical exper-
iments, the objective functions based on conventional semblance and on the product of conventional
semblance with extended differential semblance provided the best velocity models, as evaluated by
the flatness of the resulting common-image gathers. The method can be easily extended to anisotropic
media.

INTRODUCTION

Kirchhoff time migration aims at focusing seismic events at an image point by stacking the observed data
along a analytically speficied diffraction-traveltime surface. This surface represents the traveltime of a
diffraction at the image point. The choice of an analytic representation of the stacking surface restricts
the applicability of Kirchhoff time migration to media with moderate velocity variations in the scale of the
aquisition geometry.

Time migration tries to describe the full complexity of the traveltimes of the wave propagation between
the image point and the earth’s surface by a relatively small number of parameters at each image point. In
this respect, the parameter set attributed to each image point defines an effective constant-velocity medium
that defines the diffraction-traveltime surface there, but is strictly valid only at this image point.

Time migration velocity analysis consist of estimating this set of parameters at each image point. In-
spite of is obvious intrinsic contradictions this process has a number of advantages, the most important
ones being its algorithmic simplicity, low computational cost, and high robustness in comparison to the
construction of a depth migration velocity model.

Because of the underlying assumption of a smoothly varying velocity, the resulting parameter sets are
also supposed to vary smoothly in the image space. Consequently, they can be represented by smooth
interpolators such as, e.g., B-splines. The grid spacing between adjacent nodes can be of the order of the
length of the seismic line, which greatly reduces the dimension of the parameter space.

Simplicity and robustness of time migration justify its use in the standard processing sequence of most
seismic data. Even when the time migrated image is not convenient for structural interpretation, the so-
constructed time-migration velocity model can still be used for the construction of an initial depth velocity
model by means of time-to-depth conversion. This initial depth velocity model can then later be refined
using more sophisticated depth migration-velocity analysis techniques like tomographic methods (Billette
et al., 2003).
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Recently, we have studied different methods of obtaining an initial model for time time migration
(Schleicher et al., 2008; Schleicher and Costa, 2009). Now, we are interested in how to refine such an
initial model. An efficient criterion to improve a time-migration velocity model is to require that migrated
images of the same image point as obtained, e.g., from migration of neighbouring common-offset sections,
must exhibit a certain degree of similarity. A common method to evaluate this similarity is the use of
common-image gathers (CIGs), where all migrated traces that correspond to the same horizontal position
in the image space are displayed next to each other. If the model parametrization is consistent with the
data, the corresponding events must align horizontally in a CIG (Faye and Jeannot, 1986; Zhu et al., 1998).
This criterion can be automatically applied by evaluating the coherence along horizontal lines through the
CIG (Sattlegger, 1975; Abbad et al., 2009).

In this work, we investigate different implementations of time-migration velocity analysis that use the
optimization of different types of coherence measures in the CIGs. In our numerical test, we use conven-
tional semblance (Neidell and Taner, 1971), differential semblance (Symes and Carazzone, 1991), and two
related new coherence measures based on extended images.

COHERENCE MEASURES FOR TIME-MIGRATION VELOCITY ANALYSIS

Migration velocity analysis by means of the minimization of differential semblance (Symes and Carazzone,
1991) was proposed by Chauris and Noble (2001), since this is frequently considered the most robust
of the conventional coherence measures. To solve this optimization problem, the adjoint-state method
(Mulder and ten Kroode, 2002; Plessix, 2006) is very convenient to analytically calculate the gradient of
the objective function. We start from the general migration-velocity-analysis functional for 2D or 3D time
or depth migration using differential semblance as proposed by Mulder and ten Kroode (2002),

Minimize J [η(x)] =
1
2

∫
dx

∫
dz
∫
dh
[∫

dζS(h− ζ) ∂∂ζ (Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ))
]2

∫
dz
∫
dh
[∫
dζS(h− ζ)Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ)

]2 (1)

subject to I(x, h) =
∫
dx F (x− x′)

∫
dξW (ξ, h,x′; η)D[ξ, h, t = τD(ξ, h,x′; η)] ,

where x = (x, z) denotes the image point, with x representing one (2D) or two (3D) horizontal coordi-
nates and z representing depth or vertical time. Also, η(x) represents the parameter set that describes the
diffraction-traveltime surface at image point x, and I(x, h) is the migrated section at x for half-offset h,
possibly filtered by a spatial filter F , e.g., a mask to pass only selected regions to the migration-velocity
analysis, or some smoothing operator. Moreover, Γ(x, h) represents the muting operator applied to the
CIGs, S(h) is a smoothing operator, D(ξ, h, t) represents a single common-offset section with ξ being
the CMP coordinate. Finally, W indicates a weight function for the migration operator, which includes
a frequency filter (derivative in 3D, half-derivative in 2D), and τD represents the diffraction-traveltime
surface.

Gradient computation unsing the adjoint-state method

The augmented Lagrangian associated with problem (1) is easily seen to be given by

L(I,η, λ) =
1
2

∫
dx

DΛ(x)
Λ(x)

+
∫
dx
∫
dh λ(x, h)

{
I(x, h)−

∫
dx′ F (x− x′)M(x, h,η)

}
,(2)

where λ(x, h) are Lagrangian multipliers. Moreover, to simplify the notation in the derivation of the
functional’s gradient below, we have introduced the symbols

DΛ(x) ≡
∫
dz

∫
dh

[∫
dζ S(h− ζ)

∂

∂ζ
(Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ))

]2

, (3)

Λ(x) ≡
∫
dz

∫
dh

[∫
dζ S(h− ζ) (Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ))

]2

, (4)
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and
M(x, h,η) ≡

∫
dξ W (ξ, h,x′; η)D[ξ, h, t = τD(ξ, h,x′; η)] . (5)

The variation of the Lagrangian functional (2) with respect to I , c e λ can then be written as

δL =
∫
dx

∫
dz
∫
dh
[∫

dζS(ζ − h) ∂∂ζ (Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ))
] [∫

dβS(β − h) ∂
∂β (Γ(x, β)δI(x, β))

]
Λ(x)

−
∫
dx
DΛ(x)
Λ(x)2

∫
dz

∫
dh

[∫
dζS(ζ − h)Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ)

] [∫
dβS(β − h)Γ(x, β)δI(x, β)

]
+
∫
dx
∫
dhλ(x, h)

{
δI(x, h)−

∫
dx′ F (x− x′)δη(x′) · ∇ηM(x, h,η)

}

+
∫
dx
∫
dh δλ(x, h)

[
I(x, h)−

∫
dx′ F (x− x′)M(x, h,η)

]
. (6)

The last factor in the numerator of the fraction in the first line of equation (6) can be integrated by parts.
This yields ∫

dβS(β − h)
∂

∂β
(Γ(x, β)δI(x, β)) = −

∫
dβΓ(x, β)δI(x, β)

∂

∂β
S(β − h) , (7)

where the boundary term vanishes, because the muting operator Γ satisfies Γ(x, hmin) = Γ(x, hmax) = 0.
Substitution of equation (7) back in equation (6) yields, after reorganization of the integrals in the first

and second lines with convenient changes of the integration variables,

δL = −
∫
dx

∫
dz

∫
dhδI(x, h)Γ(x, h)

∫
dβ ∂

∂hS(h− β)
[∫

dζS(ζ − β) ∂∂ζ (Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ))
]

Λ(x)

−
∫
dx

∫
dz

∫
dhδI(x, h)Γ(x, h)

DΛ(x)
Λ(x)2

∫
dβS(h− β)

[∫
dζS(ζ − β)Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ)

]
+
∫
dx
∫
dhλ(x, h)

{
δI(x, h)−

∫
dx′ F (x− x′)δη(x′) · ∇ηM(x, h,η)

}

+
∫
dx
∫
dh δλ(x, h)

[
I(x, h)−

∫
dx′ F (x− x′)M(x, h,η)

]
, (8)

which can then be regrouped into

δL = −
∫
dx

∫
dz

∫
dh δI(x, h){

Γ(x, h)
[

1
Λ(x)

∫
dβ

∂

∂h
S(h− β)

(∫
dζS(ζ − β)

∂

∂ζ
(Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ))

)
+
DΛ(x)
Λ(x)2

∫
dβS(h− β)

(∫
dζS(ζ − β)Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ)

)]
− λ(x, h)

}
−
∫
dx
∫
dh λ(x, h)

[∫
dx′ F (x− x′)δη(x′) · ∇ηM(x, h,η)

]
+
∫
dx
∫
dh δλ(x, h)

[
I(x, h)−

∫
dx′ F (x− x′)M(x, h,η)

]
. (9)

It is now convenient to choose λ as

λ(x, h) = Γ(x, h)
{

1
Λ(x)

∫
dβ

∂

∂h
S(h− β)

[∫
dζS(ζ − β)

∂

∂ζ
(Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ))

]
+
DΛ(x)
Λ(x)2

∫
dβS(h− β)

[∫
dζS(ζ − β)Γ(x, ζ)I(x, ζ)

]}
(10)
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and also use that
I(x, h) =

∫
dx′ F (x− x′)M(x, h,η) . (11)

Substitution in equation (9) yields then

δL = −
∫
dx δη(x) · ∇η

{∫
dh

∫
dx′ λ(x′, h)F (x′ − x)M(x, h,η)

}
, (12)

where λ(x′, h) is now given by equation (10). More explicitely, the variation to be calculated is

δL = −
N∑
j=1

∫
dx δηj

{∫
dh

∫
dx′ λ(x′, h)F (x′ − x)

∂

∂ηj
M(x, h,η)

}
, (13)

where N represents the number of parameters characterizing the diffraction-traveltime surface.
In the derivative of the migrated image M(x, h,η) with respect to the traveltime parameters η, the

derivative of the weight function is of a lower order in frequency than the derivative of the phase term and
can, thus, be neglected (Mulder and ten Kroode, 2002), i.e.,

∂

∂ηj
M(x, h,η) ≈

∫
dξ W (ξ, h,x; η)D′[ξ, h, t = τD(ξ, h,x; η)]

∂τD
∂ηj

. (14)

This yields the final expression for the gradient of the objetive function as

δL = −
N∑
j=1

∫
dx δηj

{∫
dh

∫
dx′ λ(x′, h)F (x′ − x)

∫
dξ W (ξ, h,x; η)D′[ξ, h, t = τD(ξ, h,x; η)]

∂τD
∂ηj

}
. (15)

In other words, the dependence of the objective function on the medium parameters is essentially contained
in the derivative ∂τD/∂ηj . Note that this derivation is valid for general medium representations, indepen-
dently of the actual type and number of parameters η. In particular, it can be applied in anisotropic media
once a suitable traveltime parameterization is available.

Implementational aspects

The implementation of an algorithm of time-migration velocity analysis based on the above discussion
requires a spatial representation of the velocity model. If we assume that the model parameters are repre-
sented by B-splines of the form

ηj(x) =
∑
I

∑
J

ηIJj BI(x1)BJ(x3) , (16)

we can represent the gradient δL as

δL = −
N∑
j=1

∑
I

∑
J

δηIJj

∫
dx BI(x1)BJ(x3)∫

dh

∫
dx′ λ(x′, h)F (x′ − x)

∫
dξ W (ξ, h,x; η)D′[ξ, h, t = τD(ξ, h,x; η)]

∂τD
∂ηj

. (17)

In other words, in terms of the B-splines coefficients, we can conclude that

∂L
∂ηIJj

=
∂J

∂ηIJj
= −

∫
dx BI(x1)BJ(x3)

{∫
dh

∫
dx′ λ(x′, h)F (x′ − x)∫

dξ W (ξ, h,x; η)D′[ξ, h, t = τD(ξ, h,x; η)]
∂τD
∂ηj

}
. (18)
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Moreover, from the point of view of computational efficiency, it is important to observe that the deriva-
tive of the migrated image M(x, h,η) with respect to the medium parameters η, given by equation (14), is
easily calculated during the migration process. It represents a second sum with a slighlty modified weight
factor, adding only a very small extra cost to the migration procedure.

The computation of the gradient is thus given simply by projecting the product of the two images,
λ(x, h) e ∂M(x, h,η)/∂ηj , into the B-splines bases that represent the model, that is,

∂L
∂ηIJj

=
∂J

∂ηIJj
= −

∫
dx BI(x1)BJ(x3)

[∫
dh

∫
dx′ λ(x′, h)F (x′ − x)

∂M

∂ηj

]
. (19)

The main cost of the gradient evaluation is contained in the computation of the expression within brackets
(Mulder and ten Kroode, 2002). To evaluate this expression, two groups of image gathers are needed, being
conventional CIGs and corresponding CIGs associated with ∂M(x, h,η)/∂ηj . In this way, the overall cost
of the methods is approximately twice the cost of a simple pre-stack time migration.

The gradient ∂J/∂ηIJj can be used in optimization methods like conjugate-gradient or quasi-Newton
methods, to update the velocity model and minimize the differential semblance in the CIGs. In this way,
a given initial model as obtained from, for instance, conventional velocity analysis, can be refined into a
better time-migration velocity model.

Time migration in isotropic media

To apply the algoritm to 3D time-migration velocity analysis in isotropic media, let now the image point
be explicitely denoted by x ≡ (x, y, τ), where (x, y) denote the coordinates of the projetion of the image
point into the earth’s surface, and where τ is the traveltime along the image ray to the image point. Also,
we approximate the diffraction-traveltime surface by

τD(ξ, h,x) = ts + tr =

√
(ξx − hx − x)2 + (ξy − hy − y)2

c2(x, y, τ)
+ τ2

+

√
(ξx + hx − x)2 + (ξy + hy − y)2

c2(x, y, τ)
+ τ2 , (20)

where c(x, y, τ) represents the time migration velocity. Since this is the only medium parameter describing
the diffraction-traveltime surface, we observe that N = 1 and η1 = c in equation (15). Thus, the parameter
derivatives reduce to

∂τD(ξ, h,x)
∂c

=
∂ts
∂c

+
∂tr
∂c

= −1
c

{
ts

[
1−

(
τ

ts

)2
]

+ tr

[
1−

(
τ

tr

)2
]}

. (21)

To correct for the geometrical spreading factor during migration, we choose the weight function as
proposed by Peles et al. (2001), i.e.,

W (ξ, h,x) =
1
2
cτ

(
ts
tr

+
tr
ts

)√
1
ts

+
1
tr
. (22)

Alternatively, one can use a unit weight function (i.e., no weight and no spreading compensation) during
migration. In this case, an approximate geometrical-spreading correction needs to be applied to the data
after migration, before the velocity analysis.

Alternative objective functions

A point of criticism to differential semblance as an annihilator to measure the absence of moveout of
events in a CIGs relates to its rather local character (Abbad et al., 2009). Differential semblance can
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result in small values even if the event still exhibits some residual moveout, particularly for aquisitions
with a large offset variation. This feature of differential semblance is a disadvantage for velocity analysis,
particularly for anisotropic media. Abbad et al. (2009) propose an alternative objective function that has
the disadvantage of not being analytically differentiable. To extend the active region of the annihilator and
avoid this problem, we test the performance of the method using the following alternative functionals

J1[η(x)] =
1
2

∫
dx

1−

∫
dz
[∫H

0
dhI(x, h)

]2
H
∫
dz
∫H

0
dhI2(x, h)

 =
1
2

∫
dx S(x) , (23)

J2[η(x)] =
1
2

∫
dx

∫
dz
∫ L

0
dγW (γ)

∫H−γ
γ

dhWh(h) [∆I(x, h, γ)]2∫
dz
∫
dhI2(x, h)

=
1
2

∫
dx E(x) , (24)

J3[η(x)] =
1
2

∫
dx S(x) E(x) , (25)

where J1 is based on conventional semblance S(x), J2 uses an extended version E(x) of the differential
semblance, and J3 uses the product of the latter two coherence measures. In the above functionals, I(x, h)
is a smoothed version of the migrated image, represented as

I(x, h) =
∫
dζSz(z − ζ)

∫ H

0

dσSh(h− σ)Γ(x, ζ, σ)I(x, ζ, σ) , (26)

with I(x, z, h) = I(x, h) given by the second line of problem (1). Moreover, equations (23) and (24) make
use of extended images given by

∆I(x, h, γ) = I(x, h+ γ)− I(x, h− γ) . (27)

The objective functions (24) and (25) using the extended differential semblance E(x) retain the desirable
properties of differential semblance, but extend the domain of the annihilator.

Gradient of the functionals To use the new functionals in an optimization method, we need their gradi-
ents. Since the derivations are rather similar, we determine, as an example, the gradient of functional (24).
Its Lagrangian is given by

L(η) =
1
2

∫
dx E(x) +

∫
dx
∫
dhλ(x, h)

{
I(x, h)−

∫
dx′ F (x− x′)M(x, h,η)

}
. (28)

The variation of this Lagrangian functional is

δL(η) =
∫
dx

∫
dz
∫ L

0
dγW (γ)

∫H−γ
γ

dhWh(h)∆I(x, z, h, γ)δ∆I(x, z, h, γ)∫
dz
∫
dhI2(x, h)

−
∫
dx

E(x)∫
dz
∫
dξ I2(x, z, ξ)

∫
dz

∫
dξ I(x, z, ξ)δI(x, z, ξ)

+ other terms, (29)

where the other terms arise from the variation of the second term of equation (28) and are identical to the
last two lines of equation (6).

Because of equation (26), the variation of the smoothed image I is given by

δI(x, h) =
∫
dζSz(z − ζ)

∫ H

0

dσSh(h− σ)Γ(x, ζ, σ)δI(x, ζ, σ) (30)

and that of the extended images by

δ∆I(x, h, γ) = δI(x, h+ γ)− δI(x, h− γ)

=
∫
dζSz(z − ζ)

∫ H

0

dσ [S(h+ γ − σ)− S(h− γ − σ)] Γ(x, ζ, σ)δI(x, ζ, σ) . (31)
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Substituting these expressions, as well as the definition

J (x, h, γ) ≡
∫ H−γ

γ

dσ Sh(h− σ)Wh(σ)∆I(x, σ, γ) , (32)

in equation (29) yields, after a convenient reorganization of the integrals,

δL(η) = −
∫
dx
∫
dh δI(x, h)Γ(x, h){∫

dζ Sz(z − ζ)
∫ L

0
dγ W (γ) [J (x, ζ, h+ γ, γ)− J (x, ζ, , h− γ, γ)]∫

dζ
∫
dξI2(x, ζ, ξ)

+
E(x)∫

dz
∫
dξ I2(x, z, ξ)

∫
dζ Sz(z − ζ)

∫
dξ S(h− ξ)Wh(ξ)I(x, ζ, ξ)− λ(x, h)

}
+ other terms, (33)

where the other terms now equal the last two lines of equation (9). From equation (33), we recognize that
with the following choice for λ(x, h),

λ(x, h) = λ2(x, h) = Γ(x, h)

{∫
dζ Sz(z − ζ)

∫ L
0
dγ W (γ) [J (x, ζ, h+ γ, γ)− J (x, ζ, , h− γ, γ)]∫

dζ
∫
dξ I2(x, ζ, ξ)

+
E(x)∫

dz
∫
dξ I2(x, z, ξ)

∫
dζSz(z − ζ)

∫
dξ S(h− ξ)Wh(ξ)I(x, ζ, ξ)

}
. (34)

the final expression for the variation of the gradient of the objective function is again given by equation
(15).

The corresponding derivations for functionals (23) and (25) leads to the following expressions for
λ(x, h),

λ(x, h) = λ1(x, h) = Γ(x, h)
∫
dζ Sz(z − ζ)

∫
dσ Sh(σ − h)

{ ∫
dξ I(x, ζ, ξ)

H
∫
dα
∫
dβ I2(x, α, β)

+

∫
dα
[∫
dβ I(x, α, β)

]2 I(x, ζ, σ)

H
[∫
dα
∫
dβ I2(x, α, β)

]2
}
, (35)

λ(x, h) = λ3(x, h) = E(x)λ1(x, h) + S(x)λ2(x, h) , (36)

where the latter is an immediate consequence of the product rule of differentiation. In both cases, the
variation of the Lagrangian is still described by the same expression (15).

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We have applied the above technique of velocity model refinement to the Marmousoft data (Billette et al.,
2003). These data were constructed by Born modeling in a smoothed version of the Marmousi model
(Versteeg and Grau, 1990). The true Marmousoft velocity model is depicted in Figure 1.

Model representation

As detailed above, we chose to represent the velocity model by B-splines, using a grid with 15× 31 nodes,
with grid spacing intervals of 0.1 s in vertical time and 250 m in the horizontal direction. The starting
model was a homogeneous model with a constant velocity of 1500 m/s.

For the extended differential semblance, we chose a window length of four traces and in all functionals,
we applied the smoothing operator five times along the vertical and offset axes.
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Figure 1: Marmousoft velocity model.
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Figure 2: Velocity models obtained from a constant starting model using a conjugate gradient method with
the objective functions as detailed in the text. (a) Semblance; (b) Differential Semblance; (c) Extended
Differential Semblance; (d) Extended Differential Semblance × Semblance.

Optimization method

To estimate the B-splines coefficients, we employed an implementation of the conjugate-gradient method
(Byrd et al., 1993, 1995; Zhu et al., 1994, 1997), with at most 100 evaluations of the objective function and
a maximum 40 iterations. The convergence criterion was a precision tolerance of 10−10.
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Figure 3: Selected CIGs along the Marmousoft model after automatic time migration velocity analysis
using the semblance functional (24).

Velocity results

Figure 2 shows the resulting velocity models using the four tested functionals. We observe that the main
general features are correctly recovered by all four objective functions. The functionals using differential
semblance and the product of extended differential semblance times conventional semblance yield the most
detailed models. Since the original Marmousoft model of Figure 1 is in depth, it is hard to judge which of
the time-migration models of Figure 2 is actually the best one.

Image gathers

The best test for a time-migration model is, of course, a time migration. Figures 3 to 6 show selected
common-image gathers after time migration using the four different velocity models of Figure 2. The CIGs
corresponding to the objective functions using semblance (model in Figure 2a), differential semblance
(model in Figure 2b), extended differential semblance (model in Figure 2c), and extended differential
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Figure 4: Selected CIGs along the Marmousoft model after automatic time migration velocity analysis
using the differential semblance functional (1).

semblance multiplied by semblance (model in Figure 2d), are depicted in Figure 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
We see that the general aspect of all CIGs is that most events are reasonably flat. Independently of the
objective function, the central region between CIG 6000 and CIG 7500 presents the most difficulties. This
problem should be attributed to the general limitations of time migration in geologically complex areas
rather than taking it as an indication of a poor velocity model. Visual inspection seems to indicate that the
best flattening is achieved by the semblance (Figure 3) and product (Figure 6) objective functions.

For a more quantitative analysis, we have compiled Table 1. It shows the mean values of all four
objective functions after otimization of each of them. We see that minimum semblance objective function
is obtained when miminizing itself. On the other hand, all other three objective functions are minimized
when minimizing the product objective function. This results confirms in a more quantitative manner
what our visual inspection of the CIGs already indicated, namely that the resulting velocity models of the
semblance and product objective functions produce the best flattened image gathers.
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Figure 5: Selected CIGs along the Marmousoft model after automatic time migration velocity analysis
using the extended differential semblance functional (23).

CONCLUSIONS

Time-migration velocity analysis can be carried out automatically by evaluating the coherence of the mi-
grated seismic events in the common-image gathers (CIGs). In this work, we have studied the performance
of an adjoint-state implementation of a conjugate-gradient method for automatic time-migration velocity
analysis using four objective functions based on different coherence measures. The four coherence mea-
sures tested are conventional semblance, differential semblance, an extended differential semblance using
extended images, and the product of the latter with conventional semblance. In our numerical experiments,
the objective functions based on conventional semblance and on the product of conventional semblance
with extended differential semblance provided the best velocity models, as evaluated by the flatness of the
resulting common-image gathers.

The present approach to time-migration velocity analysis can be extended to arbitrary anisotropic me-
dia. Although analytic expression to the describe the diffraction-traveltime surfaces are no longer available
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Figure 6: Selected CIGs along the Marmousoft model after automatic time migration velocity analysis
using the product functional (25) of extended differential semblance and semblance.

for the more general cases of anisotropy, the numerical evaluation of these surfaces is still simple and com-
putationally efficient. An example for nonhyperbolic velocity analysis was given by Abbad et al. (2009).
For VTI media, analytic approximate traveltime representations are available in the literature (see, e.g.,
Alkhalifah and Tsvankin, 1995; Fomel, 2004). Aleixo and Schleicher (2010) presented hightly accurate
two-parameter traveltime approximations for VTI media. Therefore, an extension of the ideas presented in
this work to VTI media is straightforward.
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Objective function values
Optimized objec-
tive function

Semblance Differential
Semblance

Extended Differen-
tial Semblance

Extended Differen-
tial Semblance ×
Semblance

Semblance 0.0602710 25.83693 2.829875 1.425242

Differential Sem-
blance

0.0894132 26.01136 2.659655 1.346235

Extended Differen-
tial Semblance

0.0648145 34.74438 4.180604 2.116063

Extended Differen-
tial Semblance ×
Semblance

0.1037669 24.07932 2.617682 1.307488

Table 1: Values of the objective functions after migration velocity analysis. Left column: Optimized
objective function. Other columns: Resulting values of all four objective functions.
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ABSTRACT

We present here the results of CRS reprocessing of a 3D real dataset acquired in 2001 on the Tourne-
mire site in France, which is an experimental site for the Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté
Nucléaire (IRSN) to test geophysical imaging process in the context of geological nuclear waste stor-
age. The main objective was to evaluate the ability of the methodology to recognize, in the carbonate
cover of the experimental site clay layer, the prolongation of weak vertical-displacement faults seen
in a tunnel within that clay layer. Previous seismic processing using the conventional common mid-
point (CMP) approach did not provide satisfactory results in this cover, although the fault has been
recognized in the carbonates underlying the clay layer. An original strategy was elaborated to define
the best-possible parameters of the 3D Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) stack. The procedure in-
cluded refining the velocity search along a velocity guide, using a first CRS stack as the base of a
subsequent curvature-parameter search, or a parameter smoothing before stacking. An optimal ap-
proach was elaborated on a subset of the data, and furthermore applied to the whole dataset. The
resulting image shows improved event continuity in the carbonate cover, which allowed for horizon
picking after depth migration, as well as the estimation of post-stack geometrical attributes, such as
coherency. The processing indicates a zone of degraded quality of reflection events lying in the N-S
direction, above the known fault zone within the underlying formations. Such feature corresponds to
an alteration zone at the earth surface. Further investigation at a higher resolution scale is planned to
confirm whether this zone could be a spot of possible leakage.

INTRODUCTION

Geological (subsurface) storage is increasingly considered as a possible solution for different types of ma-
terials, including fuels, gas or nuclear wastes. It would then require efficient monitoring tools to control
possible leakages of contaminated fluids from storage sites, that could represent an environment threat.
Geophysical methods, and among them seismic imaging, permit a remote monitoring of storage sites,
provided they are well chosen with regards to the materials under investigation and also to the needed
resolution. The French Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN) is developing a moni-
toring methodology for the geological storage of nuclear wastes, for which it has an experimental site at
Tournemire, in the South-East of France. This site comprises a tunnel, previously used for train transporta-
tion, excavated into a nearly horizontal impermeable clay layer, and overlain by thick limestone formations
forming a plateau (Figure 1(a)). In the tunnel, where the clay is exposed, strike-slip vertical faults are ob-
served (Bonin, 1998), oriented in a North-South direction. The question is to evaluate whether these faults
extend themselves in the carbonate cover of the tunnel, acting as possible conduits for contaminated water
leakages.

In 2001, IRSN has contracted with the "Compagnie Generale de Geophysique" (CGG) for carrying out
a high-resolution 3D seismic experiment, with the aim of delineating faults within the clay layer and under-
and over-lying carbonates formations. After processing and interpretation, a fault was clearly identified in

mailto:herve.perroud@univ-pau.fr
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(a) Geological cross-section, showing the clay layer in blue, between the underlying
limestones in pink, and the overlying limestones in yellow to red, comprising several
formations, hence possible seismic reflectors.

(b) 3D bloc diagram, showing
the three main rock-types and
faults.

Figure 1: Geological context of the IRSN Tournemire site, after Cabrera et al. (2001).

the lower limestone formation deeper than the clay layer. That fault corresponds well with the ones seen
in the tunnel. However, due to data quality, it was not possible to recognize any fault in the clay layer
itself and also in the upper limestone formations between the clay layer and the earth surface. This in
spite of evidences of preferential zones of rock alteration at the surface, as shown on the bloc diagram in
Figure 1(b).

Our purpose in this paper is to check whether a new imaging process like CRS stack (Jager et al., 2001)
would be able to deliver, from the same data, a better image than the conventional imaging process used
by CGG, in particular for fault detection in the upper limestone formations. The work was conducted
from the raw data acquired in 2001, and included pre-processing, imaging and interpretation steps, using
open-access software (Seismic Unix, Madagascar, OpenDTect) and the 3D CRS stack code from the Wave
Inversion Technology (WIT) Consortium.

TOURNEMIRE DATASET AND PRE-PROCESSING

The high-resolution 3D Tournemire seismic dataset comprises 863 sources at 10 m interval, laid on 20
North-South lines spaced by 50 m, which were recorded on 928 channels at 10 m interval, dispatched
on 12 East-West lines, also spaced by 50 m. The exact layout, as presented in Figure 2, was positioned
using differential GPS, and loaded in trace headers. The measurement surface was situated about 250 m
above the tunnel, on a plateau whose elevation varies between 750 and 800 m. The source utilized was a
vibroseis, with a 12 s linear sweep from 14 to 140 Hz, stacked 3 times. Each receiver group was composed
of 6 10 Hz vertical geophones distributed on a 8 m array. After correlation, trace length was 2 s, with a
0.001 s sampling step, although for our target, imaging was restricted to the top 0.5 s. For imaging, the
common midpoint (CMP) traces were binned in a rectangular 5 m x 5 m grid, extending on 200 bins in the
East-West (in-line) direction and 120 bins in the North-South (cross-line) direction. From this rectangle, a
sub-rectangle of 150 x 90 bins was extracted with a minimum CMP fold about 20. This CMP fold reaches
150 in the center part of the grid.

After vibroseis correlation, raw shots presented noise or unwanted signals of different nature (e.g., 50
Hz ringing from nearby power lines, direct air wave or surface waves, correlation artifacts, etc.). Further-
more, variable source/receiver elevations and weathering zone characteristics generated surface-consistent
delays between traces. Therefore, a sequence of pre-processing steps was applied to the data in order to
obtain cleaner reflection signals prior to imaging. The pre-processing sequence included muting before
the first arrival and of air and surface waves, notch filtering of 50 Hz ringing, band-pass filtering, spectral
balancing, and geometrical-spreading compensation. An example of a pre-processed shot gather is shown
on Figure 3. We see that the reflection signals can be identified, although the signal-to-noise ratio appears
to be weak in some parts of the display.

Statics corrections were applied in two steps: first, elevation statics were calculated. Next, using a
preliminary normal move-out (NMO) velocity, residual statics were carried out by cross-correlation of
NMO-corrected traces. NMO velocity analysis was then conducted on selected super-CMP gathers, com-
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Figure 2: Acquisition map of sources (red) and receivers (green). The black line represents the tunnel and
a gallery.
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Figure 3: Example of a pre-processed shot gather, for the source position shown by the red circle in
Figure 2 and all receivers lines.
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Figure 4: NMO velocity analysis, NMO-corrected traces and stack for an illustrative CMP gather.

posed of 3 x 3 bins (10 m x 10 m), with offsets in the range of 50 to 750 m. An example of velocity analysis,
showing the semblance map, picked velocities, NMO-corrected super-gather and the corresponding stack
is shown in Figure 4. The upper part of the gather had a poor offset coverage, due, for one part, to the
pre-processing muting, and for the other part, to the NMO stretch mute, although quite loose (stretch mute
ratio equal 2). Nevertheless, an event appears at the near surface for two-way time less than 0.1 s, while a
set of clear reflection events are evidenced between 0.2 and 0.5 s. However, clear reflection events do not
appear in the time range 0.1 to 0.2 s, corresponding the clay layer with the tunnel. The main objective of
our CRS processing was, therefore, to provide images of such near-surface events, which could correspond
to reflectivity contrasts within the upper limestone formations.

STRATEGY FOR 3D CRS PARAMETERS ESTIMATION

The pre-processed data, re-sampled at 0.002 s over 0.6 s, and binned in CMP location for the 150 x 90 sub-
rectangle, were given as the input for the 3D zero-offset (ZO) CRS stack code. In the most general way (8
independent parameters per sample and per CMP location), this corresponds to more than 30 million CRS
parameters to be estimated. That task requires, of course, an efficient parameter search strategy, so as to
obtain reliable results in a relatively short computation time.

The first consideration is whether the full 8 independent parameters, namely two emergence angles of
the normal ray, and two 3-component symmetric curvature tensors for the NIP- and N- eigenwaves, are
actually needed. As the geological context is relatively simple (gently dipping tabular sediment layers), it
seemed reasonable to assume that the curvature matrices had full symmetry (local spherical wavefronts),
leading to scalar (one parameter), instead of matrix (three-parameter), curvatures. In this manner, the num-
ber of independent parameters was reduced from 8 to 4, thus reducing the number of parameter estimations
by a factor of two. Furthermore, curvature parameter searches were reduced from complex 3-parameter
searches to much simpler 1-parameter searches.

Another way to limit the parameter-search time was to reduce the searching aperture. To do so, it was
necessary to have some a priori information on the possible range of parameter variations. This was the
case for the parameter search in the CMP gather (mode = cmp), since we have carried out some prior
NMO velocity analysis. As it is useful to allow for some lateral velocity variations, we have, in a first
step, restricted the velocity search to a range of ±500 m/s around the mean NMO-velocities. After a first
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Figure 5: Sequence of CRS stacks obtained for the test area with successively refined parameters, com-
pared to the CMP stack.

run of the CRS code, new velocity estimates were obtained, showing only limited lateral variations. An
average time-velocity law was extracted and used as a velocity guide, with a more limited search range of
±300 m/s, in a second CRS run.

The subsequent CRS steps (mode=zoangle and mode=zokn) implemented parameter searches in the
simulated ZO (stacked) section obtained after the velocity search in the CMP gather (mode=cmp). Often,
this first ZO section has a much lower quality (signal-to noise ratio, events continuity) than the optimal
ZO section obtained after all parameter searches. We have, therefore, experimented searching for these
parameters, not only on the CMP ZO section in the first CRS run, but also on the CRS ZO section in a
second CRS run. Furthermore, we have also experimented smoothing the ZO parameters before the final
CRS stack, in a third CRS run.

Altogether, we have applied these strategies in a set of 3 CRS runs for a small selected test bloc (6 x 6
bins). The corresponding CRS stacks cubes are shown unfolded in Figure 5, and compared with the con-
ventional CMP stack. The first CRS run has the large velocity range around NMO velocities, and ZO
searches in the CMP stack. The second CRS run has the narrow velocity range around the CRS velocity
guide, and ZO searches in the CRS stack. The third CRS run has a further smoothing of ZO CRS parame-
ters before CRS stacking. As the computation time increases with the number of CRS runs, we had to find
the best compromise between image quality and computation cost for the processing of the whole dataset.
According to the results shown in Figure 5, a clear improvement is observed between the first and second
runs, in particular on the regularity of the pattern between successive cube sections. On the contrary, the
third run did not seem to bring any improvement. We have therefore chosen to use the result of the sec-
ond CRS run for the processing of the whole dataset. When compared with the (conventional) CMP stack
results, the CRS stack provides much more focused images for the near-surface event, which is our main
target here. We can therefore expect that CRS would be able to provide improved results with respect to
conventional CMP, at least for the near-surface events.

The 3D CRS stack uses also aperture parameters (in offset and mid-point coordinates) and super-gather
sizes that need to be chosen and tested carefully, so as to obtain reliable images. Figures 6 and 7 show the
final stacked sections obtained, as inline (East-West) and cross-line (North-South) sections extracted from
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Figure 6: E-W inline sections of the final CRS stack cube. The vertical lines correspond to the trace of the
crossline sections in Figure 7. The circles correspond to the tunnel position.
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Figure 7: N-S crossline sections of the final CRS stack cube. The vertical lines correspond to the trace of
the inline sections in Figure 6. The circles correspond to the tunnel position.
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Figure 8: Depth map along the picked near-surface horizon. Picking was not possible in the black parts.

the stacked (simulated ZO) cube. The data quality appears very variable along the sections. Many events
corresponding to the layering below the clay layer, for times greater than 0.2 s, are present in the eastern
part of the bloc, and much more difficult to follow in the western part. For the near-surface layers above
the clay layer, for times lower than 0.1 s, events appear in most parts of the cube. However these are not
continuous, and not as well focused as the deeper events, probably in connection with the reduced fold,
linked to the aperture parameters. For further interpretation of the resulting cube, post-stack time-migration
and time-to-depth conversion, or post-stack depth-migration, should first be applied.

INTERPRETATION OF CRS STACK IMAGE

In order to produce the final depth image, the building of a depth velocity model is a mandatory step. To
obtain such a velocity model, we have started from the CRS attributes obtained during the final CRS stack
run, namely the curvature parameter for the NIP-wave. From it, a VRMS cube (i.e, a cube of root-mean-
squared (RMS) velocities) was obtained, with the same sampling in time and space coordinates than the
ZO time image cube. A first 3D smoothing in time and space was applied to that velocity cube, followed by
a conversion to interval velocity in depth using Dix formula (Dix, 1955). A second 3D smoothing in space
was applied to obtain the final depth velocity model that was used for migration and depth conversion. The
final 3D depth image was then obtained from the ZO time image cube by a split-step phase-shift depth
migration (Stoffa et al., 1990), including corrections for the lateral velocity variations, although quite weak
in this case.

Interpretation of the 3D depth image cube involved picking of target horizons, such as the one whose
depth map is shown in Figure 8, corresponding to a near-surface event. It reveals a quite satisfying con-
tinuity of that horizon in most part of the cube, except along a N-S trend in its middle part. The position
and orientation of this trend is very much similar to the known faulting geometry in the clay layer and the
underlying limestone formations. It also corresponds to a local elongated depression and alteration zone at
the earth surface (see the bloc diagram in Figure 1(b)).

Clear shifts in depth do not appear, even when comparing both sides of the near-surface (target) horizon
depth map. Indeed, as we are in a context of strike-slip faulting, such shifts in depth due to the faulting are
not expected. It was even a goal of the project to check wether or not high-resolution seismic imaging can
help in detecting these type of faults, generating only very weak vertical-displacements. It seems, therefore,
that CRS re-processing was able to improve the continuity of near-surface reflection events, allowing for
identification of areas of degraded quality of reflection events, which could be correlated with the possible
fault traces.
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Figure 9: Display of coherency (grey to brown) for average near-surface horizon depth in a 3D cube view.

A further analysis of seismic geometrical attributes was conducted with the goal of trying to define more
precisely the possible fault trace. Figures 9 shows the coherency attribute (Marfurt et al., 1998) measured
at the average near-surface horizon depth (level 99m), in a 3D view of the depth image cube. It reveals a
N-S low-coherency lineation in grey, which is a good candidate for the fault trace at this level. It is situated
both inside the area without picks along the near-surface horizon, and vertically above the fault trace in the
underlying limestone formations.

CONCLUSIONS

Reprocessing of the 3D high-resolution seismic data acquired at the Tournemire site (South-East of France)
has been conducted using the CRS stack imaging method. The main objective was to evaluate the ability of
the methodology to recognize, in the carbonate cover of the experimental site clay layer, the prolongation
of weak vertical-displacement faults seen in a tunnel within that clay layer.

The method was implemented using an elaborated strategy for optimal CRS parameter estimations.
The results provided good-quality images, particularly in the near-surface part of the investigated volume.
The processing indicated a zone of degraded quality of reflection events lying in the N-S direction, above
the known fault zone within the underlying formations. Such feature corresponds to an alteration zone at
the earth surface. Together with the velocity model constructed from the CRS attributes, the interpretation
of the final depth-migrated seismic cube revealed evidences of a possible fault trace in these near-surface
layers, albeit the weak vertical displacements. Further investigation at an even higher resolution scale
is planned to confirm whether this zone could be a spot of possible leakage. The obtained good results
indicate that the described imaging methodology can be seen as an efficient tool for geophysical monitoring
of nuclear waste storage sites.
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ABSTRACT

Full waveform tomography (FWT) is an efficient inversion technique that exploits the full information
content of the seismic data. Synthetic studies show the great resolution potential of the method,
nevertheless application to field data is not a common standard yet. This study discusses some of the
problems related with the inversion of marine data in the acoustic approximation. The application of
waveform tomography to field data is an extremely nonlinear problem. The lack of low frequency
information makes the waveform tomography strongly depending on the initial model. Moreover,
elastic effects, attenuation, noise present in the data, as well as an unknown source signature will
additionally reduce the performance of the inversion algorithm. To mitigate some of these problems it
is necessary to preprocess the data, estimate an accurate starting model and source wavelet. To enable
the convergence and to eliminate some of the artifacts, it is essential to apply various preconditioning
methods, and to include any available a priori information on the model parameters, including the
density information.

INTRODUCTION

The overall goal of marine exploration geophysics is to image geological structures. Among other methods,
the full waveform tomography (FWT) proved to be an efficient tool for determining high-resolution multi-
parameter models (P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, density) of complex subsurface structures. In contrast
to the traveltime tomography, waveform tomography utilizes the full information content of the observed
seismograms, i.e. amplitudes and phases. Thus it has a potential to image structures that are smaller
than the seismic wavelength. Advances in parallel computing technology, numerical methods, and the
improving quality of seismic data make the application of FWT feasible today.

The objective of FWT is to find a model of the subsurface that explains the observed data. For that
purpose the algorithm has to minimize the residuals between modeled and observed data in an iterative
process. To solve this problem we need to generate synthetic data from a starting model (the forward
problem) and apply an efficient method for minimizing the data misfit function. Our strategy is based
on the adjoint method. The forward problem and backpropagation of the residual wavefield are solved
using a parallel time domain finite difference code, (Bohlen, 2002). The forward modeling code applies
perfectly matched layers to suppress artificial reflections from the model boundaries. The waveform in-
version scheme is based on the general approach of Tarantola (1986a) and Mora (1987) formulated in the
space-time domain. The inversion problem can be addressed in an elastic or acoustic manner by utilizing
the elastic or acoustic wave equation, respectively. The elastic FWT is more complicated than the acoustic
approach, because it has to simultaneously optimize three coupled elastic parameters and, as a result, it
requires more computational power.

It is a common practice to apply the acoustic approach for seismic data from marine exploration, i. e. to
streamer or to OBC data, as it leads to a significant reduction in computational cost. However, the elastic
simulation would provide a better match to the acquired marine data, since they contain many elastic signals

mailto:anna.przebindowska@kit.edu
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Figure 1: The acquisition geometry of the 2D marine data consists of a 160-channel, 4000 m streamer
towed at the depth of 6 m. The source is an airgun array, a total amount of 1064 shots with a spacing of
25 m were recorded. The recorded trace length was 7 s with a sampling rate of 2 ms.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) The representative common shot gather from the survey, with the corresponding amplitude
spectrum (b). The vertical stripes in the data represent swell noise that has large amplitudes at relative low
frequencies.

such as surface waves and mode converted waves. Nevertheless, it has been shown that the result of the
acoustic inversion is reasonable when using marine seismic data. The elastic effects and anisotropy might
limit the use of acoustic approach when considering the far offsets (Vigh, 2010).

This study presents the work in progress on the inversion of real data and discusses the problems that
concern the field data preprocessing, generation of the starting model, wavelet estimation and the choice of
different inversion strategies.

FIELD DATA PREPARATION

We apply the acoustic inversion to seismic data acquired in the North Sea. The survey gathered over 30
km of 2D seismic data. There are sonic logs available from four experimental well bores, located on the
seismic line. They can be used to validate inversion results. From the available data, we selected a sub-
region that extends over 3.1 km and consists of 50 shots (shot spacing 50 m). This relatively small portion
of the data is used for test purposes, in order to reduce the computation time.

Prior to the inversion of the velocity structures, a specific preprocessing has to be applied to the raw
field data. This data preparation is a fundamental step for FWT. Main objectives are to fit observed and
synthetic seismograms, to improve S/N ratio, and to reduce the non-linearity of the inversion.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Observed data after preprocessing. The following steps have been applied: quality control
(bad and noisy traces are edited); first arrival mute; time windowing to eliminate late arrivals; band-pass
frequency filtering to remove low and high frequency noise; offset windowing; time resampling to satisfy
the finite difference modeling stability conditions; 3D to 2D transformation

Frequency filtering/noise attenuation

A noise component is always present in seismic data. An efficient removal and/or attenuation of differ-
ent noise types can be a challenging process, however it is a substantial issue in the waveform tomogra-
phy. Marine noise comprises mainly noise generated due to hydrostatic pressure fluctuations, swell noise,
noise from the vessel, and seismic interference, (Elboth et al., 2009). Hydrostatic pressure variations, i. e.
changes of the water column height over the streamer, are caused by water swells and streamer buckling.
The frequency content of this noise is limited up to 1-2 Hz. Another type of a high amplitude seismic noise
in the marine environment is swell noise. This noise has large amplitudes at relatively low frequencies
2-10 (15) Hz and it usually affects a number of neighboring traces. Swell noise can be observed as verti-
cal stripes in seismic data, Figure 2. Swell noise originates from the sea-surface waves and vibrations in
the streamer caused by turbulent water related to these surface waves. On streamer operating during bad
weather conditions, the hydrostatic pressure variations and swell noise are so strong that the signals from
the data cannot be identified.

Low frequencies dominated by the hydrostatic pressure variations and swell noise can be removed by
applying a low-cut filter, but it would also remove a large part of the seismic signal. Since low frequency
data are crucial in the waveform tomography, we cannot apply a filter that eliminates or attenuates most
of the unwanted noise while removing useful data. On the other hand without attenuating these high-
amplitude noises the final inverted model would provide wrong information on the subsurface properties.
Therefore, it would be necessary to implement a noise subtraction algorithm that mutes noise and preserves
the useful signal at the same time.

3D to 2D transformation

The field data represent the wave propagation in a 3D medium, whereas the waveform modeling and
inversion are implemented in 2D. This leads to a difference in the energy density and geometrical spreading
between the field and synthetic data. In a homogeneous medium the energy for a 2D wave is not spread over
the surface of a sphere (as in 3D case) but along the perimeter of a circle. The difference in the geometrical
spreading between the 2D and 3D is significant and increases with the distance from the source. Moreover,
in the 2D modeling an explosive source acts not as a point source but as a line source. This difference in the
nature of the source that can be implemented in the 2D finite difference code results in changes of phase
and amplitude of the data.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4: (a) Hydrophone group response to a horizontally traveling impulse, (b) with the corresponding
amplitude spectrum. (c) Amplitude spectrum of the inverse of hydrophone response, (d) amplitude spec-
trum of the observed direct arrival waveform. (e) Estimated source wavelet with a bubble pulse obtained
by convolving the direct arrival waveform with the inverse filter, (f) wavelet after filtering with Butterworth
filter 3-14 Hz.

It is clear that with these approximations the modeled wavefield cannot be directly compared with the
real data. Therefore, it is necessary to transform the field seismograms so that they reflect wave propagation
in a 2D medium. It is a common practice to apply the standard 3D to 2D correction Crase et al. (1990)

• data multiplication with
√
t

• convolution with 1/
√
t

It should be noticed that this correction is valid only for 1D media but fails in the presence of lateral
heterogeneities in the model.

SOURCE PROPERTIES

Wavelet estimation

An accurate description of the source signature and realistic modeling of the source ghost effect are nec-
essary for successful inversion. The source wavelet was estimated from direct arrivals to a hydrophone
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Figure 5: Comparison of the synthetic direct arrival modeled with the estimated wavelet in Figure 4f, with
the field direct arrival waveform. A bandpass filter was applied.

group Kravis (1985). The response of a hydrophone group to a pressure impulse transmitted from a source
consists of two impulses: 1) ray traveling directly from the source to the hydrophone, 2) source ghost
reflection from the air/sea interface. When the upward-traveling initial signal reaches the sea/air interface
it is reflected with an opposite polarity and becomes a ghost. Mainly because of the large difference in
density between air and water, the sea/air interface acts like a mirror to pressure waves traveling from the
source.

The source signature estimation is based on the hydrophone response deconvolution from the observed
direct arrivals. This method requires that there is no interference between the recorded direct arrivals and
the seabed reflections or refractions. The response to an impulse traveling horizontally from the source is
computed for a single hydrophone, based on the modeling parameters. Therefore, the estimated wavelet
is an optimum wavelet designed for specific FD parameters. The reciprocal of the horizontal impulse
response represents the inverse operator. Afterwards, this inverse impulse is convolved with the recorded
direct arrivals by a frequency domain multiplication. The result of this convolution provides an estimate of
the source signal, Figure 4.

Airgun array simulation

airgun average Volume C.I. A ∝ V 1/3 normalized amplitude
1 500 7.94 1
2 268 6.45 0.81
3 140 5.19 0.65
4 72 4.16 0.52
5 42 3.48 0.44
6 179 5.64 0.71

Table 1: 2D airgun array layout, based on the true 3D array characteristics (Figure 6)

In this seismic experiment the airgun array with 24 individual airguns and a total volume of 4804 inch3 was
used as a seismic source. In contrast to a single airgun, an airgun array shows strong directivity effects,
especially at higher frequencies. Moreover, each array has its own specific radiation pattern, i.e. the source
signature changes as a function of direction (horizontal angle) and emission angle. To investigate whether
the single point source approximation of an airgun array is accurate for waveform inversion, we analyze the
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Figure 6: Field airgun array configuration.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: (a) Radiation pattern of the single airgun, and (b) the airgun array (Table 1) in the water column.
Comparison of the absolute (c) and normalized (d) wavefront amplitudes (solid lines at Fig. 2a and 2b) as a
function of the emission angle. The wavefield was generated using a band limited signal (3-20 Hz), i.e.the
estimated wavelet filtered with Butterworth filter 3-14 Hz.
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Figure 8: Waveform generated by the airgun array (top left) and the single airgun (bottom left); the field
acquisition settings and the starting model (Figure 9) were used. Right: comparison of the primary re-
flection amplitudes (green dots on the seismograms) for the both shot gathers; top: normalized amplitude,
bottom: relative error. The main discrepancy occurs at offsets smaller than 1500 m. Because of the di-
rectivity effect, the single source approximation is not sufficient for a realistic description of the amplitude
behavior of the recorded data.

radiation pattern of the source array (Table 1) and the point source. The maximum frequency of the source
signal used in these tests is 20 Hz, that corresponds to the highest frequency content of the field data used
in the inversion. When comparing the radiation images in the water column in Figure 8, it can be seen,
that most of the energy emitted from the airgun array is concentrated close to the vertical emission angle,
and the pressure amplitudes in the horizontal direction are smaller than that from the point source. The
amplitude rapidly diminishes at emission angles greater than 80◦. The difference in the directivity effects
is also measured for the amplitude versus offset behavior of the seafloor reflections, generated with these
two source types (Figure 8). For the frequency range used in the simulation (up to 20 Hz) the relative error
of the point source is less than 10 %, and the difference in directivity effects of an airgun array and a point
source increases with offset. In spite of this relatively small difference, all inversion tests employ an airgun
array, so that the modeled waveforms accurately reproduce the directivity effects of a source array.

STARTING MODEL

Marine seismic data are always band limited and lack low frequencies. Therefore a good starting model
is necessary to fill in the gap of low frequencies before the inversion of available frequencies. Using a
poor starting model would cause slow convergence, large misfits, or unrealistic results in this case. Due to
the lack of frequencies below 3 Hz in our field data, the background velocity model cannot be precisely
recovered by the FWT. Therefore it is necessary to construct an initial velocity model that already contains
the long wavelength features of the subsurface.

The starting velocity model (Figure 9b) for the waveform tomography is based on the interval velocities
calculated from the vertical seismic profiling (VSP) data available from the borehole located in the middle
of the selected region. The original interval velocity model was smoothed, so that the individual layers
are replaced by a gradient. Velocity ranges from 1480 m/s in the water layer up to around 3200 m/s. In
addition, the density information is also required in numerical modeling of marine environment, mainly to
simulate an accurate amplitude of the seabed reflection and multiples. The density model is computed from
the velocity model based on Gardner’s velocity-density relationship (Gardner et al., 1974). To account for
multiple reflections and the ghost effects present in the data, the air layer was implemented at the top of the
model. The velocity and density models are discretized on a mesh with 656 × 660 grid points, using 5 m
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: (a) Acquisition setup that is used in the field data inversion. Starting P-wave velocity [m/s] (b)
and density (c) models [kg/m3]. The acquisition layout shown in Figures (b) and (c) are used to generate
synthetic data in the initial forward modeling. The circles indicate the locations of 107 hydrophones, the
array source is used.
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grid spacing.

INITIAL MODELING AND AMPLITUDE SCALING

Prior to the waveform inversion the initial forward modeling is performed. It is an important step to
evaluate the starting model and to evaluate whether the waveform inversion is likely to succeed. If the
observed waveform is not matched to within a half-cycle by the synthetic data generated from the starting
model, it is likely that the algorithm will attempt to fit the calculated events to the wrong cycle of the
observed data, and the solution may start to diverge. The results of the initial modeling are also used to
scale the synthetic and observed data.

To compensate for the unknown source strength, the sensitivity of the recording system, and scaling
factors within the finite difference modeling code, amplitudes of the field shot gathers must be scaled with
the corresponding amplitudes of the initial synthetics. This can be achieved by scaling the amplitudes of the
seabed reflection event at the nearest offset. To use this approach, the starting model must already contain
an accurate information of the true seafloor parameters, because the seafloor reflection in each field gather
is equalized to the value of the synthetic data. The AVO (amplitude versus offset) analysis performed for
different field shot gathers (Figure 10) shows a significant difference in the amplitude decay with offset.
These amplitude variations indicates the change of material parameters of the seafloor sediments along
the profile. Moreover the match between the field and synthetic seafloor reflection amplitudes is not good
enough to exclude the seafloor region from the inversion.

Amplitude calibration can be also performed by balancing the amplitudes around the direct arrival at the
nearest offset channel. This approach requires a close fit of the modeled direct arrival to the one observed in
the field data. Therefore, a proper description of the acquisition parameters, a good estimate of the source
signature, and an accurate modeling of the directivity effects is necessary. However, this method allows the
update in the seafloor region and it normalizes variations in the source strength between the shots.

Figure 10: (top left) Field data after preprocessing: shot 50, the maximum amplitude values (green dots)
picked from the field data correspond to the seafloor reflection for offsets up to 1600 m, and to the refracted
wave for offsets greater than 1600m. (bottom-left) FD modeled initial synthetics, green dots indicates the
seafloor reflection. The direct comparison of the amplitude-versus-offset behavior of the seafloor reflection
between the simulated and field data is only possible for offsets smaller than 1600 m. (top right) The
arrival time of the reflected wave is matched well by its synthetic counterpart. This will help to avoid cycle-
skipping artifacts during the waveform inversion. (bottom right) The amplitude-versus-offset behavior of
the seafloor reflection from the synthetic data and three field shot gathers. The sharp amplitude variations
visible at the near offset traces are probably due to the inaccuracies of the 3D to 2D transformation in the
near field. These traces are precluded from inversion.
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RESOLUTION TEST

To test the resolving power and the reliability of FWT results we constructed a synthetic model and calcu-
lated acoustic data using the same acquisition geometry, source signature and data sampling as in the field
example. Results from the synthetic inversion will help us to identify artifacts due to the source-receiver
geometry limitations (ray coverage), or choice of a poor starting model, and will allow to determine which
parts of the model can be well resolved. They are also useful for designing inversion strategies that are
suitable for the analyzed field data.

A true velocity model was generated by adding± 5 % velocity perturbation to the initial velocity model
for FWT. The checkerboard anomaly size of 150 m corresponds with the average wavelength generated by
the narrow band source. The streamer geometry comprised 50 shots with a shot spacing of 50 m and total
of 2540 receivers with a spacing of 25 m. The final inverted model ((Figure 11e) is an excellent recovery
of the true model up to the depth of 1700 m, which is also reflected in the final residuals. Artifacts that
are visible at the edges of the model and at greater depths result from an insufficient ray coverage in these
areas. To improve the subsurface coverage and to resolve deeper structures it will be necessary to increase
the hydrophone number and to include later arrivals.

DENSITY EFFECT

In this experiment we want to investigate the effect of density information on the recovery of P-wave
velocity models in the marine environment. The true density model is calculated from the velocity model
(Figure 12) using the Brocher’s density-velocity relationship, (Brocher, 2005):

ρ(g/cm3) = 1.6612Vp − 0.4721V 2
p + 0.0671V 3

p − 0.0043V 4
p + 0.000106V 5

p (1)

The perfect starting initial Vp model is used in the inversion, so that we can explicitly illustrate the
waveform tomography dependence on the choice of a density model. The source wavelet and acquisition
geometry used in these tests are the same as in the field data example. We have tested four different
strategies of including the density information to the inversion scheme:

• TEST 1 - homogeneous density model; no density update; (Figure 13)

• TEST 2 - density is linked with the starting P-wave velocity model using Gardner’s relationship; no
density update; (Figure 14)

• TEST 3 - density is linked with the inverted P-wave velocity model using Gardner’s relationship;
density is updated after each iteration step ; (Figure 15)

• TEST 4 - separate density and velocity inversion; (Figure 16)

As the the reflection coefficient at the seafloor is primarily governed by a high density contrast it is
necessary to include the density information in the waveform tomography. Excluding the density parameter
from modeling and inversion results in incorrect modeling of the seafloor reflection and multiple amplitudes
and produces strong artifacts around the seafloor (Figure 13). Poor recovery of the velocity model is also
reflected in high amplitudes of the residual waveform.

In tests 2-4 we used Gardner’s relationship for estimating density from P-wave velocity. The relation
takes the following form:

ρ(kg/m3) = 0.31 ∗ 1000 ∗ V 0.25
p (2)

Gardners’s rule seems to be the standard in the exploration geophysics. This relation is simply an
approximate average of the relations for a number of sedimentary rock types, weighted toward shales. It
should be noticed that the true velocity-density relationship is different to that assumed in the inversion
scheme.

The final inversion results from TEST 2 (Figure 14) and TEST 3 (Figure 15) show significant improve-
ment in the imaging of upper parts of the P-wave model if the density model is included. However, for this
particular case, keeping the density model fixed during the inversion or updating it from the velocity model
after each iteration have no effect on the final velocity model.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 11: FWT results for the resolution test after 500 iterations. (a) True Vp model [m/s], (b) starting
model for the inversion, (c) initial residuals, (d) final residuals, (e) inverted Vp model after 500 iterations,
(f) velocity profiles.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12: (a) True velocity [m/s] and (b) density models [kg/m3], (c) modeled seismograms for shot 50,
(d) starting Vp model for the inversion.

Figure 16 shows the waveform tomography results for the separate, alternate density and velocity in-
version. Simultaneous inversion for both of these parameters produced strong imaging errors, therefore
only one parameter is updated at each iteration step. The final inversion result shows that there is no major
improvement in the P-wave velocity model, and only the artifacts around the seafloor are slightly reduced.

Estimating density values from seismic data is an ill-posed inverse problem. Inversion for a density
is usually unstable even for moderately noisy data and requires additional constraints to stabilize the in-
version. Tarantola (1986b) found that the misfit function of marine data is most sensitive to updates of
the seismic velocities, and the effects from density model updates are much smaller. This implies that the
inversion scheme is least sensitive to errors in density and even a poor starting model for density has no
significant influence on the quality of the velocity models.

INVERSION STRATEGIES—ROLE OF THE PRECONDITIONING

The aim of full waveform tomography is to find a model which explains the observed data, i. e. it minimizes
the data misfit function between observed and modeled data. The misfit or data residuals δu are measured
by the L2-norm, and an optimum model can be found in the minimum of the residual energy. Therefore
the following objective function has to be minimized:

E = |L2| =
1
2
δuT δu→ min (3)

To find an optimum model the material parameters (velocity, density) are updated iteratively along the
conjugate gradient direction δc with the step length µn:

mn+1 = mn − Pµnδcn (4)

where mn+1 is the model update at iteration i+1, and P the preconditioning operator.
In some cases the high complexity of the seismic data or high noise level might cause a very complex

and nonlinear data misfit function, and it might generate unrealistic model parameter updates. To control
the model update and to improve the convergence and/or the linearity of the inverse problem different pre-
conditioning methods can be used. Basically the full waveform tomography algorithm can be implemented
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Figure 13: TEST 1: FWT results after 500 iterations for the homogeneous density model.

Figure 14: TEST 2: FWT results after 500 iterations for the fixed density model, computed from the
starting Vp model using Gardner’s relationship.
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Figure 15: TEST 3: FWT results after 500 iterations. The density model is updated after each iteration
step from the current Vp model using Gardner’s relationship.

Figure 16: TEST 4: FWT results after 500 iterations for the separate density and velocity inversion.
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in the time or in the frequency domain, and the choice of a domain constraint the preconditioning meth-
ods that can be applied to the data or to the gradient. A regularization scheme in the time domain can be
realized by applying time windowing and frequency filtering to the data, or by applying a preconditioning
operator that modifies the gradient.

The calculation of the velocity gradient resulting from the waveform cross-correlation is a crucial part
in the waveform tomography. This quantity describes how to optimize the starting model or the model from
the previous iteration step. The preconditioning operator P that can be applied to the gradient approximates
the inverse Hessian matrix. There is no general rule to design this parameter:

P = H−1
1 =

(
δ2E

δm2

)−1

(5)

To demonstrate the effect of the preconditioning, we performed various synthetic inversion tests using
the checkerboard model. Synthetic data are calculated using the same P-wave velocity model and acqui-
sition setup as in the previous section. The source signature is the wavelet estimated from the field data
which covers a frequency bandwidth of 3-20 Hz. The starting model for FWT has been modified, so that
the background velocities of the true model are shifted by 6 %.

No preconditioning

For the first inversion test no preconditioning methods were applied. Figure 17 shows the inverted Vp model
after 500 iterations. The velocity structures of the true model are only well recovered in the upper part of
the model, but resolution and accuracy decrease very quickly with depth. Moreover, a lot of artifacts are
present in the inverted model. This final result is not as close to the true model as the result obtained in the
resolution test (Figure 11), where inversion was able to correctly image structures up to 1700m. However,
it should be noticed that an unrealistically accurate starting model is used in the resolution test. Therefore
the nonlinearity of the inversion problem is significantly reduced at the same time. This inversion example
clearly shows that the lack of low frequencies in the data combined with the use of a starting model, that
does not contain the long-scale features of the true model results in a quite poor recovery of a velocity
model.

Preconditioning operator

The inverted model from the previous example shows strong artifacts close to the air/water interface, near
sources and receivers, and in the water column. To suppress these large gradient values, a spatial precondi-
tioning operator is applied to the gradient. It sets the gradient in the water layer to zero, i. e. it turns off the
velocity update in this part of the model. To eliminate these artifacts, an optimum preconditioning operator
has to be designed for a specific acquisition geometry and starting model, i. e. the depth to the seafloor must
be known. To improve the stability of the inversion, especially in a real data case, the gradient smoothing
operator can be applied. Such a 2D spatial filter removes high frequency artifacts from the gradient.

Furthermore the linear gradient scaling with depth is implemented. It is supposed to correct for the
amplitude loss with depth due to the geometrical spreading and to enhance deeper parts of the model.
Otherwise, the early arrivals would dominate the data fitting in the inversion scheme, and velocity updates
in the upper parts of the model would be more significant than in the deeper parts. After application
of the preconditioning operator, all strong artifacts within the water layer are removed, and there is an
improvement in the recovery of deeper structures (Figure 18).

Time windowing and frequency filtering

By the application of time windowing during the inversion process, the amount of information is gradually
increased with the increasing propagation time of seismic waves. The reduction of data by time windowing
allows the algorithm to update the upper part of the model in the first instance and then proceed to deeper
parts of the model. If a poor starting model is used, time windowing would help to decrease the nonlinearity
caused by the inaccurate initial model parameters. However, the time window should be designed carefully,
otherwise it might produce some artifacts and decrease the resolution of the deeper model parts.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 17: FWT results after 500 iterations, no preconditioning applied. (a) True Vp model [m/s], (b) the
inverted Vp model [m/s], (c) velocity profiles, (e) final residuals.

In the previous examples the full data information was used in each iteration step. Figure 19 demon-
strates the results with the application of time windowing and gradient preconditioning techniques de-
scribed in the previous tests. An initial window of 1 s is increased linearly from the iteration 50 until it
covers the full record length of 2.5 s. We can observe an additional improvement in the reconstruction of
the velocity model after application of time windowing. The final inverted model is much closer to the true
model than the inversion result for an exclusive application of gradient preconditioning.

The nonlinearity of the objective function is frequency dependent, i. e. the shape of the objective func-
tion depends on the frequency content of the seismic data. At lower frequencies the objective function is
smooth, while a lot of local minima are present at higher frequencies. Therefore, the inversion should start
at the lowest possible frequencies and add higher frequency content gradually.

Another inversion run was performed to illustrate the effect of the combined application of frequency
filtering and time windowing. In this case, the multistage inversion approach is used. In stage 1, only data
containing frequencies of 3-7 Hz are inverted, in stage 2 of 3-15 Hz, and in stage 3 of 3-20 Hz. The result
from each lower frequency inversion is used as the starting model for the next higher frequency inversion.
At each frequency stage, 300 iterations are carried out. For each iteration scaling with depth, mute within
the water layer, and spatial filter is applied to the gradient. Figure 20 shows the final reconstructed image
after all three stages, along with the intermediate results. The very good fit between the final and the true
model can be also observed in the final residuals.

Comparing the final result of the multi-stage (Figure 20) and the single-stage (Figure 19) inversion,
we can see that the combination of frequency filtering with time windowing provides a comparable recon-
struction of the velocity model as the inversion with the exclusive application of time windowing. In this
experiment the starting model is evidently accurate enough, so that the application of time windowing and
gradient preconditioning is sufficient to reconstruct a high-resolution velocity image. However, if a poor
starting model and noisy data are used, the multi-stage inversion would be an optimum choice to improve
both the convergence and the inversion results.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 18: FWT results after 500 iterations; velocity gradient scaling with depth and gradient taper within
the water layer are applied.(a) The inverted Vp model [m/s], (b) velocity profiles, (c) raw Vp gradient, (d)
preconditioned Vp gradient, (e) final residuals.
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(a) (b)

Figure 19: FWT results after 500 iterations; time windowing and velocity gradient preconditioning are
applied. (a) The inverted Vp model [m/s], (b) velocity profiles.

FIELD DATA INVERSION - PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Full waveform inversion of the field data is performed using 50 shot gathers with a variable number of
hydrophones (Figure 9a). This geometry assures the highest ray coverage for a given model size. The near
offset is 255 m with a receiver increment of 25 m. Checkerboard resolution test indicates, that for this
acquisition setup and a recording length of 2.5 s, a velocity model can be well resolved down to about 1.7
km below the water surface.

Two inversion tests are carried out for different frequency content. In the first test only the low fre-
quencies are inverted. The estimated wavelet and preprocessed field data are band pass filtered and contain
frequencies between 3.5 and 7 Hz. In the second test a higher frequency content is included; 3-15 Hz. The
same starting Vp and density models (Figure 9) serve as an input for both inversion experiments. In order
to reduce the complexity of the inversion problem various preconditioning techniques are exploited: ve-
locity gradient tapering within the water layer, linear gradient scaling with depth, gradient smoothing and
time windowing. Moreover, some absolute and relative model restrictions have been applied to the model
update, in order to avoid unrealistic velocity and density values. To stabilize the inversion, the maximum
deviation of the velocity model from the model of the previous iteration cannot exceed 1%.

The inverted velocity models after 500 iterations are shown in Figure 21, for the frequency content 3.5-
7 Hz in the left part of the figure, for the frequency content 3-15 Hz in the right part. Although the overall
misfit of the data has decreased, there are a lot of strong artifacts present in the reconstructed velocity
images, especially including areas with unrealistic low velocities. Since there are no structures that would
be common for both inverted models, we have to assume that the recovered models predominantly consist
of inversion artifacts.

Synthetic tests show that the quality of the FWT results improves significantly, if the data is inverted
separately for different frequency content, starting at low frequencies and adding higher frequency content
gradually. However, as there is a significant level of low-frequency swell noise in the field data, starting
the inversion at low frequencies has produced unrealistic results. Therefore, it would be necessary to
investigate the effect of coherent and non-coherent noise on the waveform inversion performance and to
attenuate noise in the field data. Some of the imaging errors are also due to the insufficient estimation of
the source properties. Therefore, a more accurate description of the source wavelet would be a necessary
condition for successful waveform tomography. An individual signature should be computed for each shot
by means of source wavelet inversion.

The comparison between the observed and inverted waveform shows a reasonably good match (Fig-
ure 22), while the corresponding velocity models contain a lot of unrealistic structures. As mentioned
before, the aim of waveform inversion is to derive a velocity model that produces the best fit to the seismic
data, i. e. to the phase and to the amplitude content. The L2 misfit function does not separate phase and
amplitude information, but it minimizes the residuals of the pressure amplitude. As the density model is
updated using the velocity-density relationship at each iteration, inversion of amplitudes and phases means
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 20: FWT results for the multi-stage inversion. (a) The inverted Vp model [m/s] after stage 1 (3-7
Hz), (b) the inverted Vp model [m/s] after stage 2 (3-15 Hz), (c) the inverted Vp model [m/s] after stage 3
(3-20 Hz), (d) velocity profiles, (e) final residuals.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 21: FWT results for the field data inversion, left: frequency content 3.5-7 Hz, right: frequency
content 3-15 Hz; (a),(b) The inverted Vp model [m/s ]after 500 iterations; (c),(d) velocity profiles; (e),(f)
initial residuals for shot 50; (g),(h) final residuals for shot 50.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 22: The comparison between the observed and inverted waveform for different offsets. (a) 3.5-7
Hz, (b) 3-15 Hz.
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projecting these variations onto velocity perturbation. This may produce unrealistic velocity values, be-
cause most of the information about the P-wave velocity is contained in the phases, whereas amplitudes
are also sensitive to density information, attenuation, and to converted waves. Since the phase and the
amplitude information cannot be separated in the time-domain approach to perform phase inversion only,
it might be necessary to normalize the field data amplitudes and include the density inversion.

Moreover, inversion based on the acoustic wave equation does not take the S-velocity into account,
therefore the various seismic events such as ground roll, multiples, mode conversions and S-wave events
are treated as undesirable coherent noise. To correctly handle the multiples in the inversion scheme, the
forward modeling should provide the accurate amplitude and arrival times of the multiples. Since the
seabed reflections and multiples have high amplitudes, any mismatch between the real and modeled events
will result in strong artifacts. Sea surface waves variability, which cannot be modeled by the FD code,
elastic effects (i. e. amplitude versus offset behavior) and lack of attenuation information in the seafloor
region will lead to inaccuracies in the modelling, and in the consequence will cause the divergence of
the inversion algorithm. Therefore, we should attenuate multiples, remove the ghost effects generated at
the air/water interface, and replace the free surface condition at the top of the model with an absorbing
boundary. This should reduce the ambiguity of the inversion problem and improve the recovery of true
velocity structures.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have discussed several practical issues in the application of the waveform tomography to
the field data. We have demonstrated that the efficiency of FWT depends not only on the choice of the start-
ing model, but also on methods which reduce the complexity of the inversion problem. The application of
different preconditioning strategies such as time windowing, frequency filtering, gradient preconditioning
and including the density information may lead to significant improvements in the subsurface reconstruc-
tion. The resolution analysis using the experimental setup provides the necessary guidelines to design a
multi-scale inversion approach, which is suitable for the analyzed field data and reduces the nonlinearity of
the problem. In conclusion, this improves the resolving power and the reliability of the inversion results.

Even though synthetic tests show the effectiveness of the FWT, the field data application is an extremely
nonlinear problem. Elastic effects, attenuation, density information, as well as the unknown source signa-
ture and noise present in the data significantly reduce the convergence. Therefore, further work has to be
undertaken in order to reconstruct realistic velocity models by means of the waveform inversion of the field
data. Future studies will focus on:

• investigation of the seismic noise effect on FWT results and noise suppression to increase S/N ratio
of the observed data;

• application of the Fourier-Bessel 3D to 2D transformation. This alternative approach, based on wave-
field transform technique, will allow a more accurate quantitative comparison between 2D modeled
and real 3D wavefields;

• multiple suppression in the field data to increase the convergence of the inversion algorithm;

• separate wavelet inversion for each shot gather as a part of the waveform inversion procedure. This
will improve the match between the wavelet used for synthetic modelings and the real wavelet in the
seismic data;

• analysis of the potential of amplitude normalization. This should reduce the nonlinearity of the
objective function and suppress artifacts in reconstructed velocity images;
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ABSTRACT

The Common-Reflection-Surface stack method parameterizes and stacks seismic reflection events in
a generalized stacking velocity analysis. The implementation is able to deal with a discrete number of
events contributing to a given stack sample such that conflicting dip situations can be handled. How-
ever, the reliable detection of such situations is difficult and missed contributions to the stacked section
might cause artifacts in a subsequent poststack migration. This is deleterious for complex data where
prestack migration is no viable option due to its requirements concerning the accuracy of the velocity
model, such that we might have to rely on poststack migration. In addition to the handling of a small
number of discrete dips, the conflicting dip problem has been addressed by explicitely considering
a virtually continuous range of dips with a simplified Common-Reflection-Surface stack operator in
a process termed Common-Diffraction-Surface stack. In analogy to the Common-Reflection-Surface
stack, the Common-Diffraction-Surface stack has been implemented and successfully applied in a
data-driven manner. As this comes along with significant computational costs, we now present a
much more efficient model-based approach to the Common-Diffraction-Surface stack which is de-
signed to generate complete stack sections optimized for poststack migration. This approach only
requires a smooth macro-velocity model of minor accuracy. We present first preliminary results for a
real land data set.

INTRODUCTION

For more than a decade, the Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) stack method has been extensively dis-
cussed in the annual WIT reports and in various publications. Therefore, we will here restrict the discussion
of the CRS method to the very basic essentials required in the scope of this contribution: the CRS method
follows the concept of the classical stacking velocity analysis, the local parameterization and stacking of
reflection events by means of an analytic second-order approximation of the reflection traveltime (see, e. g.,
Mann et al., 1999; Jäger et al., 2001). Conventional stacking velocity analysis is applied within individual
common-midpoint (CMP) gathers with the stacking velocity as the only stacking parameter (in general
azimuth-dependent in 3D). In contrast, the CRS approach also takes neighboring CMP gathers in account,
acknowledging the fact that reflection events are caused by spatially contiguous reflector elements in depth.
The relation between conventional stacking velocity analysis and the CRS approach has been described by
Hertweck et al. (2007) in terms of horizontal slowness and two imaging velocities to highlight the sim-
ilarities between these approaches. Equivalent formulations can be given in terms of spatial traveltime
derivatives or in terms of properties of hypothetical wavefronts, namely the emergence direction of the
normal ray connecting the reflection point to the surface and the curvatures of wavefronts associated with a
point source at the reflection point or a exploding reflector segment around the latter, respectively. For the
sake of consistence with related publications, we will use the latter description in the following.

In its simplest implementation, the CRS stack determines only one optimum stacking operator for each
zero-offset (ZO) sample to be simulated. Along this operator, we obtain the maximum coherence in the
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seismic reflection data. This works nicely if there is only one reflection event contributing to the considered
sample or no coherent event at all. However, in the presence of curved reflectors or diffractors, various
events might intersect each other and/or themselves, such that a single stacking operator per ZO sample
is no longer appropriate to completely simulate a stacked section. To account for such situations, Mann
(2001, 2002) proposed to allow for a small, discrete number of multiple stacking operators for a particular
ZO sample. The main difficulty in this approach is to identify conflicting dip situations and to decide how
many contributions should be considered. This implies a tricky balancing between lacking contributions
and potential artifacts due to the unwanted parameterization of spurious events. Due to the discrete number
of considered events, the number of detected and, thus, imaged events might change from sample to sample
such that seismic events might still show up in fragments, only.

The introduction of inversion methods fully exploiting the information contained in the CRS stacking
parameters (Duveneck, 2004a,b) enabled a consistent imaging workflow consisting of CRS stack, normal-
incidence-point (NIP) wave tomography, and prestack depth migration (see, e. g., Mann et al., 2003; Heil-
mann et al., 2004; Hertweck et al., 2004). In this workflow, the stacked section mainly serves as an in-
termediate result for picking rather than as a final image for interpretation. Thus, lacking contributions in
the stacked section due to conflicting dip situations are acceptable and do not affect the final depth image.
However, in data of complex nature and/or high noise level, generating a macro-velocity model of suffi-
cient accuracy for prestack depth migration might not be feasible with reasonable effort. In such cases,
poststack migration with its much lower requirements in velocity model accuracy is more attractive—and
the completeness of the stacked section turns into a relevant issue again.

Soleimani et al. (2009b,a) proposed an adapted CRS strategy designed to obtain a stacked section
as completely as possible by merging concepts of the dip moveout (DMO) correction (e. g., Hale, 1991)
with the CRS approach: instead of only allowing a single stacking operator or a small discrete number
of stacking operators per sample, a virtually continuous range of dips is considered. To simplify this
process and to further emphasize usually weak diffraction events, this has been implemented with a CRS
operator reduced to (hypothetical) diffraction events. This so-called Common-Diffraction-Surface (CDS)
stack approach has been successfully applied to complex land data (Soleimani et al., 2010). However, the
approach is quite time consuming, as separate stacking operators have to be determined for each stacked
sample to be simulated and each considered dip in a data-driven manner by means of coherence analysis in
the prestack data.

Here, we propose a model-based approach to the CDS stack. We assume that a smooth macro-velocity
model has already been determined, e. g. by means of CRS stack plus NIP-wave tomography. Under this
conditions, the parameters of the CDS stacking operators can be easily forward-modeled by means of
kinematic and dynamic ray tracing. In this way, a complete stacked section optimized for poststack depth
migration can be generated in a much more efficient manner compared to the data-driven CDS approach.

TRAVELTIME APPROXIMATION

The CRS method is based on an analytical approximation of the reflection traveltime up to second order
in terms of the half source/receiver offset h and the displacement of the source/receiver midpoint xm with
respect to the location x0 of the stacked trace to be simulated. This approximation can be expressed in
different flavors, e. g. in a parametric form or in Taylor series expansions in terms of traveltime or squared
traveltime, respectively (Höcht et al., 1999). The most popular form is the hyperbolic traveltime expansion,
as it directly resembles the well-known common-midpoint (CMP) traveltime approximation for xm = x0.
For the 2D case considered in this paper, the hyperbolic CRS traveltime approximation can be expressed
as

t2 (xm, h) =
[
t0 +

2 sinα
v0

(xm − x0)
]2

+
2t0 cos2 α

v0

[
(xm − x0)2

RN
+

h2

RNIP

]
, (1)

with v0 denoting the near-surface velocity. The stacking parameter α is the emergence angle of the normal
ray, whereas RN and RNIP are the local radii of hypothetical wavefronts excited by a exploding reflector
experiment or a exploding point source at the (unknown) reflection point of the normal ray, the normal
incidence point (NIP). All these properties are defined at (x0, z = 0).

For a true diffractor in the subsurface, an exploding point source experiment and an exploding reflector
experiment naturally coincide such that RNIP ≡ RN. Thus, for diffraction events, the CRS traveltime
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equation (1) reduces to the CDS traveltime approximation

t2 (xm, h) =
[
t0 +

2 sinα
v0

(xm − x0)
]2

+
2t0 cos2 α

v0RCDS

[
(xm − x0)2 + h2

]
, (2)

with RCDS ≡ RNIP ≡ RN. For reflection events, the CDS operator (2) is an inferior approximation com-
pared to the full CRS operator (1) as RNIP 6= RN. Nevertheless, it still allows to approximate the event
within a reasonably chosen aperture. For the data-driven CDS stack, this simplified operator has been cho-
sen for performance reasons. For the model-based CDS stack, this simplification is mandatory, as there is
no structural information on reflector curvatures contained in the considered smooth macro-velocity model.
Thus, a forward-modeling of the lacking parameter RN is not possible anyway.

Note that the meaning of RCDS depends on the way this stacking parameter is determined: in the
forward-modeling discussed below, it is a completely local second-order property RNIP,mod of the emerging
NIP wavefront at the considered ZO location. In the CRS stack, the second-order property RNIP,data is
determined from the prestack data within a finite aperture. Thus, RNIP,data is, in general, subject to spread
length bias and does not exactly coincide with the forward-modeled RNIP,mod (Müller, 2006). In the data-
based CDS stack, RCDS is influenced by both data-derived attributes RNIP,data and RN,data. It represents a
kind of weighted average of these both attributes, depending on the aspect ratio of the used aperture. In the
context of this paper, we consider the forward-modeled case, i. e., RCDS ≡ RNIP,mod.

FORWARD-MODELING

As already mentioned above, the radius of the NIP wave occurring in the CDS operator (2) is associated
with a hypothetical point source at the NIP. The local curvature of the hypothetical wavefront triggered
by such a point source is considered along the normal ray. The wavefront finally reaches the acquisition
surface with the curvature 1/RNIP. Thus, the first step to model this parameter is to determine the potential
normal ray by means of kinematic ray tracing. As we need this ray for a given surface location and a given
emergence angle, the kinematic ray tracing is performed for the down-going ray.

Kinematic ray tracing consists in the calculation of the characteristics of the Eikonal equation

(∇T )2 =
1

v2 (x, z)
, (3)

which governs the kinematics of the wavefield in a 2D velocity field v (x, z). In the following, we will use
the Einstein summation convention for the sake of briefness. According to Červený (2001), the Eikonal
equation’s characteristics

dxi
du

=
∂H
∂pi

,
dpi
du

= −∂H
∂xi

,
dT

du
= pk

∂H
∂pk

; i = 1, 2 (4)

are defined in a generalized domain consisting of slowness vector ~p and spatial coordinates ~x. The projec-
tion of these characteristics into the space domain represents the searched-for ray paths. A general form of
the Hamiltonian is

H (~x, ~p) = n−1
[
(pi pi)

n
2 − v−n

]
= 0 ; i = 1, 2 , (5)

with n as a real number. For reasons which will become evident below, we will here use the limit of n→ 0
which yields the Hamiltonian

H (~x, ~p) =
1
2

ln (pi pi) + ln v =
1
2

ln
(
v2pi pi

)
. (6)

For this case, the last characteristic in equation (4) reduces to dT/du = 1, i. e., the variable u along the ray
is directly the traveltime. This is a desired feature, as we have to compute ray tracing results for a regular
grid in ZO traveltime.

The corresponding kinematic ray tracing system, a system of four coupled ordinary differential equa-
tions, reads

dxi
dT

= (pk pk)−1
pi

dpi
dT

= −∂ ln v
∂xi

; i = 1, 2 (7)
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and can be numerically integrated with the well known Runge-Kutta scheme of fourth order. The step
length in the numerical solution is chosen as an integer fraction of the sampling rate of the stacked section
to be simulated. In this way, we directly obtain the discrete points along the ray paths corresponding to the
desired output locations in the ZO time domain.

As |~p| ≡ 1/v(x, z) ∀ ~x, the slowness components are not independent of each other such that the
system of equations can be further reduced. However, using Cartesian coordinates, the reduced system is
not able to handle turning rays. Therefore, we use the full system of equations and enforce the relation
between slowness and velocity by an according rescaling of ~p after each ray tracing step.1

The determination of RNIP additionally requires dynamic ray tracing along the ray path. The derivation
of the dynamic ray tracing system again starts with the Eikonal equation, now defined in ray-centered
coordinates (s, n), with s being the coordinate tangent to the ray and n the coordinate normal to the ray.
A Taylor expansion of the phase function T in the vicinity of the central ray introduces the second partial
derivative M of the traveltime normal to the central ray:

M(u) =
∂2T (u, n)
∂n2

∣∣∣∣
n=0

. (8)

The resulting ordinary differential equation of Ricatti type finally yields the dynamic ray tracing system
consisting of two coupled ordinary differential equations of first order. For our chosen propagation variable
u ≡ t along the central ray, this system reads

dq

dt
= v2p ,

dp

dt
= −1

v

∂2v

∂n2
q , (9)

which can be easily numerically integrated along the ray in parallel to the kinematic ray tracing described
above. The properties p and q are related to different coordinate transforms, see Červený (2001) for details.
The only important property here is that their ratio coincides with the the second traveltime derivative
normal to the ray, equation (8):

M(u) =
p(u)
q(u)

. (10)

In turn, for a point source at the NIP, M(u0) at the emergence point of the normal ray is directly related to
the searched-for value of RCDS:

1
RCDS

= v0M(u0) = v0
p(u0)
q(u0)

, (11)

with v0 again representing the near-surface velocity at the emergence point.
A straightforward approach to this task is to integrate the dynamic ray tracing system upwards along

the ray for a given point on the known down-going ray path with the according initial condition for a point
source initial condition in the starting point, i. e., q = 0 and p = 1. However, this approach is highly
inefficient for two reasons:

• dynamic ray tracing had to be performed separately for each considered point on the ray, i. e., hun-
dreds or thousands of times along each ray

• either the entire down-going ray paths had to be kept in memory, or kinematic ray tracing has to be
repeated along the up-going ray path again

Instead, it is far more efficient to perform the dynamic ray tracing in parallel to the kinematic ray tracing
along the down-going ray. However, in this way we cannot directly control the desired “initial” condition
at the NIPs, because now the initial conditions are defined at the acquisition surface rather than at the NIPs.
Fortunately, this problem can be addressed by solving the dynamic ray tracing system for two mutually
orthogonal initial conditions, a point source and a plane wave at the initial point. The initial condition for

1Due to numerical inaccuracies, |~p| slowly starts to deviate from 1/v (x, z) with increasing length of the ray path which would
violate the Eikonal equation (3).
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the latter reads q = 1 and p = 0. Using the index 2 for the point source initial condition and index 1 for
the plane wave initial condition, the solutions can be gathered in a ray propagator matrix Π:

Π (u;u0) =
(
q1 q2

p1 p2

)
. (12)

This ray propagator matrix can be computed along the ray for any value of u along the ray with the two
initial conditions being defined at the emergence location of the central ray associated with u0.

One of the powerful features of the ray propagator matrix Π(u;u0) is that it can be easily converted into
the corresponding propagator matrix Πb(u0;u) describing the dynamic properties in opposite propagation
direction along the ray:

Πb (u0;u) =
(
p2 q2

p1 q1

)
. (13)

The first column of Πb again corresponds to the plane wave initial conditions and the second column to
the point source initial conditions, but these initial conditions are now defined at the considered point u
on the central ray. As we compute Π along the down-going ray for all required locations u on the ray,
Πb is readily available, too. Its second column exactly describes the desired situation: the solution of the
dynamic ray tracing system at the emergence point of the central ray for a point source initial condition at
any considered point u along the ray! Thus, the searched-for stacking parameters are simply given by

1
RCDS(u)

= v0
q2(u)
q1(u)

. (14)

IMPLEMENTATION

The existing 2D implementation of the CRS stack has been extended to allow for a model-based calcu-
lation of stacking parameters. In addition to a new class which actually performs the stacking process,
two additional classes have been added: the first one provides the velocity model and various of its spa-
tial derivatives interpolated to any required depth location, the second one implements the kinematic and
dynamic ray tracing systems and provides the CDS stacking parameter directly on the ZO target grid.
Symbolically and omitting all I/O issues, the algorithm can be summarized as follows:

set up velocity model & derivatives
for each ZO trace {

for each emergence angle on coarse grid {
trace ray up to maximum ZO time
calculate stacking parameters for all ZO samples

}
for each ZO sample {

for each emergence angle on fine grid {
interpolate stacking parameter between nearest rays
stack along CDS operator
calculate semblance along CDS operator
keep track of contribution with highest semblance

}
weighted/thresholded superposition of individual stack results

}
}

The implementation relies on all the existing classes for I/O, stacking, semblance calculation, aperture
handling etc., just as the data-driven counterparts. The model-based CDS algorithm is very efficient, as
the ray tracing is performed only once per ZO trace and emergence angle, rather than within the innermost
loop. In view of the fact that the stacking parameter varies smoothly for a smooth velocity model, the rays
can be calculated on a relatively coarse emergence angle grid. In contrast, the semblance and the stack
itself are quite sensitive to variations of the emergence angle. Thus, stack and semblance are calculated on
a finer emergence angle grid using interpolated stacking parameters.
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The implemented ray tracing system generally supports turning rays such that e. g. overhanging flanks
can be imaged. Depending on the complexity of the considered data, the user can decide whether turning
rays should be further traced or simply terminated at their turning points. The latter option significantly
speeds up the code, as many CDS operators unlikely to actually contribute to the image will not be evaluated
at all. This especially applies to large ZO traveltimes combined with large emergence angles.

Although the stacking parameters do not have to be optimized as in the data-driven approaches, it turned
out to be quite useful to calculate semblance along the individual CDS operators anyway. Note that this
has to be performed only once per emergence angle for each ZO sample rather than dozens or hundreds of
times as in the data-driven CDS stack. Thus, the semblance calculation is not a performance issue in the
model-based case but enables several additional features:

• We can keep track of the CDS operator yielding the highest semblance.2 In this way we can obtain

– a section of the highest encountered semblance,

– a section with the corresponding emergence angle α, and

– a section with the corresponding radius of curvature RCDS.

Obviously, these sections resemble the coherence section, the emergence angle section, and the RNIP
section of the data-driven CRS stack to some extent. Thus, they allow for the identification of ZO
reflection events, the assessment of the quality of the operator fit, and plausibility analyses.

• The semblance associated with a particular CDS operator can be used as a weight factor for its
contribution to the final stack section, probably in combination with a semblance threshold. This
allows to reduce the overall noise level and is subject of our current investigations.

FIRST RESULTS

For the first application of the newly implemented model-based CDS stack, we revisited the 2D land data
set presented by Soleimani et al. (2009a) in the context of the data-driven CDS stack. The line acquired by
an energy resource company in fixed-spread geometry has a length of about 12 km, 50 m shot and receiver
spacing and a temporal sampling rate of 2 ms. For further details on source signals and preprocessing, we
refer to Soleimani et al. (2009a).

A sequence of CRS stack and NIP-wave inversion has been applied to the data to obtain the smooth
macro-velocity model shown in Figure 1. This CRS-based imaging workflow has, e. g., been extensively
discussed by Mann et al. (2003) and Hertweck et al. (2004) such that there is no need to go into any details
here. During the model-based CDS stack, kinematic and dynamic ray tracing is performed in this model for
a coarse emergence angle grid ranging from −22◦ to 22◦ in steps of 2◦. The corresponding ray fan for one
of the ZO trace locations is superimposed on the model in Figure 1. Due to the chosen parameterization of
the kinematic ray tracing system, the stacking parametersRCDS are directly available on the temporal target
grid without the need for any interpolation along the rays. For the stack and the semblance calculation, we
used a finer emergence angle grid ranging from−20◦ to 20◦ in steps of 1◦ with stacking parameters linearly
interpolated in between neighboring rays on the coarse grid.

In Figure 2, the stacked sections obtained with the different approaches are compiled for comparison.
Figure 2a shows the final result of the CRS stack, the stack confined to the first projected Fresnel zone
after local three-parameter optimization (see, e. g., Mann, 2002) and event-consistent smoothing (Hertweck
et al., 2005) of the CRS attributes. The reflection events show up with a high signal-to-noise ratio and high
continuity. However, many events are truncated and only appear in fragments where they intersect more
dominant events. Evidently, this will lead to artifacts in a subsequent poststack migration. Especially faults
will be poorly imaged, as the corresponding edge diffraction are largely missing in the stacked section. In
the data-driven CDS-stacked section in Figure 2b, these conflicting dip situations are fully resolved and the
interference of intersecting events is properly simulated and many new steep events show up. Compared to

2An CDS operator with higher semblance is only accepted as supremum if the number of contributing traces is not lower than for
any other operator for the same ZO sample. This prevents e. g. very steep operators from being selected for such suprema. Semblance
will generally increase with decreasing number of contributing traces, which renders the semblance values incomparable and obscures
the actual quality of the operator fit.
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Figure 1: Macro-velocity model obtained by sequential application of CRS stack and NIP-wave inversion,
here used for the model-based CDS stack. The attribute RCDS has been calculated for all samples in the
ZO target zone and emergence angles −20◦ ≤ α ≤ 20◦. For one emergence location, the ray paths for the
coarse emergence angle grid are superimposed in white.

the CRS result in Figure 2a, the signal-to-noise ratio is slightly lower, but due to more complete and, thus,
more physical stack section, this section is much better suited as input for poststack migration (Soleimani
et al., 2009a,b). Finally, Figure 2c shows the very first result obtained with the data-driven CDS approach.
For this section, all contributions for all considered emergence angles are simply superimposed, without any
weighting or thresholding based on coherence. Whereas we observe even some more steep and/or strongly
curved in the lower part, the result for the shallow part is quite unsatisfactory. The strong continuous
reflection events in the CRS stack result appear much weaker here. We will discuss the probable reason
for this effect below. In any case, the model-based CDS approach is significantly faster than its data-driven
counterpart. Depending on the chosen parameters for the attribute search, the model-based approach is one
to two orders of magnitude faster, although we additionally calculate semblance along the operators which
is not required for this simple, unweighted and unthresholded kind of stack.

As mentioned in the preceding section, we calculate the semblance along each CDS operator in addition
to the stack value. In this way, we can also keep track of the stacking parameters of the operator yielding the
highest semblance value. This allows us to generate attribute pseudo sections—termed “pseudo”, as they
are not optimized in a data-driven way as in the CRS stack or the data-driven CDS stack, but obtained by
forward-modeling. In Figure 3 theRCDS pseudo section can be compared with the optimized and smoothed
NIP wave radius section obtained from the CRS stack. Following the notation introduced above, the latter
represents RNIP,data, whereas the CDS result represents RNIP,mod. At locations where the CRS attributes are
determined in a stable manner, these two attributes should only differ by the aperture-dependent spread
length bias. Indeed, both sections are very similar to each other, especially for the well-determined part
up to about 1.8 s. This result demonstrates that our forward-modeling in the CDS stack, the NIP-wave
inversion, and the CRS stack itself are consistent with each other. Thus, we can be quite confident that the
forward-modeling in the CDS approach is working properly.

Figure 4 compares the optimized and smoothed emergence angle section to the emergence angle pseudo
section obtained by the model-based CDS approach. Although difficult to be seen, along some of the events
both section almost coincide, indicating that the same events have been parameterized at the corresponding
ZO locations. For the shallow part, the CDS result mainly shows a complicated pattern with quite large
emergence angles. We interpret this a combination of an effect of spatial aliasing and aperture issues
which will be discussed in more details below. Generally, the model-based CDS stack has for many ZO
locations encountered the highest coherence for steep and/or strongly curved events which appear only as
a few fragments in the CRS result. Generally, we expect that the CDS traveltime operator (2) will better fit
diffraction events. This has been observed for the data-driven CDS approach and seems to be even more
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Figure 2: a) CRS-stacked section restricted to the projected first Fresnel zone. Note the artificial appear-
ance with various truncated events. b) data-driven CDS-stacked section (modified after Soleimani et al.,
2009a). The noise level is slightly increased, but the interference of intersecting events has been simulated
everywhere. c) preliminary model-based counterpart generated in an significantly smaller computation
time, without weighting suffering from spatial aliasing in the shallow part.
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Figure 3: a) CRS-based NIP wave radius section after event consisting smoothing. b) CDS-based NIP
wave radius pseudo section. The latter only shows the radius of curvature associated with the most coherent
operator, whereas all operators for all angles contribute to the stack section in Figure 2. Note the extensive
similarity of both sections.

pronounced in the model-based approach.
Finally, Figure 5 depicts the maximum coherence values encountered along the CRS operators or CDS

operators, respectively. Note the different scales used in these figures. The CRS-based result shows very
distinct reflection events with high coherence, but almost no indication of detected diffraction events. The
vertical strips with relatively low coherence are associated with faults where lots of edge diffraction events
complicate the wavefield. In contrast, the CDS-based result shows a completely different behavior: the
overall semblance level is far lower and we mainly see diffraction events. These also show upon within
the strips which are associated with low semblance values in the CRS result. The two section seem to
complement each other—strong reflection events in the CRS result, lots of previously unseen diffraction
events in the CDS result.

In summary, we observe a very distinct accentuation of diffraction events and a quite poor performance
in the shallow region for the model-based CDS approach in this first application to real data. We attribute
this behavior to the chosen midpoint aperture. The same aperture definition has been used for CRS stack,
data-driven CDS stack, and model-based CDS stack. This aperture has been optimized for the CRS stack
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Figure 4: a) CRS-based emergence angle section after event consisting smoothing. b) CDS-based emer-
gence angle pseudo section. At many locations, the latter parameterizes steeper events which are almost
completely suppressed in the CRS result. Note that this section only shows the emergence angle associ-
ated with the most coherent operator, whereas all operators for all angles contribute to the stack section in
Figure 2.

to allow a sufficiently stable determination of the normal wave radius of curvature RN, which requires a
sufficiently large aperture in midpoint direction. The CDS stacking operator (2) has one degree of freedom
less and is, therefore, less accurate for reflection events. This applies in particular for concave reflection
events for which the signs of RN and RNIP usually differ. Nevertheless, the data-driven CDS stack adapts
to the reflection event as closely as possible and yields an operator which still fits reflection events reason-
ably. As mentioned above, RCDS is a weighted average of the two wavefront radii in this case. However,
for the model-based CDS approach, the situation is completely different. The forward-modeled radius of
curvature does not at all depend on the reflector curvature or its time domain counterpart RN, such that the
corresponding operator very poorly approximates the reflection event for a larger midpoint displacement,
whereas the fit in the vicinity of the central CMP gather should be very good. The smaller the ZO travel-
time, the larger usually the relative difference between the two radii RN and RNIP, i. e., the fit in midpoint
direction gets even worse. This explains the poor performance at shallow times. In contrast, for diffraction
events, RN ≈ RNIP, thus they are well imaged even within a large midpoint aperture and/or for small ZO
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Figure 5: a) CRS-based coherence section after event consisting smoothing. b) CDS-based coherence
pseudo section. Note the different scaling of both plots. The overall coherence in the latter is significantly
lower and mainly shows those curved events (mainly diffractions) which are missing in the CRS-based
result. Again, the CDS section only shows the semblance value associated with the most coherent operator,
whereas all operators for all angles contribute to the stack section in Figure 2.

times. In our future research, we will investigate the use of smaller midpoint apertures, probably totally
detached from the aperture definitions currently used in the CRS stack. One promising option is to attach a
narrow aperture to the approximation of the common-reflection-point trajectory discussed by Höcht et al.
(1999). Along this trajectory, the influence of RN is negligible.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have implemented and tentatively applied a model-based approach to the CDS stack method. This
is intended to fully resolve the conflicting dip problem occurring in complex data and, thus, to allow to
simulate a complete stacked section containing all mutually interfering reflection and/or diffraction events.
In contrast to the entirely data-driven CDS method, this model-based approach is far more efficient. The
required macro-velocity model can be generated with any established method, including the the sequential
application of CRS stack and NIP-wave tomography. The model-based CDS stack is tailored to optimize
the stacked section for a subsequent poststack depth migration. This is relevant for situations in which
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the generation of velocity models sufficiently accurate for prestack depth migration is difficult or even
impossible.

The first results indicate that further investigation are required to assess the appropriate choice of ad-
equate apertures for the model-based CDS stack. With the current aperture choice according to the needs
of the CRS stack, the process acts as a strong filter for diffraction events, a feature which might be very
helpful to delineate discontinuities in the subsurface. With smaller aperture, we expect a joint image of
reflection and diffraction events. The additional use of the coherence as weight factor or criterion to accept
or reject the contribution of a particular CDS operator to decrease the noise level will also be investigated.
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ABSTRACT

The localization of seismic events is of great importance not only in seismology but also in exploration
geophysics for monitoring of for instance hydraulic fracturing. It can be successfully implemented by
diffraction stacking, where the source location is obtained from the maximum of the so called image
function. Since the maximum of the image function is distinct, even in the presence of noise very weak
events can be detected. Previous research showed that the method works reliably for homogeneous
2D media. In this paper we demonstrate the extension to 3D and present numerical examples in
both homogeneous and heterogeneous media. Strongly heterogeneous media are intensely affected by
triplications. We show that the localization of events in such media is nevertheless possible if the most
energetic arrivals are taken into account. Moreover, by using geometrical spreading as weighting
factors for the input data, separation of propagation and source effects is achieved. Also, we have
studied the source effects of radiation patterns. Finally, the method was tested on field data from
Southern California. The acquisition footprint had to be considered. Both numerical and field data
application confirm the potential of the method. The localization results deviate from the source
position obtained by a standard picking method less then 1 km in all three directions. Both numerical
and field data applications reveal the potential of the method. Conventional source location methods
by event picking locate the event with a maximum spatial deviation of 1 km when compared to the
location method presented here.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of seismic event localization is a key problem in seismology. Most classic localization meth-
ods require picking of P- and S-wave arrivals of the event at each receiver position. Data is often strongly
affected by noise and thus, challenges such techniques. Gajewski and Tessmer (2005) introduced a local-
ization method based on reverse modeling, which does not require any picking of events. The advantage of
this method is that the focusing of energy in the back projection process allows to image very weak events,
which could not be identified in the individual seismogram of the recording network. Gajewski et al. (2007)
proposed a new technique using a stacking approach to backproject passive seismic observations. In this
approach the subsurface is discretized and each subsurface location is considered to be a potential loca-
tion of a seismic event. For the calculation of diffraction travel times for each subsurface point a velocity
model is required. Travel time tables are computed using the NORSAR-3D ray tracer. These travel time
trajectories for the first arrivals are used for stacking. As the event time is not known, the trajectory has
to be moved through the whole time window of the data and stacked for each time. The stack results for
each time are summed and then squared. The resulting value forms the value of an image function for this
position. The source location corresponds to the position of the maximum of the image function.

A previous numerical study on this topic by Anikiev et al. (2006) demonstrated that the localization
by diffraction stacking works very well in 2D. Here we will extend this method to 3D media. Finally, we
present a field data example from Southern California.

mailto:oksana.zhebel@zmaw.de
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METHOD

In the following section a brief description of the method is given.
We explain the technique for 2D media here. The extension to 3D is straight-forward. In passive

seismics, different events are recorded during a certain time period. The number of receivers and their
positions are given by the acquisition geometry of the experiment. We assume that seismic events are
caused by point sources. In other words, the extent of the source region is relatively small in comparison to
the prevailing wavelength. The position of a so called acoustic emission can be reconstructed from surface
or borehole measurements by applying a diffraction stack, which is described in the next paragraph.

Firstly, the subsurface is discretized, where the spatial sampling should resemble the prevailing wave-
length of the seismic events under consideration. Every subsurface point is a potential source and a so
called image point. The recorded seismograms serve as input data. The choice of a time window is a very
important point to be mentioned. If t2 � t1 and there are multiple events present in the time window,
then the maxima corresponding to different events can overlap and this would lead to a less focused image
function. In the worst case the detection of events could be hampered. The best way to solve this problem
is to split the time window into several buffers and then perform the diffraction stacking for each of them
separately. This strategy saves the computational time if several buffers are processed in parallel. The
velocity model of the subsurface is assumed to be known. Then the travel time curve has to be computed
for every image point by using, e.g., the ray tracing program NORSAR-3D. As soon as the travel times for
each image point are available, the following procedure is performed:

1. stack (=sum) the amplitudes along the calculated diffraction travel time curve for an image point;

2. repeat for each sample in the considered time buffer

3. add squared results from every time step over the chosen time buffer.

The result represents the amplitude of a so called image function for this particular image point. This
procedure is repeated for all image points and as a result we get a spatial representation of the image
function for the chosen time buffer. The source location corresponds then to the position of the maximum
of the image function (Anikiev et al. (2006)).

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section numerical examples in both homogeneous ad heterogeneous media and for both explosive
and double couple source are presented.

Explosive source in 3D homogeneous medium

In this section we apply the method to synthetic data. The seismograms were generated by the NORSAR-
3D ray tracer. A 40 Hz Ricker wavelet was used as a source-time function of an explosive point source. The
source is located at (2500; 2500; 3000), its position is symmetric to the center of the recording network. A
homogeneous medium with a P-wave velocity of 2500 m/s is used. Gaussian noise with different signal to
noise ratios was added to the data. For the synthetic seismogram with a S/N ratio of 10 the event is easily
recognizable, as it can be seen in Figure 1(a). The diffraction stacking procedure was applied to the data
and the resulting image function is shown in Figure 2(a). Then the S/N ratio was reduced to 0.5 and it
becomes almost impossible to detect the event in the traces of the seismogram section, as shown in Figure
1(b). Localization methods requiring picking cannot be used for such input data. Despite such a high noise
level, the distinct maximum of the image function still corresponds to the real source position, which is
illustrated in Figure 2(b). Both image functions are normalized by their maximum values. However, the
noise leads to scattered spots of increased amplitudes in the image.

Amplitudes of seismic events contain source effects as well as propagation effects, i.e. geometrical
spreading. Geometrical spreading compensation permits to separate source effects from propagation ef-
fects. This can be achieved by applying a corresponding weighting function comprising geometrical
spreading factors during the diffraction stacking procedure. The resulting amplitude of the image func-
tion normalized by the number of receivers is an indicator for the source strength and allows us to directly
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(a) S/N=10, the event can be easily recognized (b) S/N=0.5, the event is barely detectable

Figure 1: Seismograms for (a) S/N=10 and (b) S/N=0.5.

compare the strengths of sources. For non-regular receiver grids, e.g., Voronoj cells can be used to de-
termine proper weights in the stack to account for the acquisition footprint (see also field data example
below).

Explosive source in 3D heterogeneous medium

From reflection seismic imaging with Kirchoff migration techniques we know, that for complex media not
only the first arrivals should be considered but the most energetic arrivals. The most energetic arrival usually
is not the first arrival. In this section we investigate the influence of complex media on the localization of
seismic events.

Seismic events in heterogeneous media are strongly affected by triplications and therefore the strongest
events may not refer to the first arrivals. We consider a low velocity lens in a homogeneous background
velocity model. The P-wave velocity in the center of lens is 1500 m/s and the background velocity equals
2500 m/s. The velocity model is shown in Figure 3(a). Such a lens works as a collecting lens, which
leads to the triplication in seismograms (see Figure 3(b)). Image functions using first arrivals only and the
most energetic arrival were computed. The maximum of the image function for the first arrivals does not
correspond to the real source position and is shifted along the vertical axis (see Figure 4(a)). The resolution
of the image function by using first arrivals only is greater than λ/2. The maximum of the image function
using the most energetic arrivals corresponds to the real source position as seen in Figure 4(b). Similar
to Kirchhoff reflection imaging it is important to take the most energetic arrivals into account in passive
seismic imaging using the diffraction stack.

Double couple source in a 3D homogeneous medium

Microseismic events are rarely events of explosive type. Usually they are considered as dislocation sources.
Such sources display a specific radiation pattern including nodal planes whereas the radiation of explosive
sources is isotropic (see, e.g., Aki and Richards (2002)). The double-couple seismic source represents
a good model for earthquakes that are caused by a shear or slip on a fault. We consider a strike-slip
source here. The source is located at (5000; 5000; 3000) m. Both P- and S-wave travel times need to
be computed for such data. A homogeneous medium with constant P-wave velocity of 2500 m/s and a
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(a) Image function for the explosive source data with S/N=10

(b) Image function for the explosive source data with S/N=0.5

Figure 2: Normalized image functions for (a) S/N=10 and (b) S/N=0.5. The maxima of both image
functions correspond to the real source position.
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(a) Velocity model and ray paths for a heterogeneous medium with a low velocity lens.

(b) Seismogram resulting from the model shown in Figure 3a

Figure 3: (a) Velocity model and (b) the corresponding seismogramm for a numerical example in a het-
erogeneous medium with a low velocity lens.
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(a) Image function for the first arrivals only

(b) Image function for the most energetic arrivals only

Figure 4: Normalized image functions for (a) the first arrivals and (b) the most energetic arrivals. The
maximum of the image function for the first arrivals does not correspond to the real source position, but it
is shifted downwards the vertical axis. The maximum of the image function for the most energetic arrivals
coincides with the real source position.
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P/S - wave velocity ratio of
√

3 was considered. The resulting image function is shown in Figure 5(a).
There are 4 maxima in this image function and none of them corresponds to the real source position; on
the contrary, at the source location there is the minimum of the function. The image function reminds us of
the radiation pattern of a double couple source, which may be interpreted as an indicator for such a source
type. Unfortunately, it does not lead to the correct location of the source. To solve the problem, absolute
values of the data were used and the resulting image function is shown in Figure 5(b). A distinct maximum
is present which corresponds to the real source position. Another way to avoid the effect occurred in Figure
5(a) is to use envelopes formed from the analytic signal of the data. The corresponding image function can
be seen in Figure 5(c); its maximum also corresponds to the real source position, but it is not as focused
as the previous one. This effect is expectable since using envelopes of input data reduces the frequency
content, which leads to a less focused iamge function.

The localization results in case of a double couple source, where both P- and S-waves were considered,
show that we would not obtain the correct source location if we do not either use the envelopes of the signal
or the absolute values of the amplitude. However, by applying the envelopes to the input data, we end up
with the data of lower frequency.

FIELD DATA EXAMPLE

To test the method on field data, vertical component seismograms were downloaded from the Southern
California Earthquake Data Center database. The chosen event had a magnitude of 4.05. We chose this
particular event since it had been investigated previously by Baker et al. (2005). It gave us the opportunity
to compare our results with the localization of other authors and methods.

For the localization of this event we considered the same velocity model as in previous studies,namely
a constant P-wave velocity of 6000 m/s with a P/S - wave velocity ratio of

√
3 was used. The maximum

frequency of the data is 40 Hz. The acquisition geometry of the experiment is highly irregular, which leads
to overweighting or underweighting of certain traces. In order to compensate the acquisition footprint,
weighting factors were calculated by constructing Voronoj cells (Voronoj (1908)). The diffraction stack
was then performed for the envelopes and the obtained image function is shown in Figure 6. Both P-
and S-wave travel times were used. The focus of the image function is scattered in all three directions.
This could be the result of using a homogeneous velocity model. Moreover, the focus is inclined, which
can be explained by an unsymmetrical location of the source related to the acquisition. The presence of
local maxima of smaller amplitude may indicate that multiple events occurred in the time window. The
maximum of the image function has a deviation of less than 1 km compared to the results obtained by a
method, that requires picking of P- and S-waves arrivals.

CONCLUSIONS

Numerical studies in both 3D homogeneous and heterogeneous media illustrate the potential of the diffrac-
tion stack for the localization of seismic events. It was shown that even weak events in data sets with a low
S/N ratio can be detected. Compensation of geometrical spreading losses during the diffraction stack allow
to separate source and receiver effects. Image functions generated this way allow a direct comparison of
the source strengths. It was demonstrated that in case of strongly heterogeneous media, where the strongest
events may not correspond to the first arrivals, but to the later ones, triplications should be taken into ac-
count to get a better image. The numerical experiments reveal that the consideration of the most energetic
arrival leads to a correct and well focused location of the source whereas first arrivals did neither provide
a well focused image function nor did the maximum occur at the source location. The numerical tests for
the case of a double couple source show that we would not obtain the correct source location if we don’t
either use the envelopes or absolute values of the signal. Both techniques need further consideration in case
of poor signal-to-noise ratio. The field data example demonstrates that the results obtained by diffraction
stacking has a deviation of less than 1 km to the localization results obtained by a method, that requires
picking of P- and S-wave arrivals. Since field layouts of recording arrays or networks are never regular,
the acquisition footprint needs to be compensated in the diffraction stack. We used Vornoj cells in this
study to account proper weights in the integration. The velocity model for the field data was considered
to be homogeneous to make our study comparable to previous work based on this model. It is, however,
very unlikely that the upper crust in Southern California is homogeneous. A velocity model closer to the
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(a) Diffraction stack was applied to the data as they were.

(b) Diffraction stack was applied to the absolute values of the data.

(c) Diffraction stack was applied to the envelopes of the data.

Figure 5: Normalized image functions for (a) the data as the were, (b) the absolute values of the data and
(c) the envelopes of the data.
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(a) Vertical slice through the maximum of the image
function.

(b) Horizontal slice through the maximum of the im-
age function.

Figure 6: (a) Vertical slice and (b) horizontal slice through the maximum of the image function.

geological reality of Southern California will certainly influence the localization result. this could influence
the location itself and the focusing of the image function.
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ABSTRACT

Tomographic methods for the determination of velocity models using kinematic wavefield attributes
strongly depend on the accuracy of the attributes. The Common-Reflection-Surface method applied
to prestack data provides the attributes already with high quality. However, one difficulty of the CRS
method is the treatment of diffractions and triplications, especially when located close to reflections.
In such areas the quality of the attributes is not sufficient and, therefore, velocity model building with
Normal Incident Point wave tomography does not provide an optimum result. In this context, it is
reasonable to extract the kinematic wavefield attributes in the time-migrated domain. The Common-
Reflection-Surface method applied to the time-migrated data approximates the zero-offset traveltime
as a second-order Taylor expansion in the vicinity of the image ray. The data vector for the inversion
containts traveltimes and wavefront curvatures of the image rays. The model vector is calculated
by dynamic ray-tracing along central image rays. The inversion problem is solved iteratively by
computing the least-squares solution to the locally linearized problem during each iteration step. The
required Fréchet derivatives for the tomographic matrix are calculated with ray perturbation theory.

INTRODUCTION

The construction of velocity models is an important task for seismic depth imaging. The Normal-Incident-
Point (NIP) wave tomography established as a powerful method for initial depth model building. The NIP
wave tomography makes use of kinematic wavefield attributes like wavefront curvatures and emergence
angles extracted from prestack data with the CRS stack (Duveneck, 2004). The inversion is based on the
criterion that for a consistent velocity model all considered NIP waves focus at zero traveltime when prop-
agated back into the subsurface along the normal rays. However, the reliable determination of kinematic
wavefield attributes of reflections close to triplications and diffractions is complicated. The potential er-
rors in attributes affect the inversion process or may even lead to an erroneous velocity model. Therefore,
we propose to make use of kinematic wavefield attributes extracted in the time-migrated domain, where
diffractions have been collapsed and triplications unfolded.

The key point of the proposed inversion algorithm is the image-ray consept. The image-ray concept
was proposed by Hubral (1977) to give the theoretical explanation of time migration. During the time
migration the energy distributed in the vicinity of the stationary point is focused around the apex position
of the time-migration operator. The image ray connects a depth point with the apex position of the time-
migration operator. The image ray is normal to the measurements surface and travels down to hit the
reflector at the Image-Incident-Point (IIP), where the incidence angle usually is not normal to the reflector.
Considering a point source exploding at the IIP. The wave which starts to propagate to the surface is called
Image-Incident-Point wave. The corresponding ray is the image ray. So far, the concept of the image
rays is limited to poststack imaging and the computation of the image rays is done through ray tracing.
Unfortunately, the ray tracing is very sensitive to the initial time-migration velocity model. Therefore, an
update of the time-migration velocity model is usually performed to smooth and improve it before the ray
tracing. Moreover, the time-migrated velocities are frequently transformed in time-interval velocities by
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Dix inversion (Cameron et al., 2007; Iversen and Tygel, 2008). This transformation contributes to potential
errors in the velocity model making the image ray tracing insufficient and inefficient.

The CRS stack applied to the time-migrated data approximates the zero-offset reflection traveltime
as a second-order Taylor expansion in image point coordinates, in the vicinity of the central image ray.
However, the direct extraction of the wavefront curvature of the image ray in prestack time-migrated date
is complicated because they should vanish if the seismic data are perfectly time-migrated. Thus we propose
to apply a CRS like multiparameter stack to Common-Scatter-Point data. To avoid the ambiguity in the
notation, we reffer this multiparameter stack as Common-Scatter-Point-Surface (CSPS) stack. The CSP
data are time-migrated gathers with a hyperbolic moveout which is based on the surface distance from
a scatterpoint location to a collocated source and receiver. The CSP gathers are generated from the CMP
gathers by the CSP data mapping (Dell et al., 2009). The CSP data mapping is based on the parametrization
of the double square root (DSR) operator for the common offset (CO) operator apex. The parametrized time
migration operator assigns stacked amplitudes directly into its CO apex while the conventionally migration
operator assigns the stacked amplitudes into its ZO apex. The CSPS stack applied to the CSP data provides
reflector dip and curvature of time-migrated reflections as well as the wavefront curvature of the image ray,
the wavefront curvature of the IIP-wave. Note that the model-based dip and curvature of reflector can be
interpreted in terms of real reflector dip and curvature in depth (Tygel et al., 2009).

Similarly to the NIP-wave, we can use the curvature of the IIP-wave to construct the depth velocity
model. The velocity model is consistent with the data, if all considered IIP-waves focus at zero traveltimes
when propagated back into the subsurface. The data vector for the inversion containt traveltimes and
wavefront curvatures of the IIP-waves extracted from CSP data. The model vector is calculated by dynamic
ray-tracing along image rays. The inversion problem is nonlinear because results of the dynamic ray tracing
depend on the model parameters. Instead of solving a global nonlinear optimization problem, the inversion
problem is solved iteratively by computing the least-squares solution to the locally linearized problem
during each iteration step. The required Fréchet derivatives for the tomographic matrix are calculated with
ray perturbation theory. Application to 2D synthetic data demonstrates the potential of the method to obtain
a smooth velocity model

In the next section, we explain the theoretical background of the proposed method for the tomographic
inversion. We start with a review of the image-ray concepts, then we briefly discuss the CSPS stack of
time-migrated reflections, and finish with the formulation of the inversion problem.

THEORY

Review of the image ray concept

Before describing the tomography based on the IIP-waves, we first review Hubral’s image-ray concept for
time migration. Time migration is based on the duality that the diffraction and reflection traveltime surface
of a depth point in the subsurface are tangent at the stationary point in the time-domain (Fig. 1). During
time migration the energy distributed in the vicinity of the stationary point is focused around the apex
position of the time-migration operator. To determine the depth position of the focused energy, Hubral
introduced the concept of the image ray (Hubral, 1977). The image ray connects a depth point with the
surface position of its image, i.e., it is the propagation path of the energy to the apex position of the time-
migration operator. Because diffraction surfaces have zero time-slope at their apex positions, all image
rays hit normal at the acquisition surface.

These rays are naturally vertical only in a medium with constant velocity. In an inhomogeneous medium
with more complex velocity distribution, they behave in a similar way as normal incident rays: below a
curved interface their refraction obeys Snell’s law. The image rays relate to time-migrated reflections in a
similar way as normal incidence rays relate to primary reflections. Time-migrated primary reflections can
be obtained by tracing image rays vertically down from the surface to the desired reflector at depth.

The propagation of the image rays can be described by kinematic ray tracing. In a 3-D medium with
a smooth velocity distribution, the kinematic ray tracing can be formulated by the ordinary differential
equations (see, e.g., Červený (2001); Popov (2002)).
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Figure 1: 2-D subsurface iso-velocity layer model. Suppose an image ray connects surface point x0 and
subsurface point (x, z), and the two-way traveltime along this ray is t0. The energy diffracted from a point
scatterer at IIP with coordinates (x, z) is distributed along the diffraction surface whose apex is at (t0, x0).

∂x
∂τ

= v2p ,

∂p
∂τ

= v∇1
v
,

(1)

with the initial conditions x = (x1, x2, x3) = x0 and p = 0. The time τ is the parameter along the
rays. Furthermore, we consider the natural orthogonal basis. As has been shown (see, e.g., Červený (2001);
Popov (2002)), the dynamic ray-tracing represents a system of ordinary differential equations

∂Q
∂τ

= v2P ,

∂P
∂τ

= VQ ,

(2)

where V is a symmetric matrix

V = −1
v

∂2v

∂xi∂xj
(~e2)i(~e3)j , (3)

and Q = ∂x
∂xi

, and P = ∂p
∂xi

.
A matrix M

(
Mij = ∂2t/∂xi∂xj , i, j = 1, 2

)
of second derivatives of traveltime can be determined as

M = P2Q−1
2 . (4)

This allows to approximate second-order traveltimes of a specified wave at arbitrary points near a
reference ray by dynamic ray-tracing along that ray. If a point on the reference image ray is specified by
x = xi, i = 1, 2, the second-order traveltime approximation at point x + ∆x is available and given by

t(x + ∆x) = t(x) + p∆x +
1
2

∆xtM∆x . (5)

If we square this expression, retain only the terms up to second order in x, and take into account the initial
conditions for image rays, we obtain finally the traveltime approximation for paraxial image rays in the
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vicinity of the central image ray, i.e.,

t2 = t(x)2 + t(x) ∆xtM∆x . (6)

In the next section, we briefly review some aspects of the application of the CSPS stack to time-migrated
reflections. We also establish a relation between the wavefront curvature of the image ray and the kinematic
wavefield attributes of time-migrated reflections.

Common-Scatter-Point-Surface stack of time-migrated reflections

To obtain time-migrated reflections, we transform Common Midpoint (CMP) gathers into Common Scatter
Point (CSP) gathers with the help of the CSP data mapping (Dell et al., 2009). The CSP data mapping is
based on the parametrization of the DSR equation with the CO apex time. This parametrization allows
to assign the migration output directly into the CO apex of the time-migration operator as described in
appendix A. A CSP gather collects all scattered energy along a 3D diffraction traveltime surface defined
by t(m,h) (see Fig. 2a) and distributes this energy along a 2D hyperbolic path defined by t(h) (see Fig. 2b).
When a scatter point is exactly at the output location of a CSP gather, its scattered energy is constructively
stacked along this hyperbolic path, i.e., diffractions collapse during this process. Energy from scatter points
displaced from the output location is canceled through destructive interference. More details about CSP
gathers can be found in Bancroft et al. (1998). The CSP building process is depicted schematically in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The traveltime surface t(m,h) for a single scatter point (a). The traveltime surface is known
as the Cheops pyramid. The CSP gather formed by collapsing the Cheops pyramid to a hyperbola in the
m = 0 plane. The apex of the hyperbola lays at (m0, t0).

The moveout in the CSP gather is based on the distances from a collocated source and receiver to a
scatter point location and not on the source-receiver offset as for a CMP gather. There is no directional
dependency in the traveltime and, therefore, no reflection point smearing for inclined reflectors. Due to the
increased reflector resolution and the absence of diffractions stacking parametersÂămay be estimatedÂă
more accurately in the CSP gathers then in the CMP gathers.

In the time-migrated domain, the Common-Scatter-Point surface is given in terms of image point co-
ordinates (ξ, ζ, TM ), where ξ specifies the scatter-point displacement with respect to the considered CSP,
ζ is the scatter-point offset which is a half of the distance from the scatter-point location to the collocated
source and receiver. For the sake of simplicity, we will use notation offset instead of scatter-point offset.

Now we consider the Taylor zero offset (ZO) hyperbolic approximation of the time-migrated reflection
traveltime with respect to scatter-point displacement and half-offset

TM (ξ, ζ)2 =
(
TM0 + ∆ξtpM

)2
+ TM0

(
∆ξtMM

ξξ ∆ξ + ∆ζtMM
ζζ ∆ζ

)
, (7)

where
TM0 = TM (ξ0, ζ = 0)
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pM =
(
∂TM

∂ξi

)

MM
ξξ =

(
∂2TM

∂ξi∂ξj

)

MM
ζζ =

(
∂2TM

∂ζi∂ζj

)
(8)

The expression above is formally identical to the CRS operator. It describes the traveltimes of paraxial
image rays that are incident on the same reflector as the central image ray. Their incident points are situated
in the vicinity of the incident point of the central image ray. Therefore similar to the CRS method, where
we consider a continuous surface around the NIP, we consider a continuous surface around the IIP. The
time TM0 is twice the traveltime along the central image ray from the reference point on the measurements
surface to the IIP. The matrix MM

ξξ is related to the curvature of the reflector and pM to the reflector dip
(Tygel et al., 2009). Note that both parameters are model-based whereas CRS attributes are related to
wavefield parameter in the acquisition surface. Below we will show that the matrix MM

ζζ is related to the
wavefront curvature of the image ray.

In order to find a physical interpretation of MM
ζζ , the expression for the CSPS operator for a time-

migrated reflection given by Eq. 7 is restricted to a single CSP., i.e., ∆ξ = 0:

t(ζ)2 = t20 + t0 ∆ζtMM
ζζ ∆ζ (9)

Comparing this equation with the traveltime approximation for paraxial rays in Equation 6, we see that the
matrix MM

ζζ is linked to the wavefront curvature of the image ray.
Similar to the NIP-wave experiment (Chernyak and Gritsenko, 1979; Hubral and Krey, 1980), we can

consider an IIP-wave experiment. The experiment can be carried out by placing a point source in the IIP of
the central image ray. The IIP-wave propagates along a central image ray to the measurement surface (Fig.
3). Note that for an image ray the slowness projection on the tangent plane to the emergence location at its
initial point vanishes. Therefore, at the emergence location (ξ = 0, ζ) the central image ray is determined
only in terms of the curvature of the IIP wave KIIP .

IIP IIP

Figure 3: The ray trajectories associated with a hypothetical wave caused a point source at the IIP (IIP
wave). Geometrically, the CSP ray segments build the IIP wave (a). In a consistent velocity model, IIP
waves focus at the IIP at zero traveltime, when they are propagated back in the time-migrated domain (b).

In the 2-D case, the matrix MM
ζ of second derivatives of the migrated traveltime is given by

MM
ζ =

∂2TM

∂2ζ
= AKIIP

where A is a constant including the near-surface velocity andKIIP is the wavefront curvature of the image
ray.

In the next section, the the wavefront curvature of the image ray will be used to formulate a tomographic
inversion method for the determination of smooth isotropic velocity models. The method is introduced for
the 2-D case. The extension to 3-D velocity models, however, is straight forward.
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Methodology of Image-Ray Tomography

The parameters describing the second-order traveltimes of emerging IIP wavefronts in the vertical plane
defined by the seismic line are the image ray traveltime TM0 and the second spatial traveltime derivatives
M(ζ) at the image ray emergence location ξ0. The data required for the 2D tomographic inversion, thus,
consist of data points

(TM ,MM , ξ)i, i = 1, ..., ndata . (10)

The data are extracted from the results of the 2D CSPS stack at ndata pick locations. Each of these data
points is associated with a IIP in the subsurface, characterized by its spatial location (x, z)(IIP ). The 2-D
velocity model is described by two-dimensional B-splines

v(x, z) =
nx∑
j=1

nz∑
k=1

vjkβj(x)βk(z) (11)

where mjk are B-spline coefficients representing the velocity model on a rectangular grid, nx and nz are
the numbers of grid points in the horizontal and vertical directions. For the 2-D tomographic inversion, the
model is therefore defined by the model parameters:

(x, z)(IIP )
i , i = 1, ..., ndata

vjk j = 1, ..., nx; k = 1, ..., nz .
(12)

M

v(x,z)

T

ξ

M
M

(x,z)

IIP

ζζ

Figure 4: Definition of data and model components for 2D tomographic inversion. The data components
describe the second-order traveltime curve associated with an emerging IIP wavefront and consist of triples
(TM ,MM

ζζ , ξ). The corresponding IIP model components are the spatial location of the IIP with coordi-
nates (x,z), while the velocity field v(x, z) is determined as the B-spline coefficients.

The forward modeling of the quantities (TM ,MM
IIP , ξ)

mod
i , i = 1, ..., ndata during the inversion pro-

cess is performed by applying 2-D kinematic and dynamic ray tracing. Kinematic ray tracing yields the
emergence location ξ0 of the image ray, while integration of equation 1 along the image ray yields the
traveltime TM0 .

It has been shown above that the parameters describing a second-order approximation of the traveltimes
of emerging IIP wavefronts can be extracted from the CSP data by applying the CSPS stack. The kinematic
wavefield attributes of time-migrated reflections describe the emerging hypothetical IIP wavefront in terms
of second traveltime derivatives. In 2-D orthonormal coordinates, the second spatial derivative of the IIP-
wave traveltime on the central image ray is given as

MIIP = P2Q
−1
2 .
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For the numerical solution of the kinematic ray-tracing system and the dynamic ray-tracing system
with fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme is used. For the tomographic matrix, the Fréchet derivatives of the
modeled data components with respect to the model parameters are needed. These are calculated during
ray tracing by applying ray perturbation theory (e.g., (Červený, 2001; Farra and Madariaga, 1987))

∂
(
TM ,MM

ζ , ξ
)

∂ (x, z, v)
.

The inverse problem to be solved can be formally stated as follows: a model vector m, consisting of
the velocity model parameters vjk, j = 1, ..., nx, k = 1, ..., nz and image ray starting parameters at
depth (x, z)i, i = 1, ..., ndata, is sought, that minimizes the misfit between the data vector d, containing
the picked values, and the corresponding modeled values dmod = f(m). The operator f symbolizes the
dynamic ray tracing in the given model. As a measure of misfit the least-square norm is used (Tarantola,
1987). The modeling operator f is non linear, hence a solution to the inverse problem is found in an iterative
way by locally linearising f and applying linear least-squares minimization during each iteration.

In the next section, we demonstrate the potential of the new method to build a smooth migration velocity
model using curvatures of the wavefront of the image rays. We present applications using synthetic data
for a simple model.

SYNTHETIC EXAMPLE

As a first test, the image-ray based tomographic algorithm was applied to a synthetic example. Figure 8a
displays a simple synthetic model with an anticline in the middle. The model consists of 3 layers. The
velocity in the first layer is 1500 m/s, in the second layer 2300 m/s, in the third layer 2700 m/s. The
synthetic seismograms were generated by a ray tracer package kindly provided by NORSAR Innovation
AS. We used a Ricker-wavelet with prevailing frequency of 25 Hz. The sampling interval is 2 ms and the
used recording time is 2.4 s. Finally, Gaussian noise was added to the prestack data. The signal-to-noise
ratio is 20. CMP gathers are displayed in Figure 9. The CRS stacked section displays triplications caused
by the anticline structure (Fig. 5a).

Firstly, the automatic CMP stack was applied to prestack gathers to determine stacking velocities. The
stacking velocities served then as migration velocities to generate CSP gathers. Afterwards, the CSPS
stack was applied to CSP gathers to extract curvatures of the IIP-waves. Figure 5 shows the CRS and
CSPS stack section. Triplications, which are present in the CRS stack section, are unfolded in the CSPS
stack section (Fig. 5b).. The considerable high focusing of the triplications indicates that time-migration
velocities were correctly determined. Also, the CSPS stack provides a higher coherency section ( Fig. 6).
Especially for the top of the anticline, we observe a significant rise of the coherency value in comparison to
the coherency section provided by the CRS stack. The coherency value is crucial for the automatic picking
of data vectors components in the proposed inversion process. The high coherency value confirms the
reliability of the kinematic wavefield attributes and allows to prove if the pick location under consideration
is actually part of a reflection event by checking of coherency values for neighboring samples. Also, the
low coherency value lead to a decrease of the searched-for coherency maxima and, therefore, an increase
of picks number that causes arisen computation costs.

Figure 7 illustrates the sections of the NIP-wave radii (a) and IIP-wave-radii (b). In the NIP-wave radii
section, we observe an unphysical behavior when triplications are closed to the reflection. In that area, the
NIP-wave radii become discontinuous. In the contrast, the IIP-wave radii do not have any discontinuities.

After the application of the CSPS stack, 592 data points (TM ,MM , ξ) were picked in the resulting
simulated ZO time-migrated section and associated CSPS attribute sections. These served as input for the
inversion. The velocity model consists of 104 B-spline knots: 8 knots in the x-direction with a spacing of
1000m and 13 knots in the z-direction with a spacing of 200m. The starting model was chosen to consist
of a near-surface velocity of 1500 m/s and a vertical velocity gradient of 0.6 s−1. To find the initial ray
starting positions of the image ray in the subsurface, rays corresponding to locations of all data points were
simply traced downward in the initial model normal to the acquisition line until the one-way traveltime
TM was reached.

The inversion result after 11 iteration is shown in the Figure 8b. The calculated image rays are also
depicted. One can observe that the image rays are normal to the surface. Note that the model obtained as a
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Figure 5: Stacks of the simple synthetic model with an anticline (Fig. 8a). The CRS stacked section
(a) displays triplications caused by the anticline structure and no triplications. The CSPS stacked sec-
tion (b) shows the anticline structure. Amplitudes of both sections were weighted with the corresponding
coherency.
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Figure 6: Coherency sections obtained by the CRS stack (left) and the CSPS stack (right). In the latter
one, we observe higher coherency values for the second reflection. The high coherency value is crucial for
picking of events in tomography methods.

result of the tomographic inversion is described by smooth spline functions, while the true model is blocky.
The resolution of the obtained model depends on the grid spacing. However, the inversion result should
be kinematically equivalent to the true model for all reflection events in the data. Figure 8b shows that the
reconstructed model resembles a smoothed version of the true velocity distribution. The resulting smooth
velocity model was finally used to perform prestack depth migration to investigate whether reflectors in the
model are correctly imaged.

For that purpose, a Kirchhoff migration algorithm based on eikonal traveltimes was used.
Figure 10 shows a stack of all common-offset migrations between 0 and 2000 m offset. Before the

stacking, the Common Image Gathers (CIG) were muted according Figure 9. As expected from the results
of Figure 11, all reflectors in the migrated image are correctly positioned. The bow-tie events in the seismic
data due to the anticline structure have been correctly unfolded.

Figure 11 shows some CIGs at regularly spaced image locations with a separation of 1000 m. Each
CIG represents the migration result at the respective image location as a function of offset. The offsets
displayed in the CIGs in Figure 11 range from 0 to 2000 m. At shallow depths and large offsets, a mute
has been applied to remove events with excessive wavelet stretch.

The velocity model is consistent with the seismic data if the results of prestack depth migration are
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Figure 7: RNIP section (left) and RIIP section (right). In the RNIP section, we observe the ambiguity of
the wavefield attribute determination closed to triplications. Contrastingly in theRIIP section, the determi-
nation of the wavefield attribute is easy. Note that the both sections were weighted with the corresponding
coherency.
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Figure 8: A simple synthetic model with an anticline in the middle and inversion result of the IIP wave
tomography. The model consists 3 layers. The velocity in the first layer is 1500 m/s, in the second layer
2300 m/s, in the third layer 2700 m/s. The reconstructed velocity model is displayed with image rays. The
input data for the inversion were picked from the CSPS Stack applied to the CSP data and associated CSPS
attribute sections.

kinematically independent of offset. The events in the CIGs displayed in Figure 11 are almost flat. This
confirms that the model obtained with the proposed tomographic inversion is kinematically correct and
suitable for further velocity model building techniques like migration velocity analysis.

The synthetic data example presented in this section shows that the concept of using the wavefront
curvatures of the image rays for the construction of smooth, laterally inhomogeneous velocity model leads
to a velocity model that is consistent with the data. The applicability of the presented method is limited
since input data for the inversion are model-based. The inversion depends on the accuracy of the time-
migration velocities used for the generation of CSP data. In case of strong lateral velocity variations, it
is limited by the size of the offset aperture and by the strength of the velocity variation. Good result are
achieved only if the hyperbolic assumption is applicable, i.e., for moderate lateral velocity variation in the
seismic data.
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Figure 9: CMP gathers. Note that because of higher noise level in the data the second reflection is not
observerable in the CMP gathers.
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Figure 10: A simple synthetic model with an anticline in the middle. The depth-migrated section of CMP
data using the tomographic model of 8b.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new tomographic method for building smooth velocity models for depth imaging based
on wavefront curvatures of the image rays. These wavefront curvatures can be extracted from Common
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Figure 11: CIGs after prestack depth migration.The offsets displayed in the CIGs range from 0 to 2000
m. At shallow depths and large offsets, a mute has been applied to remove events with excessive wavelet
stretch. The events in the CIGs are almost flat.

Scatter Point gathers by Common-Scatter-Point-Surface stacking. The Common Scatter Point gathers are
prestack time-migrated data with a hyperbolic moveout which is based on the surface distance from a
scatterpoint location to a collocated source and receiver. One of the advantages of CSP data is the absence
of diffractions and triplications. Therefore, the estimated attributes are less affected by conflicting NIPs
and ambiguity compared to CRS stack and NIP-wave tomography.

The method can be seen as an additional tool to provide constraints for kinematic velocity model build-
ing. It is particularly useful in the areas where diffractions and triplications are located close to reflections.

The method has been successfully tested on a synthetic data example.
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APPENDIX A

Parametrization of the DSR equation

The Kirchhoff time migration operator is given by the double square root (DSR) equation.

tD =

√
t20
4

+
(m− h)2

v2(t0)
+

√
t20
4

+
(m+ h)2

v2(t0)
, (13)

where t0 is the image time that corresponds to the zero offset (ZO) operator apex, m is midpoint dis-
placement, h is half source-receiver offset, and v is the migration velocity. The DSR operator can be
parametrized with the CO apex time tapex

tapex =

√
t20 +

4h2

v2(t0)
. (14)

tD =

√
t20
4

+
m2 − 2mh+ h2

v2(t0)
+

√
t20
4

+
m2 + 2mh+ h2

v2(t0)

=

√
t20
4

+
h2

v2(t0)
+
m2 − 2mh
v2(t0)

+

+

√
t20
4

+
h2

v2(t0)
+
m2 + 2mh
v2(t0)

(15)

Finally,

tD =

√
t2apex

4
+
m(m− 2h)
v2(t0)

+

√
t2apex

4
+
m(m+ 2h)
v2(t0)

(16)
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Now we parameterize every CO section with the CO apex of the migration operator tapex. This means
that we assume that every sample in a CO section coincides with a corresponding CO apex time. However,
the velocity in the equation 16 still depends on the ZO apex of the migration operator t0. For the deter-
mination of v(t0) for the considered apex time tapex a similar iterative search procedure as described in
Baykulov and Gajewski (2009) is used. Fig. 12 compares principles of the prestack time migration and the
CSP data mapping.
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Figure 12: The reflection response for a homogeneous model with a dipping reflector is depicted in blue.
The migration operator for one CMP is depicted in cyan. The migration output is usually assigned to the
ZO operator apex for every CO section (black line). Contrastingly, the mapped output is assigned to the
CO operator apex for every CO section (red line).
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ABSTRACT

Imaging of diffractions is a challenge in seismic processing. Standard seismic processing is tuned to
enhance reflections. Separation of diffracted from reflected events is frequently used to achieve an
optimized image of diffractions. We present a method to effectively separate and image diffracted
events in the time domain. The method is based on the Common-Reflection-Surface-based diffrac-
tion stacking and the application of a diffraction-filter. The diffraction-filter uses kinematic wavefield
attributes determined by the Common-Reflection-Surface approach. After the separation of seismic
events, poststack time migration velocity analysis is applied to obtain migration velocities. The veloc-
ity analysis uses a semblance based analysis of diffraction traveltimes. The procedure is incorporated
into the conventional Common-Reflection-Surface workflow. We apply the procedure to 2D synthetic
and field data. The application of the method to simple and complex synthetic data revealed promis-
ing results. A marine field data example shows a less good separation of reflections and diffractions
which might be due to the higher frequency content of the data and a less aggressive choice in the
filter parameters because of a complex geological setting with rugged top of salt and faults.

INTRODUCTION

The main effort in seismic processing techniques is to enhance reflection events. Diffracted waves are
usually considered as noise and often suppressed in the pre-processing. However, reflected waves are not
suitable for high-resolution structural imaging, i.e., imaging of features beyond the classical Rayleigh limit
of half a seismic wavelength (Khaidukov et al., 2004; Moser and Howard, 2008). Typical examples are
small-size scattering objects, pinch-outs, fracture corridors, and karst structures. Imaging and monitoring
of these features can be essential for the geological interpretation. Diffracted waves allow to detect and
image such local heterogeneities (Landa et al., 1987; Landa and Keydar, 1997). Diffracted waves may
also indicate the presence of faults and are essential in their investigations (Krey, 1952; Kunz, 1960).
Moreover, diffractions can serve as quality control for velocity models in migration methods. Conventional
migration methods use only reflections. The velocity model is consistent with the data if seismic events
in common-image-gathers (CIG) are flat. However, a velocity model is also consistent with the data if
the primary diffractions are focused to points. Velocity analysis based on diffractions focusing may be
used to determine migration velocities instead of CIG flatness analysis (Sava et al., 2005). The reflection
imaging may also profit from proper imaging of diffractions. The attenuation of diffracted noise, e.g., from
shallow sea bed, can be achieved by subtraction of the corresponding diffractions from the total recorded
data (Necati et al., 2005).

To enhance diffraction imaging a first step is to separate diffractions from reflections. The separation
can be based on the attenuation of specular reflections in the recorded wavefield and may be performed in
time or depth domain. Separation in depth domain is most suitable for complex media, however, a very
well determined velocity model is required. For models with moderate velocity variations, the separation
in the time domain is more robust with respect to the quality of velocity model.

mailto:sergius.dell@zmaw.de
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Several methods have been developed to separate diffractions in the time domain. Fomel et al. (2006)
and Taner et al. (2006) used plane-wave destruction filters to separate diffractions in the time domain. The
filters are prediction-error filters based on an implicit finite-difference scheme for the local plane-wave
equation (Harlan et al., 1984). The criterion for separating diffracted and reflected events is the smoothness
and continuity of local event slopes that correspond to reflection events. Berkovitch et al. (2009) proposed
another algorithm for diffraction imaging in time. Their method is based on the summation of diffracted
events using the multifocusing operator. The diffraction multifocusing stack separates diffracted and re-
flected energy in the stacked section by focusing diffractions and smearing the reflection energy over a
large area.

In this paper, we introduce a workflow for diffraction imaging based on the 2D Common-Reflection-
Surface (CRS) approach (Müller, 1999; Mann, 2002). The purpose of this work is to incorporate diffraction
imaging in the conventional CRS workflow and time migration velocity analysis using diffractions. The
presented event separation algorithm combines the coherent summation of diffracted events and the re-
flection attenuation via the diffraction filter. The main difference to diffraction imaging by multifocusing
proposed by Berkovitch et al. (2009) is the separation of the seismic events in the poststack data domain
using CRS attributes and the incorporation of the method into the CRS workflow (Baykulov et al., 2010)
without the need for additional parameter searches.

THEORY

Common-Reflection-Surface method

The basic idea of the CRS stack method (Jäger et al., 2001; Höcht, 2002; Bergler, 2004; Hertweck et al.,
2007) is to use a second-order approximation of the squared traveltime in the vicinity of the normal ray as
a stacking trajectory

t2hyp(m,h) = (t0 + 2 pmm)2 + 2t0
(
MN m

2 +MNIP h
2
)
, (1)

where m is the midpoint displacement with respect to the considered CMP position m0, h is half source-
receiver offset, t0 corresponds to the ZO two-way traveltime, and pm, MN , MNIP are stacking parameters
that define the shape of the CRS trajectory. pm = ∂t/∂m is the first-order horizontal spatial traveltime
derivative with respect to the midpoint coordinate or horizontal slowness. MN = ∂2t/∂m2 is the second-
order horizontal spatial traveltime derivative with respect to midpoint coordinate. MNIP = ∂2t/∂h2 is
the second-order horizontal spatial traveltime derivative with respect to the half-offset coordinate. In the
following we also use the phrase operator if we refer to a stacking trajectory.

The stacking parameters pm, MN , and MNIP contain information on the kinematics of the recorded
wavefield. Physically, these parameters can be interpreted as attributes of two hypothetical wavefronts
emerging at the measurement surface location m0 (Hubral, 1983). The parameter pm corresponds to the
slowness of the ZO normal ray emerging at m0. It is related to the emergence angle β0 (see Figure 1a)

pm =
sinβ0

v0
, (2)

where v0 is the near-surface velocity. The parameter MNIP is related to the curvature of a wavefront
emerging at m0 when a point source is placed at the Normal-Incident-Point (NIP) of the reflector. The
associated wave is called the NIP-wave. The relation for MNIP reads

MNIP =
cos2 β0

v0
KNIP , (3)

where KNIP is the wavefront curvature of the NIP-wave (Figure 1b).
The parameterMN is related to the curvature of a wavefront emerging atm0 from an exploding reflector

element, the Common Reflection Surface, centered at the NIP. As all rays associated with this wave are
locally normal to the reflector element in the subsurface, it is called the normal wave. The relation for MN

reads

MN =
cos2 β0

v0
KN , (4)
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NIP

β0

(a) Emergence angle

NIP

RNIP

(b) Point source experiment at the NIP
with KNIP as curvature in the measure-
ment surface

RN

(c) Exploding CRS centered at the NIP
with KN as curvature in the measurement
surface

Figure 1: The physical meaning of the kinematic wavefield attributes β0, KNIP and KN .

where KN is the wavefront curvature of the normal wave (Figure 1c).
Wavefront curvatures can be expressed through their radii KN = 1/RN and KNIP = 1/RNIP . The

curvatures, or the radii, and the angle of emergence represent the kinematic wavefield attributes or CRS
attributes. Inserting pm, MN , and MNIP expressed by the CRS attributes in equation 1 provides the CRS
stacking operator as

t2hyp(m,h) =
[
t0 +

2 sinβ0

v0
m

]2

+
2 t0 cos2 β0

v0

[
m2

RN
+

h2

RNIP

]
. (5)

The kinematic wavefield attributes may be used for a number of applications, including the calcu-
lation of geometrical spreading (Hubral, 1983), the determination of the approximated projected Fresnel
zones (Mann, 2002), depth velocity model building with NIP-wave tomography (Duveneck, 2004), limited-
aperture depth migration (Jäger, 2004), generalized Dix-type inversion (Müller, 2007), CRS-based time
migration (Spinner, 2007), prestack data regularization and enhancement (Baykulov and Gajewski, 2009),
or multiple suppression (Dümmong, 2010).

In the following section, we discuss the use of CRS attributes to separate diffractions from reflections.

Diffraction imaging with the Common-Reflection-Surface method

In a homogeneous medium, where the rays are straight lines, the diffraction traveltime can be computed
by the double-square-root (DSR) operator. The DSR operator can be obtained by a simple application of
Pythagoras theorem and reads

tD =

√
t20
4

+
(m− h)2

v2
+

√
t20
4

+
(m+ h)2

v2
, (6)

where h is half source-receiver offset, m is the midpoint displacement with respect to the considered CMP
position m0, t0 corresponds to the vertical zero-offset two-way traveltime, and v is the time migration
velocity.

The straight-line assumption is not valid for inhomogeneous media. However, we can generalize the
DSR operator using a Taylor expansion, where we assume local smoothness of traveltimes in the vicinity
of the image ray. The image ray is normal to the registration surface (Hubral, 1977). The local smoothness
assumption implies that the velocity in the vicinity of the image ray shows moderate lateral change. This
limitation is a result of the hyperbolic assumption, i.e., the expansion up to second order. For heterogeneous
media, the DSR operator requires the same assumptions as the CRS operator for reflections.

According to the CRS theory, a diffractor is associated to a reflector segment with an infinite curvature
and an undefined orientation (Mann, 2002). A reflector segment with infinite curvature implies that RN =
RNIP or MN = MNIP , respectively. As opposed to reflections, for diffractions any direction describes a
possible zero-offset ray along which the NIP-wave and N-wave can be considered. For a diffractor every
emerging ray is a ’normal’ ray.
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If the kinematic wavefield attributes for an arbitrary point in the data are known, an approximation of
the prestack diffraction response is available by simply substitutingRNIP forRN or vise versa in Equation
5, i.e.,

t2 =
[
t0 +

2 sinβ0m

v0

]2

+
2 t0 cos2 β0

v0RNIP

[
m2 + h2

]
. (7)

Equation 7 represents the CRS-based diffraction (CRSD) operator which approximates the diffraction
response up to second-order. The CRSD traveltime surface is a hyperboloid in (t,m, h) space which is
obtained by rotating a hyperbola around its semi-minor axis. The CRSD operator assigns the stacked result
to the stationary point of the traveltime surface with respect to (m,h), which coincides with the ZO time
t0 of the ’normal’ ray. The DSR operator assigns the stacked result to the operator apex which coincides
with the ZO time of the image ray. The CRSD operator does not focus the diffractions to their apex but
represents a fit to the traveltime based on a coherence criterion.

The CRSD operator is a single-square root operator which coincides with the DSR operator for zero-
offset, i.e., for h = 0. For offsets greater zero, the DSR traveltime surface and the CRSD traveltime surface
deviate from each other, as seen in Figure 2. Only near offset sections should be considered for diffractions.
Please note that Figure 2 resembles the homogeneous case. For heterogeneous media, both operators are
valid in the hyperbolic limit. It cannot be quantified which operator may fit the data better since it is model
dependent. To keep the offset small will improve the fit for both operators though.
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Time (s)
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Figure 2: Double-square-root (DSR) and CRS-based diffraction (CRSD) operator for a 2D homogeneous
model with a single diffractor at a depth of 1.1 km. The velocity is 1500 m/s. The operators coincide in the
plane defined by m = 0 and h = 0, respectively. The larger the offset, the more the operators deviate from
each other. Offsets far above the diffractor depth are considered.

It was mentioned above that the radii of curvature of the NIP-wave, RNIP , and normal wave, RN ,
coincide for diffractions. Thus, the ratio of RNIP and RN can be used to identify diffracted events (Mann,
2002). In the ideal case, a diffractor should yield a ratio of RNIP /RN equal to one. Strictly speaking,
this applies to the high frequency limit since the operators are kinematic. Seismic data are always band
limited and do not allow such easy distinction. Moreover, RNIP and RN are determined from data using
an approximation to the real traveltime and it is not possible to determine diffractions in a binary way, i.e.,
RN = RNIP is diffraction and RN 6= RNIP is reflection. A soft transition is required which can be
achieved by thresholding. This transition should display a smooth and fast decay in order to sufficiently
separate diffractions from reflections. We suggest the following function which serves as a guide for
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thresholding:

TF (m0, t0) = e
− |RN−RNIP |
|RN +RNIP | . (8)

This function is about one for RNIP close to RN and rather small if RNIP and RN differ.
Since the radii of curvature may slightly differ for a diffracted event, we use a threshold determined

from the function TF (m0, t0) to stabilize the filter process. We weight the stacked result with one if the
function TF (m0, t0) is above the threshold and with zero in the opposite case. The choice of the threshold
depends on the complexity of the subsurface and the spectral content of the data. The lower the threshold,
the more residual reflections will remain in the data. The application of the designed filter to poststack
sections will not include reflected events in the stack because they have a lower value of TF (m0, t0).
Diffracted events will remain in the stack because they have a higher value of TF (m0, t0). The resulting
stacked section will then contain predominantly diffraction energy.

Subsurface structures with small radii of curvature with respect to the prevailing wavelength in the
signal may appear very similar to diffraction events. Events from these structures will pass the filtering
process and interfere with diffractions. In conflicting dip situations, reflected and diffracted events con-
tribute to the same ZO location while they have different kinematic wavefield attributes. The kinematic
wavefield attributes of both events should be considered to proper separate the seismic events. We propose
to use an extended CRS stack strategy as described by Mann (2002) to avoid this potential problem. The
strategy allows to detect conflicting dip situations estimating kinematic wavefield attributes separately. All
attributes are then used for the filtering process.

Depending on the value of the threshold, residual reflections may be present in the resulting stack.
These reflections may still have greater amplitudes than diffractions and the diffraction amplitudes may be
distorted by the filtering process in conflicting dip situations. To enhance the diffraction amplitudes and
suppress the residual reflections, we apply the CRSD operator to the poststack section utilizing partial CRS
stack (Baykulov and Gajewski, 2009). For a sample with a certain CMP and time coordinate, we calculate
the diffraction traveltime curve using the poststack CRSD stack operator given by

t2 =
[
t0 +

2 sinβ0

v0
m

]2

+
2 t0 cos2 β0

v0RNIP
m2, (9)

and stack the amplitudes within a large midpoint aperture. For a point belonging to the residual re-
flected event, the poststack CRSD operator will stack the amplitudes coherently only in the vicinity of the
stationary point. Thus, stacking along a large diffraction trajectory will sum up both coherent and incoher-
ent events. The residual reflected events will be further suppressed because of the destructive interference.
For a point belonging to the diffracted event, the CRSD operator stacks the amplitudes coherently along the
whole diffraction trajectory. The diffracted event will be enhanced because of constructive interference.

After separating diffractions from reflections, we can use the diffraction-only data for a poststack ve-
locity analysis

Poststack time migration velocity analysis

The conventional stacking velocity analysis is tuned to reflections. The velocity analysis applied here is
tuned to diffractions and is based on a coherence analysis for diffraction traveltimes. We use the semblance
norm as a measure of the coherence (Taner and Koehler, 1969). The diffraction traveltimes are computed
by the zero-offset DSR operator which for h = 0 simplifies to

tD =

√
t20 +

4m2

v2
. (10)

We perform a velocity scan from low to high velocities evaluating the semblance value for each sample in
the stacked section. The output is a coherence map which is suitable for picking time migration velocities.
The final migration velocity model is obtained by spline interpolation between picked locations.

Since the DSR operator is defined at its apex time, the coherence analysis will provide the highest sem-
blance value for the correct migration velocity and for the apex location of the diffraction traveltime. This
additional information can be used in the stacking procedure. The CRS approach assumes the continuous
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surface around the NIP. That means that for the NIP located in the nearest vicinity of the fault, edge, or
truncations, the CRS approach may results in a smeared image. The midpoint aperture of the CRS operator
should be restricted in this case such that the diffracting subsurface feature is not included into the aperture.
In other words, the stacking aperture should either start or terminate at the diffracting element, i.e., faults,
edge, or pinch out. In the velocity analysis of the diffraction-only data, we identify the apex position of the
diffracting subsurface feature that allows us to apply optimized CRS apertures which will exclude these
regions.

EXAMPLES

In this section, we apply the method to separate seismic events and build time migration velocity models
from poststack diffraction data. We present applications to synthetic data for a simple and complex model,
and to field data .

Synthetic model with four diffractions

Figure 3a displays a stacked section of a synthetic model containing five layers and four small lenses which
simulate diffractors. The velocity within the layers is constant. The velocity in the first layer is 1500 m/s,
in the second layer 1580 m/s, in the third layer 1690 m/s, in the fourth layer 1825 m/s, and in the fifth layer
2000m/s. Four small lenses with a lateral extension of 200 meters in the fourth layer produce diffractions.
We used Seismic Un*x to generate synthetic seismograms with the Gaussian beam method applying a
Ricker-wavelet with a prevailing frequency of 25 Hz.

The following processing steps were performed: (1) the extended pragmatic search strategy to estimate
the CRS attributes (Mann, 2002); (2) stacking of the prestack data using the CRSD operator to emphasize
diffractions; (3) application of the diffraction filter to the stacked section to further suppress reflected
events; (4) poststack partial CRSD stack to enhance diffraction amplitudes and attenuate residual reflected
events (Baykulov and Gajewski, 2009). The resulting stacked section contains predominantly diffraction
energy (Figure 3b). However, the pragmatic search strategy may not lead to an optimum diffraction imaging
result. The search does not involve supergathers and may miss global coherence maximum. Although a
global optimization is applied as a final step, the CRS stack still may not provide the best fit to diffraction
events. The separation will be poor when the attributes are poor.
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Figure 3: Synthetic example with four small lenses of 200 m lateral extension simulating diffractions.
Stacked section of the recorded wavefield (a) and diffraction-only data (b). Lateral extension of the seismic
line is 6250 m. Good separation of seismic events has been achieved. Conflicting dips with respect to the
horizontal reflection events are preserved.

We used 0.9 as a threshold for the filter. Inverting the formula for the threshold function given by
Equation 8 with respect to the ratio RNIP /RN provides

RNIP
RN

=
1 + ln(TF )
1− ln(TF )

.

The threshold of 0.9 for the filter corresponds to RNIP ≈ 0.8RN . As can be observed in Figure 3b the
diffracted events are well separated from the reflected events, even in regions of conflicting dips.

The diffraction-only data were then used for poststack time migration velocity analysis. Figure 4a
illustrates a migration-velocity panel for CMP 120, i.e., above the most left diffractor. Figure 4b shows the
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Figure 4: Velocity analysis for the synthetic model with four small lenses. (a) velocity spectrum after
poststack time migration velocity analysis of CMP 120. Red color indicates high semblance. The corre-
sponding distribution of the coherence as function of velocity for the same CMP is illustrated in (b). The
time was manually picked and corresponds to the maximum of the coherence value at 1.29 s. We observe
a sharp and narrow maximum with high coherence (∼ 0.9) for the diffraction apex indicating a good fit to
the data.

coherence values as a function of velocity and CMP position. We observe a sharp and narrow maximum for
the apex of the diffraction. The time in Figure 4b was manually picked and corresponds to the maximum
of the coherence value in Figure 4a. Figure 5 shows the time-migrated sections obtained by Kirchhoff
poststack time migration using RMS velocities (a) and time migration velocities estimated from diffraction-
only data (b). The RMS velocities were obtained by converting the CRS attributes to stacking velocities.
To remove high-frequency outliers, the RMS velocities were smoothed using an event-consistent approach
(Mann and Duveneck, 2004). The diffractions are focused at the lenses in both cases. The lateral extent of
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the imaged diffractions is smaller in the example using velocities determined from diffraction-only data.
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Figure 5: Imaging of the synthetic example with four small lenses. (a) Poststack time migration of the
diffraction-only data obtained by using RMS velocities determined from CRS attributes and (b) using
velocities estimated from the diffraction-only data.

Complex synthetic data: Sigsbee2A

After testing our method on the simple synthetic model, we apply it now to the more complex Sigsbee2A
synthetic model. It is a constant density acoustic data set released in 2001 by the Subsalt Multiple Attenua-
tion Team Joint Venture (SMAART JV). The SMAART JV has created several 2D synthetic data sets. One
of the objectives was to better understand the imaging issues contributing to the poor S/N ratio observed
subsalt in deepwater environments such as the Sigsbee Escarpment in the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 6).

Figure 7a shows the stacked section of the data. Topography of the top of salt as well as faults cause
strong diffractions in the right part of the section. The diffractions in the left part of the section are mostly
caused by diffractors. Figure 7b illustrates the stacked section after the application of seismic event sepa-
ration. A threshold of 0.9 was used for the filter. The reflected events are strongly attenuated, e.g., in the
left part of the section.

The seismic event separation is controlled by the value of the threshold function. The high level of
the threshold leads to quite an aggressive filtering of the data. Consequently, the reflections are strongly
attenuated, however, some diffractions like events may also not pass the filtering, especially diffractions
from the regions of the base of salt. In such areas, the hyperbolic assumption does not hold and the
estimated radii of curvature may strongly vary for diffracted events. Decreasing the threshold leads to
more residual reflections remaining in the diffraction-only data. A potential improvement may be obtained
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Figure 6: Synthetic Sigsbee2A example: The model reveals the rough topography of the top of salt,
complex fault systems, and a great number of diffractors in subsalt and areas without salt coverage.

by a time varying thresholding.
Time migration velocity analysis was applied to the diffraction-only data (Fig. 8). With the estimated

velocity model we performed poststack Kirchhoff time migration. Figure 9 shows the time-migrated image
of the diffraction-only data. The diffractions in the left part of the section are focused to diffractors (Fig.
9a). In the right part of the section, the diffractions are focused to sharp edges of the rugged top of salt
body (Fig. 9b).

Field data

After applications to synthetic data, we applied the developed method for diffraction imaging to field data.
It is a 2D marine data set from the south-eastern Mediterranean Sea with a complex geological settings. A
subset of the data consisting of 2000 CMP gathers with a total line length of ∼15 km, a shot spacing of 25
m, a receiver spacing of 12.5 m, and maximum offsets of 7325 m was chosen. The record length was 8 s
with 4 ms sample rate.

Figure 10a shows the stacked section of the recorded data up to 5 seconds. Diffracted events, that
occur along the top of salt, indicate a fractured structure. Figure 10b shows the stacked section after the
diffraction separation. Because of the complexity of the data we used a low threshold of 0.7 during the
filtering. Consequently, more residual reflections are present in the stacked section in comparison to the
synthetic examples shown before. However, the reflection events between the seafloor and top of salt are
strongly attenuated leaving well-imaged diffraction events from the top of salt.

We applied time migration velocity analysis to the diffraction-only data (Fig. 11) and then performed
poststack Kirchhoff time migration with the estimated velocity model. Figure 12a shows the time-migrated
image of the recorded data. Figure 12b shows the time-migrated image of the diffraction-only data. The
diffractions are focused to the small rugged elements of the top of salt and indicate its rough topography.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a method to separate reflections and diffractions using CRS attributes. The process
consists of stacking of the coherent events with a CRS-based diffraction operator followed by attenuation
of reflected events in the poststack domain with a new type of filter. This filter is based on CRS attributes
which were determined by the CRS approach. No additional analysis or search is required. In a post
processing step, the diffraction amplitudes are enhanced using partial CRS stacks. A subsequent time
migration velocity analysis on the diffraction-only data provides time migration velocities which are then
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Figure 7: Results for the synthetic Sigsbee2A model. Stacked section of the recorded wavefield (a) and
diffraction-only data (b).

used for Kirchhoff poststack time migration.
The radii of the normal and NIP-wave allow to identify seismic events. For diffractions, both radii

should coincide, i.e., their ratio is close to one. We used an exponential threshold function instead of
the simple ratio to stabilize the filter process and to allow for a smooth transition from diffractions to
reflections. The choice of the threshold controls the separation of seismic events and depends on the
complexity of the subsurface as well as on the frequency content of the data. The lower the threshold,
the more residual reflections will remain in the diffraction-only data. Because of possible distortion of
the diffraction amplitudes in conflicting dip areas during the filtering, we apply a partial CRS stack for an
enhancement of the diffractions.

The diffraction-only data can be used for a poststack time migration velocity analysis. In the poststack
domain, the data are reduced and a good S/N ratio is present. This allows fast time migration velocity
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Figure 8: (a) Velocity analysis for CMP 268 of the Sigsbee2A model. This CMP location is right above a
diffractor location (see Fig. 6). The corresponding distribution of the coherence for the CMP is illustrated
in (b). The time was manually picked and corresponds to the maximum of the coherence value at about 6.3
s. We observe a sharp and narrow maximum for the diffraction apex.

analysis. The velocity analysis consists of a velocity scan for each CMP location and the evaluation of the
corresponding semblance norm.

Applications of the method to synthetic and field data data demonstrate that the presented separation
of seismic events followed by the time migration velocity analysis leads to well focused diffractions. The
developed filter is not limited to stacking trajectories. The application to prestack data is also possible.
Moreover, the extension of the method to 3D is straightforward. Diffraction imaging is an inherently 3D
problem since we can not expect the diffractors to be located below our profile. The 2D examples presented
in this paper illustrate the functioning of the process though.

The field data example showed higher residual reflected energy compared to the synthetic 2D exam-
ples. This may well be a 3D effect of diffractors located transverse to the profile line. Another possible
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Figure 9: Imaging of Sigsbee2A data. Poststack time migration of the diffraction-only data for the left part
of the model (a) and the right part of the model (b). In the left part of the model diffractions are focused to
diffractors. However, because of residual reflections we observe tails around diffractors. In the right part
of the model the diffractions are caused by the rugged geometry of the top of salt. After the poststack time
migration, the focused diffractions reveal the top of salt complexity.

explanation of this observation could be the frequency content of the data. The field data example contains
considerably higher frequencies in the signal spectrum than the synthetic data. Imaging with diffractions
and to distinguish reflections and diffractions is frequency dependent. What might appear as a “point
diffractor” to a low frequency signal may well be a “reflecting horizon“ for a high frequency signal. The
corresponding Fresnel volume defines the limits of resolution here. The frequency content of the data thus
highly influences the filter performance. The same threshold in the filter process will not provide the same
performance with respect to the separation of diffraction and reflection events if the frequency content of
the data differs.
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Figure 10: Marine data from the Levantine Basin. (a) Automatic CMP stacked section of the recorded
wavefield. (b) CRSD stacked section of diffraction-only data. Reflections are still present in (b), because
of the lower threshold we have chosen for the threshold function.
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ABSTRACT

Seismic "reflection" data contain two types of coherent events generated from the subsurface discon-
tinuities: specular reflections and diffractions. Most seismic data processing is tuned to imaging and
enhancing reflected waves, which carry most of the information about the actual subsurface. Diffrac-
tions are generated by local discontinuities which act like point sources. Therefore, the presence
of diffractions can indicate faults or fractures, which are important in, e.g., carbonate environments,
where locating fractures and their orientation is of major importance for reservoir production. Ray
tracing in its standard forms is not able to produce complete synthetic seismograms, i.e., including
diffractions. In this paper we investigate the impact of diffractions on pre-stack depth migration im-
ages and discuss some correlated resolution aspects. Furthermore, we present examples where we ap-
ply a ray-based approach to compute synthetic seismograms for both reflected and diffracted events.
Finally, we document the applicability of the approach to different model types, e.g., isotropic and
anisotropic media.

INTRODUCTION

Prestack depth migration (PSDM) should be the ultimate goal of seismic processing, producing angle-
dependant depth images of the subsurface scattering properties. But the expected quality of PSDM images
is constrained by many factors. Understanding all of these factors is necessary to improve depth imaging of
geologic structures. In all PSDM approaches, e.g., Kirchhoff or wave-equation, migration always includes
compensating for wave propagation in the overburden (back propagation, downward continuation, etc.),
before focusing back the reflected/diffracted energy at each considered location in depth (imaging). Ide-
ally, we would like to retrieve the reflectivity of the ground as detailed as possible to invert for the elastic
parameters. But the waves perceive the reflectivity through "thick glasses," seeing blurred structures, and
not necessarily all of them, depending on the illumination. Only a filtered version of the true reflectivity is
therefore retrieved. Being able to estimate these filters, the so-called resolution is the key to a better under-
standing of the imaging results and improving them, either at an early stage by careful survey planning, or,
possibly at a later stage, by properly tuning migration parameters.
Ray-based seismic modelling methods can be applied at various stages of the exploration and production
process. The standard ray method has several advantages, e.g., computational efficiency and they provide
us with physical insight that can not be obtained from a brute-force numerical solution. In addition ray
tracing has an event-oriented nature, which means that specific arrivals of elementary waves (e.g., trans-
mitted P and S waves, primary PP and PS reflected waves for selected horizons, multiples, etc.) can be
labeled in synthetic seismograms or in computed sets of Green‘s function attributes. Comparisons with
more complete (and much more time-consuming) techniques, like finite-difference schemes (FD), show
that theoretical seismograms obtained by classical dynamic ray tracing (DRT) can be very qualified if the
model is prepared with the necessary smoothness.
The main weakness of the ray method applied to complex geological structures is due to the fact that the
calculations along each ray is "super-local", i.e., quite independent of the neighboring rays. One single ray
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"sees" only the velocity and interface behavior exactly along the raypath, and thus the stability across the
rays depends on the assumption that these parameters are fairly representative for neighboring rays (at least
within the Fresnel zone). As an alternative to classical two-point ray tracing, Vinje et al. (1993, 1996a,b)
and Gjøystdal et al. (2002, 2007) developed the wavefront construction method (WFC), which is a more
robust ray tracing technique adapting the ray density to the model and interpolating the ray attributes. The
reason for enhanced robustness lies in the fact that a continuous representation of the wavefront, with suf-
ficiently dense sampling of ray points and slowness vectors, is established by interpolation after each time
step. However, this method only partly solves the problem of lack of ray penetration into shadow zones
and fails in the vicinities of caustics.
Seismic reflection data contain two types of coherent events generated from the subsurface discontinu-
ities: specular reflections and diffractions (Krey, 1952; Hagedoorn, 1954). Most seismic data processing
is tuned to imaging and enhancing reflected waves, to interpret structural and stratigraphic features of
the subsurface. The value of diffracted waves, however, should not be underestimated (Klem-Musatov,
1994; Khaidukov et al., 2004). Specular reflections are generated by interfaces with impedance contrasts,
however, diffractions are generated by local discontinuities which act like point sources. When seismic
exploration focuses on identifying small subsurface features (such as faults, fractures, channels, and rough
edges of salt bodies) or abrupt changes in seismic reflectivity (such as those caused by fluid presence or
fluid flow during reservoir production), the diffracted waves contain valuable information.
To obtain more accurate and realistic reflection seismograms than those obtained by classical ray tracing in
case of complex geological structures, Kaschwich et al. (2009) presented a ray-based approach combining
classical Kirchhoff demigration (Tygel et al., 1994, 2000) and the PSDM simulator approach of NORSAR
(SimPLI technology; Lecomte, 2006, 2008a).
In this paper, we present several examples to demonstrate the influence of missing diffractions on the reso-
lution of the final prestack depth migrated image using our new approach to compute synthetic seismograms
(see also Kaschwich and Lecomte, 2010).

DEMIGRATION USING A PSDM PREDICTOR

Demigration is a seismic forward-modelling scheme based on seismic imaging; it is a ‘forward‘ technique,
due to the fact that a velocity model needs to be specified (see scheme in Figure 1). On the other hand,
demigration can be considered as the inverse of migration (Hubral et al., 1996; Tygel et al., 1996; Santos
et al., 2000).

Figure 1: Cycle of Kirchhoff-based imaging operations (taken from Riede, 2002).
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Given a seismic model with explicit reflectors, the true amplitude reflector image can directly be con-
structed from a given reflector and a chosen wavelet. Then in a second step, the true-amplitude demigration
can be performed, thus offering a new seismic modelling method, i.e., modelling by demigration.
In this paper, we use an alternative approach to calculate the artificial migrated image based on a ray-based
PSDM simulator called in the following SimPLI (Simulated Prestack Local Imaging; Lecomte et al., 2003;
Lecomte, 2004; Lecomte and Pochon-Guerin, 2005; Lecomte, 2006, 2008a). SimPLI directly produces
simulated prestack depth migrated images of a given reservoir model, without generating synthetic traces
and processing them. This approach makes use of the PSDM resolution (inverse problem), i.e., applying
the calculated ray-based point-spread functions (PSF; Lecomte and Gelius, 1998) in a background velocity
model to the reflectivity of a superimposed target (e.g., reservoir). This is done by either convolution in
the depth domain, or multiplication in the scattering-wavenumber domain, and using fast FT (FFT) to per-
form the depth-to/from-wavenumber conversions. SimPLI acts as a signal- or image-processing method,
distorting the actual reflectivity to reproduce the effects of seismic imaging. This is comparable to what is
done in PSDM, where a seismic data set is used to retrieve the unknown reflectivity (only a filtered version,
as suggested earlier). This distorted reflectivity is superimposed by PSDM to the (smooth) background
velocity field used for the propagation effects. In the simulator approach, which is a modelling one, we
know the reflectivity in depth, so there is no need for the back propagation of the migration method, but we
simulate instead the focusing effect (imaging) by distorting the true reflectivity according to the PSF. Other
approaches are also possible (Toxopeus et al., 2008), but the ray approach provides a flexible, interactive
and robust concept for PSF estimation (Gjøystdal et al., 2007; Lecomte, 2008b).
Consider the model in Figure 2. It consists of a slightly undulated reflector that separates two homoge-
neous isotropic layers. P-velocities above and below the horizon are 2000 and 2500 m/s respectively, P/S
velocity ratio is 1.7, and density is 2.0 g/cm3. Now we consider a common shot survey along a line in the
x direction, with shots between 8 and 14 km and a spacing of 100 m. The receiver line is 4 km long and
the spacing is 100 m. For illustration, Figure 2 shows all shot positions and some raypaths resulting from
WFC.

Receiver line 4 km

Marine survey 61 shots

Target horizon

Figure 2: First example consists of an undulated reflector that separates two homogeneous isotropic layers.

For the given survey two different data sets were computed: one using the NORSAR-3D standard ray
tracing approach and the second by applying the modelling by demigration technique. The new approach
uses ray-based one-way Green’s functions (GF) calculated by NORSAR-3D. Figure 3 shows the different
PSDM results calculated for the given structure for these two different data sets. By quantitatively com-
paring both seismic sections it can be seen that the reflector is well imaged in both cases. However, typical
deficiencies that can be observed in migrated sections obtained by the DRT data set (Figure 3a) are the
residual noise where the undulations of the structure are located. The standard ray-tracing seismograms
have some unrealistically high amplitudes close to the cusps of caustics, and a lack of a gradual decay in
the form of diffracted energy. On contrary, the PSDM result obtained by the modelling by demigration
input data (Figure 3b) gives a good image of the subsurface structure and reveals much less noise.
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Figure 3: PSDM results for data input obtained by different modelling techniques: (a) Standard ray-tracing
and (b) modelling by demigration.

RESOLUTION AND POINT SPREAD FUNCTION

A point spread function is the PSDM response of a point scatterer and thus the obtained image of the
PSF is controlled by various factors. Assuming a complex velocity model, all effects including acquisition
geometry, velocity model, pulse, wave type, etc., need to be taken into account. For example, using the
Marmousi model as a background model, the calculated PSFs show significant variations for a few points
at one lateral position and at different depths (Figure 4). Elastic quantities and survey geometry are taken
from Versteeg (1994).

Figure 4: Marmousi model. (a) PSDM background velocity model with five selected locations in depth for
one lateral position (colored disks). (b) Calculated PSF at each of the five selected locations for a 5 − 60
Hz frequency band and an incident angle range of 0− 10◦ (taken from Lecomte, 2008b).

To better understand what happens in PSDM, we start with the elementary problem of imaging point scat-
terers. However, the diffraction points in the subsurface, acts as secondary sources when first illuminated
by a seismic source. A background velocity field is needed to compensate for wave propagation effects
between sources and receivers down to each image point. The most relevant quantity for migration is trav-
eltime, i.e., the migration process must be able to locate back in depth backscattered energy recorded in
time. For two different survey types and one source-receiver couple, Figure 5a and 5b illustrate PSDM im-
ages. For a time recording of backscattered energy at R due to source at S, so-called scattering traveltimes
tSR = tS + tR are needed at each image point to relate seismic energy recording time to depth locations.
Here, tS and tR are the traveltime from the source/receiver to the image point, respectively. The isolines
of tSR are called scattering isochrones and are elliptic in the homogeneous isotropic case. Some migration
methods will explicitly calculate tSR in the chosen velocity model (Kirchhoff or diffraction stack), while
others will do so implicitly when forward/back propagating wavefields in that velocity field, but in all cases,
the scattering traveltime tSR is the key to the depth imaging process as well as in the presented demigration
process.
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Figure 5: Scattering isochrones and PSDM. The background velocity model is homogeneous and isotropic.
A point scatterer is located at the center of the image (yellow disk). Both a zero-offset survey (shot/receiver
positions spread over 4 km) and a common-shot survey (one shot at 0 km and receivers along the same 4
km) are considered. (a) Zero-offset: PSDM image attached to one shot/receiver couple, i.e., the one just
above the point scatterer. (b) Common-shot: PSDM image attached to one receiver at 3 km. (c) Zero-offset:
PSDM image attached to the whole zero-offset survey. (d) Common-shot: PSDM image attached to the
whole common shot acquisition.

EXAMPLE

In this section we show different applications of our approach to compute synthetic seismograms and
compare the migrated images with standard ray-tracing results. The first example focus on the resolution
effect observed by neglecting the diffraction events. Furthermore, this example is used to demonstrate
the resolution changes due to applied migration aperture. Finally, we investigate the influence of different
model types (i.e., isotropic or anisotropic) used for PSDM and thus the consequences of ignoring anisotropy
inherent in the subsurface structures.

A square pattern

Consider the model in Figure 6. It consists of one plane horizon that separates two isotropic layers. The
upper layer is assumed to be homogeneous whereas the lower layer shows a systematic square pattern for
the P-wave velocity. The P-velocity above the horizon is 2000 m/s and the velocity value in the lower layer
alternate between 2000 m/s and 2500 m/s, P/S velocity ratio is 1.7, and density is 2.0 g/cm3. The seismic
data was generated for a zero-offset survey with shot/receiver spacing of 20 m and the shot/receivers are
located between 4 and 6 km in both directions x and y. In this example a 30-Hz zero-phase Ricker wavelet
was used as the source pulse.
Figure 7a shows the xy view of the reflectivity in the target area. The pattern defines areas where seismic
energy is reflected in red and white indicates areas with a zero reflection coefficient. Using the SimPLi
approach (e.g., Lecomte et al., 2003; Lecomte, 2004, 2008a) we obtain the simulated seismic response
for the zero-offset survey as given in Figure 7b. Here we see a similar pattern as the reflectivity grid but
as expected less sharp contours of the single rectangle due to the assumed survey and migration process.
Finally, Figures 7c and d give the resulting PSDM images using the DRT seismograms and the modelling
by demigration seismic inputs, respectively. This example reveals the deficiency of standard ray tracing
as the resulting pattern appears to be smeared and not well defined. Basically this blurring effect appears
because of the lack of diffractions in the seismic data. In comparison the modelling by demigration input
gives a clean picture of the reflectivity on the target reflector.
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2km2km
Zero offset survey

Figure 6: Square pattern reflectivity distribution on a horizontal layer and the assumed zerooffset survey.
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Figure 7: Comparison between reflectivity and PSDM results: (a) Reflectivity pattern on a plane reflec-
tor, (b) simulated PSDM results by SimPLI, (c) PSDM results using the DRT seismogram generated by
NORSAR-3D, (d) PSDM result obtained by using modelling by demigration data.
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In the following we are using the pattern model (Figure 6) to demonstrate the impact of the chosen migra-
tion aperture. Figure 8 shows the corresponding PSFs for two different cases, full aperture and a restriction
to 300 m. The full aperture PSF was used to obtain the simulated seismic in Figure 7b. If the subsurface
target is assumed to be flat, the resulting seismic for both case show nearly the same PSDM image (see
Figure 9c and 9d). However, comparing the images for the pattern model (Figure 9) it is evident that the
300 m aperture gives a blurred result at the edges of each rectangular (Figure 9b). Using the full migration
aperture gives a well defined boundary of each reflecting pattern at the target horizon (Figure 9a).
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Figure 8: Influence of the migration aperture on the resulting PSFs, PSF for the full aperture xz view (a)
and xy view (b), compared to a 300-m aperture xz view (c) and xy view (d).
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Figure 9: Resulting seismic images, for the full-aperture: pattern model (a) and flat horizon (c), and for
the 300-m migration aperture: pattern model (b) and flat horizon (d).

Anisotropic salt model

Shales comprise a large proportion of most sedimentary basins and form the seal and source rocks for many
hydrocarbon reservoirs. Often shale formations are anisotropic and therefore, anisotropy is becoming an
important issue in exploration and reservoir geophysics. The origin of seismic anisotropy in shales is non-
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unique and may be attributed to several factors, e.g., including preferred orientation of clay platelets, micro-
cracks, fine-layering and/or stress-induced anisotropy. Incorporating anisotropy into imaging algorithms
will facilitate the correct positioning of the reservoir targets. Therefore, we present as a final example a
model that consists of a salt structure/dome and several adjacent shale layers (Figure 10). The P-wave
velocity is given in Figure 10a (a corresponding S-wave velocity field is defined, but not further taken into
account in this experiment). The Thomsen parameters ε and δ are given in Figure 10c and 10d, respectively.
The anisotropy is assumed to be tilted transversely isotropic (TTI), the axis of symmetry is a smooth field
and the assumed angle corresponds to an axis which is approximately perpendicular to the shale layers.
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Figure 10: The anisotropic salt model: (a) the P-wave velocity, (b) the axis of symmetry distribution, the
Thomsen parameter ε (c) and δ (d).

The point scatterers are located around the salt dome inherent in the subsurface model (Figure 11). For
these positions the PSFs are computed using the approach described above. Using our modelling-by-
demigration approach applied on these PSFs we obtain a synthetic data set containing the corresponding
diffractions for a marine-type common shot survey. The 81 shots are located between 6 km and 14 km,
shot spacing was 100 m and the 151 receivers had a spacing of 20 m.
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Figure 11: Location of 10 point scatterers surrounding the salt dome and the corresponding PSFs calcu-
lated by SimPLI.

Figure 12 shows synthetic seismograms for 4 different shot positions obtained by the presented modelling-
by-demigration approach. The Green’s functions needed for the demigration process were computed in the
anisotropic background model given in Figure 10.
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Figure 12: Synthetic data for 4 shot positions (a) at 8 km, (b) at 10km, (c) 12 km and (d) at 14 km.

In the following we want to investigate the influence of the assumed background model for the migration
process. The synthetic data (Figure 12) is computed considering an anisotropic background model with a
tilted symmetry axis. However, we now migrate this input data assuming 3 types of subsurface models: for
the isotropic version we omit the anisotropy parameter, ε, δ, and the axis of symmetry. Furthermore, we
obtain a vertical transversely isotropic (VTI) media by ignoring all variations in the axis of symmetry. The
resulting PSDM images are given in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: PSDM results: (a) PSFs computed by SimPLI, (b) PSDM image using the correct TTI back-
ground model, (c) PSDM result using the isotropic version of the saltmodel and (d) PSDM image using
GF’s calculated for the VTI model.
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Comparing the different PSDM results (Figure 13b-d) with the originally calculated PSFs (Figure 13a)
reveals a lack of focussing for the VTI background model (Figure 13c). As expected the TTI background
model gives the best imaging result, however also here we observe some residual ’noise’. This may be
explained by the lack of curvature of the PSFs as our approach obtains the ray-based PSF with a local
plane-wave approximation. In comparison to the VTI background for our survey configuration the isotropic
version gives rather good results.

CONCLUSIONS

More and more seismic exploration focuses on identifying small subsurface features or small changes in
seismic reflectivity, where diffracted waves contain valuable information. Especially in ray modelling the
lack of diffractions has a significant impact on the obtained PSDM result particularly with respect to lateral
resolution. The presented modelling by demigration approach turns out to be an effective technique to
overcome some of the limits of ray theory, since it dramatically reduces the need for reflector smoothness,
thereby modelling both edge and caustic diffractions. Although more time consuming, it is quite feasible
to perform modelling by demigration in three dimensions today, having an efficient wavefront construction
tracer running in parallel, even on small clusters. Kaschwich et al. (2009) showed that the result by the
new SimPLI/modelling-by-migration approach gives similar results as the classical Kirchhoff modelling.
However, Kirchhoff modelling considers only one horizon at a time, while the demigration approach is a
volume method an thus all reflectors can be considered at once.
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ABSTRACT

Reverse-time migration is based on seismic forward modelling algorithms, where spatial derivatives
are usually calculated by finite-differences or by the Fourier method. Time integration is in general
done by finite-difference time-stepping of low orders. If the spatial derivatives are calculated by high-
order methods and time-stepping is based on low-order methods there is an imbalance which may
require that the time-step size needs to be chosen very small to avoid numerical dispersion. As a
result computing times increase. Using the Rapid Expansion Method avoids numerical dispersion if
the number of expansion terms is chosen properly. We show by comparisons with analytical solutions
that the Rapid Expansion Method is preferable especially at larger propagation times. For reverse-time
migration it may be desirable to use the Poynting vector information for estimation of opening angles
to improve the image quality. In the solution of the wave equation this requires to calculate not only
the pressure wave field but in addition its time derivative. We show that the Rapid Expansion Method
can be easily extended to also provide this time derivative at negligible extra cost.

INTRODUCTION

The accuracy and efficiency of reverse-time migration strongly depends on the algorithm used for
numerical seismic forward modelling. Both, the way in which spatial derivatives are computed as well as
the kind of temporal time-integration affect the quality of the numerical results.
Seismic modelling methods which are based on regular grids often use low order finite-difference (FD)
time integration techniques. This applies for modelling algorithms where the spatial derivatives are
calculated using finite-differences or by pseudo-spectral approaches like the Fourier method. If the
approximations of spatial derivatives are calculated by higher order FD techniques or by the Fourier
method there is an imbalance of the accuracies between the temporal and the spatial approximations.
This can lead to unwanted numerical dispersion and hence inaccurate results for large propagation times
(Dablain (1986), Crase (1990)). Kosloff et al. (1989) introduced the Rapid Expansion Method (REM) for
solving the acoustic wave equation or the elastodynamic equations of motion with a source term and with
zero initial conditions. This method has very high accuracy with respect to the temporal extrapolation.
In fact the combination of the REM approach and the Fourier method allows to obtain modelling results
which are free of numerical dispersion. The REM time integration basically starts from the formal solution
of the governing partial differential equations and expands the solution into Chebyshev polynomials. This
is much more efficient than using Taylor expansions.
Since reverse-time migration (RTM) is based on seismic modelling algorithms it is desirable to also use
a highly accurate numerical modelling approach for this purpose. Recently, Pestana and Stoffa (2009)
described how to implement the REM approach in a time-stepping manner. For RTM this implementation
is necessary since for the reverse modelling many sources with many different time-histories need to be
applied at the receiver locations. This is incompatible with the original REM implementation of Kosloff
et al. (1989) since in this approach the source must be separable in space and time. Therefore, Pestana and
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Stoffa (2009) start from the formal solution of homogeneous differential equations. In this approach the
samples of the time-reversed seismograms are used to modify the initial conditions time-step for time-step
at the respective receiver locations.
Pestana and Stoffa (2009) discuss the choice of the number of expansion terms by means of migrated
images. To be on more solid ground to make a proper choice of the number of expansion terms in the
present paper modelling results are compared to analytic solutions for simple geometries. Moreover, the
computations of Chebyshev polynomials appears unnecessarily complicated in Pestana and Stoffa (2009).
Moreover, the computation of Bessel functions is not appropriate since small arguments are assumed
which is not always the case. A simple and accurate method to evaluate Bessel functions adopted from
Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) is given in the Appendix A.
In the first chapter a short review of the theory of time-stepping with the REM approach is given. In the
second chapter 2D modelling examples are compared to analytic solutions for FD time-stepping as well as
for the REM approach. Furthermore, it is examined how to chose the number of expansion terms to aim at
modelling results which are free of numerical dispersion and truncation errors.
In the third chapter it is shown that REM also allows to calculate first time derivatives of the solution of
the wave equation. This is useful, e.g., in RTM when Poynting vectors need to be computed.
The fourth chapter demonstrates the application of prestack RTM using the REM approach to a simple
synthetic 2D example. Imaging results obtained by incorporation of Poynting vectors (Yoon et al., 2004)
into the imaging condition are compared to images based on the full range of scattering angles.
The last chapter summarizes the conclusions.

SOLVING THE WAVE EQUATION BY THE RAPID EXPANSION METHOD WITH
TIME-STEPPING

The Rapid Expansion Method, first presented in Kosloff et al. (1989), solves the acoustic wave equation or
the equations of dynamic elasticity with zero initial conditions. If these equations are written in an operator
notation they read:

∂2u
∂t2

= −L2u + f . (1)

u and f denote the displacements and the source term, respectively. In case of, e.g., the 2D constant-density
acoustic wave equation the operator −L2 is given by:

−L2 = v2

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
. (2)

The quantity u in equation 1 is then replaced by the pressure p. v is the acoustic velocity. In case
of variable-density acoustic modelling or elastic modelling the operator −L2 has a different form (see
Kosloff et al. (1989)).
u and f are vectors of size nx × nz , where nx and nz are the number of grid points in the respective
directions. The operator −L2 is a n× n matrix, where n = nx × nz .

The formal solution of (1) with zero initial conditions is:

u(t) =
∫ t

0

sin L(t− τ)
L

f(τ) dτ.

Here the source term needs to be separable in space and time, i.e.,

f(x, t) = g(x) h(t). (3)

If we want to perform reverse-time modelling time-reversed seismogram sections need to be applied as
sources. In this case the condition that the source is separable (equation 3) is not applicable since the
individual seismograms all have different time histories. Therefore, we need to use the formal solution
with non-vanishing initial conditions:

u(t) = cos Lt u(0) +
sin Lt

L
u̇(0), (4)
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where the dot denotes the time derivative. We also need to have the formal solution at time −t, i.e.,

u(−t) = cos Lt u(0)− sin Lt
L

u̇(0) (5)

to eliminate the term with u̇(0). Here, we use the fact that the sin and cos functions are odd and even
functions, respectively. Though u is a function of the position vector x and the time t for conciseness we
dropped the spatial dependence. Adding equations 4 and 5 and solving for u(t) yields:

u(t) = −u(−t) + 2 cos Lt u(0). (6)

This allows to extrapolate the field u(t) from the fields u(−t) and u(0) at two previous time instances in a
similar manner as known from finite-difference time-stepping. It remains to transform the formal solution
into a form which can be solved numerically. In an analogous way to the expansion of the sin function in
the formal solution with zero initial conditions in Kosloff et al. (1989) we can expand the cos function:

cos Lt =
∞∑
k=0

c2k J2k(tR) Q2k

(
iL
R

)
, (7)

where c0 = 1 and ck = 2 if k 6= 0. Jn are the n-th order Bessel functions and Qn are modified Chebyshev
polynomials. R is related to the largest Eigenvalue of the operator iL. To maintain convergence in the 2D
case

R > π vmax
√

(∆x)−2 + (∆z)−2, (8)

where vmax is the highest velocity in the numerical grid. ∆x and ∆z are the grid spacings. The modified
Chebyshev polynomials satisfy the recurrence

Qn+1(x) = 2x Qn(x) +Qn−1(x) (9)

with Q0(x) = 1, Q1(x) = x and Q2(x) = 2x2 + 1. The modified Chebyshev polynomials are defined in
terms of the usual Chebyshev polynomials: Qn(x) := in Tn(−ix), where Tn are the ordinary Chebyshev
polynomials.
Since only even indexed terms appear in the expansion (equation 7) we use the following recurrence relation
which can be derived from equation 9:

Qn+2(x) = (4x2 + 2) Qn(x)−Qn−2(x). (10)

To initiate the recurrence we need the terms Q0( iLR )u = Iu and Q2( iLR )u = −2 L2u+ Iu, where we have
replaced x by iL

R . I is the identity matrix operator.
Of course, in the numerical evaluation of the expansion (7) only a finite number of terms will be used. For
convergence the highest index should be slightly larger than tR, i.e., M > tR (see Tal-Ezer et al. (1987)).
The expansion for the REM approach where only even indexed terms occur then reads:

cos Lt =
M/2∑
k=0

c2k J2k(tR) Q2k

(
iL
R

)
. (11)

The above discussion on the estimation of the number of expansion terms applies to the original REM
method with source term (zero initial conditions) where usually at least several hundreds or a few
thousands of terms are used to span several seconds of propagation time.
In case of time-stepping with small time increments ∆t of, say, 1, 2 or 4 ms the maximum order of terms
in the expansion is about 10–20 and the above criterion (M > tR) for the number of terms does not hold.
To estimate a reasonable number of terms it is advisable to use as many terms until the ratio of the smallest
to the largest coefficients, i.e. J2k(∆tR), is smaller than (single precision) relative machine accuracy
which is about 10−6− 10−7. Using less terms may be sufficient if the total propagation time is small. This
accelerates the computations accordingly.
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To perform a single time-step the following expression must be computed:

u(t+ ∆t) = −u(t−∆t) + 2
M/2∑
k=0

c2k J2k(∆tR) Q2k(
iL
R

) u(t). (12)

TheM/2+1 Bessel functions J2k are the same for any of the time-steps. Therefore, they can be computed
beforehand. They only depend on the time-step size, the grid spacing, and the highest velocity of the
modelling grid.

MODELLING EXAMPLES

To compare the usual 2nd order finite-difference time-stepping and the REM method 2D modelling
examples were performed. In the following numerical examples the Fourier method was used for the
calculations of spatial derivatives. For simplicity the acoustic wave equation is solved. The medium has
constant velocity of 1500 m/s. It is discretized with 15 m in both, the x- and the z-direction. The source
time history is Ricker-like with a maximum frequency of 50 Hz. The dominant frequency is about 25
Hz. The numerical grid consists of 1001×1001 grid nodes. The source is located at grid point index
(100, 500) and the two receivers are at (110, 510) and (950, 510) which results in propagation distances
of about 212 m and 12751 m, respectively. These distances are equivalent to approximately 3.5 and
212 dominant wavelengths, respectively. The numerical solutions are tested against the analytical so-
lutions. The analytic solution is based on a Cagniard-deHoop technique (see e.g. Aki and Richards (1980)).

In Figures 1-3 comparisons with 2nd order finite-difference time integration are shown. The time-step
sizes are 1 ms, 0.5 ms, and 0.25 ms, respectively. Given the above mentioned parameters the stability
limit of the algorithm is about 4.5 ms. Even the largest of the above time-step sizes is well below
this limit. Figure 1 shows that an unacceptable large amount of numerical dispersion occurs at large
propagation distances if the time-step size is 1 ms. Reduction of the time-step size to 0.5 ms (Figure 2)
improves the results a lot. Some discrepancies can still be observed compared to the analytic solution.
Decreasing the time-step size further to 0.25 ms the seismograms of Figure (3) are almost indistinguishable.

The examples shown in Figures 4-6 were calculated using the REM approach with 4 ms time-step size
and with different degrees of accuracy. The different degrees of accuracy result from different numbers of
terms in the temporal Chebyshev expansion. The annotated accuracies in Figures 4-6 reflect the ratio of the
smallest to the largest coefficient in the expansion. The Bessel functions are the coefficients in this context.
As can be seen from Figure 4 there are some discrepancies in the seismograms even for small propagation
distances, which become much larger for the large distances if the accuracy is set to 10−2. Obviously, the
number of expansion terms is not sufficient to obtain convergence. Increase of the accuracy (10−4) results
in a much better match for the comparison with the analytic solution (Figure 5). However, at large distances
there is still a slight deviation. Using accuracy of 10−6 which is about single precision machine accuracy
the match is very good even at large distance (Figure 6).

Comparison of computational times

In the modelling algorithms based on the Fourier method most of the CPU time is spent for the calculation
of the operator −L2. This is due to the fact that the spatial derivatives are computed using Fourier trans-
forms (FFTs). Therefore, the number of evaluations of−L2 is essentially a measure of the performance. In
the above examples in total 10 seconds propagation time was simulated where different numbers of eval-
uations of the operator −L2 were required to achieve certain accuracies of the modelling results. For the
2nd order FD time integration one evaluation per time-step is needed. In case of the REM approach where
the time-step size was fixed to 4 ms the number of operator evaluations depend on the desired accuracy.
Note that the number of operator evaluations is always one less than the number of expansion terms, since
the zero order term requires no −L2 evaluation. Table 1 lists the number of evaluations needed for the
modelling runs. The right column shows the total number of evaluations for the different modelling runs.
Graphical results of the runs based on the REM approach with 2 ms time-step size given in Table 1 are not
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Figure 1: Comparison of FD time integration with ∆t = 1 ms with analytic solution at 3.5 (left) and 212
(right) dominant wavelengths distance.
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Figure 2: Comparison of FD time integration with ∆t = 0.5 ms with analytic solution at 3.5 (left) and 212
(right) dominant wavelengths distance.
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Figure 3: Comparison of FD time integration with ∆t = 0.25 ms with analytic solution at 3.5 (left) and
212 (right) dominant wavelengths distance.
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Figure 4: Comparison of REM time integration with relative accuracy down to 10−2 (4 expansion terms)
with analytic solution at 3.5 (left) and 212 (right) dominant wavelengths distance.
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Figure 5: Comparison of REM time integration with relative accuracy down to 10−4 (5 expansion terms)
with analytic solution at 3.5 (left) and 212 (right) dominant wavelengths distance.
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Figure 6: Comparison of REM time integration with relative accuracy down to 10−6 (6 expansion terms)
with analytic solution at 3.5 (left) and 212 (right) dominant wavelengths distance.
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shown here. They only differ in their smoother visual appearance compared to the seismograms sampled
at 4 ms.

Algorithm Steps −L2/Step Total
FD
1 ms 10,000 1 10,000
0.5 ms 20,000 1 20,000
0.25 ms 40,000 1 40,000
REM (4 ms)
10−2 2,500 3 7,500
10−4 2,500 4 10,000
10−6 2,500 5 12,500
REM (2 ms)
10−2 5,000 2 10,000
10−4 5,000 3 15,000
10−6 5,000 4 20,000

Table 1: Number of evaluations of the operator −L2 for different algorithms with various time-step sizes
and accuracies. Total propagation time in a homogeneous model is 10 seconds.

Modelling example with interface

To demonstrate the accuracy of the time-stepping REM approach in case of an inhomogeneous subsurface
comparisons of numerical results with analytic solutions were done. Modelling parameters are the same
as in the above homogeneous case except that the acoustic velocity is increased to 3000 m/s below 3500
m depth and that the source and receiver positions are different: the source is located at (1000 m, 3000
m) and the receivers are positioned at (1400 m, 3100 m) and (3000 m, 3100 m). The comparison of
the seismograms in Figure 7 at 400 m (left) and 2000 m (right) horizontal offset from the source shows
very good agreement. Both figures show the direct wave and the reflection from the interface. The small
amplitude precursor in the right panel of the figure at about 1.8 s propagation time is the head wave arrival.
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Figure 7: Comparison of REM seismograms with analytic solutions. Left: 400 m horizontal offset. Right:
2000 m offset. In both seismograms the direct wave and the reflection can be observed. The precursor at
about 1.8 s propagation time in the right panel is the head wave arrival.
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POYNTING VECTOR COMPUTATIONS WITH REM

For estimation of the propagation direction of energy the Poynting vector can be calculated. For the com-
putation of the Poynting vectors time derivatives of the seismograms are required. These time derivatives
can be computed by the REM approach together with the seismograms at almost no extra cost. Details are
given in Appendix A.
In reverse-time migration, the Poynting vector allows to estimate the scattering angle between the wave
fields of the forward modelled shot and the reversely modelled shotgather. This can be useful if there is
low frequency noise in the migrated image due to very large scattering angles. A snapshot of the directions
of energy propagation for a model with two homogeneous layers separated by a horizontal interface at 1300
m depth is shown in Figure 8. The model consists of 231×231 grid nodes with 10 m grid spacing. The
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Figure 8: Poynting vector snapshot of a two-layer case. The colors indicate the direction of energy prop-
agation. The color intensity is proportional to the energy amplitude. The source location is marked by an
asterisk.

velocities in the first and second layer are 2000 m/s and 3000 m/s, respectively. The source with a 50 Hz
cut-off frequency Ricker wavelet is at (1150 m, 1000 m). Time steps of 2 ms were chosen. The snapshot
was taken at 480 ms.
To demonstrate that the numerical result of the time derivative of the seismograms computed by the REM
approach is of similar accuracy as that of the seismograms a comparison with the analytic solution is pre-
sented in Figure 9. This trace is the time derivative of the trace shown in the right panel of Figure 6. The
setup of the modelling is the same as in the homogeneous example. Also here the trace is at a distance
of 212 dominant wavelengths. For the computation of the time derivative the operator of equation 21 was
applied.

PRESTACK REVERSE-TIME MIGRATION USING REM

For the application of REM in prestack reverse-time migration a simple heterogeneous 2D subsurface
model was used to produce synthetic seismograms and to subsequently migrate the shotgathers. 35 shots
with distances of 20 m were generated and migrated. The subsurface model is shown in Figure 10. The
velocities in the different layers from top to bottom were 2000 m/s, 2500 m/s, 3000 m/s, and 2000 m/s,
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Figure 9: Comparison of the numerically computed time derivative of the seismogram and the analytic
solution for the homogeneous case at a distance of 212 dominant wavelengths.
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Figure 10: Subsurface velocity model used for forward modelling and reverse-time migration.

respectively. The numerical grid consists of 143×117 grid nodes in total. The source time signal is a
100 Hz Ricker wavelet. The time-step size is 2 ms with 800 ms total propagation time. The images were
produced in a vertically 60 grid points wide stripe. Absorbing boundaries of 20 grid points width were
applied at the borders of the numerical grid (Cerjan et al. (1985)). The chosen accuracy with respect to the
expansion coefficients was 10−6. The stack of 35 images without limitation of scattering angles is shown
in Figure 11. Low frequency noise represented by black background colors is present in the stacked image.
In Figure 12 the stack of 35 migrated images where the scattering angles were limited to 120 degrees is
shown. The low frequency noise is greatly reduced.

CONCLUSIONS

It is known that the Rapid Expansion Method generates more accurate results than the usual 2nd order
finite-difference time integration. Therefore, the application of the Rapid Expansion Method to seismic
modelling problems is preferable. Moreover, REM needs less evaluations of the operator −L2 at higher
accuracy and is therefore more efficient. For seismic problems like reverse-time migration the original im-
plementation is not suitable since in such an algorithm the time-histories of the reinjected shot-gather traces
are all different and the source term is not separable. Therefore, the algorithm needs to be implemented
in a time-stepping manner where the time integration of each time-step is performed using the temporal
Chebyshev expansion.
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Figure 11: Stack of 35 images without limitation of scattering angles.
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Figure 12: Stack of 35 images with scattering angles limited to 120 degrees.

When considering only small propagation times it appears that REM is more costly since the ratio of the
number of expansion terms to the propagation time is higher for small time-steps than for large time-steps.
However, if large propagation times are considered, which is normally the case in field data applications, it
turns out that 2nd order finite-difference time integration requires a large number of very small time incre-
ments in order to reduce numerical dispersion. In such situations the REM approach with time-stepping is
more efficient and at the same time more accurate. This was proven with numerical examples and compar-
isons with analytic solutions.
It is demonstrated how it is possible to integrate the calculations of Poynting vectors where the time deriva-
tive of the solution of the wave equation is required. This derivative is not delivered by the original REM
algorithm but can be easily derived from available quantities at minimal extra cost.
Migration results for a simple synthetic example confirm the ability of the REM approach to handle Poynt-
ing vector calculations successfully.
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APPENDIX A

Poynting vector

To use Poynting vector information, e.g., the directions of energy transport, for improving the image quality
(Yoon et al. (2004)) not only the solution of the wave equation u(t) is required. In addition its first time
derivative u̇(t) needs to be at hand. This is not automatically provided when using the REM method.
In the case of the acoustic wave equation the Poynting vector S is proportional to

S ∝ −∇pdp
dt
p. (13)

Calculation of the time derivative of the solution

The time derivative of the pressure field can be obtained in a relatively simple way at almost no extra cost
in terms of CPU time.
Starting from the formal solution with non-vanishing initial conditions (equation 6):

u(t) = −u(−t) + 2 cos Lt u(0) (14)

the time derivative is [cos Lt]′ = −L sin Lt:

u̇(t) = u̇(−t)− 2 L sin Lt u(0). (15)

Therefore, we need an expansion of the operator−L sin Lt with respect to modified Chebyshev polynomi-
als:

i sin Lt =
∞∑
k=0

c2k+1 J2k+1(tR) Q2k+1

(
iL
R

)
(16)
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⇒ −L sin Lt =
∞∑
k=0

c2k+1 J2k+1(tR) iL Q2k+1

(
iL
R

)
(17)

or

−L sin Lt =
∞∑
k=0

c2k+1 R J2k+1(tR)
iL
R
Q2k+1

(
iL
R

)
(18)

Therefore, we essentially need to calculate terms of the form x Q2k+1(x).
From the recurrence equation 9:

Qn+1(x) = 2x Qn(x) +Qn−1(x) (19)

we find if we rearrange terms and shift the indices:

x Qn−1(x) =
Qn(x)−Qn−2(x)

2
. (20)

In our operator notation this reads:

iL
R
Q2k−1

(
iL
R

)
=
Q2k

(
iL
R )−Q2k−2( iLR

)
2

. (21)

The terms Q2k

(
iL
R

)
u and Q2k−2

(
iL
R

)
u have already been computed during the expansion of the

cos Lt operator in equation 7. Here, however, the odd indexed Bessel functions are used.

An alternative way to yield the time derivative of the solution is to use a different set of coefficients for
weighting the even indexed modified Chebyshev polynomials: here, instead of the J2k(tR) we take the
derivatives J ′2k(tR) as the coefficients.
The derivative of the Bessel functions J ′n can be calculated using the relations

J ′n(x) = Jn−1 −
n

x
Jn(x)

or
J ′n(x) = −Jn+1 +

n

x
Jn(x)

(see e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun (1972), p.361, 9.1.27).

Numerical estimation of Bessel functions

Bessel functions satisfy the recurrence relation:

Jn−1(x) + Jn+1(x) =
2n
x
Jn(x) (22)

For a given argument x the Bessel functions Jn(x) can be computed by a downward recurrence if n > x.
According to Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) we can arbitrarily set Jn+1(x) = 0 and Jn(x) = 1. Using
equation 22 all Jn(x) can be calculated by decreasing the index successively until J0(x) is reached. The
result needs to be normalized. The following property of the Bessel functions (Abramowitz and Stegun
(1972), 9.1.46) allows to find the normalization factor:

J0 + 2 J2 + 2 J4 + · · · = 1.

Note that the Bessel function values of the highest orders computed in this way are not very accurate.
Therefore, one should start the recurrence at higher orders than actually needed. If the maximum required
order is M then it is safe to start the recurrence at M + 50. Since the Bessel functions need to be computed
in the beginning of the modelling for only one single argument, i.e. Jn(∆tR), this extra amount of
computational work can be neglected. For the computations of the Bessel functions double precision
arithmetic should be used.
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ABSTRACT

We introduce a processing workflow for reflection seismic data that is entirely based on CRS stacking
attributes. This workflow comprises the CRS stack, multiple attenuation, velocity model building,
prestack data enhancement, trace interpolation, and data regularization. Like other methods its limita-
tion is the underlying hyperbolic assumption. The CRS workflow provides an alternative processing
path in case conventional CMP processing is unsatisfactory. Particularly for data with poor signal-
to-noise ratio and low fold acquisition, the CRS workflow is advantageous. The data regularization
feature and the ability of prestack data enhancement provides quality control in velocity model build-
ing and improves prestack depth migrated images.

INTRODUCTION

For data of very low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) or acquisitions with very low fold, conventional CMP pro-
cessing may not provide sufficient results and alternative processing sequences are considered to improve
the images. The Common Reflection Surface (CRS) workflow represents such an alternative path for the
processing of reflection seismic data from time to depth. Its key element is the CRS stack (e.g., Jäger et al.,
2001) which provides zero offset stacked sections, coherency sections, and sections of the CRS attributes,
also called kinematic wavefield attributes. These attributes form the foundation of the CRS workflow. It
is a goal to establish a consistent CRS processing chain which is entirely based on the same assumptions,
operators and apertures.

The CRS operator is a hyperbolic second-order approximation of the reflection traveltime surface which
also considers neighboring CMPs. Owing to this fact, it stacks more traces than conventional CMP pro-
cessing and therefore achieves a better S/N ratio. All coherent events along a hyperbolic path are fitted by
this operator including reflections, multiples and diffractions. Multi-parameter stacking approaches were
already investigated by, e.g., deBazelaire (1988) and Gelchinsky et al. (1999). A first attempt to establish
a workflow based on CRS attributes was presented by Hertweck et al. (2007). It consists of the CRS stack
(Jäger et al., 2001), the Normal Incidence Point (NIP) wave tomography (Duveneck, 2004), and a corre-
sponding post- or prestack depth migration using the resulting tomographic models. The CRS operator may
be utilized to generate prestack data of higher S/N ratio. Prestack migrations of these improved gathers
lead to images of higher quality compared to conventional PreSTM or PreSDM. Moreover, CRS attributes
determined during the stack procedure can be used for multiple attenuation.

Prestack data enhancement tools using CRS attributes for partial stacking were presented by Baykulov
and Gajewski (2009); Hoecht et al. (2009) and first approaches to address multiples with CRS attributes
were presented by Dümmong and Gajewski (2008). We combine these tools to an integrated workflow
based on CRS attributes. The modules in the workflow positively interact with each other. Multiple sup-
pression not only improves the imaging but also influences the NIP-wave tomography which assumes
primary events. The prestack data enhancement module improves the prestack depth processing and the
quality control of the velocity model building and it is also applied in the multiple suppression to reduce
artifacts caused by adaptive filtering. In the next section, we first review the CRS method and then discuss

mailto:dirk.gajewski@zmaw.de
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Figure 1: Sketch of the CRS workflow. All modules of the workflow depend on the CRS attributes, which
are determined as a by product during the CRS stack.

multiple attenuation, prestack data enhancement, data regularization, and how these tools are incorporated
into the workflow. Marine and land data examples illustrate the operation and performance of the workflow.

THE CRS WORKFLOW

The key element of the workflow (Figure 1) are the CRS attributes, which are obtained as a by product of
the CRS stack. These attributes are fundamental to all other processing modules in the workflow. They are
determined from the data in a multi-dimensional optimization procedure. The better the accuracy of the
CRS attributes, the better the results of the following processing steps. Therefore, we briefly describe the
CRS stack and the determination of the CRS attributes, as well as their physical interpretation.

Common Reflection Surface stack

The CRS stacking method is a multi-parameter stacking procedure (e.g., Mann, 2002), which automatically
determines stacking attributes based on a semblance optimization for every zero offset sample of the data.
Since these attributes vary with time for the same event, the CRS stack is free of NMO-stretch (Perroud
and Tygel, 2004). Although the 3D CRS stack is available we restrict the description to the 2D case here.
The corresponding hyperbolic second-order approximation of the traveltime is expressed by

t2(xm, h) =
(
t0 +

2 sinβ0

v0
4xm

)2

+
2t0 cosβ0

v0

(
KN4x2

m +KNIPh
2
)
. (1)

In this case, three stacking parameters control the operator. These are β0 the angle of emergence of the
zero offset (ZO) ray; KN the curvature of the so-called normal wavefront; and KNIP the curvature of the
NIP wavefront at the registration surface. For the physical interpretation of the NIP and normal wave we
refer to Hubral (1979) and Figure 2. In Equation 1 parameter t0 is the time of the considered zero offset
sample, v0 is the near surface velocity, h is offset and ∆xm is the CMP displacement or CMP offset. For
NIP-wave tomography the physical interpretation of CRS attributes is essential, see Duveneck (2004).

For stacking and time processing the physical interpretation of the parameters or attributes is not re-
quired. They can be considered as the coefficients of a hyperbolic surface which best fit the data. Equation
(1) could be reformulated as t = (t0 +A∆xm)2 +B∆x2

m+Ch2 and no physical interpretation of the coef-
ficientsA,B, and C is necessary here. This also shows that in the time domain an erroneous v0 in Equation
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Figure 2: Physical interpretation of CRS attributes at midpoint location xm. Angle of emergence β0, point
source at NIP with curvature KNIP and exploding Common Reflection Surface (CRS) with curvature Kn

at the registration surface.

1 has no influence on the processing. In the depth or model domain, e.g., for tomography the physical in-
terpretation of the attributes as angle and curvatures is required and a wrong near surface velocity would
lead to erroneous attributes and in turn to errors in the velocity model.

The lateral resolution in the CRS stack section is influenced by the choice of the apertures used in the
CRS stack process. In the limit of ∆xm = 0 the CMP stack with the same lateral resolution is obtained.
Physical intuition as well as many synthetic and field data examples have shown that the projected first
Fresnel zone is a good choice for the CMP-offset ∆xm, (e.g., Müller, 1999; Mann, 2002). For this choice
the lateral resolution is similar to the CMP stack but the signal-to-noise ratio is considerably improved.

Let us now assume that the CRS attributes were properly estimated. In the following section, we
describe how the attributes are utilized in multiple suppression.

Multiple suppression with CRS attributes

Multiple identification and attenuation is one of the most challenging tasks in the seismic data processing
chain. An approach for the identification and removal of surface related multiples within the CRS workflow
was introduced by Dümmong and Gajewski (2008). The multiples are predicted by auto-convolving every
stacked trace (Kelamis and Verschuur, 1996). The basic idea is that the auto-convolution of a seismic trace
predicts multiple reflections (Verschuur, 2006). The auto-convolution provides an estimate of the first order
multiple. Convolving the first order multiple prediction with the poststack ZO trace gives the second order
multiple. This process can be repeated until the desired order of multiples is reached. The convolution is
performed with the high S/N CRS stack ZO traces and provides a direct prediction of the ZO traveltimes
of the multiples.

This prediction is correct for 1D models. Inclined reflectors and heterogeneities lead to prediction
errors. Therefore, a correction algorithm based on image comparison was implemented. The image com-
parison is based on a normalized 2D cross-correlation of the CRS stacked data with the predicted multiples,
i.e., the section of auto-convolved ZO traces. The 2-D correlation between the two images is performed
with different space and time shifts until the maximum of the cross correlation function is found. This
process tries to match the predicted multiples in time and space to the original multiples in the stacked
section. The time and lateral shift for the maximum of the cross-correlation specifies the correction for the
predicted ZO multiple. The procedure can also be applied in a windowed fashion, i.e., only parts of the
sections are correlated in order to account for different prediction errors in different parts of the section.

In the step described above we have identified the ZO times of the multiples. Since CRS attributes
were determined for each ZO sample of the data we can use the CRS attributes of the predicted ZO sample
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Figure 3: Marine data from the Maldives (a) before and (b) after CRS based multiple attenuation. Only
small residuals of the multiple at about 1s TWT are left.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Prestack data enhancement using partial CRS stacks of low fold CMP land data (a) with data
gaps. The CRS supergather (b) shows a regular distribution of traces and an improved S/N ratio. Several
events are clearly visible in (b) that are not obvious in (a).

to obtain the traveltime trajectory of the multiple. The coherency of this sample provides an indication
how good the multiple was fitted by the CRS operator. To predict prestack seismograms of the multiples,
we convolve this trajectory with the signal shape of the stacked trace. These seismograms are then adap-
tively subtracted from the prestack data. The last step may occasionally lead to a distortion of amplitudes,
however, these effects can be healed by an application of the partial CRS stack method which is described
below. This positive interaction of CRS attribute based modules demonstrate the benefit to combine them
into an integrated workflow.

An example of this multiple attenuation process is shown in Figure 3. The data are from offshore the
Maldives and are contaminated by surface related multiples. The CRS based multiple attenuation procedure
worked well, although some residuals are still visible.

Data enhancement with partial CRS stacks

As the name partial CRS stack suggests only a part of the CRS stacking surface defined by its offset and
midpoint apertures is used. The partial stack is performed in common offset bins for neighboring CMPs
using the estimated CRS attributes. Apertures used for the partial stack, however, are usually smaller than
those used for the CRS stack. No moveout correction is applied during the partial stack, .i.e., the moveout
of the data is preserved by writing the stacked amplitude to a new trace with the same offset and time
coordinates of the considered CMP location. Repeating this procedure for all desired offsets generates a
new partially stacked CRS supergather. This gather has an improved S/N compared to the original gather
since it is generated by stacking several neighboring traces. The application of partial stacks thus allows to
improve prestack data quality. Since any location on the partial surface can be considered the method is also
suitable for trace interpolation and data regularization. For implementation details and several applications
to synthetic and field data we refer to, e.g., Baykulov and Gajewski (2009); Hoecht et al. (2009). An
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: CIP gathers for low fold data from Northern Germany using (a) the original CMP data and (b)
CRS supergathers. The gather in (b) facilitates velocity model quality control. For some events only the
application of CRS supergathers makes QC at all possible.

application to low fold land data from Northern Germany is shown in Figure 4. The CRS supergather
displays a regular distribution of traces of increased S/N compared to the original CMP gather. The offset
aperture in the partial stack is 100 m.

Velocity model building

A velocity model is required for the use of CRS processed gathers in prestack depth imaging. For the
velocity model building within the CRS workflow NIP wave tomography (Duveneck, 2004; Della Moretta
et al., 2006) is used. Like all other modules in the workflow, NIP-wave tomography depends on CRS wave-
field attributes. The parameters used for velocity model estimation are extracted from the CRS attribute
sections, namely KNIP and β0. All parameters refer to NIP rays of a corresponding reflector element in
depth. The CRS-based tomographic principle is based on the focusing criterion of the NIP-wave: For a
velocity model consistent with the data, NIP-waves focus at the NIP for zero traveltime when propagated
back into the subsurface (Duveneck, 2004), e.g., by ray tracing. In other words: At zero time the NIP-wave
curvature KNIP should go to infinity repectively the radius of curvature RNIP = 1/KNIP should go to
zero since the NIP-wave is emitted from a point source at the NIP. Picking of the attributes is facilitated in
the poststack data domain with its higher S/N ratio. Each pick is characterized by the corresponding CRS
attributes which were determined for each ZO sample independently. No link of the picks to a reflection
is required. In this sense all picks are independent from each other and are individually processed in the
tomographic procedure.

A single NIP ray needs to be traced for each pick. In the initial velocity model, CRS attributes are
modeled by dynamic ray tracing. The inversion scheme then updates the underlying velocity distribution by
acknowledging the tomographic principle for the data points extracted from the CRS stack. The algorithm
iteratively determines the velocity model which is most consistent with the data (Della Moretta et al.,
2006). The resulting model can then be used as a starting model for depth imaging processes. For complex
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subsurface structures, the model derived by NIP-wave tomography will most likely not be the final solution
for the depth processing. It will, however, provide a suitable starting model for subsequent migration-based
velocity analysis techniques.

In velocity model building sequences quality control (QC) is crucial. It is standard practice to consider
Common Image Point (CIP) gathers derived from the prestack data volume. The S/N of CIPs can be
improved by prestack data enhancement. In Figure 5, we show the benefits of partial CRS stacks on the
QC for low fold land data from Northern Germany. In Figure 5 (a) a CIP gather obtained by employing
the original CMP data as input in the prestack migration is presented whereas in Figure 5 (b) the same
CIP obtained by employing CRS supergathers is shown. For both CIPs the same migration method and the
same NIP-wave tomographic migration velocity model was used.

QC is considerably simplified for the CIP obtained from CRS supergathers. The events are flat. For
this particular location the NIP-wave tomographic model is consistent with the data and no further velocity
refinement is required. The CIP from CRS supergathers displays flat events at 8 km and below which are
geologically feasible but are not visible in the CIP obtained from the original CMP data. The prestack
data enhancement feature of the partial CRS stacking procedure helped to make these events visible and to
perform quality control.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Based on the hyperbolic reflection traveltime formula, we have presented a CRS stack based workflow
from time to depth. The central tool is the CRS stack which also provides the wavefield attributes. These
attributes are the backbone of all modules of the workflow. The current processing sequence comprises
the CRS stack, velocity model building by NIP-wave tomography, multiple suppression, prestack data
enhancement, trace interpolation, and data regularization. Depth processing can be performed with any
migration tool using the NIP-wave tomographic model as a starting point. The presented workflow also
provides an alternative processing path for situations where conventional CMP processing is unsatisfactory.
It is particularly advantageous for data with poor S/N ratio or low fold acquisitions. Similar to many other
tools in seismic data processing its range of applicability is limited by the hyperbolic assumption. With a
careful choice of apertures the lateral resolution of the images generated by the CRS workflow are similar
to CMP processing results. In many cases, the vertical resolution is superior to CMP processing due to the
non-stretch NMO correction property of CRS. Moreover, since the S/N of the images is higher compared
to CMP processing, spectral whitening and similar tools lead to better vertical resolution.

Future modules of the workflow will allow to separate reflections from diffractions, leading to a separate
diffraction processing. This procedure will comprise poststack velocity analysis and the localization of
small scale heterogeneities and diffracting features in the subsurfaces like faults, tips and edges. This will
guide a model-adopted choice of CRS apertures which will further improve the lateral resolution of the
CRS processing.
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ABSTRACT

Data regularization, seismic trace interpolation and extrapolation are advantages of partial ZO CRS
stacks. We edit the SIGSBEE2A synthetic data record to create sparse data. The gaps are chosen ran-
domly in mid-offset and near-offset ranges. We compare the results of the interpolation with the traces
we deleted from the record. The interpolation by partial stacks preserves arrival times and frequencies
very well. Especially the arrival times in near-offset are preserved with sub-sampling accuracy. Some
interpolated traces contain low-intensity noise over the entire frequency bandwidth. The direct wave
should be excluded from the interpolation because of its linear move-out and the hyperbolic approach
of the partial CRS stack. Extrapolation is a challenge to the partial CRS algorithm. The Fresnel zone
defines physical limitations for the CRS apertures. We extrapolated traces at offsets exceeding twice
the Fresnel zone. No surprise that this violation of physical limits leads to amplitude artifacts. These
effects start appearing at about 1.5 times the Fresnel zone as extrapolation distance. However, ex-
trapolation within the limits of the Fresnel zone supplies a reliable extension of the reflection events.
Although the partial stack determines the attributes for the zero offset ray trace interpolation for offset
seismograms can be performed and even an extension of the spread is possible. Best interpolation
results are obtained for short or intermediate offsets.

INTRODUCTION

Many tools in reflection seismic data processing require regular data. Particularly wave equation methods
rely on a regular distribution of the acquisition. This requirement needs either an interpolation and regular-
ization of the data or to properly take the acquisition footprint into account. The CRS method, namely the
partial CRS stack, provides a tool to regularize and interpolate data where the same parameters are used as
in the CRS stack, i.e., no additional stacking parameter determination is required.

The partial CRS method (Baykulov and Gajewski, 2009b) is derived from the conventional ZO CRS
stack (Müller, 1999). The common reflection point is calculated over a window comprising the midpoint-
displacement coordinate and a limited number of contributing half-offset traces. This calculated trace is
saved for every half-offset coordinate. The CRS approach improves the SNR and provides the ability to
interpolate traces. Therefore, it can create supergathers consisting of significantly more traces than the
original data record.

In this paper we will investigate trace interpolation and extrapolation on a synthetic data record which
enables direct comparison of real and interpolated or extrapolated traces. Sine the CRS stack determines
the attributes for zero offset we expect the best results of interpolation for the near offset traces. First,
we will use the CRS stack on the synthetic Sigsbee2A data record to interpolate traces, which previously
were deleted from the shot-gather. We compare the deleted traces to the interpolated traces and analyze the
improvement of the SNR by this routine. The extrapolation to extend the acquisition is investigated in a
second numerical experiment.

mailto:jesper.dramsch@zmaw.de
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TRACE INTERPOLATION

Interpolation of seismic traces has a long history in seismic processing. The most prominent interpolation
technique is the generation of ZO traces. Since more than 60 years the ZO stack provides the first image in
the CMP processing chain.
Regular geophysical data acquisition has a major influence on the stability and reliability of various pro-
cessing algorithms, especially waveform-based techniques. However broken geophones, varying geophone
spacing, rivers or other obstacles may lead to data gaps. Once the geophone spacing gets too large wave
equation-based processing algorithms may encounter aliasing effects. Another problem specific to marine
data acquisition originates from missing near offset data. This data is essential for surface-related multiple
elimination (SRME; cf. Verschuur et al. (1992)). Dümmong et al. (2009) show that in a 2D-medium pre-
diction errors of the SRME were considerably reduced after partial CRS stack interpolation of near offset
traces. First we consider the interpolation of seismic traces where we investigate different offset ranges
(near, mid, and far offsets).

Time Domain

Figure 1(a) shows the original traces taken from the Sigsbee2A data record. Next to it, in Figure 1(b) the
result of the interpolation over the data gaps is shown. A first inspection reveals a fairly good comparison
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(a) Original traces in CMP 200
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(b) Interpolated traces in CMP 200

Figure 1: Comparison of the original traces (a) and the interpolated traces (b)

of the interpolated and original traces for the considered offset ranges. To investigate differences in arrival
times a detailed manual event picking analysis was performed. In the near-offset domain the arrival times
differ by the order of 10−3s. In mid-offset and far offset the absolute error increases to the 10−2s. Part of
these errors might be caused by the manual picking. The error for most offsets is in the sub sampling range
of these data.

The direct wave is located at the right temporal position but displays a significant change of the signal
form. This effect is caused by the linear move-out of the direct wave. This behavior cannot be reproduced
with the hyperbolic approach of the partial CRS-algorithm. Muting or windowing the data to exclude direct
waves and events with linear moveout will help to avoid the observed feature.

The individual reflection events in Figure 1(b) appear more distinct than those in Figure 1(a). The
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amplitudes in between the major reflection events are decreased. This is interesting to note because the
Sigsbee2A data set is noise-free. The multiple scattered energy of the complex Sigsbee2A model seems
not be correlated in this gather resulting in an improvement to the overall appearance of the main events.
The signals of the interpolated traces beyond 9.5 second TWT show a considerably reduced coda after the
event. The traces around 3000m offset even display an almost event-free seismogram beyond 9.5s. We will
now have a more closer look to some waveforms of the interpolated traces.

In figure 2 we compare the segments of the original data from 6s TWT to 9.5s TWT with an inter-
polation over the simulated near-offset gap. In this close ups one can observe the amplitudes of the first
three traces of the CMP-gather. In the time range from 6.0s to 6.5s the amplitudes are very discrete in the
original traces. The corresponding amplitudes in the interpolated traces are smaller and slightly broader.
This mild amplitude smearing can be observed on the entire interpolated gather.

(a) Segment of original near-offset data (b) Segment of interpolated near-offset data

Figure 2: Comparison of segments of figure 1 from 6s to 9.5s TWT

We marked several events in red, which appear to be major reflection events and to some extent have
experienced some change in amplitudes. The first red event at 6.5s TWT is an event with very high ampli-
tudes. This event was interpolated accurately, as well as the next event at 6.9s TWT. Whereas the event at
7.2s and the event at 7.4s show a decrease in intensity and broadening of the signal. The following double
amplitude at 7.7s TWT again is interpolated correctly with a slight decrease in intensity. Moving on to the
events between 8.2s and 8.5s, the first event has decreased and broadened significantly while the second
event was amplified and sharpened. The major double amplitude at 9.0s has suffered smearing over the
first two cycles. The first event has experienced the strongest amplitude smearing and amplitude decrease.
It is interfering with the second event. The second event is also slightly decreased in amplitude but is still
recognizable as a discrete major event. The third amplitude after the red events again has been interpolated
very well.

These slight differences visible in figure 2 show that major events in the near-offset domain are interpo-
lated very well, with minimal changes in amplitude and signal form. Although the CRS stack is a kinematic
approach the amplitudes have been preserved very well. Minor events, i.e., signal generated noise in form
of scattered energy are prone to low intensity amplitude smearing and minor interference in the interpolated
traces. On the other hand, travel times are well preserved, leaving major reflection events at their correct
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positions in time. This is essential to avoid imaging errors in later processing steps.
For amplitude preservation it is crucial to consider a small offset aperture in the partial stack. In figure 3

we show unpublished results obtained by Mikhail Baykulov, who compared the amplitudes of a reflection
picked from the original traces of a land data set with the amplitudes picked from traces generated by
partial stacks for the same offsets as in the original CMP gather. The comparison shows that with a careful
choice of apertures and proper weighting the partial CRS stack procedure can be performed in an amplitude
preserving fashion.
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Figure 3: Comparison of picked amplitudes of a reflection from the original traces of a land data set with
the amplitudes picked from traces determined by partial stacks for the same offsets (figure courtesy of M.
Baykulov).

Frequency Domain

The overall positive impression of the CRS based interpolation of the Sigsbee2A data is confirmed by
the amplitude spectra of the traces shown in figure 4. The figures in the left column show spectra of the
interpolated traces at an offsets of 68m, 1805m, and 3086m chosen exemplary as near-offset, mid-offset
and far-offset traces. The spectra of the matching original traces are presented in the right column. Similar
to the time domain a very good comparison of the spectra of interpolated and original traces is observed.
The bandwidth of the traces reaches from 5Hz to 30 Hz. In the near-offset trace the spectrum of the
interpolated trace appears smoother than the spectrum of the original trace. In the original spectrum we
can see four peaks at approximate frequencies of 11Hz, 16Hz, 20Hz and 23 Hz. While in the interpolated
spectrum the only peak clearly appearing is at 11Hz. However, one can spot a frequency drop from 11Hz to
13 Hz, which is clearly present in both spectra. This gap appears in the mid-offset trace spectrum as well.
As opposed to the near-offset trace some noise appears over the whole frequency range, best visible from
0Hz to 5 Hz and from 30Hz on to the end of the bandwidth. The spectra for the far-offset show similar
feature as already discussed for the near- and mid-offset ranges. The comparison of these spectra leads to
the conclusion of smoothed frequency peaks, low intensity noise and well-interpolated frequency trends in
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the interpolated traces.
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(a) Amplitude spectrum of interpolated trace at 68m
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(b) Amplitude spectrum of the original trace at 68m
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(c) Amplitude spectrum of the interpolated trace at 1805m
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(d) Amplitude spectrum of the original trace at 1805m
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(e) Amplitude spectrum of the interpolated trace at 3086m
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(f) Amplitude spectrum of the original trace at 3086m

Figure 4: Interpolated (left) and original (right) amplitude spectra of traces at near offset (68m), mid offset
(1805m), and the far offset (3086m).

EXTRAPOLATION

It should be mentioned that extrapolating traces to extend the acquisition using ZO CRS partial stacks is
potentially error prone. The CRS attributes are determined for the zero offset ray and consequently best
results of partial stacks are expected at near offsets. The previous section has shown that the partial ZO
CRS stack approach performed reasonably well even at intermediate offsets. At large offset the application
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Figure 5: Close-up of extrapolated data from 4500m to 4799m offset

of the offset partial CRS stack is advisable. These technique, however, would require to search for five CRS
attributes in the 2-D case and would lead to a different workflow. Despite the stretch of physical limits, we
use the ZO partial CRS stacks here to extrapolate the acquisition.

The extrapolation process creates traces beyond the physical offset of the acquisition setup. These
traces constitute an additional contribution to the total quantity of traces for further processing. Physical
boundaries set a limit to the possibilities of extrapolation, not only because CRS attributes are determined
for zero offset but also because the partial CRS apertures have a close relation to the Fresnel zone in the
subsurface. Extrapolation over the limit of the Fresnel zone bears the risk of introducing artifacts such
as signal changes or artifacts that will disturb the stacking processes. Traces calculated beyond the limits
of the Fresnel zone are calculated on the base of data, which were already extrapolated. We chose the
partial CRS apertures exceeding the Fresnel zone by more than the factor of two, intentionally exceeding
the physical limitations.

The data starts at 4s TWT because the direct wave is not to be considered in the evaluation of the
extrapolation process, as discussed above. The section of the extrapolated traces yields a reasonable result.
The move out, as well as the arrival times of the traces within a broad range are preserved and the reflection
events from the interpolated part in the supergather are continued in a reasonable fashion. The first two
major reflection events are continuous over the entire offset, whereas the smaller amplitudes at 5s TWT
smear for an offset greater than 4400m. The packet of reflections from 5.1s to 6.3s TWT is continuous
to the offset of 4400m. Beyond that offset some variations occur because the physical limitations were
exceeded (application at large offset, apertures larger than the first Fresnel zone).

In figure 5 we zoomed in this part of the extrapolated section. It can be observed, that the major
reflection events at 5.6s, 5.74s and 5.97s TWT stay discrete and continuous. The amplitudes increase
proportional to increasing offset. Splitting of the signal can be seen at 5.7s TWT in the traces at 4595m
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Figure 6: Extrapolation artifacts in close-up from 3299m to 4799m offset and 8s to 10s TWT
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up to 4685m offset. Another effect contributing to the spotty image is the smearing of amplitudes, which
can be seen in the reflection events at 5.87s, 5.92s and especially 6.05s TWT. The reflection event at 6.05s
TWT smears, so that it interferes with the major reflection event prior to it. We present another close up
of the extrapolated gather in figure 6. The window in figure 6 was chosen to demonstrate extrapolation
artifacts as a result of an over-sized partial CRS aperture.

As expected when exceeding the physical limitations of a method amplitude artifacts appear. Two
effects were marked red in figure 6. Starting at 8.1s TWT reflections smear at an offset greater than 4500m.
Another amplitude artifact was marked orange and starts at 8.6s TWT and 4500m. At an upward angle
of 30o two apparent reflection events separate from the actual reflection, creating a cone like geometry.
Further artifacts can be seen in the entire zone, where the physical limitations were exceeded. They would
corrupt further processing steps.

The extrapolation within the Fresnel zone provided results almost as promising as the interpolation
process. Once we expand the partial CRS apertures it becomes more likely that unwanted artifacts are
produced. This may create misleading information in the supergather. Amplification and smearing of
amplitudes will distort the results of further processing. The extension of the aperture above the first
Fresnel zone clearly breaks the physical limits of the method. However, the application of the ZO partial
stacks at intermediate and large offsets does not compromise the results seriously.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The interpolation process using the zero offset partial CRS stack has shown promising results. The arrival
times of the interpolated gather coincide with the original gather within minimum numerical tolerance.
The major reflection events were interpolated very well, while minor reflection events have been slightly
decreased compared to the original traces. If these minor events are caused by scattered uncorrelated en-
ergy, this effect is expected owing to the stacking processes involved in the interpolation procedure. The
amplitudes were preserved very well. The same conclusion applies to the frequencies of the interpolated
seismograms albeit, some low-amplitude noise was introduced to the frequency band of some traces. A
problem is related with the interpolation of the direct wave or generally of events with linear moveout.
This moveout cannot be handled properly by the hyperbolic approach of the partial CRS stack, leaving the
interpolation results of the direct wave incorrect and misleading. Data gaps exceeding the first Fresnel zone
and therefore, exceeding physical limits of the applicable apertures lead to interpolation errors. The inter-
polation of near offset traces with partial stacks works very reliably. These traces are crucial for processes
like SRME (Surface Relate Multiple Removal). Partial stacks can be used here as a data conditioning tool
as well as a regularization method for wave equation based methods.

The extrapolation process has shown to be a potentially dangerous task because numerous factors are
stretching the physical limits. The extrapolation offset should not exceed the first Fresnel zone. Otherwise
artifacts in amplitude and possible signal changes are the result. Extrapolation within the limits of the first
Fresnel zone can contribute valuable traces to the gather.

The partial CRS stack approach for trace interpolation and data regularization provides a fast tool for
these tasks. No additional parameter searches are necessary and the fidelity of the interpolated traces is
high. In future investigations it will be interesting to compare the interpolation process of the partial CRS
stack to trace interpolation algorithms in the f-x (e.g., Spitz, 1991; Naghizadeh and Sacchi, 2009)) or f-k
domain (e.g., Pann and Fields, 1986)). Since the CRS attributes are determined for the zero offset ray,
best results can be expected at near offsets. However, the presented numerical examples have shown that
the partial stack approach generated reliable interpolated traces even at intermediate and large offsets, i.e.,
at the end of the acquisition. For large offsets a partial stack method based on the offset CRS technique
might give even better results than the zero offset partial CRS stack. Offset CRS requires the determination
of 5 CRS attributes in the 2-D case. The extension of the zero offset partial CRS stack approach to 3-D is
straight forward (Baykulov and Gajewski, 2009a).
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ABSTRACT

Conventional techniques to estimate the traveltime parameters of the common-reflection-surface
(CRS) stack are tedious, time-consuming, and expensive processes based on local coherence anal-
yses along a large number of trial surfaces. Recently, we demonstrated that the 2D CRS method can
be sped up by several orders of magnitude by an application of modern local-slope-extraction tech-
niques. As shown through numerical examples for homogeneous media, the complete set of CRS
parameters can be extracted from seismic data. The necessary information about the CRS parameters
is contained in the slopes of the common-midpoint section at the central point and one or several
common-offset sections in its vicinity. In this work, we apply the technique to more realistic velocity
models and compare the results to a simplified implementation of a conventional CRS procedure. Our
numerical examples demonstrate that the technique lead to meaningful values for the CRS parameters
for inhomogeneous media.

INTRODUCTION

Present-day techniques to estimate the traveltime parameters of the common-reflection-surface (CRS) stack
rely on the analysis of the local coherences along a large number of trial surfaces for a set of possible
parameter combinations. Even in 2D, this analysis is a tedious and time-consuming process (see, e.g.,
Jäger et al., 2001; Hertweck et al., 2007). Fast alternatives have been proposed recently (Santos et al.,
2009; Santos and Schleicher, 2010; Kazinnik and Burnett, 2010).

However, there is another way of extracting traveltime attributes, particularly local slopes, which has
received strong attention in the recent past (Fomel, 2002; Schleicher et al., 2009). The reason is that local
slopes of seismic events are useful in a variety of seismic imaging processes. Perhaps, the most visible ones
are those connected with seismic tomography, in which not only traveltimes but also slownesses of events
and possible other time-domain attributes are used to build a velocity model. Most prominent examples are
slope tomography (Sword, 1987; Biondi, 1990), stereotomography (Billette and Lambaré, 1998; Billette
et al., 2003) and normal-incidence-point (NIP) wave tomography (Duveneck, 2004).

The conventional procedure to extract the local event slope relies on local slant stacks (Ottolini, 1983a).
In this method, a local coherence analysis is carried out at each point in the seismic section along short
straight-line elements in all possible directions. The direction with the highest coherence defines the slope
value at that point.

However, the local-slant-stack approach to local-slope extraction has a number of drawbacks. First of
all, the method has a high computational cost. Since the space of local slopes must be closely sampled,
there is a high number of coherence analyses to be carried out. The second drawback lies in the method’s
sensitivity to the aperture of the local slant stacks. An adequate aperture is problem dependent and thus
hard to know in advance. Finally, as demonstrated by Schleicher et al. (2009), the extracted slopes are not
always reliable, but can be biased towards too high dips.
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As discussed by Fomel (2002), there exist more modern and faster techniques to directly extract local
slopes from prestack data without the need for local coherence analyses. His technique was later improved
by Fomel (2007a,b) using shaping regularization for optimal smoothness control. Schleicher et al. (2009)
compared a set of alternative, fast and reliable ways to extract local slopes.

It is known that the normal-moveout (NMO) velocity is directly related to the local slope of a seis-
mic event in a common-midpoint (CMP) section (Ottolini, 1983b). Therefore, the natural question arises
whether the other CRS parameters can also be related to local slopes, so that the complete set of CRS
parameters can be determined using these kinds of techniques. In this paper, we show how the CRS pa-
rameters relate to local slopes and use this information in order to speed up their extraction. Of course,
this relationship is most straightforward for the emergence angle of the normal ray, β, since this parameter
directly represents a local slope. The slope extraction techniques can be extended to allow for the extraction
of the complete set of CRS parameters.

In previous works (Santos et al., 2008; Santos and Schleicher, 2009) we discussed two procedures for
the extraction of CRS parameters from local slopes and showed constant-velocity examples as a proof of
concept. In this paper, we apply the technique to more realistic examples and compare the results to a
simplified implementation of a conventional CRS procedure. Our numerical examples demonstrate that the
technique lead to meaningful values for the CRS parameters for laterally varying velocity models.

CRS TRAVELTIMES AND LOCAL SLOPES

The common-reflection-surface (CRS) stack was first presented in two talks at the 1998 EAGE conference
by Hubral et al. (1998a) and by Müller (1998). Like Multifocusing (see, e.g., Landa et al., 1999), it was
motivated by the Common-Reflection-Element method (Gelchinsky, 1988, 1989) and is based on the same
ideas and principles as the conventional common-midpoint (CMP) stack. The basic difference is that a CRS
stack uses far more traces than those present in a CMP gather. For each stacking trace location (the central
point), the CRS method considers a supergather of source-receiver pairs, arbitrarily located with respect to
the central point. In other words, the CRS stack uses not only the CMP gather at the central point, but also
neighbouring gathers. In this way, the CMP stacking line turns into a CRS stacking surface.

Of course, in order to make use of the additional data dimension in the off-CMP (or relative midpoint
coordinate) direction, we need additional traveltime parameters to describe the stacking surface. In 2D, the
general traveltime function in the midpoint-offset domain depends now on three independent parameters.
In addition to the normal-moveout (NMO) velocity, there is a parameter related to the local slope of the
traveltime curve at zero-offset and one related to the local curvature at zero-offset, which depends on the
reflector curvature. In the CRS stack, these three parameters are determined for each central point and all
values of the zero-offset traveltime. The procedure is performed automatically, with no a priori selection
of traveltime samples.

In previous works, the three CRS traveltime parameters have been related to physical parameters in the
model space (Jäger et al., 2001) or in the data space (Hertweck et al., 2007). In the most simple mathe-
matical parametrization in two dimensions, the (generalized) hyperbolic moveout, i.e., the CRS stacking
surface, can be represented as

TCRS(x, h) =
√

[T0 +A (x− x0)]2 +B (x− x0)2 + C h2, (1)

where x and h denote the midpoint and half-offset coordinates of the source and receiver pair, x0 is the
midpoint coordinate of the central point, and T0 = TCRS(x0, 0) is the zero-offset (ZO) traveltime at the
central point. As shown in Hubral et al. (1998b), the parameters A, B and C are related to physical
model-space quantities β, KN and KNIP , often also referred to as the CRS parameters or attributes, by
the relationships

A =
2 sinβ
v0

, B =
2T0 cos2 β

v0
KN , and C =

2T0 cos2 β

v0
KNIP , (2)

where v0 denotes the near-surface medium velocity at the central point. The physical meaning of these
parameters are: Angle β is the emergence angle of the ZO ray with respect to the surface normal, and KN

and KNIP are the curvatures of the normal (N) and normal-incidence-point (NIP) waves, respectively (see
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Hubral, 1983). We observe from equations (1) and (2) that the original CRS parameters β, KN , and KNIP

can be calculated for a given T0 once all three parameters A, B, and C, as well as the near-surface velocity
v0, are known. However, for the detection of the parametersA,B, andC, no knowledge of the near-surface
velocity v0 is required.

As we will show below, the CRS parameters can be expressed entirely as a function of local slopes of
the reflection traveltime surfaces in the common-midpoint (CMP) and common-offset (CO) sections. In
the following discussion, we will use capital letters T when talking about theoretical traveltime functions
or values and lowercase letters t when talking about time coordinates in seismic sections. Correspondingly,
we use lowercase letters, a, b, and c for the CRS parameters when referring to preliminary local estimates
from local slopes in the data sections and reserve the uppercase letters for the final average parameters
already attributed to parameter maps the coordinates of which are the central point x0 and zero-offset
traveltime t0.

Common-midpoint traveltime

In the situation of a single (horizontal) seismic line and within a given CMP gather, namely source-receivers
pairs that are symmetrically located around a fixed central point x0, the general CRS traveltime formula (1)
reduces to the well-known NMO traveltime function,

TCMP (h) = TCRS(x0, h) =
√
T 2

0 + C h2. (3)

In the above equation, TCMP is the traveltime from the source to the reflector and back to the receiver, h
is the source-receiver half-offset, and T0 = TCMP (0) is interpreted, as before, as the ZO traveltime at x0,
i.e., the traveltime along the normal ray that emerges at the central point of the CMP gather.

Under the usual assumption of a horizontally stratified (or small-dip) media, the ray parameter for
the reflection ray in the CMP gather with fixed central point (midpoint) x0, can be approximated by the
traveltime slope (see, e.g., Castagna and Backus, 1993). The derivative of equation (3) with respect to
source-receiver offset 2h yields

p =
1
2
d

dh
TCMP =

C h

2 TCMP
. (4)

Thus, if we know the local slope p = p(h, t) at a point (h, t) in a CMP gather, we can use equa-
tions (3) and (4) to eliminate C from the moveout equation (3). This provides us with the NMO coordinate
map (Ottolini, 1983b)

t0 =
√
t2 − 2 h t p(h, t) , (5)

which describes the relationship between the coordinates (h, t) in a CMP section and the corresponding
zero-offset time t0 at x0. Equation (5) can be immediately used for an automatic NMO correction (Wolf
et al., 2004; Fomel, 2007b; Schleicher et al., 2009), since it tells us how to move a pixel of information
from coordinates (h, t) in the CMP section to (h, t0) in the NMO corrected section.

On the other hand, equation (4) provides us with the first relationship between a curvature parameter
and a local slope. Rewriting equation (4), we see that an estimate of parameter C at half-offset h and time
t is given by

c(h, t) =
2 t p(h, t)

h
. (6)

From equation (6), we infer the procedure that achieves the determination of parameter C. All that needs
to be done is to correct the extracted local slope p at a position (h, t) in the CMP section with the factor
2t/h and then to transfer the obtained value of c to the C-parameter section at (x0, t0) using equation
(5). This can be done fully automatically. Since there is redundant information from all half-offsets, the
final C(x0, t0) can be calculated by averaging over all c(h, t) that correspond to the same (x0, t0). In our
numerical examples, this averaging uses the coherence measure associated with the extracted p at (h, t) as
a weight function. The determination of the coherence measure associated with p is explained below.
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Common-offset traveltime

The remaining two CRS parameters, A and B can be determined from a CO gather in the vicinity of x0.
This is advantageous over the conventional detection in the ZO gather, because the latter is only available
after stack and its quality already depends on C, while CO gathers are available in the original data, thus
permitting a determination ofA andB that is completely independent of possible errors already committed
in the determination of C.

For the case of a CO gather with a fixed half-offset h = h0, formula (1) reduces to

TCO(x) = TCRS(x, h0) =
√
TCMP (h0)2 + 2AT0 (x− x0) +D (x− x0)2, (7)

where the new parameter D is given by D = A2 + B, and TCMP is the traveltime for the offset ray with
midpoint at x0. It is given in terms of the ZO traveltime T0 by equation (3) with h = h0.

From traveltime formula (7), we see that the local slope q at a point (x, t = TCO(x)) in the CO gather
is given by

q =
d

dx
TCO =

A T0 +D (x− x0)
TCO

. (8)

For the determination of A and B, we assume that the local slope q = q(x, t) is known at all positions
(x, t) in the CO gather in a sufficiently large vicinity of x0, and that it is sufficiently well approximated by

q(x, t) =
A T0 +D (x− x0)

t
, (9)

which is exactly true at t = TCO(x).
Using x = x0 in the above formula, we arrive at the following estimates for A and B,

a(x0, t) =
q(x0, t) t

t0
, and b(x, t) =

t [q(x, t)− q(x0, t)]
x− x0

− a(x0, t)2, x 6= x0. (10)

Unfortunately, estimate b is still associated with a point (x, t) in the CO section instead of a point (x0, t0)
in the final parameter section with zero-offset coordinates. Moreover, while x0 is known as the coordinate
of the present central point, the zero-offset traveltime coordinate t0 that corresponds to the common-offset
traveltime coordinate t is still unknown and must be determined. For this purpose substituting the above
estimates of a and b in equation (7), and solving for the CMP traveltime, we obtain the coordinate map

tCMP =
√
t2 − t (x− x0) [q(x, t) + q(x0, t)], (11)

between the CO and CMP sections. Map (11) can be executed once q has been detected at every point
(x, t) in the CO section. As a last step, the time coordinate tCMP must be related to its associated ZO
traveltime coordinate t0. This can be done using formula (5), i.e.,

t0 =
√
t2CMP − 2 h0 tCMP p(h0, tCMP ), (12)

where p(h0, tCMP ) is the local slope at the coordinates h = h0 and t = tCMP in the CMP section at x0,
extracted during the determination of C.

The final sections for A and B as a function of x0 and t0 are then constructed. Note that all these esti-
mates a(x0, t) and b(x, t) for all points (x, t) in the CO section pertain to one and the same chosen central
point x0. However, they still need to be transfered to the point (x0, t0) in the parameter sections, where
t0 is given by equation (12). The mapping procedure is illustrated in Figure 1. The transfer of a(x0, t) to
the point (x0, t0) in the final A parameter section is straightforward using the traveltime coordinate map
composed by equations (12) and 11. The transfer of b(x, t) to the point (x0, t0) in the B parameter section
is done analogous as for the case of the C parameter section. Many estimates of b(x, t) will be attributed to
the same ZO time t0. In our numerical experiments, we used estimates from up to 500 m distance from the
central point. Thus, B(x0, t0) need to be calculated by averaging over all b(x, t), respectively, that corre-
spond to the same (x0, t0). Again, our numerical implementation of this averaging uses coherence-measure
weights.
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Figure 1: Mapping of the parameter estimates a, b, and c to their position at (x0, t0) in the finalA,B, andC
parameter sections. (a) 3D view of the CRS traveltime surface. Also shown are the CO traveltime TCO(x)
(red line) and CMP traveltime TCMP (h) (blue line), as well as points (x, h, t) (cross), (x0, h, tCMP )
(asterisk), and (x0, 0, t0) (dot). (b) CO section with half-offset h0 around x0. Slope q (green line) of
traveltime curve TCO(x) (red line) at (x, t) (cross) is detected and used to determine tCMP at x0 (asterisk)
from equation (11). (c) CMP section at x0. Slope p (green line) of traveltime function TCMP (h) (blue
line) at (h, tCMP ) (asterisk) is detected and used to determine the zero-offset traveltime t0 at x0 (dot) from
equation (12). (d) The final parameter value is obtained as an average of all estimates that are attributed to
the same point (x0, t0) (dot) in the parameter section.

For the extraction of A and B, further data redundancy is avaliable. The mapping procedure described
here for a single constant half-offset h0 can be applied for different CO sections around the central point
x0. The final values of A and B can then be obtained by averaging over all values that are attributed to
the same point (x0, t0) from all different CO sections used in the process. However, since the traveltime
approximations are valid in the vicinity of the normal ray, too far offsets should be avoided.

EXTRACTING THE LOCAL SLOPES

The extraction of local slopes is done by so-called plane-wave destructors. The differential equation that
describes a local plane-wave event in a seismic section is given by (Claerbout, 1992)

ψy(y, t) + s ψt(y, t) = 0, (13)

where ψ(y, t) is the wavefield, t is the time coordinate, and y is the horizontal coordinate, i.e., offset (2h)
in the case of a CMP section or midpoint (x) in the case of a CO section. Also, ψy and ψt denote the
derivatives of ψ with respect to y and t, respectively. Quantity s represents the local slope (i.e., p or q in a
CMP or CO section), which may depend on y and even on t, i.e., generally, s = s(y, t).

To extract the slopes, we use basically the plane-wave destructor technique presented in Claerbout
(1992), Fomel (2002), and Schleicher et al. (2009) with the modification reported in Santos et al. (2009),
where a few small alterations in the implementation were done to make the process more stable.

SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES

We tested our extraction techniques with synthetic data from models with different complexity. The first
model is a very simple one consisting of homogeneous layers. For a more realistic test, we extracted the
CRS parameters from the Marmousoft data and compared the results to those from a fast implementation
of the conventional CRS method.

Simple data

The model for the first numerical experiments consists of a stratified medium with five homogeneous
layers between two homogeneous half-spaces (see Figure 2). The velocity for the shallowest reflector was
4.0 km/s, increasing by 0.2 km/s for each layer to 5.0 km/s for the deepest one. We simulated CMP sections
with 100 half-offsets ranging from −1 km to 1 km, for 41 central-points between 1 km and 9 km, and one
CO section with half-offset 500 m containing 361 midpoints between 500 m and 9.5 km. In all simulations
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Figure 2: Synthetic model for the experiments.
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Figure 3: CRS parameters (A, B, C) and semblances (S). The exact are the blue crosses and the estimated
ones are the red lines. Top: Noise-free data; bottom: Noisy data.

the time sampling was 4 ms. We tested the performance of the parameter extraction on data with and
without random white noise. For the noisy-data example, the signal-to-noise ratio was 3.

We start by showing the results at a single central point, x0 = 5 km. This central point is also shown in
Figure 2. The values of the extracted CRS parameters A, B and C at the chosen point x0 (only one trace)
for noise-free data are shown in the top of Figure 3. The extracted values (red lines) are depicted together
with the respective exact values (blue crosses). Of course, true values are only available at the reflection
events while the extraction procedure yields values at all times. This figure also shows the values of the
accumulated semblances (S) for p and q. These are the mean values of the semblances of all values of the
parameters A, B and C that contributed to the final values. As usual for noise-free data, the semblance is
very high everywhere.

The corresponding results using noisy data are shown in the bottom of Figure 3. As we can see in these
figures, the presence of noise does not alter the above observations. The results are still highly satisfactory.
Parameters A and C have lost almost no quality in comparison to the noise-free situation. It is to be noted
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Figure 4: CRS parameters and semblance sections for data with 30% noise. Parameter values at points
where semblance is below 0.7 were muted.

that for the noisy data, the accumulated semblance S exhibits significant peaks at the actual reflection
times, thus carrying useful information on where the extracted parameter values are actually reliable. This
behavior is the same for both techniques. These numerical experiments demonstrate that the estimation of
CRS parameters from local slopes is sufficiently stable to permit their automatic extraction, even for noisy
data. We stress again that this extraction technique is orders of magnitude faster than the conventional CRS
method that uses local coherence analyses.

To demonstrate the quality of the proposed parameter extraction, Figure 4 shows the parameter panels
resulting from applied the described technique to the noisy data, for all 41 central-points. The panels as
masked with the semblance section, muting all parameter values at points where the semblance value is
below 0.5. Also shown in Figure 4 are the positions of the reflection events in the zero-offset section (black
lines). All three parameter panels exhibit the expected behavior. The A section contain negative (blue)
values where the events dip to the left and positive (red) values where the events dip to the right. The B
section exhibits the corresponding behaviour for positive and negative curvatures. Finally, the C section
exhibits decreasing values from top to bottom, in correspondence with the increasing rms velocity in the
model. For a more quantitative analysis of the extracted parameter values, we plot in Figure 5 the values
of A, B and C along the reflection event of the 3rd reflector.

Marmousoft data

For a better assessment of the quality of the extracted parameters in a more realistic situation, we test the
performance of the fast CRS parameter extraction on the Marmousoft data (Billette et al., 2003) and com-
pare its results with those from a simplified implementation (fast global parameter optimization without
careful treatment of local minima, no conflicting dip handling, no smoothing) of the conventional CRS
procedure. The fast parameter extraction using local slopes took about half an hour using a simple Matlab
implementation, while the simplified CRS procedure still lasted almost one hour in a Fortran 90 implemen-
tation. A full CRS treatment would take about one to two orders of magnitude more computer time.

Figures 6 to 11 compare the results of the two procedures. In Figure 6, we see the extracted values of
parameter A from local slopes (top) and from CRS (bottom). While the CRS result presents some more
detail, the overall results are comparable. Roughly, the slope-derived section (top) looks like a smoothed
version of the CRS-derived section (bottom). Figure 7 shows the extracted values of parameter B from
local slopes (top) and from CRS (bottom). As for parameter A, the CRS result presents some more detail,
but the overall results exhibit the same general behavior. Note, however, that the range ofB values from the
CRS procedure is somewhat larger than from the slopes. Figure 8 shows the extracted values of parameter
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C from local slopes (top) and from CRS (bottom). The fact that C is the most stable parameter is reflected
in the very strong resemblance of the two figures. Again, we notice some more detail in the CRS result.
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Figure 7: Values of CRS parameterB as extracted using local slopes (top) and a simplified CRS procedure
(bottom).

Generally, we can think of the slope-extracted CRS parameters as a little smoother than those from con-
ventional CRS. Figure 9 depicts the semblance sections using the extracted values of the CRS parameters
A, B, and C from local slopes (top) and from CRS (bottom). Both semblance sections exhibit rather high
semblance values, indicating the high quality of the extracted traveltime surfaces. The CRS semblance sec-
tion is overall a little darker than the slope semblance section, indicating that the conventionally extracted
CRS parameters are doing a slightly better job of approximating the true reflection traveltimes.

Figure 10 depicts the stacked sections using the extracted values of the CRS parameters A, B, and C
from local slopes (top) and from CRS (bottom). While the CRS stacked section is still slightly superior to
the one obtained using the parameters derived from local slopes, the quality of the latter is still satisfactory.
For comparison, the nearest-offset section (with a source-receiver offset of 100 m) is depicted in Figure 11.
This section and both stacked sections in Figure 10 agree reasonably well, demonstrating the good quality
of the stack and the underlying CRS parameters.

CONCLUSIONS

CRS parameter extraction by local coherence analysis has a number of drawbacks. First and most important
of all, the method has a high computational cost. Since the space of possible parameter values must be
closely sampled, a high number of coherence analyses needs to be carried out. The second drawback lies
in the method’s sensitivity to the aperture of the local stacking operators. An adequate aperture is problem
dependent and thus hard to know in advance.

In this work, we have shown that it is possible to overcome these problems by a different approach to
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Figure 8: Values of CRS parameter C as extracted using local slopes (top) and a simplified CRS procedure
(bottom).

parameter extraction. We have presented an application of modern local-slope-extraction techniques so as
to allow for the detection of the complete set of CRS parameters. The necessary information about the
CRS parameters is contained in the slopes of the common-midpoint section at and common-offset sections
around the central point. We have compared two techniques of extracting the CRS parameters from these
local slopes. As demonstrated by a synthetic data example, the slope extraction is sufficiently robust to
allow for high-quality extraction of all CRS parameters from the extracted slope fields. In this way, the
CRS parameter extraction can be sped up by several orders of magnitude. It is to be expected that the
improvement is even larger in 3D CRS, where eight instead of three parameters need to be determined.

Our most realistic data example using the Marmousoft data set indicates that conventionally extracted
CRS parameters are superior to those obtained from local slopes. This suggests to use the slope-extracted
parameters as initial values for a subsequent global search. Since conventional CRS processing uses single-
parameter optimizations in data subsets to determine these initial values, such a procedure will still imply
a reduced overall processing time.
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ABSTRACT

The surface-to-surface propagator matrix of a given (central) reflection ray, which connects a mea-
surement surface to a target reflector, permits us to express the parabolic or hyperbolic traveltime of
paraxial rays in an appealing and useful way. In the case the central ray is a normal (or image) ray,
the initial and end dislocations of any paraxial normal (or image) ray are coupled. This leads to an in-
teresting consequence time-to depth conversion of zero-offset (stacked) or time-migrated reflections.
Under a given depth velocity background model if the traveltime and its first and second derivatives
are known for a given reflection, we present a unified approach to map that reflection into its reflector
depth location and also to estimate the reflector dip and curvature. The obtained explicit expressions
for the reflector dip and curvature can be useful constraints in the process of time-to-depth conversion
or map migration of stacked or time-migrated data

INTRODUCTION

Time-to-depth conversion of selected events, either from stacked (simulated zero-offset (ZO)) or time-
migrated (TM) sections, are very useful tools to obtain first depth images of target reflectors. Obtained
in generally fast and efficient way, such images help to construct or validate complex velocity models
for later imaging procedures (e.g., pre-stack depth migration), in which the computational effort is much
significative. In our previous paper, Tygel et al. (2009), we addressed the problem of providing a meaning
to the first and second derivatives of an identified time-migrated reflections. We have shown that these
quantities, which are nothing else than the Common-Reflection-Surface (CRS) stack method applied to
time-migration data, relate to the dip and curvature of the target reflector at the points where the image rays
from the surface hit that reflector. Under the knowledge of a macro-velocity in depth, an explicit formula
was provided for the reflector dip in terms of the first derivative (slope) of the time-migrated reflection
traveltime and quantities depending on the central image ray only. A second explicit formula was given
for the curvature of the target reflector in terms of the second derivative of the time-migrated reflection
traveltime and quantities depending on image rays in the vicinity of the central image ray. Here, that
previous paper will be extended in following accounts:

(a) A new formula for the curvature of the target reflector is provided, in which the (unpleasant) depen-
dency on neighboring (paraxial) rays to the central image ray has been eliminated. Numerical tests
confirm the accuracy of the formula;

(b) The theory described for time-migrated data has been extended to ZO (stacked) data. In other words,
explicit relationships between first and second derivatives of ZO traveltime and reflector dip and
curvature have been derived;

mailto:mtygel@gmail.com
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FORMULATION

In the following we shall consider as seismic data a stacked volume or a time-migrated volume. Coordinates
for the data points within these volumes are (m, T ), where m designates trace location (for example, a
CMP location), and T is (stacked or time-migrated) time.

In both stacked or time-migrated volumes, we consider a reflection event for a target (unknown) reflec-
tor. For traces, m, in the vicinity of the reference trace, m = 0, the parabolic Taylor approximation of
traveltime has, in both volumes, the form

T (m) = T0 + mTλ +
1
2
mTΛm , (1)

where T0 = T (0) is the traveltime along the central ray and

λ =
∂T

∂m
and Λ =

∂2T

∂m∂mT
, (2)

all derivatives being evaluated at m = 0. Under the assumption that the quantities T0, λ and Λ have been
estimated from the data, and also assuming that a background velocity model is available, it is our aim to
invert the dip and curvature of the target reflector at the point the central ray hits the reflector. To simplify
the analysis, we assume that the measurement surface is planar horizontal and that the same 2D Cartesian
coordinates, m, simultaneously locate the ZO (stacked) trace and the initial point of the normal ray that
corresponds to that trace. In the same way, the time-migrated trace and the initial point of the image ray
that correspond to that point. In particular, m = 0 locates the reference ZO (resp. time-migrated) trace
and reference normal (image) ray. The following two situations are envisaged here:

(a) ZO (stacked) data: For a stacked volume, taken as a simulated zero-offset (ZO) volume, equation 1
represents the response of the target reflector under ZO illumination. As a consequence, T (m)
defines twice the traveltime of the normal ray, issued at the location, m, at the measurement surface,
to the target reflector. As well known, the linear vector coefficient, λ, represents the tangential
projection of the slowness vector (or ray-parameter vector) of the downgoing normal ray at its initial
(central) point. Under the use of the given depth-velocity model, that normal ray can be traced into
depth until it reaches the (unknown) target reflector when half the given ZO traveltime, namely T0/2,
is consumed.

(b) Time-migrated data: For a time-migrated volume, equation 1 represents the response of the target
reflector under the illumination of image rays. As a consequence, T (m), defines twice the traveltime
of the image ray, issued at the location m at the measurement surface to the target reflector. By
definition, the slowness vector of the initial point of the image ray is normal to the measurement
surface. Setting the initial point to be the central point, and under the use of the given depth-velocity
model, the central image ray can be traced into depth until it reaches the (unknown) target reflector,
which occurs when half the given image-ray traveltime, namely T0/2, is consumed.

From the above considerations, a first reconstruction of the target reflector can be obtained by the end-
points of central rays, once their traveltime and slowness vectors at their initial points have been estimated.
Of course, such construction will be much more accurate if, not only the traveltime, but also the reflector
dip and curvature can be also estimated at the reflector points. As seen below, these are quantities that will
be derived from the coefficients λ and Λ estimated from the data.

From now on, we focus our attention on a single central (normal or image) ray, attached to the central
point, m = 0, and assume that the quantities T0, λ and Λ have been already estimated. Based on the
previous discussion, we also assume that the central ray, which starts at central point and has its endpoint
at the reflector, has been traced and its dynamical quantities computed. It is our aim to determine, from
these quantities, the dip and curvature of the target reflector.

Coordinate systems: Attached to our selected central ray, it is important to introduce the appropriate
coordinate systems, so as to formulate and solve our problem in a most simple and effective way. To
facilitate the exposition, we consider that the measurement surface, M, planar and that points on that
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Figure 1: Coordinate systems: (a) Central ray is the normal ray; (b) Central ray is the image ray.

surface in the vicinity of the initial point of the central ray can be located by the same coordinates, m, that
specify the stacked or time-migrated traces. Concerning the target reflector, denoted by Z , we consider the
following two coordinate systems:

(a) The wavefront coordinate system: Denoted by the ŷ-system, this 3D Cartesian coordinate system has
its origin at the end (reflector) point, OZ , of the ray and is such that its y3-axis points in the direction
of the slowness vector of the ray at that point. Such direction is known by the ray-tracing procedure
and denoted as n̂. In symbols, we have

ŷ3 = n̂ , (3)

where ŷ3 is the unitary vector in the y3 direction. Located at the plane normal to n̂, the remaining
axes, y1 and y2, can be arbitrarily chosen, so that a positively oriented Cartesian system is obtained.
Quantities (e.g., coordinates, vectors, matrices) referred to the ŷ-system will be marked with a su-
perscript, Y . In the ŷ-coordinates, the slowness and ray-velocity vectors are written

p̂Y =
(

0
1/c

)
, v̂Y =

(
vY

c

)
. (4)

The vector vY is zero if the medium is isotropic at the actual ray/interface intersection point.

(b) The reflector coordinate system: Denoted by the ẑ-system, this 3D Cartesian system also has its
origin at the end (reflector) point, OZ , of the ray. It is such that, now, its z3-axis points in the
direction of the normal to the reflector at OZ . of the ray at that point. Such direction is known for
the normal ray but not known for the image ray, being denoted by ν̂. In symbols, we have

ẑ3 = ν̂ , (5)

where ẑ3 is the unitary vector in the z3 direction. Located at the plane normal to ν̂, the remaining
axes, y1 and y2, can be arbitrarily chosen, so that a positively oriented Cartesian system is obtained.
Quantities referred to the ẑ-system will be marked with a superscript, Z. In the vicinity of the point
O, and using ẑ coordinates, the reflector is assumed in the form

z3 = ΣZ(z) , (6)

with the properties

ΣZ(0) = 0,
∂ΣZ

∂z
(0) = 0 , and

∂2ΣZ

∂z∂zT
(0) = −D , (7)
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where D is the reflector curvature matrix. The two left-most equations above incorporate the fact
that the reflector is tangent to the z-axis at the origin, OZ . In view of the above considerations,
any point on the reflector, sufficiently close to O, is completely determined by a 2D-coordinate
vector, z, together with a third coordinate, z3, satisfying equation 7. We see that the determination
of the reflector dip and curvature is equivalent to the determination of the vector, ν̂, and matrix, D,
respectively.

A detailed description of the general properties, and in particular the transformation between the two sys-
tems is provided in Appendix A.

TRAVELTIMES OF PARAXIAL RAYS

In the framework of the propagator matrix theory described in Appendix B, the (one-way) traveltime of a
paraxial image ray that joins the point m at ΣM to the point z at ΣZ can be expressed as

t(m, z) = t0 −mTpM + zTpZ −mTB−1z +
1
2
mTB−1Am +

1
2
zTDB−1z . (8)

Here, the quantities A, B, C and D are the 2× 2 compontent submatrices of the propagator matrix of the
central, one-way, (normal or image) ray (see Appendix B. Moreover,

t0 = T0/2 (9)

is the traveltime along the central ray. The linear coefficients

pM =
∂t

∂m
and pZ =

∂t

∂z
, (10)

are the projection of the slowness vector of the central ray on the tangent plane to the measurement and
reflectorsurfaces at its initial and endpoints, respectively. Finally, the quadratic coefficients are given by

∂2t

∂m∂mT
= B−1A ,

∂2t

∂z∂zT
= DB−1 and

∂2t

∂m∂zT
= −B−1 . (11)

All derivatives in equations 10 and 11 are evaluated at m = z = 0. Slowness projection vectors are known
as apparent slowness or ray parameters. As a consequence, the slowness vectors, p̂M of the downgoing
central ray at its initial (central) point is given by

p̂M = (pM , pM3 ), with pM3 =
√

(1/cM )2 − pMTpM , (12)

where cM is the phase velocity of the medium at that central point. An analogous expression holds, of
course, for p̂Z .

Traveltimes of paraxial rays with coupled initial and endpoints

As seen below, for stacked or time-migrated reflections, the initial and endpoints of the corresponding
paraxial rays are connected or, more specifically, there is a functional dependence z = z(m). For our
purposes, it suffices to use a second-order Taylor approximation of z(m), namely

zI = uIJxJ + hIKLxKxL , (13)

where uIJ and hIKL are the components of the matrices

U =
(
∂zI
∂xJ

)
and HI =

(
∂2zI

∂xK∂xL

)
. (14)

Substituting equation 13 into equation 8, we obtain the traveltime as a function of the single variable m.
Retaining terms up to second order only, that traveltime can be written, in vector form, as

T (m) = t(m, z(m)) = T0 + mTp +
1
2
mTMm , (15)
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where
p = UTpZ − pM and M = V + E , (16)

with
V = (UTD − 2I)B−1U + B−1A , (17)

and
E = (εIJ), with εIJ = pZKh

K
IJ . (18)

Comparison of the resulting traveltime with the input traveltime 1 provides the relationships between the in-
put quantities, T0, λ and Λ, and the corresponding output quantities which contain the sought-for reflector
dip and curvature. More specifically, we have

T =
1
2
T0, p =

1
2
λ and M =

1
2
Λ , (19)

with p and M being given by equations 16-18.

ZO (STACKED) REFLECTIONS

For a stacked reflection, the central and paraxial rays are both normal rays. Then the condition pZ =
∆pZ = 0 holds. Substitution into equation B-2 and solving the system for z and m, yields, to first order
in m, the relation

z = Um = D−Tm , (20)

where equation B-4 has been used. Substitution of equation 20 into equation 17 yields

V = B−1(A−D−T ) = D−1C , (21)

where the right-most equation was obtained under the use of equations B-3 and B-4. Moreover, the fact
that pZ = 0 also implies that

p = −pM , E = 0 and M = V = D−1C . (22)

Comparison between equations 1 and 15 provides the conditions

pM = −1
2
λ , and D−1C =

1
2
Λ . (23)

The above equation tells us that, as the quantities, T0, λ and Λ are assumed to be already estimated from the
data, the corresponding quantities pM and MM are also estimated. As explained earlier and still under the
assumption of a given velocity model, this means that that the point where the central ray hits the reflector
can be determined. In the present situation that the central ray is a normal ray, that endpoint is referred to
as the normal-incidence-point (NIP).

Reflector dip: Stacked (ZO) situation

For a normal ray, the slowness vector and normal vector at its (reflector) endpoint coincides, namely,

ν̂ = n̂ . (24)

The above equation determines the reflector dip. Moreover, following the recipe of equation A-7, we have
that the coordinate systems ẑ and ŷ also coincide, meaning that the transformation matrix between the two
systems is the 3× 3 identity matrix, Ĝ = Î and also G = I. From equations B-5 and B-7, the matrices A
and B are readily find to be

A = (I−Aan)−T QE and B = (I−Aan)−T QE , (25)

respectively.
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Reflector curvature: Stacked (ZO) situation

In view of the above considerations, it turns out that the curvature matrix, D, is the only unknown in the
submatrix components, C and D of the propagator matrix. The reflector curvature can be derived upon
the use of the rightmost equation 23, together with equations B-6 and B-8. To do that, we first recast
equation 23 as

1
2
ΛD = C (26)

and also rewrite equations B-6 and B-8 as

CA−1 = −pZ3 D + C0A−1 ,

DB−1 = −pZ3 D + D0B−1 ,
(27)

where we have introduced the auxiliary matrices, which are all known from the given velocity model.

C0A−1 = E−A−TQEPEA−1 and D0B−1 = E−B−TQDPDB−1 . (28)

We finally rewrite equation 26 as

1
2

(DB−1)BΛ = (CA−1)A , (29)

and substitute equations C-5. After some algebra, this yields

D =
1
pZ3

(
C0 −

1
2
D0Λ

)(
A− 1

2
BΛ

)−1

. (30)

TIME-MIGRATED REFLECTIONS

For a time-migrated reflection, the central and paraxial rays are both image rays. As a consequence, the
condition pM = ∆pM = 0 holds. Substitution into equation B-2 and solving the system for z and m,
yields, to first order in m, the relation

z = Um = Am . (31)

Substitution of U = A into equations 16-17 yields

p = ATpZ and V = (ATD − I)B−1A = CTA , (32)

where the right-most equation was obtained under the use of equations B-3 and B-4. Comparison between
equations 1 and 15 provides the conditions

ATpZ =
1
2
λ , and M = CTA + E =

1
2
Λ . (33)

In this situation, the pZ and M are now the quantities that are estimated by the data inputs T0, λ and Λ.
As explained earlier and still under the assumption of a given velocity the point where the central ray hits
the reflector can be determined by tracing downwards the image ray (defined by the condition pM = 0)
until the traveltime, T = T0/2 has been consumed. That point is referred to as the image inceident point
(IIP).

We are now ready to compute the reflector dip and curvature for a ZO (stacked) or time migrated
reflection if the time-domain quantities T0, λ and Λ have been estimated from the data. We observe, in
passing, that the image-ray field corresponds to an exploding reflector initial condition at the measurement
surface in the time-migration domain. We can therefore take QE as the 2× 2 geometric spreading matrix
belonging to the image-ray wavefront.
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Reflector dip: TM situation

Following equation A-6, to obtain the reflector dip it suffices to determine the vector f . In view of left-most
equations A-5 and 33, we can readily write

f =
1
2
G−1A−T λ . (34)

Moreover, from equations A-5, 35 and B-5, we have

G−1A−T = G−1
[
(G−Aan)Q−TE

]
= G−1

[
(G−GfvY

T
)Q−TE

]
= (I− fvY

T
)Q−YE . (35)

Substitution into equation 34 yields,

f =
c

2
(1 + κ)−1Q−TE λ , with κ =

1
2
vY

T
Q−TE λ , (36)

which applies to anisotropic conditions at the point where the image ray hits the reflector. For isotropic
conditions, κ = 0 and equation 36 reduces to the simple result

f =
c

2
QE
−Tλ . (37)

Reflector curvature: TM situation

In the following we use equations C-23 and C-24 from Appendix A which connects the curvature matrix
to second derivatives of surface-to-surface traveltime. Together with equation 33, we obtain

1
2
Λ = CT0 A − 1

vZ3
ATDA , (38)

where, C0 is given by the leftmost equation 28. Minor rearrangement of equation 38 yields

D = vZ3

(
C0A−1 − 1

2
A−TΛA−1

)
. (39)

Computation of matrix E

We recall that matrix, E , has been introduced in the general traveltime formulas 15- 16 to account for the
second-order dependence of z with respect to m. In the present case of TM reflections, we have from
equations 33, 38 and 27,

E =
1
2
Λ− CTA =

(
CT0 − CT

)
A − 1

vZ3
ATDA ,

=
(
pZ3 −

1
vZ3

)
ATDA . (40)

In view of the well-known relationship, v̂ · p̂ = 1, between the group velocity, v̂, and the slowness vector,
p̂, we can write, in z-coordinates

vZKp
Z
K + vZ3 p

Z
3 = 1 . (41)

It follows that the matrix E admits the alternative expression

E =
(
pZ3 v

Z
3 − 1
vZ3

)
ATDA = −v

Z
Kp

Z
K

vZ3
ATDA . (42)
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Figure 2: Cylindrical reflector situated in an inhomogeneous tilted transversely isotropic medium. Image
ray trajectories used for generation of "observed" two-way times in the migrated domain are superimposed.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section we present a numerical example of mapping traveltime parameters belonging to the migrated
time domain to corresponding parameters in the depth domain, using a known macro-velocity depth model.
Observe that depth-domain coordinates are from now on referred to as (x, y, z).

Our experiment consists of a cylindrical reflector situated in a smooth 2-D anisotropic medium as
depicted in Figure 2. The anisotropy is of type TTI (tilted transversely isotropic) with a fixed symmetry
axis in the direction specified by the vector (ux, uy, uz) = (0.1, 0, 1) [unit]. The P-wave velocity along this
axis is given by the linear function VP (x, z) = 2.28+0.02x+0.2z [km/s], while the corresponding S-wave
velocities are computed using Poisson’s ratio so that VS(x, z) = VP (x, z)/

√
3. Thomsen’s parameters ε

and δ have the values 0.2 and 0.1, respectively. The cylindrical reflector has its axis in the y-direction and
a radius of 1 km. The axis passes through the reference point (0, 0, 2.5) [km].

To obtain synthetic measurements we traced image rays from the measurement surface until they hit
the cylinder. One can observe (Figure 2) that the resulting ray trajectories are not perpendicular to the
measurement surface. Computed ray traveltimes were multiplied by two and used for generation of a
cubic B-spline function. From this function we obtained “measured” input parameters (times, slopes, and
second derivatives) to be used for estimation of reflector depths, dips, and curvatures. Figure 3 compares
analytic values of reflector depth, dip, and curvature to corresponding estimated values obtained using the
true velocity model in the time-to-depth mapping procedure. The theoretical results are confirmed through
this example, but it is important to remark that the curvature estimation is particularly exposed to small
numerical errors as well as to measurement errors. Therefore, to obtain reliable results in "real" situations
it will be critical to perform appropriate smoothing of the input time parameters. We also did a time-to-
depth mapping test where anisotropy was ignored in the velocity model (Figure 4). One can then observe
a significant mispositioning of the estimated reflector and corresponding systematic errors in estimated dip
and curvature.

We finally show in Figure 5 that the second-order term E in the curvature expression is really needed
for accurate results. The reflector is still the cylinder of 1 km depicted in Figure 2, but the velocity is now
homogeneous and isotropic, VP = 2.5 km/s. The departure from the constant curvature value 1 km−1, gets
significantly larger for increasing incident angles of the central image ray.
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Figure 3: Analytic and estimated values of (a) depths, (b) dips, and (c) curvatures for the cylindrical
reflector shown in Figure 2. The true anisotropic velocity model was used for image-ray time-to-depth
mapping.
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Figure 4: Analytic and estimated values of (a) depths, (b) dips, and (c) curvatures for the cylindrical
reflector shown in Figure 2. Anisotropy was ignored in the image-ray time-to-depth mapping.
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Figure 5: Computation of the curvature without considering the second-order term E: Note how the
computed curvatures (blue line) departures from the correct value (magenta line of constant radius of
curvature of 1 km) for increasing horizontal distance with respect to the center of the cylinder for the initial
point of the central image ray. This means the error gets larger for increasing incidence angles of the image
ray.

CONCLUSIONS

Application of the CRS method in the ZO (stacked) or time-migrated domain provides, besides a refined
image, also linear and quadratic CRS coefficients. With the help of the CRS coefficients for a given ZO
(stacked) or time-migrated reflection, and also under a known anisotropic background velocity model, that
reflection can be mapped into the corresponding reflector. The mapping is such that, not only the location,
but also the dip and curvature of the reflector are determined. This study extends previous results for CRS
coefficients for time-migrated data. The obtained results are expected to be of use in mapping reflections
into depth along normal or image rays.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSFORMATION OF WAVEFRONT AND REFLECTOR COORDINATES

We describe here the coordinate transformation between the ŷ- and ẑ-systems. Such transformation, which
will play an important role in the derivations to follow, is simply given as a linear relationship

ẑ = Ĝŷ , (A-1)

where Ĝ is a 3× 3 orthonormal matrix. As such, it satisfies the relations

ĜT Ĝ = ĜĜT = Î . (A-2)

From basic Linear Algebra, has the form

Ĝ = (ŷZ1 ŷZ2 ŷZ3 ) = (ẑY1 ẑY2 ẑY3 )T , (A-3)

where ŷZi represents the i−th unit vector of the ŷ-system expressed in ẑ-coordinates. The meaning of ẑYi
is, of course, analogous. Recalling that ŷ3 = n̂ and ẑ3 = ν̂, we can also express the transformation matrix,
Ĝ, in the alternative form (Iversen, 2005)

Ĝ =
(

G nZ

νY
T

G33

)
, with G33 = ν̂ · n̂ = νY3 = nZ3 . (A-4)

Using equations A-2 and A-4 we find the useful relation

pZ = Gf , with pZ =
1
c
nZ and f = − 1

νY3
νY . (A-5)

Here, pZ denotes the tangential component of the slowness vector of the central ray at its endpoint, O, on
the reflector. The vector f determines the normal unit vector to the reflector, also at point O. In wavefront
coordinates, that full normal, ν̂Y , which defines the reflector dip, is given by

ν̂Y = ± 1√
1 + fT f

(
−f

1

)
, (A-6)

where a convention for the vector direction must be specified. Besides the knowledge of the vectors,
ŷ3 = n̂ and ẑ3 = ν̂, matrix Ĝ depends on the (non-unique) choices of the axes, ŷI and ẑI , which are
unique up to rotation around ŷ3 or ẑ. Having selected the ŷ-system, a simple choice for the axes of the
ẑ-system is

ẑ3 = ν̂, ẑ1 =
ŷ2 × ν̂

|ŷ2 × ν̂|
and ẑ2 = ν̂ × ẑ1 . (A-7)

The above definitions yield

Ĝ =
(
ẑY1 ẑY2 ẑY3

)T
=


νY3
a

0 −ν
Y
1

a

−ν
Y
1 ν

Y
2

a
a −ν

Y
2 ν

Y
3

a
νY1 νY2 νY3

 , with a =
√
νY1

2 + νY3
2
. (A-8)

Note, in particular, that if ẑ3 = ν̂ is parallel to ŷ3 = n̂, the transformation matrix reduces to the identity
matrix, Ĝ = Î.

APPENDIX B: PROPAGATOR MATRIX OF THE CENTRAL RAY

We introduce here the theoretical useful framework of ray-propagator matrices (Červený, 2001; Moser and
Červený, 2007). The basic quantity is the 4 × 4 surface-to-surface propagator matrix of the downgoing,
central (normal or image) ray

T =
(

A B
C D

)
, (B-1)

which connects the central point, OM , on the measurement surface, ΣM , to the point O on the target
reflector surface, ΣZ . We recall that the measurement surface, in the vicinity of the central point, is planar,
with points on that surface being specified by the trace coordinates, m.
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Basic properties of the propagator matrix: For a paraxial ray, for which the variations in position and
slowness are given by (m,∆pM ) (measurement surface) and (z,∆pZ) (reflector surface), we have the
relationship (

z
∆pZ

)
=
(

A B
C D

)(
m
∆pM

)
. (B-2)

Moreover, we have the symplectic properties

ABT = BAT , BTD = DTB and ACT = CAT , (B-3)

and also
ADT −BCT = I and DTA− CTB = I . (B-4)

Expression of propagator matrix components: With the help of the wavefront and reflector coordinate
systems, the matrix components of the propagator matrix, T , can be written as citepcerveny2001,

A = (G−Aan)−T QE , (B-5)

C =
(
E− pZ3 D

)
A + A−TQE

TPE , (B-6)

B = (G−Aan)−T QD , (B-7)

D =
(
E− pZ3 D

)
B + B−TQD

TPD . (B-8)

Here, the 2 × 2 matrix pairs (QE ,PE) and (QD,PD), correspond to hypothetical wavefront solutions
initialized, respectively, as an exploding reflector (E) and a point diffractor (D) at the measurement surface
(Iversen, 2006). We remark that the above-defined matrix pairs, represent an inherent property of the given
central image ray and measurement surface, defined independently of the interface. The 2× 2 matrix E is
given by

EIJ =
1
c

[
GI3GJMη

Y
M +GJ3GIKη

Y
K +GI3GJ3(ηY3 −

1
c
ηYL vL

Y )
]
, (B-9)

and
Aan ≡ pZvY

T
, (B-10)

is the 2 × 2 anisotropy matrix. Both matrices E and Aan, assumed to be already computed using the
given velocity model, are introduced and described in great detail by Červený (2001). The entities viY

and ηiY , i = 1, 2, 3, are components of the ray-velocity vector v̂Y and the slowness-derivative vector
η̂Y = dp̂Y /dT , specified in wavefront coordinates. For isotropic media, we have Aan = 0. It is to be
observed that in many situations, one can also consider that E = 0. For example, this is the case if the
medium is locally homogeneous. Matrix E is also zero if the slowness vector is normal to the interface.

In summary, we can draw the following conclusions;

(A) The reflector dip, namely the reflector normal, ν̂, is determined by the matrix G, or equivalently, by
the matrices A and B;

(B) With the knowledge of the dip, the reflector curvature, D, is determined by the matrices C or D.

APPENDIX C: SURFACE-TO-SURFACE TRAVELTIME RELATIONS FOR THE IMAGE-RAY
FIELD

In this appendix we derive general transformations relations pertaining to an exploding-surface ray field,
i.e., a ray field where individual rays are started simultaneously at a given initial (measurement) surface.
The slowness vectors of the rays are normal to this surface. The rays are captured on a final (reflector)
surface. The image-ray field is a special case of such exploding-surface ray fields.

We denote the standard ray coordinates for the image-ray field as γ̂ = (m, t). Here, t is the traveltime
from the exploding measurement surface, M. On the surface M itself we therefore have t = 0. In
the following, we let the measurement surface be planar and the coordinates m be Cartesian such that
m = 0 for a certain central ray. However, this does not imply loss of generality, as the derived relations
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are valid also when m = (m1,m2) is defined as orthogonal curvilinear coordinates for a generally shaped
measurement surface. Moreover, in the following we take advantage of an alternative ray coordinate system
for the exploding-surface ray field, described by the vector µ̂ = (m, tZ). Here the parameter tZ is the
traveltime measured from the reflector surface Z . Along the surface Z we have tZ = 0.

The traveltime parameters t and tZ are independent variables. However, for a point on a given ray,
specified by the vector m, we can connect the two parameters via the relation

tZ = t− T , (C-1)

where T denotes the surface-to-surface traveltime.

General properties

Let S be an arbitrary differentiable variable which can be either a function of the ray coordinates µ̂ or the
local Cartesian reflector coordinates ẑ. The chain rule for derivatives then yields

∂S

∂µi
=

∂S

∂zm

∂zm
∂µi

. (C-2)

In particular, if S = µk, one obtains the well-known relation between the forward transformation matrix
(∂zm/∂µi) and its inverse (∂µk/∂zm),

∂µk
∂zm

∂zm
∂µi

= δki . (C-3)

We make the following observations:

• The partial derivatives ∂zM/∂mI are taken for constant tZ . When tZ = 0 we can identify these
derivatives as the elements of 2× 2 submatrix A of the 4× 4 surface-to-surface propagator matrix,
i.e.,

AMI =
∂zM
∂mI

. (C-4)

• The first partial derivatives of z3 with respect to mI are also taken for constant tZ . When m = 0
and tZ = 0 we have

∂z3

∂mI
= 0 . (C-5)

To derive the above result, we observe that, if tZ = 0, points are on the reflector, namely z3 = ΣZ(z).
As a consequence, keeping tZ = 0, we have

∂z3

∂mI
=
∂ΣZ

∂zM

∂zM
∂mI

. (C-6)

Equation C-5 now follows, since z = 0 when m = 0 and tZ = 0 and also (∂ΣZ/∂zM )(0) = 0, we
have z = 0,

• Partial differentiation with respect to t and tZ is equivalent, since m is kept constant in both situa-
tions. Therefore, we have

∂zM
∂tZ

=
∂zM
∂t

= vZM ,
∂z3

∂tZ
=
∂z3

∂t
= vZ3 . (C-7)

• Considering only differentiation with respect to the first two components µI = mI of µ̂ in equation
C-2 one can write

∂S

∂mI
=

∂S

∂zM

∂zM
∂mI

+
∂S

∂z3

∂z3

∂mI
. (C-8)

Differentiation with respect to m in equation C-8 is, by definition, performed for constant tZ . If
m = 0 and tZ = 0 we use equation C-5 to obtain

∂S

∂mI
=

∂S

∂zM

∂zM
∂mI

. (C-9)
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• The situation k = 3 in equation C-3 is described specifically by the equations

∂tZ

∂zM

∂zM
∂mI

+
∂tZ

∂z3

∂z3

∂mI
= 0 ,

∂tZ

∂zM

∂zM
∂tZ

+
∂tZ

∂z3

∂z3

∂tZ
= 1 . (C-10)

Using equations C-5 and C-7 for m = 0 and tZ = 0 then gives

∂tZ

∂zI
= 0 ,

∂tZ

∂z3
=

1
vZ3

. (C-11)

Surface-to-surface traveltime relation: first order

Differentiating equation C-1 with respect to z yields

∂tZ

∂zM
=

∂t

∂zM
− ∂T
∂zM

,
∂tZ

∂z
=
∂t

∂z
− ∂T
∂z

. (C-12)

Using S = T in equation C-9,

∂T
∂mI

=
∂zM
∂mI

∂T
∂zM

,
∂T
∂m

= AT ∂T
∂z

, (C-13)

and the fact that ∂tZ/∂z = 0 then shows that the vector form of equation C-12 can be restated as

∂t

∂z
= A−T ∂T

∂m
. (C-14)

Equation C-14 is a fundamental equation that can be used to relate the dip of the reflector to the gradient,
∂T /∂m, of surface-to-surface traveltime. The vector ∂t/∂z contains the first two components of the
slowness vector at the IIP. This slowness vector projection belongs to the local Cartesian (z, z3) coordinate
system and is equivalently referred to as

pZ =
∂t

∂z
. (C-15)

Surface-to-surface traveltime relation: second order

We differentiate the leftmost equation C-10 with respect to components mJ as follows,

∂

∂mJ

(
∂tZ

∂zM

∂zM
∂mI

+
∂tZ

∂z3

∂z3

∂mI

)
= 0 . (C-16)

Working out the various terms yields

∂zM
∂mI

∂

∂mJ

(
∂tZ

∂zM

)
+
∂tZ

∂z3

∂2z3

∂mI∂mJ
+ . . . = 0 , (C-17)

where the dots (. . .) signify terms that contain partial derivatives of the type ∂z3/∂mI or ∂tZ/∂zM . For
m = 0 and tZ = 0 all such terms are zero. We now apply equation C-1 in equation C-17 and insert the
surface function z3 = ΣZ(z). Elaborating equation C-17 further utilizing the general differential operator
in equation C-8, and finally requiring m = 0 and tZ = 0, we obtain

∂2T
∂mI∂mJ

=
∂zM
∂mI

(
∂2t

∂zM∂zN
+
∂tZ

∂z3

∂2ΣZ

∂zM∂zN

)
∂zN
∂mJ

. (C-18)

In the above derivations, we have made use of the results

∂zM
∂mI

∂

∂mJ

(
∂t

∂zM

)
=
∂zM
∂mI

∂2t

∂zM∂zN

∂zN
∂mJ

, (C-19)
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and
∂zM
∂mI

∂

∂mJ

(
∂T
∂zM

)
=
∂zM
∂mI

∂

∂zM

(
∂T
∂mJ

)
=

∂2T
∂mI∂mJ

, (C-20)

as well as the properties 7 of the reflector. Using the rightmost equation C-11 and also the definition of the
reflector curvature matrix

DMN = − ∂2ΣZ

∂zM∂zN
, (C-21)

also given by equation 7, our final result in component form appears as

∂2T
∂mI∂mJ

=
∂zM
∂mI

(
∂2t

∂zM∂zN
− 1
vZ3

DMN

)
∂zN
∂mJ

. (C-22)

The corresponding matrix form of equation C-22 is

∂2T
∂m∂mT

= AT

(
∂2t

∂z∂zT
− 1
vZ3

D
)

A . (C-23)

Equation C-23 is a fundamental relation that relates the curvature matrix, D, of the reflector to the second
derivatives of the surface-to-surface traveltime, ∂2T /∂m∂mT .

The matrix ∂2t/∂z∂zT contains second derivatives of the traveltime from the measurement surface
taken along the tangent plane of the reflector. We can therefore compute this matrix as

∂2t

∂z∂zT
= C0A−1 , (C-24)

where matrix C0 is a special version of the submatrix C contained within the surface-to-surface propagator
matrix T : matrix C0 corresponds to evaluating matrix C with zero reflector curvatures.
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ABSTRACT

Multiparameter stacking has become a standard tool for seismic reflection data processing. Different
traveltime operators exist, whose accuracy depends on the offset and reflector curvature. We introduce
a new, implicit stacking operator derived from evaluating Snell’s law at a locally spherical interface.
Comparison of the resulting traveltime surface with those obtained from the common reflection sur-
face and multifocusing expressions confirm high accuracy and only minor dependence on the reflector
curvature. The examples show that the new method performs well for the whole range of reflector cur-
vatures from nearly planar reflectors to the diffraction limit.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, a number of multiparameter stacking operators have been introduced as an exten-
sion of the CMP stacking technique. Examples of such operators are the common reflection surface stack
(CRS, Mueller, 1999), Multifocusing (MF, Gelchinksy et al., 1999), and the shifted hyperbola (de Baze-
laire, 1988). These operators describe the traveltime surface for a reflected event in the short offset limit.
The accuracy of the individual methods differs and depends not only on the considered offset but also on
the reflector curvature.

In this work, we suggest a new stacking operator. It is derived from Snell’s law for a spherical interface
and leads to an implicit expression for the traveltime surface. Although the operator can be applied in an
iterative fashion, we show in our examples that already a single iteration leads to higher accuracy than the
CRS and MF expressions.

After a brief summary of the CRS and MF methods, we introduce a new implicit stacking operator
(ISO) and examine its performance in comparison to CRS and MF.

COMMON REFLECTION SURFACE

The CRS stacking technique was introduced by Mueller (1999) to obtain a simulated zero offset section.
The CRS stack can be considered as an extension of the classic CMP method, where stacking is carried
out over offsets, while in the CRS technique the stack is applied over offsets and midpoints. This leads to
a much larger number of contributing traces, and, thus, to a higher level of the signal to noise ratio.

Whereas the CMP operator is a hyperbola, the corresponding CRS operator is a traveltime surface of
second order that includes the CMP operator as subset. Written in midpoint (xm = x0 +∆xm) and half-
offset (h) coordinates, the CRS operator for monotypic reflections in the two-dimensional zero-offset case

mailto:claudia.vanelle@zmaw.de
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NIP

β0

RN

RNIP

x0

Figure 1: The meaning of the ZO-CRS parameters β0,RNIP , andRN . NIP indicates the normal incidence
point.

reads,

t2(xm, h) =
[
t0 +

2 sinβ0

V0
∆xm

]2

+
2 t0 cos2 β0

V0

[
∆x2

m

RN
+

h2

RNIP

]
. (1)

It contains three wave field attributes or parameters that describe physical properties of the one-way-process
corresponding to the zero-offset situation, namely, the incidence or emergence angle β0; the curvature
KNIP of a wave generated by a point source at the normal incidence point (NIP), the so-called NIP wave;
and the curvature KN of a wavefront generated by an exploding reflector element, the so-called normal
wave. Furthermore, the velocity V0 is that at the source and receiver. The meaning of the attributes is
illustrated in Figure 1. The extension to 3D is straightforward (Müller, 2007).

The parameters are useful for a variety of applications like attribute-based time migration, determina-
tion of geometrical spreading, migration weights and apertures, and Fresnel zones (for an overview, see,
e.g. Mann, 2002). More advanced applications that were recently introduced are NIP-wave tomography
(Duveneck, 2004), multiple suppression (Dümmong and Gajewski, 2008), and data regularisation and pre-
stack data enhancement (Dümmong et al., 2009).

MULTIFOCUSING

The multifocusing operator describes the traveltime of a reflected event in terms of the traveltime of a
central ray and corrections applied at the source and receiver for a paraxial ray. This results in the double
square root expression (e.g., Landa et al., 2010),

t(xs, xg) =
1
V0

√
R2
s + 2Rs∆xs sinβ0 +∆x2

s +
1
V0

√
R2
g + 2Rg∆xg sinβ0 +∆x2

g , (2)

with the source and receiver positions xs and xg , respectively, and ∆xs = xs − x0 and ∆xg = xg − x0.
The quantities Rs and Rg are related to the radii of the N- and NIP-wave by

Rs =
1 + σ

R−1
N + σ R−1

NIP

and Rg =
1− σ

R−1
N − σ R

−1
NIP

, (3)

where σ is the so-called focusing parameter. For a detailed discussion of its meaning, please refer to Landa
et al. (2010). If the reflector is locally plane, the focusing parameter can be expressed by

σ =
∆xs −∆xg

∆xs +∆xg + 2
∆xs ∆xg
RNIP

sinβ0

. (4)

In a recently-published paper, Landa et al. (2010) state that the accuracy of multifocusing traveltimes
can be enhanced by using the focusing parameter σ accordingly for a spherical reflector. However, the
computation of the parameter σ even for the spherical case is not straightforward. Therefore, we have
restricted our traveltime comparison to planar multifocusing, i.e., using the planar focusing parameter
given by (4).
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Figure 2: Reflection from a circle with radius R and centre (xc, H). Traveltimes t1 and t2 are those from
the stationary point on the circle to the source (xs = xm − xc − h) and receiver (xg = xm − xc + h),
respectively. The angle θ0 is that between the midpoint and the centre, whereas θ is the angle made by the
vertical axis and the line connecting the midpoint and the reflection point.

THE NEW IMPLICIT STACKING OPERATOR

We derive the new stacking operator by considering a spherical reflector with radiusR and centre at (xc, H)
(see Figure 2). These quantities can be also expressed in terms of the CRS parameters β0, RN , RNIP . The
sum t of the traveltimes t1 and t2 of the down- and up-going rays with

V 2
0 t

2
1 = ((xm − xc)− h−R sin θ)2 + (H −R cos θ)2

V 2
0 t

2
2 = ((xm − xc) + h−R sin θ)2 + (H −R cos θ)2 (5)

must fulfil Snell’s law in order to describe a reflection from the sphere. This requires that

V 2
0

∂t

∂θ
=
(

1
t1

+
1
t2

)
(RH sin θ −R (xm − xc) cos θ) +

(
1
t1
− 1
t2

)
Rh cos θ = 0 . (6)

For the zero-offset case, i.e., h = 0, we obtain the angle θ0 from (6) by

tan θ0 =
xm − xc

H
. (7)

After some algebra, substituting (7) and the identities

sin θ = cos θ0 sin(θ − θ0) + sin θ0 cos(θ − θ0)
cos θ = cos θ0 cos(θ − θ0)− sin θ0 sin(θ − θ0) (8)

in (6) for h 6= 0 leads to

V 2
0

∂t

∂θ
= R

(
1
t1

+
1
t2

)
sin(θ − θ0)

√
(xm − xc)2 +H2

+ R

(
1
t1
− 1
t2

){
cos(θ − θ0)

H h√
(xm − xc)2 +H2

− sin(θ − θ0)
h (xm − xc)√

(xm − xc)2 +H2

}
= 0 . (9)

This expression can be solved for

tan (θ − θ0) =
hH (t2 − t1)

h (xm − xc) (t2 − t1)− ((xm − xc)2 +H2) (t2 + t1)
. (10)
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Note that Equation (10) is exact. Since the traveltimes t1 and t2 also depend on θ, it cannot be solved
analytically. However, if we substitute t1 and t2 for the zero-offset case, i.e., θ = θ0, in (10), we obtain an
update for θ, and thus for the reflection traveltime following (5). Although we could repeat this step in an
iterative fashion, we show in the next section that single, direct application of (10) already leads to a higher
accuracy than the CRS and planar multifocusing expressions.

EXAMPLES

We have computed traveltime surfaces for four different spherical reflectors with the CRS, planar multifo-
cusing (MF), and the new implicit stacking operator (ISO) expressions. The results were compared with
the exact solution. In all cases, we chose V0=2 km/s, β=0 and RNIP=1 km, and only the radius of the
sphere was varied from R=10 m, corresponding to a diffractor-like structure, to R=10 km, describing an
almost plane reflector.

The RMS errors compared in Figure 3 were computed for two different apertures: the first one, (a),
includes xm in [-2 km:2 km] and h in [0:1 km], which is equivalent to a maximum offset over reflector
depth ratio of two. The second aperture, shown in (b), covering xm in [-5 km:5 km] and h in [0:2.5 km]
was chosen in order to evaluate the accuracy far outside the usually-applied range. Figures 4–6 display the
error distributions of the traveltime operators for the different reflector curvatures.

In Figure 3 as well as in Figures 4–6, we observe that within a realistic midpoint and offset range, all
three methods perform reasonably well. The accuracy of the CRS expression deteriorates for smaller radii,
i.e. toward the diffraction limit. Surprisingly, because this is counter-intuitive, MF is very accurate for
diffractions despite the assumption of a planar focusing parameter, and shows higher errors for larger radii.
ISO maintains its overall higher accuracy both in the diffraction as in the planar reflection limit over a wide
range of midpoints and offsets.
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Figure 3: RMS traveltime errors for spherical reflectors with different radii for an aperture of (a) xm in
[-2 km:2 km] and h in [0:1 km], and (b) xm in [-5 km:5 km] and h in [0:2.5 km]. For both apertures, we
observe that the accuracy of CRS deteriorates for smaller radii, i.e. toward the diffraction limit. Planar MF
is highly accurate for diffractions, but less so for larger radii. ISO maintains its high accuracy both in the
diffraction as well as in the planar reflection limit.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have introduced a new implicit stacking operator for curved subsurface structures. Numerical examples
show that whereas existing approaches (CRS, planar multifocusing) lead to reasonable accuracy if applied
within a realistic midpoint and offset range, the new operator is not only superior to these approaches for
larger offsets and midpoint distances, but it also maintains the high accuracy for a wide range of reflector
curvatures, from the diffraction limit to quasi-plane reflectors.
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CRS traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=10 m
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CRS traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=100 m
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CRS traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=1 km
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CRS traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=10 km
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Figure 4: Traveltime errors for the CRS operator for spherical reflectors with (a) R=10 m, (b) R=100 m,
(c) R=1 km, (d) R=10 km. The errors decrease for larger radii. Note the different scales.

Future work will include the extension of the new method to three-dimensional subsurface structures
and the application to field data.
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MF traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=10 m
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MF traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=100 m
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MF traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=1 km
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MF traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=10 km
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Figure 5: Traveltime errors for the planar MF operator for spherical reflectors with (a) R=10 m, (b)
R=100 m, (c) R=1 km, (d) R=10 km. The errors increase for larger radii. Note the different scales.
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ISO traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=10 m
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ISO traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=100 m
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ISO traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=1 km
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ISO traveltime errors for Rnip=1 km, R=10 km
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Figure 6: Traveltime errors for the ISO operator for spherical reflectors with (a) R=10 m, (b) R=100 m,
(c) R=1 km, (d) R=10 km. The errors increase very mildly for larger radii. For the diffraction limit, errors
are within machine precision. Note the different scales.





The Wave Inversion Technology (WIT)
Consortium

The Wave Inversion Technology Consortium (WIT) was established
in 1997 and is organized by the Institute of Geophysics of the Uni-
versity of Hamburg. It consists of three integrated working groups,
one at the University of Hamburg and two at other universities, being
the Mathematical Geophysics Group at Campinas University (UNI-
CAMP), Brazil, and the Geophysical Institute of the Karlsruhe Uni-
versity. In 2003, members of the Geophysical Department at the Fed-
eral University of Pará, Belém, Brazil, have joined WIT as an affiliate
working group. In 2007, NORSAR joined WIT as research affiliate.
The WIT Consortium offers the following services to its sponsors:

a.) research as described in the topic “Research aims” below;

b.) deliverables;

c.) technology transfer and training.

RESEARCH AIMS

The ultimate goal of the WIT Consortium is a most accurate and efficient target-oriented seismic modelling,
imaging, and inversion using elastic and acoustic methods. Within this scientific context it is our aim to
educate the next generations of exploration geophysicists.

Exploration and reservoir seismics aims at the delineation of geological structures that constrain and
confine reservoirs. It involves true-amplitude imaging and the extrapolation of the coarse structural features
of logs into space. The goals on seismic resolution are constantly increasing which requires a complemen-
tary use of kinematic and wave equation based techniques in the processing work flow. At WIT we use a
cascaded system of kinematic and full wave form model building and imaging techniques. Since our data
and inversions are never perfect it is the challenge to find those techniques which produce the best images
for erroneous velocities and faulty wave forms.

The WIT consortium has the following main research directions, which aim at characterizing structural
and stratigraphic subsurface characteristics:

• Imaging and inversion in 2, 2.5, and 3D

• AVO and inversion

• Macrovelocity model building and updating

• Local event slopes

• CRS real data processing

• CRS and multiparameter processing topics
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• Imaging of acoustic emissions (passive seismics)

• True-amplitude migration

• Seismic interferometry

• Full waveform tomography

• Forward modelling

• Migration and tomography
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COMPUTING FACILITIES

The Hamburg group has access to a 264 nodes (16 dual core CPUs, 8448 cores in total) IBM p575 "Power6"
cluster at the German Computer Center for Climate Research (Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum, DKRZ) for
numerically intensive calculations. It is equipped with 20 TeraByte of memory and its performance per core
is 18.8 GigaFlops. There is also access to a SUN Linux cluster with 256 nodes (2 quad core Opteron, 32
GB each). A SUN Fire X4600 (8 dual core Opteron, 32 GB) is exclusively available for the group’s com-
puting demands. Additional computer facilities consist of several Linux workstations and Linux PCs.

The research activities of the Campinas Group are carried out in the Computational Geophysics Labora-
tory. The Lab has many PC Linux workstations and Sun Ultra 60/80 workstations connected by a dedicated
network, suitable for parallel processing. Educational grants provide seismic packages from leading com-
panies such as Landmark and Paradigm. Besides State Government funds, substantial support both for
equipment and also scholarships are provided by the Brazilian Oil Company Petrobras. An extension of
the Lab with substantial increase of computer power and space is being built in the new facilities of the
Center of Petroleum Studies. The new Lab, expected to be in operation next year, will also have remote
access to the computing facilities of the Petrobras Research Center in Rio de Janeiro.

The local facilities of the WIT group in Karlsruhe mainly consist in about 20 clustered quad-core Linux
workstations. For large-scale computational tasks, a Hewlett-Packard XC3000 Linux cluster is available on
campus. It hosts about 300 nodes with two quad cores each. The total nominal peaker power is 27 TFlops,
the total main mmemory 10 TByte. About 300 TByte disk space are availble via a Lustre file system and an
InfiniBand interconnect. In addition, we have access to the computing facilities of the state-owned bwGRiD
consisting of a total of 101 IBM blades centers distributed over seven universities in Baden-Württemberg.

The main computing facility at the Geophysics Graduation Program in Belém is the Seismic Processing
Lab (ProSis). The hardware resources include: workstations (RS3600) from IBM and a SUN SparkStation
20, all networked to a local server SUN Enterprise-3500 with 2 processors; several networked Linux-
PCs; for large-scale applications, a cluster of PCs with 20 dual-processor nodes. The proprietary software
packages available for seismic applications are ProMAX, Disco-Focus, and Gocad.
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DGG, EAGE, and SEG, and served as an Associate Editor for Geophysical Prospecting (section anisotropy)
from 1997 to 2002.

German Garabito received his BSc (1986) in Geology from University Tomás Frias (UTF), Bolivia, his
MSc in 1997 and PhD in 2001 both in Geophysics from the Federal University of Pará (UFPA), Brazil.
Since 2002 he has been full professor at the geophysical department of UFPA. His research interests are
data-driven seismic imaging methods such as the Common-Refection-Surface (CRS) method and velocity
model inversion. He is a member of SEG, EAGE and SBGF.

Tobias Geib has been a diploma student at the KIT in Karlsruhe. He is a member of the Applied Geo-
physics group since November 2009. He works on the calibration of our superconductive gravimeter
located in the Black Forest Observatory and received a Diploma in Geophysics in December 2010. He is a
member of DGG.

Håvar Gjøystdal is Research Manager of Seismic Modelling at NORSAR in Kjeller, near Oslo. He also
holds an adjunct position of Professor of Geophysics at the Department of Earth Science, University of
Bergen. In 1977 he joined NORSAR and started building up research activities within the field of seismic
modelling, which to-day include both R&D projects and services and software products for the petroleum
industry. Key topics are ray tracing, seismic tomography, and time lapse seismic modelling. He is a mem-
ber of SEG and OSEG.

Anderson B. Gomes obtained his Bachelor Degree in Mathematics in 2004, and his Masters Degree in
Geophysics in 2006, both in the University of Pará (UFPA), Brazil. Presently, he is a doctor student in the
Graduate Course in Geophysics of UFPA in the area of seismic methods applied to oil and gas exploration.
He is member of SEG and of SBGF.

Ellen de Nazaré Souza Gomes received her diploma in Mathematics in 1990 from University of Amazô-
nia. She received her Master degree in Applied Mathematics in 1999 from the Mathematics Departament,
Federal University of Pará. In 2003, she received her Doctor degree in Geophysics from Geophysics De-
partment at the same University. Her fields of interest are anisotropy and seismic modeling. She has been
professor at the Federal University of Pará since 1997.

Sven Heider is a member of the Applied Geophysics group at the KIT since November 2009. In December
2010, he received a Diploma in Geophysics with a thesis on the interpretation of impact noise measure-
ments. He continues his studies as a PhD student in the SOUND project working on the application of
near-surface imaging methods on tunnel seismic data. He is a member of DGG.

Olaf Hellwig studied geophysics at TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany. Between 2004 and 2005 he
spent one year at NTNU Trondheim, Norway. He received his diploma in geophysics in 2007. Since 2008
he is Ph.D. student in the Institute of Geophysics at TU Bergakademie Freiberg. His research interests
focus on modeling of seismic wave propagation in boreholes and imaging of reflectors ahead of the drill.

Einar Iversen received Cand.scient. (1984) and Dr. philos. (2002) degrees in geophysics, both from the
University of Oslo, Norway. He has worked for NORSAR since 1984 and is currently a senior research geo-
physicist within NORSAR’s Seismic Modeling Research Programme. He received the Best Paper Award
in Geophysical Prospecting in 1996. His professional interests are seismic ray theory and its application to
modeling, imaging, and parameter estimation. He is a member of SEG and EAGE.

Stefan Jetschny received a Bachelor in Geophysics in 2003 at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. After
finishing internships at RWE Dea, Hamburg, Baker Hughes Inteq, Celle and Eastern Atlas, Berlin, he con-
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tinued his studies in 2004 at the Institute of Geophysics, TU Bergakademie Freiberg. In 2005 he wrote his
Diploma thesis at Baker Hughes Inteq in Houston, USA and received a Diploma (Master) in Geophysics
in 2006 at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. In 2010 he received a Doctorate in Natural Sciences from the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology with a thesis on tunnel surface-waves. His research interests focus on
LWD and wireline imaging tools, processing of borehole imaging data, 2D/3D seismic modelling of full
elastic wavefields and the propagation of tunnel surface-waves. He is a member of DGG, SEG, AGU, and
EAGE.

Shin Duck Kang received a Bachelor degree in Applied Mathematics in 1994 in South Korea. He has
studied the symbolic program analysis for a cross section of two Fermion particle scattering until 2005 in
a Ph.D course on particle physics at the University of Konkuk, South Korea. He received his M.Sc. degree
(2008) in Computational Science from the Dept. of Physics, J.W. Goethe University Frankfurt am Main,
Germany. After graduating Computational science, he has joined the WIT group at the Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT). His current interest is the implementation and application of 3D NIP tomography
based on CRS-Stack attributes and a B-spline velocity model. He is a member of EAGE and SEG.

Tina Kaschwich received her diploma in geophysics (2001) and a Ph.D. in geophysics (2006), both from
the University of Hamburg. Since 2005 she has been a research fellow at the seismic modelling group at
NORSAR, Norway. Her research interests are ray tracing and wavefront construction methods, imaging
and illumination studies for survey planning and quality control for different model and wave types. She is
a member of EAGE, OSEG and SEG.

Boris Kashtan obtained his MSc in theoretical physics from Lenigrad State University, USSR, in 1977.
A PhD (1981) and a Habilitation (1989) were granted to Boris by the same University. He is Professor at
St. Petersburg State University, Russia, and since 1996 Boris is head of the Laboratory for the Dynam-
ics of Elastic Media. His research interests are in high frequency methods, seismic modeling, inversion,
anisotropy, and imaging. He regularily visits Germany and spends from weeks to several month at the
University of Hamburg every year.

Daniel Köhn received his diploma in geophysics from Kiel University in 2005 with a thesis on modeling
of elastic waves by finite differences on a spatially variable grid. From 2005 to 2006 he has been a PhD
student at the Institute of Geophysics at Kiel University, where he has been involved in the "Scherseis
3D" project funded by the German Research Society (DFG). Since 2007 he is a research associate at the
Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg. His research interests are Time-Domain-Full-Waveform-
Inversion and numerical modeling of seismic wave propagation.

André Kurzmann studied geophysics at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. In 2006 he received his diploma
in geophysics. From 2006 to 2007 he worked in several engineering offices. His tasks were supervision,
performance and analysis of geophysical measurements. Since 2007 he is a Ph.D. student at the Institute
of Geophysics, TU Bergakademie Freiberg (2007–2009) and at the Geophysical Institute, Karlsruhe Insti-
tute of Technology (since 2009). His research interests focus on 2D seismic modelling of acoustic/elastic
wavefields and 2D full waveform inversion applied to reflection and crosshole acquisition geometries. He
is a member of AGU and IAMG.

Isabelle Lecomte received an M.S. (1987) in geophysics, an Engineering Geophysics (1988) degree, and
a Ph.D. (1991) in geophysics, all from the University of Strasbourg, France. In 1988-1990, she worked as
a Ph.D. fellow at IFREMER/University of Strasbourg. In 1991-1992, she was a post-doctoral fellowship at
NORSAR, Norway (grant from EU in 1991, and the Research Council of Norway in 1992). Since 1993, she
joined NORSAR permanently as a senior research geophysicist in R&D seismic modelling, and is now a
principal research geophysicist. Since 2003, she is also a part-time researcher at the International Centre for
Geohazards (ICG, Oslo), acting as the theme coordinator for geophysics. She received the EAGE Eötvös
award (best paper, Geophysical Prospecting) in 2001. Her main research interests are seismic modelling
(finite-differences, ray-tracing, Eikonal solvers, hybrid RT-FD), with applications to seismic reflection,
refraction and tomography in oil exploration, and seismic imaging (generalized diffraction tomography)
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including resolution studies. More recent studies concerned seismic imaging with SAR-type processing,
and simulation of PSDM images. She is a member of EAGE, OSEG, and SEG.

L.W.B. Leite is a professor of geophysics at the Graduate Course in Geophysics, and member of the De-
partment of Geophysics of the Federal University of Pará (Belem, Brazil). His main emphasis at the present
time is seismic wave propagation in thin layers for deconvolution and inversion problems.

Jürgen Mann received his diploma in Geophysics in 1998 from the Faculty of Physics, Karlsruhe Uni-
versity, with a thesis on Seismic Image Waves. In 2002, he received a doctorate in natural sciences (with
distinction), again from the Faculty of Physics in Karlsruhe, with a thesis on the Common-Reflection-
Surface Stack method. Since 1998 he has been a research associate at Karlsruhe University, from 2001
to 2006 he was assistant to Prof. Peter Hubral, in 2006 assistant to Prof. Friedemann Wenzel, and since
2009 assistant to Prof. Thomas Bohlen. He has been managing the Karlsruhe contributions to the projects
CO2CRS (2005-2008) and CO2DEPTH (since 2008). His fields of interest are seismic reflection imaging
methods, especially data-driven approaches based on kinematic wavefield attributes. He is active member
of the SEG, member of the EAGE and its research committee, and member of the editorial board of the
Journal of Seismic Exploration.

Eko Minarto is a Ph.D. student in the Hamburg WIT group. He received a S.Si. in Geophysics from
the Institute Teknologi Bandung (ITB), Indonesia, in 1997, and his M.Si. in Seismology from the Institut
Teknologi Bandung (ITB), Indonesia, in 2004. Currently, he is working on optimization based on Conju-
gate Direction Method for the simultaneous estimate of 3D Common Reflection Surface (CRS) attributes.
He is a member of EDGE.

Anke Moser is a diploma student at the KIT since December 2010. Her interest is the accuracy of FD
modelling of Scholte waves along the seafloor.

Amélia Novais received her M.Sc. in Mathematics from the Brazilian Institute of Pure and Applied Mathe-
matics (IMPA) in 1993 and her PhD in Applied Mathematics from State University of Campinas (Unicamp)
in 1998. From 1996 to 2002, she was a professor for Mathematics at the Federal University of São Car-
los (UFSCar), Brasil. She has joined Unicamp in April 2002 as an Assistant Professor and since 2009 as
an Associate Professor. Her research interests focus on partial differential equations and include seismic
forward modeling and imaging. In particular, she works with finite differences to obtain the solution of
the acoustic, elastic and image wave equations, as well as with the Born and Kirchhoff approximations.
Presently, she also studies image-wave equations. She is a member of SEG, SBGf, SBMAC, and SBM.

Francisco S. Oliveira graduated in Mathematics (2002) and received his M.Sc. in Geophysics (2005)
from State University of Pará in Brazil. In 2006/2007, he was a part-time professor in the Mathematics
Department at the Federal University of Pará. Now, he is working towards a Ph.D. in seismic methods in
Federal University of Pará. His research interests are true-amplitude redatuming. He is member of SEG
and SBGf.

Robert Pfau wrote his bachelor thesis on seismic oceanography in 2010. He currently studies marine ge-
ology on Svalbard and will return to Hamburg in 2011. His main interests are geology and oceanography,
and seismics in particular.

Rodrigo Portugal received his B.Sc. (1995), M.Sc. (1998), and PhD (2002) in Applied Mathematics from
the State University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brasil. In his thesis he studied wavefront construction
in the 2.5D situation and its application to the four Kirchhoff operations, namely: modeling, migration,
demigration and demodeling. Currently he is an associate researcher of the Department of Geology and
Natural Resources (DGRN) at UNICAMP. His research interests include wavefront propagation, numerical
analysis, seismic imaging and inversion.

Anna Przebindowska studied geophysics at the University of Science and Technology AGH, Cracow,

http://www.juergen-mann.de
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Poland. Between 2006 and 2007 she spent a year at TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany as a Socrates-
Erasmus student. In 2008 she received her M.Sc. in geophysics with a thesis on surface wave inversion.In
2010 she received a B.Sc. in Finances and Accounting from the University of Economics in Cracow,
Poland. From 2008 and 2009 she was a research associate at the Insitute of Geophysics, TU Bergakademie
Freiberg, Germany. Since 2009 she is a PhD at Karlsruhe University. Her research interests focus on time-
domain full-waveform inversion, seismic data processing, traveltime tomography and seismic modelling of
acoustic/elastic wavefields.

Christina Raub received her B.Sc. in Geophysics from the University of Hamburg in 2009. She is now
working on modeling synthetic seismograms for the water column. Her research interest is water column
seismics.

Lisa Rehor received her diploma in geophysics in 2009 at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology where
she is now a Ph.D. student. Her research interests focus on 2D full waveform inversion of shallow-seismic
surface waves.

Marcel Ruhnau is a diploma student in the Hamburg WIT group. He is currently processing and inter-
preting data of a submarine volcano. His research interests are seismic imaging and interpretation. He is a
member of DGG and SEG.

Korbinian Sager is a B.Sc. student in the Hamburg WIT group. His research interests focus on seismic
modeling and diffraction.

Lúcio Tunes Santos received his B.Sc. (1982) and M.Sc. (1985) in Applied Mathematics from the State
University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil. In 1991 he earned his PhD in Electrical Engineering also
from UNICAMP. From 1985 to 1988 he was employed as a Teaching Assistant at the University of Sao
Paulo (USP). Since 1988 he has been working for UNICAMP, first as an Assistant Professor and after 1999
as an Associate Professor. From 1994 to 1995 he visited Rice University as a postdoc researcher and in
1998, 1999 and 2001 he was a visiting professor at the Geophysical Institute of Karlsruhe University (Ger-
many). His professional interests include seismic modeling and imaging as well as nonlinear optimization
and fractals. He is a member of SBMAC (Brazilian Society of Computaional and Applied Mathematics)
and SEG. His present activities include the development of new approximations for the P-P reflection coef-
ficient, alternative attributes for AVO analysis, and finite-difference methods for the eikonal and transport
equations.

Martin Schäfer has been a diploma student in the Applied Geophysics group at the KIT in Karlsruhe since
November 2009. In December 2010, he received a Diploma in Geophysics with a thesis on the localisation
of near surface drilling by bit noise. Now, he is a PhD student in the TOAST project with a topic on the
inversion of surface waves.

Jörg Schleicher received a BSc (1985) in physics, an MSc (1990) in physics, and a PhD (1993) in geo-
physics from Karlsruhe University (KU), Germany. From 1990 to 1995, he was employed as a research
fellow at KU’s Geophysical Institute. From September 1995 to September 1996, he was a visiting scien-
tist at the Institute for Mathematics, Statistics, and Scientific Computing of State University of Campinas
(IMECC/UNICAMP) in Brazil with joint grants from the Brazilian Research Council CNPq and Alexan-
der von Humboldt foundation. Since October 1996, he has been employed as an Associate Professor for
Applied Mathematics at IMECC/UNICAMP. In 1998, he received SEG’s J. Clarence Karcher Award. His
research interests include all forward and inverse seismic methods, in particular Kirchhoff modeling and
imaging, amplitude-preserving imaging methods, ray tracing, and model-independent stacking. He is a
member of SEG, EAGE, DGG, SBGf, and SBMAC.

Benjamin Schwarz is studying Geophysics at the University of Hamburg. He is currently working on
his diploma thesis dealing with alternative traveltime parameterizations. His research interests are velocity
analysis, multiparameter stacking and anisotropy. He is member of DGG, EAGE and SEG.
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Hashem Shahsavani received a MSc from Shahrood University of Technology, Iran in 2009 with a thesis
on surface wave propagation. Currently, he is working on his PhD thesis on a model-based extension of
the Common-Reflection-Surface stack method. Since summer 2010, he has been a guest scientist in the
Karlsruhe WIT group.

Dela Spickermann studies Geophysics at the University of Hamburg since 2008. She is currently work-
ing on the computation of synthetic seismograms in the field of water column seismics and will write her
bachelor’s thesis in summer 2011.

Francisco de Assis da Silva Neto holds a Bsc. in Physics (2001) from Federal University of Para, and an
Msc. in Geophysics (2004) from the same university. He is currently working towards his PhD in Geo-
physics. His main research interests include high performance computing, seismic modeling and seismic
imaging. Today he is member of SEG and SBGf.

Zacharias Stelzer is a diploma student in the Applied Geophysics group at the KIT in Karlsruhe since
November 2009. Between 2008 and 2009 he spent nine months at the NTNU in Trondheim and at the
UNIS in Spitsbergen. He works on shallow seismics and the advancement of field technology for nearsur-
face exploration. In December 2010, he received a Diploma in Geophysics with a thesis on the acquisition
and interpretation of surface waves for waveform inversion. He is a member of DGG.

Ekkehart Tessmer received an MSc in 1983 in geophysics from Hamburg University and a PhD in 1990
from Hamburg University. Since 1990, he has been senior research scientist at the Institute of Geophysics
at Hamburg University. Since 1994, he has a university staff position. His research interests include ex-
ploration seismology, seismic and electromagnetic wave propagation simulation, and migration. He is a
member of DGG, EAGE, and SEG.

Martin Tygel received his B.Sc. in physics from Rio de Janeiro State University in 1969, his M.Sc. in
1976 and Ph.D. in 1979 from Stanford University, both in Mathematics. He was a visiting professor at
the Federal University of Bahia (PPPG/UFBa), Brazil, from 1981 to 1983 and at the Geophysical Institute
of Karlsruhe University, Germany, in 1990. In 1984, he joined Campinas State University (UNICAMP)
as an associate professor and since 1992 as a full professor in Applied Mathematics. Professor Tygel has
been an Alexander von Humboldt fellow from 1985 to 1987. In that period, he conducted research at the
German Geological Survey (BGR) in Hannover. From 1995 to 1999, he was the president of the Brazilian
Society of Applied Mathematics (SBMAC). In 2002, he received EAGE’s Conrad Schlumberger Award,
and in 2007 the Lifetime Achievement Award by the Brazilian Geophysical Society (SBGf). Prof. Tygel’s
research interests are in seismic processing, imaging and inversion. Emphasis is aimed on methods and
algorithms that have a sound wave-theoretical basis and also find significant practical application. These
include, for example, the unified approach of seismic reflection imaging (problem-specific combinations
of true-amplitude migration and demigration) and, more recently, data-driven seismic imaging approaches
such as the Common Reflection Surface (CRS) method. Prof. Tygel is a member of SEG, EAGE, SBGf,
and SBMAC.

Claudia Vanelle received her diploma in physics in 1997 and her Ph.D. in 2002, both from the University
of Hamburg. Since 1997 she has been a research associate at the University of Hamburg and since 1998 at
the Institute of Geophysics in Hamburg, where she was raised to a senior staff position in 2006. In 2002,
she received the Shell She-Study-Award in appreciation of her Ph.D. thesis. Her scientific interests focus
on true-amplitude migration, multiparameter stacking, ray method, and anisotropy. She is a member of
DGG, EAGE, and SEG.

Ines Veile has been a diploma student in the Karlsruhe WIT group. In 2009, she received her Diploma
in Geophysics with a thesis on alternative strategies for minimum-aperture true-amplitude Kirchhoff depth
migration based on the concepts of the double-diffraction stack method. Since November 2009, she is a
PhD candidate at the KIT with a topic on seismic modeling and imaging around boreholes. She is member
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of EAGE and SEG.

Meike Volk is a diploma student at the KIT since December 2010. She is working on the acquisition and
interpretation of 3D multi-component near-surface seismic data.

Benedikt Weiß has been a diploma student in the Hamburg WIT group. In 2010, he received his diploma
in geophysics on modelling of complex salt structures considering anisotropic conditions. He is currently
working on the geological evolution and structure of São Miguel/Azores within his PhD.

Sarah Wichmann is a diploma student in the Hamburg WIT group. She is currently working on her
diploma thesis about true-amplitude migration in anisotropic media. Her research interests are ray tracing
and anisotropy. She is a member of SEG.

Mi-Kyung Yoon received her diploma from the Technical University of Berlin. From 2001 to 2005 she
worked in the imaging group of the Free University of Berlin. She finished her PhD thesis in February,
2005. Since April 2005 she is working as a research scientist at the Institute of Geophysics in Hamburg.

Oksana Zhebel has completed her diploma studies in Geophysics at the University of Hamburg in Septem-
ber 2010. She has been a research assistant at the Institute of Geophysics in Hamburg since October 2010.
Her research interests focus on microseismicity, stacking methods and seismic imaging. She is a member
of SEG.
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List of WIT sponsors in 2010

Addax Petroleum Services Ltd.
16, avenue Eugène-Pittard
P.O.Box 265
1211 Geneva 12
Switzerland

Contact: Andreas Hölker
Tel: +41 - 22 - 702 - 6428
Fax: +41 - 22 - 702 - 9590
E-mail: andreas.hoelker@addaxpetroleum.com

Anadarko Petroleum Corporation
P.O. Box 576 The Atrium
1 Harefield Road, Uxbridge
Middlesex, UB8 1YH
United Kingdom

Contact: Yoann Hispa
Tel: +44 - 1895 209449
Fax: +44 - 1894 451449
E-mail: Yoann.Hispa@anadarko.com

ECOPETROL S.A.
Instituto Colombiano del Petroleo
Kilometro 7 Via Piedecuesta
Piedecuesta, Santander
Colombia

Contact: José Fernando Gamboa Peñaloza
Tel: +57.7.6847093
Fax: +57.7.6847444
E-mail: jose.gamboa@ecopetrol.com.co

Eni - Divisione Exploration & Production
AESI/E&P
Via Emilia 1
20097 San Donato Milanese MI
Italy

Contact: Paolo Marchetti
Tel: +39 2 520 62827
Fax: +39 2 520 63891
E-mail: Paolo.Marchetti@eni.it
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Fugro Seismic Imaging Ltd
Horizon House, Azalea Drive
Swanley, Kent BR8 8JR
United Kingdom

Contact: Thomas Hertweck
Tel: +44 1322 668011
Fax: +44 1322 613650
E-mail: Thomas.Hertweck@fugro-fsi.com

Gaz de France
Produktion Exploration Deutschland GmbH
Waldstr. 39
49808 Lingen
Germany

Contact: Paul Krajewski
Tel: +49 591 612381
Fax: +49 591 6127000
E-mail: P.Krajewski@gdfsuezep.com

Geomage 2003 Ltd.
Beit Lotem
Shilat Business Park
Modi’in 71700
Israel

Contact: Tamir Tal
Tel: +972 (8) - 979 0605
Fax: +972 (8) - 928 5525
E-mail: tamir@geomage.com

Landmark Graphics Corp.
1805 Shea Center Drive
Suite 400
Denver, CO 80129
USA

Contact: Dan Grygier
Tel: +1 303 488 3979
Fax: +1 303 796 0807
E-mail: DGrygier@lgc.com

NORSAR
Sseismic Modelling
P.O. Box 53
2027 Kjeller
Norway

Contact: Tina Kaschwich
Tel: +47 6380 5957
Fax. +47 6381 8719
E-mail: Tina@norsar.no
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PGS Geophysical AS
Strandveien 4
P.O. Box 354
1326 Lysaker
Norway

Contact: Martin Widmaier
Tel: +47 6751 4511
Fax. +47 6752 6640
E-mail: Martin.Widmaier@pgs.com

Petrologic Geophysical Services GmbH
Karl-Wiechert-Allee 76
30625 Hannover
Germany

Contact: Gerd Rybarczyk
Tel: +49 511 541 3917
Fax. +49 511 541 3917
E-mail: gr@petrologic.de

RWE Dea AG
Central Western Europe
Exploration
Überseering 40
22297 Hamburg
Germany

Contact: Matthias Riede
Tel: +49 40 6375 2166
Fax: +49 40 6375 3164
E-mail: Matthias.Riede@rwe.com

TOTAL E&P RD
Avenue Larribau
64018 Pau Cedex
France

Contact: Bertrand Duquet
Tel: +33 5 59 83 54 42
Fax: +33 5 59 83 42 14
E-mail: Bertrand.Duquet@total.com

Trappe Erdöl Erdgas Consulting
Burgwedelerstr. 89
D-30916 Isernhagen HB
Germany

Contact: Henning Trappe
Tel: +49 511 724 0452
Fax. +49 511 724 0465
E-mail: Trappe@teec.de
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